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CHAPTER I 
 
 
  IMPORTING BARBARISM/STUDIED BARBARITY: NATIONAL IDENTITY AND 
PHYSICAL CULTURE FROM THE RIO GRANDE TO THE PORT OF  
 
As night fell on the 21
st
 of February, 1896, a tall and lanky New Zealander, Bob 
Fitzsimmons, climbed into a hastily constructed boxing ring to meet the Irishman Peter Maher on 
a mud bank in the Rio Grande.  On the American side of the shallow river, Texas Rangers, 
powerless to stop the bout, gathered above the exposed rock cliffs with the Mexican residents of 
Langtry, Texas, dressed in their ―bright costumes,‖ to watch the spectacle.  Other ―nervous‖ 
spectators, just off the long train and coach ride, crossed the water on a temporary footbridge to 
the sandy ground where the ring and small tents stood.  They hoped, one observer remembered, 
to witness the boxing match before Porfirio Díaz‘s troops arrived to stop and arrest them.1            
The isolation of this natural amphitheatre, hours from any sizable town, was chosen due 
to legal necessity as neither Mexican nor American.  Straddling the physical border between the 
two countries, the uncertain jurisdiction of the site complemented the transnational reach of this 
media sensation of ―racial‖ and masculine prowess and ―physical culture.‖  In the weeks leading 
up to the bout, Mexican and American readers in Mexico City could marvel at the grainy 
                                                          
1
 The year-long legal battles to prevent the prizefight in Mexico and the United States entailed cross-border 
cooperation at the highest levels.  In February of 1896, Governor Culberson of Texas met with Governor Ahumada 
of the Mexican state of Chihuahua in Juárez, Mexico to plan their collaborative efforts to shadow the ―fistic 
carnival‖ on both sides of the border.  Culberson, exercising a personal vendetta against the fight‘s organizer, Dan 
Stuart, made it his personal mission to stop the fight. In 1895, he called a special session of the state legislature to 
outlaw Stewart‘s proposed bout.  ―Anti-Prizefight Law Stowed Away,‖ The Gazette (Ft. Worth, TX), 5 October 
1895.  Telegram:  J.G. Reagan to Culberson, February 21, 1896, Records of Charles Allen Culberson, Texas Office 
of the Governor, Texas State Library and Archives; The Daily Herald (Brownsville, TX) 13 February 1896; The 
Houston Post, 13 February 1896.  See also Leon Miletich, Dan Stuart's Fistic Carnival (College Station: Texas 
A&M University Press, 1994), p. 78; W. W.  Naughton, Kings of the Queensberry Realm (Chicago: The Continental 
Publishing Company, 1902).  Chapters One and Two of this dissertation trace this early association with the film 
industry and the popular culture of boxing in Cuba and Mexico. 
  
2 
reproductions of the boxers‘ faces and shirtless bodies while they read how Díaz‘s crack troops 
shadowed the boxers and their entourage on the Mexican side of the border.
2
 Presidents 
McKinley and Díaz reacted to the massive amount of public attention focused on the distant 
event by dispatching their armed forces on either side of the river to prevent the ―barbaric 
spectacle.‖3  The public, lucrative, and popular exhibition of the ―manly science‖ would be 
prevented by force, if necessary.  For both executives, the idea that two men would meet in a 
prizefight on their territory was an affront to national dignity worthy of preemptive legislation, 
government sanctioned killing (shoot on sight orders), and other extreme threats.
4
  Journalists as 
far away as Panama and British Guyana commented favorably on this example of international 
cooperation.
5
 
  Thousands of spectators, despite and perhaps because of the misgivings of government, 
traveled on specially contracted trains from Mexico City and the Mexican/American border 
states to witness the match.  Kinetoscopic technicians scrambled over the scrubby desert ground 
with their bulky equipment; they planned to film the bout and hoped the daylight would last long 
enough.
6
  Using the technological innovation of moving pictures, entrepreneurs sought to capture 
the drama of the prize fight and promised to make the nascent industry of professional sport even 
more lucrative by bringing it to a global audience.  Moving pictures of boxing matches brought 
vivid images of masculine and ―racial‖ idols to a new generation of lower-and middle-class 
                                                          
2
 Several Mexican newspapers, both in English and Spanish, carried coverage of the lead-up to the bout, such as:  
Voz de México, 4 August 1895; 10 September 1895; 14 September 1895; 4 October 1895; 22 February 1896; El 
Monitor Republicano, 3 October 1895; Mexican Herald, 22 October 1895; 10 February 1896; 11 February 1896. El 
Imparcial, 18 March 1897. 
3
 On even the rumor that a prizefight was to take place in Mexico and citing the recent anti-prizefighting legislation 
in Texas, the Mexico City daily La Voz de México beseeched the government to prevent the ―barbarous and illegal‖ 
spectacle.  If Americans had decidedly rejected that part of their ―customs,‖ Mexico should certainly do the same.  
La Voz de México, 9 October 1895, p. 2. 
4
 Ibid, Miletich. 
5
 Estrella de Panama (Panama City) 6 March 1896, p. 1.; Daily Chronicle (Georgetown, Guyana), 12 March 1896. 
6
 The kinetoscope was an early moving picture filming system, will be discussed later.  Boxing matches were one of 
the first and most popular subject matters of early film, shown in the late nineteenth century in Cuba and Mexico.   
 3 
 
spectators all over the hemisphere.
7
  Mexican theater entrepreneurs and promoters bid for the 
rights to show these boxing films; they were among the first full-length moving pictures shown 
in Mexico.
8
   
The Mexican laborers who had constructed the makeshift ring under cover of darkness 
the previous night stood in anticipation alongside wealthy east-coast Americans in the gathering 
darkness.
9
  Investors had risked enormous sums over the previous six months in search of any 
place, on land or sea, where the fight could proceed.  Newspapers in the United States and 
Mexico had dedicated thousands of inches of print and telegraph wires ran hot with messages 
updating the public on the latest events of this ―fistic carnival.‖10  The match‘s promoters 
courted, and probably bribed, the local political elite of Ciudad Juárez so the boxers could train 
and live in Mexico.  On the evening of the highly anticipated match, a special train carrying the 
boxers, aficionados, and vigilant police, left El Paso, Texas, bound for the mysterious location 
where the fight would be held.
11
  The police on board had carte blanche to prevent the match 
                                                          
7
 Ibid. Naughten, p. 219.  The images of boxers such as John L. Sullivan, Fitzsimmons, and other ethnic heroes from 
the late nineteenth century were among the first mass marketed novelties that celebrated popular heroes to a broad, 
transnational audience.  On the national impact of John L. Sullivan in the United States see: Elliott J. Gorn, The 
Manly Art: Bare-Knuckle Prize Fighting in America (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1986) and  Michael T. 
Isenberg,  John L. Sullivan and His America (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1994).  
8Some of Edison‘s earliest films were of boxing matches.  Not only were the films technically challenging to 
produce  given the fast movement, film speeds, and lighting difficulties, they also had lucrative possibilities given 
the popularity of boxing for a mass audience of theater goers.  Nancy Mowell Mathews, Charles Musser, and Marta 
Braun, Moving Pictures: American Art and Early Film, 1880-1910 (Manchester, Vt: Hudson Hills Press in 
association with the Williams College Museum of Art, 2005); Dan Streible, Fight Pictures: A History of Boxing and 
Early Cinema (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2008). Aurelio de los Reyes,   n  y so        n  x  o, 
1896-1930  M xico: Universidad Nacional Autónoma de M xico, 1983); Cineteca D.W. Griffith, Griffithiana 
(Genova: Cineteca D.W. Griffith, 1978). 
9
 The match, in generating enormous public attention, involved now legendary Westerners such as Wyatt Earp and 
Bat Masterson.  Both of whom tried their hand as boxing referees in various matches leading up to the Fitzsimmons 
vs. Maher bout.  See: Miletich, Fistic Carnival. 
10
 The boxers had even been voted ―honorary Indian‖ status so the bout could take place on Indian territory; but 
threats from the federal government prevented the bout‘s taking place in this area of uncertain jurisdiction. A 
subsequent idea was hatched to hold the match on an ocean going vessel out of the jurisdiction of the U.S. 
government in the Gulf of Mexico.  
11
 As Paul Vanderwood, Jr. argues, the border in this period was a fairly ill-defined line that was crossed easily and 
often.  See, among his many valuable works on the borderlands, Paul J. Vanderwood, Juan Soldado: Rapist, 
Murderer, Martyr, Saint (Durham, N.C.: Duke University Press, 2004). 
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from taking place on U.S. soil.
12
 All of this was witnessed and relayed, detail by detail, to the 
reading public. 
 For many progressive legislators, journalists, and religious and civic leaders in the United 
States and Mexico, the practice of the ―virile sport‖ was anathema to the higher civilization they 
imagined for the nation.
13
  Reformers were alarmed by the middle-class appropriation of 
formerly working-class, raffish preserves like boxing, through which urban men sought to 
exhibit vigorous masculinity and brusque sexuality.
14
  As R.W. Connell has shown, ―sport has 
come to be the leading definer of masculinity in mass culture.‖15  This study unearths the roots of 
this cultural engagment in modern Latin America.  Though it may seem anachronistic to modern 
readers, the types of resistance to the cultures of modern sport clearly evident in the United 
States extended into Latin America where it showed clear similarities but also important 
differences. 
 In Mexico, similar critiques applied, but for the Porfirian elite the most rational course of 
action was to stop the ―Anglo Saxon‖ cultural contagion at the border.  As Mauricio Tenorio-
Trillo has argued, for President Díaz and his positivist científicos, controlling diverse examples 
of cultural backwardness was an integral feature of the Mexican modernizing project: pulque 
drinking, bullfighting, and a new threat to civilization, boxing, were valid cultural sites for state 
intervention.
16
  For a small yet influential group within the Mexican elite, boxing was disdained 
                                                          
12
 Ibid., Miletich, Fistic Carnival. 
13
 Robert G. Rodríguez and George Kimball, The Regulation of Boxing: A History and Comparative Analysis of 
Policies Among American States (Jefferson, N.C.: McFarland, 2009); Peter Benson, Battling Siki: A Tale of Ring 
Fixes, Race, and Murder in the 1920s (Little Rock: University of Arkansas Press, 1994). 
14
 Brian Donovan, White Slave Crusades: Race, Gender, and Anti-Vice Activism, 1887-1917 (Urbana: University of 
Illinois press, 2006), Gail Bederman,  Manliness & Civilization (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1995).   
15
 R.W. Connell, Masculinities (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2005), p. 54. This study also draws 
important insights on the construction of manhood from Gilmore‘s cross-cultural analysis:  David D. Gilmore,  
Manhood in the Making: Cultural Concepts of Masculinity (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1990).  
16
 Pulque is an alcoholic beverage consumed historically by the lower classes and indigenous in Mexico.  The 
consumption of this beverage and the bars where it is dispensed, pulquerías, have, since colonial-era Mexico, been 
 5 
 
as the low-class counterpart of dueling, a practice that defined gentlemanly masculine honor.
17
 
The modernizing pill was not swallowed whole by the Porfirian elite; a range of cultural 
preferences operated in the assignment of value (or the lack of it) in the public sphere to certain 
Euro-American derived cultural practices such as bicycle riding, fashion, literary tastes and the 
celebration of changing types of celebrity.
18
  The mass media, mirroring the ambivalence of the 
political elite, was split between those in the press who sought to protect the Mexican public 
from imported barbarity, and those who looked to the new ―physical culture‖ as a necessary way 
to cultivate the modern masculine nation.
19
 Reactions to the bout on the border illustrated the 
conflict between the Mexican public sphere as consumers of transnational news and often 
improvisational government regulation that sought to control changing popular tastes. 
                                                                                                                                                                                           
contested by legislation, public health campaigns, and efforts at reforming the behaviors of the popular classes.  
While pulque and bullfighting were viewed ambivalently by the Mexican elite due to their links to indigenous and 
Hispanic heritages, respectively, boxing as both barbaric and foreign.  See:  Mauricio Tenorio-Trillo, Mexico at the 
Worl ‟s F  r (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1996), p. 121.  Tim Mitchell, Intoxicated Identities (New 
York: Routledge, 2004).  For a contemporary account of anti-pulque campaigns see: Eugene Parsons, ―Mexico,‖ in 
The World Today (Chicago: Current Encyclopedia Co, 1902), pp.1696-1697. 
17For more on the evolution of dueling as an ―honorable‖ and masculine pursuit for the Mexican elite during this 
period see:  Pablo Piccato, ―Politics and the Technology of Honor: Dueling in Turn-of-the-Century Mexico,‖ 
Journal of  Social History, [Winter, 1999, Vol. 33], pp.331-354. 
18
 Historians such as William Beezley, Mauricio Tenorio-Trillo, and Pablo Piccato have made valuable contributions 
to understanding the interplay between cultural borrowing and the conscious modeling of Mexican society by the 
political elite during the Porfiriato.  This study seeks to complicate their assertions by portraying a cultural arena that 
was controversial, problematic, and that engendered competing visions of acceptable and preferable modernity.  See, 
for example, Ibid., Tenorio-Trillo, Mexico at the World's Fairs; and William H.  Beezley, Judas at the Jockey Club 
and Other Episodes of Porfirian Mexico (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 2004); and Pablo Piccato, The 
Tyranny of Opinion: Honor in the Construction of the Mexican Public Sphere (Durham: Duke University Press, 
2010).  
19
 ―Physical culture‖  cultura física) was a broad movement within Latin America around the turn of the twentieth 
century.  It was a quintessential syncretic borrowing from such diverse sources as European gymnastics movements, 
American boxing, and other sports.  The changes in the way that manhood was conceived and expressed, shifting 
from the proving ground of military exploit to the mastery of self-defense and the ―arte viril‖ is a process that forms 
the core of this dissertation.  For early tracts on the importance of  physical culture, especially as it related to the 
educational goals of Latin American states see:  Congreso Nacional de Educación Primaria,  n orm s pr s nt  os  l 
 on r so     on l      u     n  r m r   por l s   l     on s    los  st  os: del distrito federal y territorios en 
septiembre de 1910, al celebrarse el primer centenario de la independencia mexicana (M xico: Impenta de A. 
Carranza e Hijos, 1911); Mexico,  ol t n     nstru    n p  l     (Mexico: Tipografia Economica, 1905), Vol. 5, pp.  
980-85;  Academia Nacional de Ciencias  M xico). Memorias y revista de la Academia Nacional de Ciencias 
Antonio Alzate ( M xico, 1898);  México,     ns   nz  norm l (M xico: La Dirección, 1900); Consejo Nacional 
de Educación (Argentina),  l on tor    l    u     n  om n (Buenos Aires,1881). 
  
6 
  In one of many direct orders to the governors of the border states, Díaz offered his 
opinion plainly: if the infamous bout were to occur on Mexican soil, it would be ―depressing for 
the civilization of the nation,‖ yet during this period, Díaz himself attended carefully staged 
boxing matches in the capital that celebrated Mexican mastery of modern forms of sport as proof 
of military prowess.
 20
  Manuel Ahumada, Governor of Chihuahua, agreed with Díaz: he made a 
special trip to prevent the bout ―under any circumstances.‖21  While guiding Mexicans toward a 
positivist, Euro-American vision of order and progress, the Porfirian political elite would also 
assist their northern neighbors in suppressing one of the more shameful manifestations of their 
culture.  No Mexican state had laws governing boxing or other violent sports; they relied on 
executive decrees to dissuade the public from the appropriation of the ―Yankee shame.‖22 This 
was one instance among many in which the positivist dictator and his political allies sought to 
stifle the autonomy of the public sphere in the name of civilization versus barbarity.
23
  Modern 
sport, however, was rapidly implanting itself throughout Mexico via the growing, informal, and 
transnational channels of mass culture that adopted international norms of behavior, melding 
                                                          
20
 Josefina Miguel Flores, Telegramas en el Archivo Historico, 1859-1912  (México: Centro de Estudios de Historia 
de Mexico CONDUMEX, 1988),  pp. 140-142.  Díaz also dispatched mysterious ―agents‖ to the border to shadow 
the movements of the ―fistic carnival‖ on the Mexican side.  La Voz de México (Mexico City), 16 February 1896.   
21
 The Mexican Herald (Mexico City), 17 February 1896, p. 7.  
22
 The Mexican Herald cited Díaz‘s thoughts thusly:  ―Mexico wants no roudyism [sic] or Police Gazette horrors on 
the frontier, which is a difficult place always to maintain order.‖ quoted in the Brownsville Daily Herald, 22 
February 1896. 
23
 The Díaz regime, as will be discussed in Chapter One; was characterized by the conflicting tendency to celebrate 
the importation of certain foreign cultural elements while simultaneously trying to control the nascent ―public 
sphere‖ that was created by this piecemeal introduction of what I will argue are examples of ―cultural modernity.‖  
For a discussion of this tendency see:  Claudio Lomnitz-Adler, Deep Mexico, Silent Mexico: An Anthropology of 
Nationalism  (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 2001).  For a study of official delegations from Mexico 
to various world‘s fairs in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries see:  Mauricio Tenorio-Trillo, Mexico at the 
Worl ‟s F  r.  For a contemporary (1906) account of Díaz‘s antagonism to Mexican traditions deemed atavistic or 
brutal see:  Mrs. Alec-Teedie, Porfirio Díaz, Seven Times President of Mexico (Hurst and Blackett: London, 1906).  
For recent scholarly works on associations of popular pastimes, especially bullfighting, with cultural atavism see: 
Adrian Schubert, Death and Money in the Afternoon: A History of the Spanish Bullfight (New York: Oxford 
University Press, 1999) and William Beezley, Judas at the Jockey Club.  Patrick Frank shows that while elites under 
Díaz sought to ban bullfighting, it remained a popular pastime associated by social commentators like the broadsheet 
writer and illustrator José Guadalupe Posada, with the historic Mexican nation.  See Patrick Frank and José 
Guadalupe Posada,   os   ‟s  ro   Sh  ts:  x   n  opul r  m   ry: 1890-1910 (Albuquerque: University of 
New Mexico Press, 1998). 
 7 
 
them into the Mexican vernacular.  This process, an uphill battle against elite ideas of civilized 
culture, constituted a mini-revolution in the way Mexicans and other Latin Americans began to 
digest new ideas of masculinity, national identity, and race in the public sphere.       
Havana, Cultural Borderland 
Fourteen years later and 1,700 miles away in another type of border, the port of Havana, 
Cubans wrestled with similar issues.
24
  In the weeks leading up to July 4
th
, 1910, Havana was 
abuzz with anticipation. Newspaper criers touted narratives directed at the growing number of 
―sportmen‖ in the city.  They sold the most minute details of the racial drama unfolding in the 
United States.  Jack Johnson, the first African-American heavyweight boxing champion and son 
of former slaves, was labeled as a threat to white American masculinity and white supremacy.  
With obvious relish he pummeled and mocked his opponent, the original ―Great White Hope,‖ 
Jim Jefferies, in the desert town of Reno, Nevada.
25
  Before the bout, the local band played the 
popular song ―All Coons Look Alike To Me.‖26  In the African-American community, the bona 
fides of Johnson as a celebrity and representative of black achievement were widely debated, 
with some admirers pairing the image of the boxer alongside Abraham Lincoln as the dual 
                                                          
24
 There had been a few informal boxing matches in Cuba before this date, most of them under the auspices of 
foreigners in Havana, like the ―American Club.‖  This date however, marks the most salient point of confrontation 
between Cuban cultural commentators and legislators and transnational, modern sport. 
25
 John Arthur ―Jack‖ Johnson is the subject of numerous biographical works and recently  2008) a widely 
publicized documentary directed by Ken Burns titled Unforgivable Blackness.  The best biography to date remains:  
Randy Roberts, Papa Jack: Jack Johnson and the Era of the White Hopes (New York: Free Press, 1983).  For an 
intriguing study that locates the myth of this boxer within the context of early twentieth century American racial and 
gender identity see Gail Bederman,  Manliness & Civilization (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1995).  
Recently (2008-2010), Johnson had made national news due to efforts by a bi-partisan group of legislators to grant 
him posthumous pardon for his conviction of violation of the Mann Act against ―white slavery.‖ This is testimony to 
the continued relevance of these racially charged events of the early twentieth century. See: Washington Post, 26 
June 2010. 
26
 Roberts, Papa Jack,  p. 103. 
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―Heroes of the Race.‖27 Others saw him as a traitor, unable or unwilling to marry within his 
race.
28
 
In Cuba, one of the few outlets for Afro-Cuban opinion, the magazine Minerva, printed 
the narrative of Johnson‘s triumph as a transnational racial representative: Afro-Cubans were 
keenly aware of the importance of the athlete in the framing of black identity and he served as a 
template for the novel idea of black celebrity.
29
  One Afro-Cuban youth, Pedro Llanes, 
challenged the Chilean Juan ―John‖ Budinich to a boxing match in the famous Payret Theatre, 
taking on the name ―El Jack Johnson Cubano.‖  As a member of the social club ―Cuba Fuerte‖ 
(Strong Cuba) composed of Afro-Cuban dock workers, Llanes tapped into the ―boxeomania‖ 
reported among Afro-Cubans, promising to prevent foreigners from holding the title of 
―champion de la patria.”30    Cubans read of the race riots immediately resulting from Johnson‘s 
victory.  In major cities across the United States, dozens of African-Americans were killed by 
white mobs in retribution for their celebration of Johnson‘s defeat of a symbol of masculine 
                                                          
27
 This pamphlet is reproduced in Kasia Boddy, Boxing: A Cultural History (London: Reaktion, 2009).  These 
sentiments were mirrored by Afro-Cuban intellectuals and politicians, and probably by a wider Afro-Cuban 
audience.  This will be discussed in Chapter Three.  Johnson, as a symbol for the African-American community, 
divided black intellectuals.  W.E.B. Dubois, for instance, celebrated Johnson and berated those who criticized his 
public behavior that so enraged whites.  See: David L. Lewis, W.E.B. Du Bois (New York: H. Holt, 1993).  Historian 
Gerald Early has claimed that Johnson was better known and received more press attention in the early twentieth 
century than all other black leaders, entertainers, and artists, combined.  Countee Cullen and Gerald Lyn Early, My 
Soul's High Song: The Collected Writings of Countee Cullen, Voice of the Harlem Renaissance (New York: 
Doubleday, 1991).  
28
 Johnson was widely debated in the black press. Most agreed, however, that his escapades with white women were 
damaging to African-American assimilation.  The Crisis, mouthpiece of the nascent NAACP, witnessed Johnson‘s 
rise and troubles with white women by neither damning his actions nor condoning them, simply regretting that it 
would likely inflame ―race hatred.‖  ―Opinion,‖ The Crisis, Vol. 5, No. 3 (Jan, 1913), pp. 123-24. These debates 
were taken up by both Booker T. Washington and W.E.B Dubois.  See: Geoffrey C. Ward, Unforgivable Blackness: 
The Rise and Fall of Jack Johnson (New York: Vintage Books, 2006). 
29
 Minerva (Havana), 12 July 1912. Minerva, first published in the 1880s, was the earliest publication dedicated to 
Afro-Cuban women.  See:  Dawn Duke, Literary Passion, Ideological Commitment: Toward a Legacy of Afro-
Cuban and Afro-Brazilian Women Writers (Lewisburg [Pa.]: Bucknell University Press, 2008).  
 As is discussed in Chapter Four, the mulatto poet Nicolas Guillén remembered Johnson as an Afro-Cuban model of 
a black hero in the period.  Johnson and his fabled match in Havana in 1915, will be the focus of Chapter Two. 
30
 El Triunfo, 14,15, 16 July 1910, La Lucha, 15 July 1910. 
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white supremacy.
31
 Cubans explained these events with horror, and counted them among the 
many widely reported manifestations of the ―stain‖ on American society, the ley linch.32 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
Figure 1: Jeffries and Jhonson [SIC], El Diario, 7 April 1910 
Cuban legislators feared this racial violence would sweep across the Florida Straits; they 
moved quickly to censor theaters that reproduced the drama of the prizefight, but allowed 
newspapers to describe the racialized embarrassment of the Great White Hope.  Visual 
reproductions of the beating, the political elite argued, were more dangerous than verbal 
descriptions of racial violence.  
Such a universally accessible medium, film, threatened to foment violent confrontations 
among Cubans. They cited growing racial tensions in eastern Cuba to support a ban on cinematic 
exhibitions of the interracial boxing match before they reached Cuban shores.  In the process, 
they overstepped valuable contracts held by local entrepreneurs and theater owners who had 
                                                          
31
 Roberts, Papa Jack. 
32
 Lurid tales of the lynchings of African-Americans were common features in the contemporary Cuban press.  As 
will be argued later, lynching, along with seemingly unconnected cultural products like boxing, would be argued as 
similarly undesirable cultural factors of the United States.  An interesting study is yet to done on the representation 
of practices such as lynching to Latin American readers in the midst of their own constructions of race and nation. 
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bought the distribution rights for films of the bout.
33
 The official rhetoric of racelessness clearly 
did not apply here; the Cuban government followed the lead of most states in the United States, 
South Africa, and other nations where the film was banned.
34
  The Havana police, citing extant 
statutes defining public indecency, complained of the ―pornographic‖ boxing matches that had 
become the rage in theaters around the date of the Johnson-Jefferies match.  In the weeks after 
the bout, foreign and Cuban men, even in the presence of female and child spectators, were 
boxing ―nearly naked,‖ with only a small pair of boxing trunks or tight pants to cover them.35 In 
the absence of legislation covering the novel practice, the Cuban political class, as in Mexico, 
relied on presidential and mayoral decrees to control the public sphere.  One observer was 
amazed upon seeing theater crowds overflowing onto the street to catch a glimpse of Cuban 
boxers reproducing the bout on stage.  He mused that never before in the history of the city had 
so many people been drawn to the theaters.
36
  The ban on cinematic reproductions of the distant 
match was quickly followed by decrees against prizefighting, in any form, on the island.
37
   
Mirroring the modernizing impulses of the Porfiriato, for the Cuban political and cultural 
elite during the early years of the Republic there was much to be admired and emulated in 
                                                          
33
 These racial tensions culimated in the massacre of the Partido Independente de Color (1908-1912), an Afro-
Cuban political party that sought political participation to redress racial imbalances in employment and other fields.  
They were ruled unconstitutional because they were organized along racial lines and were therefore ―racist.‖  
Tensions grew for months, fueled by sensationalist newspaper coverage and cartoons that targeted longstanding 
white Cuban fears of Afro-Cuban barbarity, until the summer of 1912 when the Cuban army, augmented by private 
citizens, killed thousands of party members, suspected members, and innocent civilians.  See: Aline Helg, Our 
Rightful Share: The Afro-Cuban Struggle for Equality, 1886 – 1912 (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina 
Press, 1995). 
34
 The Cuban idea of ―racelessness‖ became the central racial metaphor in the period. It derived from the interracial 
alliance of soldiers who fought against the Spanish during the Wars for Independence.  The deployment of the term 
and the contradictions it engendered in the Republican Period (1902-1959) has received a substantial amount of 
historiographical attention and will form a key part of my analysis.  See, among others, Helg, Our Rightful Share; 
De la Fuente, A Nation for All; Ferrer, Insurgent Cuba; Pérez, On Becoming Cuban. 
35
 ―El negocio del cine en peligro: Temese el Enardecimiento del Pueblo.‖ La Lucha, 6 July 1910, Front Page.  El 
Triunfo, 8 and 9 July, 1910; La Lucha, 8, 12, and 13 July, 1910. 
36
 This is examined in Chapter Two. 
37
 It took over a year before President Gómez would allow cinematic representations of boxing to take place legally 
in Havana.  Even then, live boxing matches were still illegal.  Archivo Nacional de Cuba  hereafter ANC): ―Decreto 
No. 1067,‖ Gaceta Oficial, 30 November 1911. 
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American and European culture; but the barbarism of the boxing ring, many hoped, would not 
take root on the island.  The popularity of boxing had created a cross-racial, cross-class, and 
transnational corps of athletes who represented a novel and enticing way to gauge and express 
the desire for ―national virility‖ in a comparative context.  The growing Cuban middle-class 
prided itself on the appropriation of American-style modernity and these early prohibitions stood 
in stark contrast to the general trends toward cultural syncretism.
38
 The orchestrators of the 
whitening project of the Cuban political elite, both liberal and conservative, rejected what were 
perceived as the lower elements of ―Anglo-Saxon‖ society.  Boxing was problematic largely 
because it was an interracial space where meritocratic achievement was central to the sport‘s 
popularity; but the sport also tended to foment ―race pride,‖ potentially dividing Cubans along 
the types of local and racial identities feared and repressed by the Cuban state.
39
   
Despite its Euro-American origins, boxing was discouraged by vocal and powerful critics 
in Cuba, while others argued that encouragement of modern physical culture, including boxing, 
should be a central goal if Cubans were to achieve masculine and modern nationhood.  Recent 
events, like the American defeat of Spanish forces in Cuba (1898) and the Japanese victory over 
Russian imperial forces (1904-05), were cited as proof by proponents of the new physical 
cultures: nations that encouraged boxing and martial arts rose to the top of the Social 
                                                          
38
 The ready appropriation of American cultural norms, especially those emanating from popular culture, in 
contemporary Cuba has been extensively examined by Louis Pérez, Jr., most convincingly in Louis Pérez, Jr., On 
Becoming Cuban: Identity, Nationality, and Culture (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1999); and 
Louis P rez, Jr., ―Between Baseball and Bullfighting: The Quest for Nationality in Cuba, 1868-1898,‖   The Journal 
of American History, Vol. 81, No. 2 (Sept. 1994), pp.  493-517. 
39
 Cuban readers, in almost every newspaper published on the island during the weeks surrounding July 4
th
, were 
informed of the race riots and other racial antagonism resulting from Johnson‘s victory. For an account of ―cultural 
whitening‖ of popular music, as a concerted project of the Cuban elite, see Robin Moore, Music and Revolution: 
Cultural Change in Socialist Cuba (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2006).  Also addressed in Lillian 
Guerra, ―Tracing the Origins of Divergent Interpretations of Race and Nation in Cuba,‖ in Race and Nation in 
Modern Latin America (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2003). 
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Darwinist/Spenserian evolutionary ladder.
40
  On the surface, prizefighting as a democratic and  
rule driven field for individual achievement, blind to race, might have fit well within the Cuban 
state‘s official rhetoric of racelessness. 41 In the early twentieth century, most commentators 
agreed that it did not.  This soon would change.   
 This dissertation is the first transnational study to examine the gendered, racial, and 
nationally inflected rise of physical culture among Cuba, Mexico, and the United States in the 
first thirty years of the twentieth century. I argue that the creative appropriation of this cultural 
product is an example of ―the cultural mutation which is modernity,‖ and that this process was a 
central signifier of the growth of democratic civil societies in Cuba and Mexico.
42
 It engages an 
early form of transnational culture industry and the impact of Euro-American concepts of 
masculine and national identities in Latin America to build on a growing historiography of 
cultural hybridity in the region.
43
  This study also examines the outwards gaze of both the Latin 
                                                          
40
 The impact of these two events on the changing imaginations of Latin American identities remains unstudied.  
The positioning of the Japanese in the early twentieth century are a telling counterpoint to generalized racial 
hierarchies and their military victory over a pseudo-European power, the Russians, had an important impact on 
racial thinking in Europe and America.  As Jack London put it, writing for the popular American magazine 
McClure‘s in 1910: ―the Japanese race was the freak and paradox among Eastern peoples.‖ Immediately after the 
victory of the Japanese over the Russians, a vogue for Asian martial arts in Latin America brought dozens of 
practitioners of Jiu-Jitsu, Sumo, etc to Latin America.  These men, the most famous of which was Conde Koma, 
circulated among presidents, generals, and elite society from Brazil to Mexico and the United States.  See:  Jeffrey 
Lesser, Negotiating National Identity: Immigrants, Minorities, and the Struggle for Ethnicity in Brazil (Durham: 
Duke University Press, 1999); Naoko Shimazu, Japan, Race, and Equality (London: Routledge, 1998) ; Gerald 
Horne, White Supremacy and the Japanese Attack on the British Empire (New York: New York University Press, 
2003). 
41
 For a discussion of early Republican Era conflicts over the deployment and limits of ―racelessness‖ see:  Lillian 
Guerra, ―From Revolution to Involution in the Early Cuban Republic: Conflicts over Race, Class, and Nation, 1902-
1906,‖ in Appelbaum, Macpherson, and Rosemblatt, eds., Race and Nation in Modern Latin America (Chapel Hill: 
University of North Carolina Press, 2003); Aline Helg, Our Rightful Share;  De la Fuente, A Nation For All. 
42Fran ois-Xavier Guerra, Modernidad e independencias: ensayos sobr  l s r volu  on s h sp n   s (Madrid: 
Encuentro, 2009), Quoted in Piccato, ―Public Sphere.‖  
43
 Ideas of cultural hybridity, syncretism, or negotiation have a long historiography in Latin America, the earliest 
and perhaps best known proponent of this lens for viewing culture being the Cuban intellectual Fernando Ortiz, 
Cuban Counterpoint; Tobacco and Sugar, Translated by Harriet De Onis (New York: A.A. Knopf, 1947).  This 
study builds on recent conceptual work on transnational cultures by, among others, Roger Bartra,  Blood, Ink, and 
Culture: Miseries and Splendors of the Post-Mexican Condition (Durham: Duke University Press, 2002) ;  Vivian 
Schelling, Through the Kaleidoscope: The Experience of Modernity in Latin America (London: Verso, 2001); 
N stor Garc a Canclini, Hybrid Cultures: Strategies for Entering and Leaving Modernity, Translated by Christopher 
L. Chiappari (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1997); Gilbert M. Joseph, Catherine LeGrand, and 
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American elite and the popular classes during this period.  While governments and intellectuals 
in Cuba and Mexico sought to incorporate the lessons of ―new‖ masculine culture that had aided 
the Americans in their defeat of Spain and the Japanese in their victory over Russia; the 
popularity of boxing and martial arts grew tremendously among the masses in the early years of 
the twentieth century. For example, while boxing and martial arts were imported  into Mexican 
popular culture throughout this period, Salvador Esperón, a Nahua speaking early boxer from 
Oaxaca, instructed cadets in the most prestigious military academies in Mexico City on the finer 
points of boxing as a key to masculinity and discipline.
44
 While Cubans in the 1920s published 
treatises on boxing and Cuban history, Kid Chocolate, the local negrito ―conquered‖ white 
women.
45
  Control of these new behaviors became a point of contention between ayuntamientos 
and civic-social groups.
46
   
This study is driven by the outcomes of cultural change driven both by conscious 
planning and as the product of improvisation: a dialogue between activists and entrepreneurs and 
the public tastes they sought to mold.
47
  While militaries across Latin America employed Asian 
                                                                                                                                                                                           
Ricardo Donato Salvatore, Close Encounters of Empire: Writing the Cultural History of U.S.-Latin American 
Relations (Durham: Duke University Press,1998); and Jorge Larraín, Modernity and Identity in Latin America 
(Malden, MA: Blackwell Publishers, 2000). 
44
 The career of Esperón will be examined in later chapters.  The Archivo General de la Nación houses Esperón‘s 
manuals and memoir on boxing and its importance to modern Mexican manhood. 
45
 Like Jack Johnson before him, Eligio Sardiñas reveled in being able to seduce white women to the chagrin of 
white supremacists in Cuba.  His scrapbook contains more than a half-dozen pictures of these women.  See Elío 
Mendez and Victor Joaquín Ortega,  El boxeo soy yo. 
46
 Peter Beattie, in his study of the Brazilian military in this period, has traced a similar impact of these ideas on  
martial culture.  As he argues: ―The public servant, patriot, frontiersman, explorer, sportsman, statesman, 
humanitarian, and warrior became an archetype of Belle Époque manhood.‖  These characteristics became 
―paragons of masculine virtue.‖  Beattie draws on the international fame and legacy of Theodore Roosevelt and the 
Brazilian adventurer General Candido Rondon.  See:  Peter M. Beattie, The Tribute of Blood: Army, Honor, Race, 
and Nation in Brazil, 1864 – 1945 (Durham: Duke Univ. Press, 2001), p. 121.  Beattie also identifies the rise of 
sporting clubs in Brazil as emblematic of the diffusion of new ideas about physical culture and masculinity.  On 
Rondon and T. Roosevelt in Brazil (1913) see: Todd A. Diacon, Stringing Together a Nation: Candido Mariano Da 
Silva Rondon and the Construction of a Modern Brazil, 1906-1930 (Durham: Duke University Press, 2004). For a 
study focused on T. Roosevelt‘s fetishization of the ―masculine virtues,‖ see:  Kathleen M. Dalton, Theodore 
Roosevelt: A Strenuous Life (New York: Vintage Books, 2004). 
47
 The dynamics of this process in each time and place will are more extensively explained and debated in the 
appropriate chapters. 
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and American martial artists and boxers as instructors of physical culture, their citizens attended 
wildly popular ―spectacles‖ of prizefighting that vied for cultural space alongside more 
traditional practices like bullfighting.     
This dissertation builds on a number of recent studies that examine race, national identity, 
and gender in a transnational context in Latin America.  The work of Louis Pérez, Jr., has been 
particularly important in informing my understanding of the complex evolution of Cuban 
national identity during the Republican period.
48
  His study of the mutual impact of Cuban and 
American cultures has been essential for the conceptualization of this project.  Pablo Piccato, 
Aline Helg, Mauricio Tenorio-Trillo, Mary Kay Vaughan,  Alejandro de la Fuente, Frank 
Guridy, Rebecca Scott, Alejandra Bronfman, Robin Moore, Bill Beezley, Matthew Guttman and 
others have made important contributions to the understanding the cultures of race, gender, the 
public sphere and nation during the period under study, and their work is examined more in-
depth in the ensuing chapters.
49
 
The above described attempts at preventative cultural engineering in Mexico and Cuba in 
the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries failed in the long run.  By the late 1920s, 
                                                          
48
 Pérez‘s entire body of work has helped to mold my understanding of Cuban history in, but in particular his study 
of the impact of North American popular culture in Pérez, On Becoming Cuban.  On sport and the forging on anti-
colonial Cuban national identity see:  Louis A. Pérez "Between Baseball and Bullfighting: The Quest for Nationality 
in Cuba, 1868-1898" The Journal of American History, Vol. 81, no. 2 (September, 1994), pp. 493-517. 
49
 Aline Helg and Alejandro de la Fuente have carried on a lively debate about the role of race in Cuban society from 
the late colonial period through the end of the Republic.  See: Aline Helg, Our Rightful Share and Alejandro de la 
Fuente,  A Nation for All.  Frank Guridy‘s work has contributed to our understanding of the transnational cultural 
flows between African-Americans and Afro-Cubans:  Frank Guridy, Forging Diaspora: Afro-Cubans and African-
Americans in a World of Empire and Jim Crow (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2010).  Rebecca 
Scott‘s comparative work on the legacy of  race after slavery in the U.S. and Cuba has been fundamental:   Rebecca 
Scott,  Degrees of Freedom: Louisiana and Cuba After Slavery (Cambridge, Mass: Belknap Press of Harvard 
University Press, 2005). Matthew C. Guttman, ed., Changing Men and Masculinities in Latin America, has opened 
critical new perspectives on masculinity as a marginalized social construct throughout Latin American 
historiography  it has too often been ―essentialized‖), this study seeks to answer his call for more histories that 
engage the masculine side of gender.  My understanding of nationalism and national identity as a constructed, 
―imagined‖ concept draws fundamental ideas from Benedict Anderson‘s classic work: Benedict Anderson, Imagined 
Communities  London: Verso, 1993 [1984]). Pablo Piccato‘s groundbreaking essay ―Public Sphere in Latin 
America: a map of historiography,‖ has yielded important insights into the use of the ―public sphere‖ as a relatively 
autonomous grouping of civil society worthy of study in the formation of identities. 
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Mexicans and Cubans voted in informal plebiscites to overrule elite fears of cultural decadence, 
racial antagonism, and foreign contamination: they attended interracial prizefights in the tens of 
thousands, listened to radio broadcasts of bouts as far away as New York, constructed gyms 
dedicated to boxing and ―physical culture,‖ and attended cinemas where athletes as masculine 
role models were portrayed as national and racial heroes by national film industries.
50
   Mexicans 
and Cubans constructed massive public venues for boxing and wrestling, changing the urban 
landscape and reshaping the parameters of mass culture.
51
 Arenas offered popular prices where 
―la clase pobre en donde el sport del boxeo cuenta con millares de entusiastas admiradores”(the 
poor class amid which boxing counts thousands of enthusiastic admirers) mingled with the self-
styled cosmopolitan elite.
52
 
Realist and documentary photographers across Latin America, such as Gustavo Casasola 
(Mexico), Enrique Díaz (Mexico), Manuel Álvarez Bravo (Mexico), Martín Chambi (Peru), 
Walker Evans (Cuba) and Aladar Hajdu (Hungarian/Cuban) captured the gritty and sometimes 
erotic visual cultures associated with pugilism that became an integral part of the experience of 
                                                          
50
There are no reliable statistics on how common an occurrence boxing became by the 1920s in Cuba and Mexico.  
Amateur historians like Enrique Encinosa, however, have catalogued over three thousand  bouts taking place in 
Cuba during this period.  Given the population and geographical diversity of Mexico and impressionistic evidence 
taken from newspapers where boxing was daily news, it is likely that Mexico had at least as many if not more bouts 
in this period.  The late 1910s and early 1920s saw an exponential rise both in attendance of bouts, and a 
diversification, in terms of class, of the audience at those bouts. 
51
 For studies on the process of urbanization in Mexico City under the dictatorship of Porfirio Díaz see:  Pablo 
Piccato, City of Suspect: Crime in Mexico City, 1900-1931 (Durham, N.C.: Duke University Press, 2001);  
Katherine Elaine Bliss, Compromised Positions: Prostitution, Public Health and Gender Politics in Revolutoinary 
Mexico City  (University Park: Pennsylvania State University, 2001);  Michael Johns,  The City of Mexico in the Age 
of Díaz.  (Austin: University of Texas Press, 1997), and William Schell Jr., Integral Outsiders: The American 
Colony in Mexico City, 1876-1911.  (New York: Rowman & Littlefield, 2001).  There are fewer secondary sources 
for Havana, Cuba.  Much of this study is informed by the important work of Louis A. Pérez on urban Cuba and the  
rapid changes associated with urbanization and modernization in this period:  Louis A. Pérez, On Becoming Cuban 
and the theoretical arguments presented in Gilbert Joseph, Catherine Legrand, and Richard Salvatore, eds., Close 
Encounters of Empire.  Also see, Marial Iglesias Utset,    s m t  or s   l   m  o  n l  v     ot    n : Cuba, 1898-
1902  Ciudad de La Habana: Ediciones Unión, 2003). 
52
 Later chapters will recount several examples of this cross-class dynamic.  One early instance where this cross 
class appeal is explicitly addressed is in El Mundo, 23 March 1915, p. 10.  All translations are the author‘s unless 
otherwise noted. 
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urban life.
53
  Cubans and Mexicans from across the class spectrum aligned themselves with 
―heroes‖ in matches thousands of miles away that, it might seem, had little effect on their lives; 
but some wrote poetry, pawned household goods to gamble on outcomes, and expressed fealty to  
―Latin‖ or negrito boxers who they saw as  ―racial brothers.‖  Athletes from the lower classes 
appropriated as nomes de guerre the stage names of transnational celebrity/athletes and the 
owners of pulquerias rechristened their businesses after ―Latin‖ heroes of the prize ring.  
Mexican film directors made biopics of chilango (Mexico City) boxers who bootstrapped their 
way to wealth, celebrity, and masculine idolization:  these stories paralleled the growth of cities, 
urban slums, and mass culture, and played alongside imported films that dramatized the 
biographies of American and European sporting idols.
54
   
Operating within these imaginings of race and class were malleable and contingent ideas 
that fed upon highly theatrical oppositions: an Argentine from the pampas, in the case of boxer 
Luis Ángel Firpo, was widely appropriated by Cubans and Mexicans for his 1923 bout against 
the American Jack Dempsey in New York.
55
  Cubans and Mexicans celebrated their racial 
tolerance by comparing the lack of prohibitions of interracial matches in their national territories 
with stringent legal actions against similar bouts in the American South.  Mexican and Cuban 
boxers, as the mass media dramatized them, confronted and defeated racial slurs in the 
democratic space of the prize ring.  These identities were expressed and formed simultaneously 
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 See Image 1. 
54
 As film historian Carl Mora has argued, by the 1940s films that presented lower class boxers as Mexican heroes 
were among the first to use and popularize ―authentic street dialogue from the slums of Mexico City.‖ [In particular 
Alejandro Galindo‘s film, Campeón Sin Corona  (1945) (Champion Without a Crown), in which Galindo weaves an 
urban drama through boxing]  See: Carl J Mora, Mexican Cinema: Reflections of a Society, 1896-2004 (Jefferson, 
N.C.: McFarland & Co, 2005), p. 80. Interestingly, this film is used today as a reflection of Mexican culture and 
―Golden Age‖ Mexican cinema by the Mexican government in celebrating the bicentennial abroad.  See:  
http://mexico2010encalifornia.org/boletinenero2010z.htm (accessed 19 September 2010) 
55
 The 1923 bout in which the Argentine Luis Ángel Firpo, ―The Wild Bull of the Pampas,‖ fought the American 
―Half Breed‖ Jack Dempsey captured the imagination of thousands of Mexicans and Cubans. This will be examined 
in depth in chapters three and four.  Firpo, who in reality was an attendant in a drug store in Buenos Aires before 
taking up boxing, was portrayed to a transnational audience as the quintessential Argentine cowboy of the pampas.   
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on local, national, racial, and transnational stages: to be a firpista (a supporter of Firpo) and a 
―sportman‖ was more than admiring the skill of a particular athlete; it was to express cultural, 
racial, and regional solidarities.  The new technologies of film and radio made nearly real-time 
coverage of distant events possible, feeding the growth of transnational identities and cultural 
preferences beyond the once necessarily local.  New possibilities for imaging the self and the 
nation entered into even the smallest towns via the images, sounds, and ideas associated with 
modern celebrity and masculinity in the prize ring.
56
 
Being a ―sportman‖ in the early twentieth century entailed the mastery of elaborate new 
forms of knowledge and the expenditure, in many cases, of enormous amounts of emotional 
energy.
57
  The meanings of the term changed from the late nineteenth century when it was 
deployed in the context of aristocratic pursuits like hunting and horseracing, to a more popular 
association with sports like boxing and baseball.
58
   By the 1920s the Cuban and Mexican 
governments responded to the popular fascination of sportsmen with boxing and physical culture 
by establishing regulatory agencies--commissions on boxing--to set rules and eligibility and to 
collect taxes on ticket sales: their reactions to the relatively autonomous public sphere codified 
an already enormously popular practice.  Where once they had sought to repress, now they 
sought to exercise legal control. Government functionaries showed their dominance in often 
absurd ways, refashioning established boxing rules in an effort to impose their stamp and 
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 As will be examined in Chapters Three and Four, in Cuba, for example, even individuals in town with a 
population in the hundreds kept abreast of daily reports on prizefighting and wrote in to national newspapers to 
express their opinions and to make it known that they, too, had mastered the modern languages of sport. 
57
 The social designation as a ―sportman‖ I will show, was a highly sought after characterization.  Beattie, for Brazil, 
touchs on this in Tribute of Blood. 
58
 The use of this term took several forms but it was generally transliterated from English as ―sportsman,‖ or 
―sportman.‖  The first printings of the term in Spanish come from the early nineteenth century, when it was almost 
always used to describe the practices of English aristocracy and it became increasingly common and diversified 
toward the end of the nineteenth century.  In 1881, the word ―Sportsmen‖ was defined for a Spanish speaking 
audience as a person who ―unifies within himself the universality of the preferences that constitute sport.” By the 
late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, the English term sport was substituted directly into Spanish.  See:  
Federico Huesca,       on r o h p  o y   l sport, compuesto por D. Federico Huesca (Madrid: Imprenta. de J. M. 
Pérez, 1881), p. 609. 
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sending out observers to report back to the government any ―scandals‖ provoked by the masses 
that attended prizefights.
59
  By the early 1920s, such highly respected and paternalistic 
institutions as the Hispanic Society of America lauded the ―advances‖ within Latin American 
nations evident, observers argued, in their rapid mastery of sport and physical culture.
60
  Such 
blanket statements revealed an increasingly common vantage point through which to judge 
cultural achievements of the nation compared with the more ―civilized‖ and masculine Euro-
American and even Japanese cultures.  This idea of civilization focused on a confrontation of the 
decadent forces of modern urban life through vigorous masculinity and ―racial improvement.‖61  
A ―studied barbarity,‖ reformers argued, was the key to the health of the nation.62 
In a wider theoretical framework, Eric Hobsbawm has argued that the transnational 
spread of sport in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries was a key example of cultural 
borrowing from the ―civilized‖ British [and Americans].63 The importation of modern sport in 
Cuba and Mexico, however, at first seemed to confound Porfirian and Republican goals of 
progress: it was simultaneously atavistic and modern, it was a ceremonial enactment of violence, 
often compared to much maligned tradition of bullfighting. The culture of pugilism, many 
among the Cuban and Mexican elite feared, would encourage public disorder beyond the 
disciplinary capacity of the state.
64
  Not only were gambling and excessive drinking linked to the 
barbaric practice, its most famous practitioners were uncultured men from the lower classes, 
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 These attempts by the city bureaucracies to change basic rules will be examined in Chapter Two. 
60
 J. Warshaw, The New Latin America (New York: Thomas Y. Crowell Co, 1922). 
61
 The ideas of racial improvement, often explicit in apologies for boxing in Mexico and Cuba will be imbedded in 
the historiographies of each chapter.  For a general account of eugenics and the attempts by Latin American elite to 
mold their ―races‖ toward improvement and parity with other ―more advanced‖ races see:  Nancy Stepan, The Hour 
of Eugenics: Race, Gender, and Nation in Latin America (Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell University Press, 1991). 
62
 The idea of studied barbarity, often cited in the context of Spencerian ideas of progress was common in discourses 
on decadence, virility, and eugenics.  See: Stepan, The Hour of Eugenics; and Jack Lynch,  The Age of Elizabeth in 
the Age of Johnson (Cambridge, U.K.: Cambridge University Press, 2003).  
63
 Eric Hobsbawm, The Invention of Tradition (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1983), pp. 299-300. 
64
 This power struggle between the state and civil society to mold the cultural tastes of urban Mexicans will be taken 
up in Chapter One. 
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hardly Porfirian or Republican role models of selfless masculine honor in service of the 
modernizing nation.
65
  Yet for other observers and activists, the implantation of Euro-American 
cultural forms like sport went hand in hand with the construction of railroads and the extension 
of electricity: they were emblematic of national progress.
66
   
These conflicting constructions of masculine national identity, I argue, were highly 
visible in public documents such as newspapers and revistas, which increasingly promoted 
athletics as a key factor in modern behavior and knowledge. Within these larger generalizations, 
the juventud dorada squared off against the older generation of intellectuals, among them the 
writers José Sixto de Sola and Nicolás Guillén of Cuba, José Juan Tablada, Amado Nervo, 
Federico Gamboa  and Octavio Paz of Mexico.
67
  They located sport as a key backdrop to 
modern, urban, and cosmopolitan Latin American cities; but they disagreed over its place 
alongside larger cultural aspirations.  Many of these writers befriended journeymen African-
American athletes who made their homes in the rapidly modernizing capital cities: Havana and 
Mexico City.
68
  A distinctive Bohemian bent saturated the language of these encounters as 
modernist writers enthusiastically accepted or rejected the novel import and its impact in Cuba 
and Mexico.
69
 
                                                          
65
 For a well argued study on the construction of masculine honor in the elite public sphere in Porfirian Mexico see: 
Pablo Piccato, The Tyranny of Opinion: Honor in the Construction of the Public Sphere (Durham:  Duke University 
Press, 2010).  This dissertation presents another lens to view the construction of masculinity that differs greatly from 
the relatively narrow demographic focus of Piccato‘s claims. 
66
 During this period in Latin America, sport in general was often associated with the appropriation of modern 
values and cultural forms.  See:  Allen Guttmann, Games and Empires: Modern Sports and Cultural Imperialism 
(New York: Columbia Univ. Press, 1994); William H. Beezley and Linda Ann Curcio, Latin American Popular 
Culture: An Introduction (Wilmington, Del: SR Books, 2000); and  Joseph L. Arbena and David G. LaFrance, Sport 
in Latin America and the Caribbean (Wilmington, Del: Scholarly Resources, 2002). 
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 The work of these writers will be examined in the following chapters. 
68
 Many of these journeymen boxers and ―professors of sport,‖ such as the African-American Kid Mitchell and the 
Afro-Dutch islander Jim Smith, will be examined throughout the following pages. 
69
 As Piccato has identified, a ―Bohemian‖ cultural mentality saturated import segments of the intellectual class 
during this period in Mexico, Piccato, The Tyranny of Opinion, pp. 19, 132, 144. 
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What had changed from the turn of the century to the late 1920s that created enormous 
public followings for a previously exotic pursuit?  Why was the once widely disdained detritus 
of American popular culture increasingly portrayed as representative of Mexican and Cuban 
national identities by the instruments of mass culture?  How did Mexicans and Cubans convince 
their governments of the benefits of ―vigorous masculinity?‖ How were visceral disagreements 
over modernity and barbarity, masculinity and effeminacy, lo extranjero and lo nacional 
resolved by opposing sides who each portrayed themselves as promoters of the national good?  
What can historians of Mexico, Cuba, and the United States learn from this controversial 
transnational process?  
 This dissertation examines these questions using a transnational approach to argue that 
growing cultural affinities within civil society-- simultaneously local, national, and international-
- melded a foreign practice into national and racial symbols to construct cubanidad and 
mexicanidad: a medium to express the accomplishments of the nation as a whole.  This process 
took place over a period of several decades and created ―national passions‖ out of the once exotic 
and bizarre.
70
  It entailed a dialogue between civil society in the form of social groupings like 
novel athletic clubs, middle-class reformers, and athletes from the marginal classes and their 
reactionary governments.  It reveals what these people thought (or at least how they expressed 
those thoughts), and how they put those ideas into action.  These changes were pushed forward 
through abortive legislation, civic social petitions, clandestine practices, pamphleteering, 
editorializing, and the collective imagination of a new type of national man.  Its main 
protagonists were social activists, journalists, transnational athletes, and the public who made 
these entrepreneurial ventures both popular and profitable.  The process culminated with the 
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 Though ―passion‖ is a highly subjective term, I find the popular enthusiasm for boxing ―heroes‖ in Cuba and 
Mexico over the twentieth century to warrant the use.  In this I second Pérez, Jr. and Mexican historian Marco 
Antonio Maldonado.  Pérez, On Becoming Cuban; Maldonado, Historia del box: Pasión por los guantes. 
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appropriation of a novel practice which blurred the boundaries between the national and the 
foreign.  In so doing, it created new transnational spaces for popular participation and 
recognition as valuable members of the nation.
71
  
This was not an inevitable process: the cultural shifts in Mexico and Cuba that created 
these spaces were the product of concerted efforts to re-imagine the form and content of gender 
and nation.  As Eric Hobsbawm has argued, sport created a new venue in which to express and 
imagine national characteristics that were often appropriated by civic society at dizzying speed, 
before the official processes of institutionalization.
72
 Hobsbawm goes so far as to pose sport as 
―one of the most significant new social practices of [the] period.‖73 The popularization and 
nationalization of prize-fighting and the ―physical culture‖ it entailed grew as both a conscious 
project of middle-class reformers and through improvisation.  At stake was far more than two 
men (and later women) pummeling each other in front of a paying audience.  The proponents and 
opponents of pugilism, at least, argued such.  They deployed competing narratives of history, 
national prestige, racial toleration and, in the end, culture, to argue what they believed to be best 
for the nation.
74
  As advocates and opponents debated a seemingly innocuous cultural process, 
Cubans and Mexican called forth their most fundamental ideas and worldviews: the terms of 
engagement were most often national identity, modernity, and gender.   
 
Why Cuba and Mexico; why sport, why boxing? 
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 Chapters Three and Four will focus on this process. 
72
 Eric Hobsbawm, The Invention of Tradition (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2009). 
73
 Ibid., pp. 299-300. 
74
 As in France, for example, Cubans and Mexicans cited their acceptance of African-American boxers as exemplar 
of their higher level of civilization and racial tolerance than the United States‘ ―negrophobia.‖  See the following 
chapters for a discussion of the use of black boxers as ―ciphers‖ for transnational racial ideas and Theresa 
Runstedtler‘s study on African-American boxers abroad during this period, Runstedtler, Journeymen. 
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Boxing was controversial in Latin America long before the introduction of any other 
modern sport.
75
  In Mexico as early as 1806, social commentators presented their audience with 
accounts of English boxing as an essentially barbaric and bizarre spectacle relegated to the 
vulgar public (populacho) and as a peculiarity of the British ―race.‖76  From the late nineteenth 
century onward, boxing (el box, boxeo, or pugilato as it was variously transliterated into 
Spanish) was one of the first truly global cultural/sport industries and it was a site where diverse 
conceptions a range of cultural ideas underwent divisive discussion and debate, revealing much 
about the manners in which Cubans and Mexicans gauged their capacities for assimilation and 
excellence amid increasingly visible cultural flows from abroad.
77
 In the early years of the 
twentieth century, boxing‘s association with ―Anglo-ness‖ remained; but it was increasingly 
viewed as a site for Mexican and Cuban displays of virility.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     
 This accommodation also caused Latin American cultural intermediaries to look inward 
and to reconsider their compatriots who excelled within the new ―science‖ of physical culture.78  
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 I borrow the definition of modern sport from: Mike Huggins, The Victorians and Sport (London: Hambledon and 
London, 2004).  This account traces the conflicting ideas behind modern sport.  The word ―sport‖ itself changed 
from the mid to the late nineteenth century from denoting the pastoral pursuits of the wealthy such as fox hunting, 
fishing, and horse racing, to the new forms associated with modern sports like baseball, cricket, boxing, etc.  This 
shift also entailed the commercialization of mass spectacle sports and the democratization of their practice. 
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 Diario de México, 10 March 1806; Diario de México; ―Pugilato, Londres‖ 9 April 1810. 
77
 This approach is used by historian Theresa E. Rundstedtler in her forthcoming monograph:  Race, Boxing, and the 
Transnational World of Jack Johnson . Rundstedtler traces the emergence of boxing in the early twentieth century as 
a global phenomenon whose examination yields crucial insights into race, nation, and gender in a range of locales.  
This study builds on many of her ideas while extending analysis to Latin America and deepening our understanding 
of this process from both a transnational and national focus.   The best scholarly treatment of the cultures associated 
with modern pugilism is still Elliot Gorn: The Manly Art: Bare-knuckle Prize Fighting in America (Ithaca:  Cornell 
University Press, 1989).  Other helpful works include Steven A. Reiss, Sport in Industrial America, 1850-1920  
(Wheeling: Harland Davidson, 1995).  For a study of boxing and its wider implications for race and masculinity see: 
Gerald Early, The Culture of Bruising: Essays on Prizefighting, Literature and Modern American Culture (New 
York: Ecco Press, 1992).  The literature on boxing and culture in Latin America is much more limited.  For popular 
sources see for Cuba: Enrique Encinoso, Azúcar y chocolate: historia del boxeo cubano (Miami: Ediciones 
Universal, 2004); Elio Mendez and Victor Menéndez, Kid Chocolate: El boxeo soy yo (Habana: Editorial Orbe, 
1981); and Mexico: Marco A. Maldonado and Ruben A. Zámora, Historia del box mexicano (México: Editorial 
Clio, 2000). 
78
 I use the idea of ―cultural intermediaries‖ to describe those members of the press, entrepreneurs, and some 
intellectuals who sought to translate modern sport into the Mexican and Cuban vernaculars.  As will be illustrated in 
later chapters, this class negotiated the meaning and imported foreign cultures in terms of their suitability and 
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Champion boxers, almost entirely drawn from the most marginal social groups in the U.S. and 
increasingly in Latin America—poor blacks, mestizos, mulattoes and even Sino-Cubans—were 
awarded official recognition by their governments and popular acclaim by the news media, radio, 
and cinema as exemplars of national virility and modernity: being compared, in one case, to the 
Afro-Cuban hero and symbol of the Cuban Wars for Independence, Antonio Maceo.
79
  
By the end of this initial period of frenetic expansion, specialized magazines in both 
Cuba and Mexico fed the popular appetite for illustrations, pictures, and narratives about how 
local boys (los del patio) became ―important‖ through boxing and in the process represented 
Mexican and Cuban virility abroad.
80
   Athletic celebrities like the Mexicans Luis ―Kid Azteca‖ 
Villanueva and Rodolfo Casanova and Cubans ―Kid Chocolate‖ and ―Black Bill‖ were among 
the first popular heroes who gained their enormous social prestige not from battlefield glory but 
from their achievements in a transnational competitive medium of popular culture.  Their fame 
was often contingent on success abroad, dissolving metaphorical and geographical borders of the 
nation: the very use of the moniker ―Kid‖ implied the hybrid nature of their personas. They 
represented, to paraphrase Mary Kay Vaughan, a nascent civic and cultural space between the 
―Eagle and the Virgin,‖ a new arena in which to be muy mexicano or muy cubano.81  These 
qualitative changes in the public sphere represent a way to understand culture beyond the binary 
                                                                                                                                                                                           
desirability for the public as a whole.  Once this process had begun, and boxing became a viable pastime, mass 
culture began to reshape the meaning of this novelty.  As Featherstone describes them, cultural intermediaries ―cater 
for an expand the range of styles and lifestyles available to audiences and consumers.‖  See:  Mike Featherstone,  
Consumer Culture and Postmodernism (Los Ángeles: SAGE Publications, 2007);  David Ashley, History Without a 
Subject: The Postmodern Condition (Boulder: Westview Press, 1997).  This idea has been convincingly applied to 
the rise of celebrities in modert sport in Barry Smart, The Sport Star: Modern Sport and the Cultural Economy of 
Sporting Celebrity (London: Sage, 2005); and  Richard Giulianotti, Sport: A Critical Sociology (Cambridge: Polity 
Press, 2005). 
79
 This will be examined in Chapter Four. 
80
 These revistas, like the Cuban weekly Nocaut, and the Mexican Afición, will be examined in Chapters Three and 
Four. 
81
 ―The Eagle and the Virgin‖ are symbols used for the Mexican state and the Catholic Church as two powerful and 
influential institutions.  This study examines culture between these two poles.  See Mary Kay Vaughan, The Eagle 
and the Virgin. 
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relationships between power and institutions and the functioning of capitalist markets.
82
  Sport in 
this period became one of the few venues where lower class Cubans and Mexicans could excel 
and enjoy the, albeit qualified, respect of their compatriots from across the class spectrum.  
While most public representations of Afro-Cubans, for example, reproduced engrained 
stereotypes of atavistic and servile pseudo-citizens, the depiction of black boxers as 
accomplished, ―disciplined,‖ ―intelligent,‖ and ―scientific‖ exemplars of Cuban racial democracy 
provided a counter point to these degrading images.
83
 
In the space of two decades, the appropriation of modern, transnational ideas about the 
body and ―physical culture,‖ best exemplified in dramatic narratives and celebration of the boxer 
as a modern masculine ideal, had moved from middle-class novelty to national passion in Cuba 
and Mexico.
84
 Illustrative of this process are narratives from a number of writers, in their role as 
social commentators and cultural intermediaries that looked to the behaviors and even the bodies 
of their compatriots to gauge the place of their nation compared to other ―civilized‖ peoples. 
Lower class mestizos, mulattoes, and negros were paraded down central avenues, their names 
appearing in lights and their faces and bodies featured as centerpieces in the popular press and 
advertisements.  These representations were entirely novel, and entirely modern. 
The examination of the rise of modern sport in the early twentieth century to elucidate 
broader ideas of gender, nationalism, race, and the body (and the intersection of these ideas) has 
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 Pablo Piccato,"Public sphere in Latin America: A Map of the Historiography," Social History. 35, no. 2 [2010] 
165-192.  
83
 A systematic study of the portrayal of Afro-Cubans in popular culture, the public sphere, and the press has yet to 
be undertaken, but there are numerous histories that draw on public and popular representations and constructions of 
the image of black Cubans.   Aline Helg has argued that the sensationalized journalistic/cartoon representations of 
the Afro-Cubans as atavistic, hyper-sexualized, and bloodthirsty helped foment the white violence that culminated 
with the massacre of the Independent Party of Color in 1912,  Aline Helg, Our Rightful Share, For a study on 
representations of Afro-Cubans in late colonial  popular theater see:  Jill Lane, Blackface Cuba: 1840 – 1895 
(Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2005) and Susan Thomas, Cuban Zarzuela: Performing Race and 
Gender on Havana's Lyric Stage (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 2009). 
84
 Chapter Four examines the crystallization of narratives about Mexican boxing in a several popular films. 
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recently generated a broad scholarly literature.
85
 As historian Joseph Arbena has argued ―the 
academic study of sport no longer requires extended justifications or apologies.‖86 The 
importation of modern sport in Latin America serves as a crucial vantage point for cultural and 
social historians of the region.
87
  This dissertation builds on and extends these ideas to examine 
the impact of transnational physical culture, ideas about the body and sport, on constructions of 
race, nation, and gender in modern Latin America during the initial phases of the introduction 
and popularization of this novel culture.   
The diffusion of boxing, however, warrants special attention.  El pugilato, especially in 
its formative years, was a polarizing, often disreputable, and loaded cultural practice. It 
generated enormous amounts of media coverage and other documentation, often about 
individuals from social classes who rarely surface in the historical record.  Boxing was and 
remains a source of literary and artistic inspiration, a rallying point for popular and ethnic 
nationalism, a political tool, and a perceived means of upward social mobility.
88
  By the 1920s, 
competitive sport and physical culture were focal points for divergent contentions about the 
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 See, for example:  John F. Kasson, Houdini, Tarzan, and The Perfect Man : The White Male body and the 
Challenge of Modernity in America (New York: Hill and Wang, 2002); John M. Hoberman, Darwin's Athletes: How 
Sport Has Damaged Black America and Preserved the Myth of Race (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1997); Gerald R. 
Gems, The Athletic Crusade: Sport and American Cultural Imperialism (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 
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 Joseph Arbena, Sport and Society in Latin America,  p.1. 
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 For the best overviews and edited volumes see:  Joseph L. Arbena and David G. LaFrance, Sport in Latin America 
and the Caribbean (Wilmington, Del: Scholarly Resources, 2002); J.A. Managan and Lamartine P. Dacosta, Sport in 
Latin American Society Past and Present (Portland: Frank Cass Publishers, 2002);  Joseph Arbena, ed., Sport and 
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 For broad overviews of the boxing in literature and art see Kasia Boddy, Boxing: A Cultural History; and  H.T. 
David Scott,  The Art and Aesthetics of Boxing (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 2008).  In both Cuba and 
Mexico today (2010) boxers remain highly visible cultural symbols.  For example, though few individuals not 
directly associated with the Cuban state are allowed a presence in state media, the Olympic champion boxer Félix 
Savón appears on television commercials, in his boxing attire, to advertise the Havana television station.  In Mexico, 
virtually any newsstand carries specialized magazines and comic books dedicated to boxing and lucha libre (highly 
theatrical Mexican professional wrestling). 
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select aspects of modernity that Cubans and Mexicans should embrace, tolerate, or reject.
89
  The 
contemporary significance of boxing within a highly competitive, transnational market for 
cultural ideas, and the processes of domestication that the sport underwent reveal expanding 
meanings of lo cubano and lo mexicano in the public sphere at the core of this study. 
During this period, Latin Americans increasingly came into contact with novel foreign 
ideas and cultural trends via the rapid diffusion of international and domestic media. First, 
substantially increased newspaper coverage flooded the national territories with daily print runs 
in the hundreds of thousands and by the mid-1920s commercial radio sought to entertain and 
inform along the American model.
90
  This study examines both the domestic and transnational 
contexts of these encounters:  as mass media brought accounts of el extranjero into cafes, homes, 
factories and other spaces, the popularity of sport grew within urban areas, particularly Mexico 
City and Havana.
91
   
International celebrities like Jack Johnson, Jack Dempsey, George Carpentier, and Luis 
Ángel Firpo (all of whom staged tours in both Cuba and Mexico) enjoyed massive followings in 
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As will be illustrated extensively in later chapters, by the 1930s, Cuban and Mexican athletes were important 
symbols for the respective nations‘ attainment of the forms and practices of ―modern‖ countries.  Success was often 
cited as indicative that Cuba and Mexico were modernizing and westernizing, that they could meet and defeat 
Americans and Europeans in a neutral and meritocratic contest.  The values of competition, hard work, and 
individualism were bolstered by success in international bouts.  At times, these pursuits were actively opposed by 
the state, leaving civil society to fend for itself--collecting money, for example to fund ―Mexico‘s‖ participation in 
the 1932 Los Ángeles Olympics when the state refused to fund Mexican athletes (this Olympics resulted in 
Mexico‘s first medal, a silver in boxing for Francisco Cabañas).  A recent (2009) example of the importance of an 
athlete (boxer) to national identity and masculinity is Manny Pacquiao.  He is arguably the most famous individual 
in the Philippines, so much so that he is touted as a possible successor to the current president.  He was cited by 
Time Magazine as one of the Most Influential People in the World for 2009.  Pacquiao‘s boxing matches are so 
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 Jairo Lugo-Ocando, The Media in Latin America (Berkshire, England: McGraw Hill/Open University Press, 
2008).  As will be examined in Chapter Three and Four, boxing matches from abroad were among the first widely 
broadcast radio events in both Mexico and Cuba. 
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 ―Modern sport,‖ as a discrete concept draws most of its sociological explication via Max Weber.  Allen Guttmann 
defined seven characteristics that mark the advent of modern sport as a variant of physical culture:  they are 
secularization, meritocracy, specialization, rationalization, bureaucratization, quantification and the pursuit of 
records.  These factors cited in: Richard Giulianotti, Sport: A Critical Sociology (Cambridge, U.K.: Polity Press, 
2004), pp. 20-21. 
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Latin America.
92
  The media presented them as superior embodiments of their respective 
nationalities, representing stereotyped images of the ―bad nigger,‖ ―the self-made American,‖ 
―the elegant Frenchman,‖ and the ―Argentine cowboy.‖  Their success and notoriety inspired 
local fighters like Luis ―Kid Azteca‖ Villanueva and Rodolfo Casanova in Mexico and Eligio 
―Kid Chocolate‖ Sardiñas  of Cuba who created transnational followings of their own right.  
Chocolate and Azteca were among the first of many Latin Americans to appropriate and excel in 
the ―Anglo‖ sport after the First World War.  
By the mid-1920s, Havana and Mexico City were home to hundreds of civil-social clubs 
and organizations that were explicitly dedicated to the practice of physical culture.  The scale of 
membership and the spread of these types of voluntary social organizations suggest a shift in 
ideas about the body, modernity, and the organization of citizens along the lines of common 
cultural affinities within the larger national collective.  These were not solely aristocratic groups 
like the famous Jockey Club in Mexico City or the Unión Club and Vedado Tennis Club in 
Havana.
93
 These organizations represented a cross section of social classes from dock workers in 
the Cuban port, to railroad laborers and miners in the mountainous interior of Mexico.  These 
clubs were an important locus of cross-cultural and interracial contact, as U.S., British, 
Australian, Japanese, Ottoman, German, Russian and other foreign nationals learned and worked 
alongside Mexicans and Cubans.  Understanding this level of cross-cultural contact, often 
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 In a critical vein, Cuban poet Nicolás Guill n remembered the omnipresence of American sport stars ―on the front 
pages‖ of Cuban newspapers. He characterizes Jack Johnson, the first African-American heavyweight champion, as 
―our model of a champion.‖  Nicolás Guill n, Las grandes elegías y otros poemas (Ayacucho, Peru: Biblioteca 
Ayacucho, 1984), p. 202. 
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 A short account of some of the cultural dynamics that surrounded club life in Mexico City at the aristocratic 
Jockey Club is contained in:  William Beezley, Judas at the Jockey Club (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 
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Carolina Press, 1999) and Frank Andre Guridy, Forging Diaspora: Afro-Cubans and African-Americans in a World 
of Empire and Jim Crow (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2010). 
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obscured by that of diplomacy and international business, is another contribution of this 
dissertation.
94
 
 
A Note on Sources    
 While this study culls important information from traditional archival sources including 
petitions, legal actions, and granted and denied permits, these shifts in cultural orientation played 
out largely in the most prolific public documents of the day: newspapers and revistas.    There 
are few and fragmentary traces of this process extant in archives in Cuba, Mexico, and the 
United States. Two examples will illustrate the benefit of using these diverse documents in 
tandem with archival sources.  While the events surrounding the foundation of a new social-
athletic club might surface in a brief petition to the Mexico City or Havana ayuntamientos (city 
governments), most of the narrative and the justification for these actions must be drawn from 
the concerted attempts to change culture by members, journalists, and other social commentators 
that filled the growing coverage of sport and physical culture in periodical documents where the 
protagonists sought to influence public opinion and attract business.  In another example, 
Mexican newspapers from 1906 to the mid-1920s carried dozens of articles on a mysterious 
Afro-descended individual named Jim ―Black Diamond‖ Smith who taught boxing and jiu-jitsu 
to elite and middle-class Mexicans.  He was touted as a proponent of the ―manly science,‖ and 
was variously cited as being Australian, Jamaican, South American, or American.  It wasn‘t until 
his immigration records surfaced in the Archivo General de la Nación that I learned he was a 
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Dutch national, that he had entered Mexico through the United States, spoke Dutch, Spanish, and 
English, and had been born on the small Dutch island of San Eustatius in the Caribbean.   
As the historian of Mexico, Pablo Piccato argues, this type of project must rely heavily 
on non-traditional sources.
95
  In these documents, the centrality of race, national identity, and 
gender in the public debates surrounding physical culture in the public sphere are shown in 
dramatic relief.  Whereas in the early twentieth century virtually no widely disseminated 
Mexican or Cuban periodical documents contained sections dedicated to physical culture, by the 
1920s, like their counterparts in the United States, almost all of them did.  As the point of 
dissemination for a novel and controversial practice, these sections emerge as far more than a 
simple reportage of the where, when, and whom.  They are most tellingly composed of polemical 
debates, letters to the editor, public pleas and explicit comparisons of Cubans and Mexicans with 
perceived international standards embodied in athletic celebrities du jour. I argue that the given 
the incremental, spontaneous and often informal nature of these changes, traditional archival 
sources give a limited vantage point; hence the emphasis on images, periodical literature, 
polemical books, cinema, diaries, and memoirs. 
In a more general sense, the use of these documents is both a recreation of public 
discourse and methodological leap into the use of that amorphous idea of the public sphere.  As 
Juan Carlos Portantiero has argued, the public sphere is defined as ―the locus for the autonomous 
organization of a self-managed or cooperative society.‖96  Central to this concept is the existence 
of a democratic civil society that seeks to set its own norms and contours based on a number of 
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diverse informational inputs.  I argue that the processes examined in this dissertation, constitute 
an exploration of early manifestations of modern Cuban and Mexican civil societies.  
Participation was unbalanced to be sure, but greatly increased (since the late nineteenth century) 
availability of transnational information created a uniquely modern ground where Mexicans and 
Cubans fought for their cultural autonomy: the legality of certain cultural practices.  As Pablo 
Piccato has shown, two processes were integral to the creation of the ―bourgeois public sphere.‖  
First, print culture and literacy, dependant on consumers of information had to be relatively 
stable.  Second, ―the emergence of spaces of social life, media and themes of discussion...courts, 
salons, newspapers and cafes organized debates where public men and women used their taste to 
judge theater, literature..‖ etc.  These two facets emerged in Cuba and Mexico during this 
period.
97
 The novel public sphere bridged three areas of life: the private, domestic realm, the 
public means necessary to exchange opinions (media and civil social organizations) and the 
rhetoric of the state.
98
 
 The use of documents generated by and generating the public sphere raises important 
questions.  A majority of urban Cubans and Mexicans residing in the capital cities of Mexico 
City and Havana in the early twentieth century were literate. By some contemporary accounts, 
there were over one-hundred newspapers and other periodicals in Havana alone in 1900.
99
  
Literacy rates, however, varied widely across regions and between urban and rural settings.  By 
1910, Mexico City boasted over 50% literacy and the newspaper El Imparcial had a daily 
circulation of over 100,000 issues; its price at one centavo put it easily within reach of working- 
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class readers.
100
  The difficulty in establishing literacy rates can be glimpsed in the fact that 
between 1915 and 1934 (despite massive literacy campaigns by the Mexican government), the 
percent of literate citizens in Mexico City remained relatively static.
101
  This was due to the 
massive population growth mostly emanating from peripheral rural areas where literacy was low.  
By 1940, the country as a whole was still only 43.2% literate and it wasn‘t until 1950 that 
literacy climbed over 50%.
102
  Cuba during the same period had much higher literacy rates for 
both men and women, with women enjoying higher literacy than men by the last pre-
Revolutionary census in 1953:  74.1% and 78.8% respectively.
103
 The period following the 
Cuban Wars for Independence (1895-98), especially the 1920s, saw a dramatic rise in literacy 
rates across the island.
104
  By 1919, 61.6% of the population as a whole was literate with that 
figure rising to over 71% by the end of the period under consideration, 1931.
105
 
As with most any cultural phenomenon, the voices that speak loudest in the historical 
record are those that were best situated to express themselves. Beginning in the late nineteenth 
century, urban intellectuals (letrados) were forced to incorporate popular cultures into their 
writings and to countenance ―powerful democratizing cross-currents.‖106  Most of the early 
protagonists in this process were those who wrote and disseminated their thoughts in the mass 
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media.  While this may yield an impressionist view of social change as a whole, it is as close as 
the historian can get to recreate the conditions under which these debates and actions unfolded.  
Public opinion polls were nonexistent in this period.  In their absence, I draw conclusions based 
on attendance numbers  most bouts were advertised with ―popular prices‖) and representations in 
the burgeoning cultural industries that imagined Mexicans and Cubans as virile, modern, and 
cosmopolitan ―sportmen,‖ and the many instances when individuals wrote about how these novel 
ideas affected their lives and worldviews.  In most instances, I try to allow the sources to speak 
for themselves, as diverse writers reflected on the rapid changes taking place around them. 
 
How the Historia Unfolds 
 Chapter One,  ― El Deporte Viril and the Porfirian Man‖ argues that Mexican writers and 
social critics sought to portray the nation as virile and progressive via their either their rejection 
or appropriation of Euro-American physical culture, explicitly comparing themselves to other 
―civilized‖ nations before, during, and after the Mexican Revolution.  This tumultuous era saw 
boxing outlawed and legalized several times as local power changed hands and national policy 
vacillated between xenophobia and xenophilia.  It explores the petitions of intellectuals, social 
clubs, and entrepreneurs who sought to influence policy on public entertainment, often arguing 
their position in the language of positive eugenics and national regeneration.  This section 
uncovers the transnational journeys of racially marginalized prizefighters such as Jim Smith and 
Kid Mitchell (Afro-Dutch and African-Mexican-American, respectively) as they sought to profit 
by and implant boxing in Mexico. 
The second chapter, ―‘Who will Say we are not Progressing?:‖ Cuba, the ‗White Hope,‖‘ 
and the Challenge of Novelty, 1910-1915,‖ takes the reader to the streets, clubs, and theaters of 
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Havana between 1910 and 1915.  Amid furious public debate in April of 1915, Jack Johnson lost 
his heavyweight title to the latest Great White Hope in a suburb of the capital.  This chapter 
examines legal and cultural debates that coalesced around the earliest professional bouts in Cuba 
(1910), with the bulk of attention focused on the 1915 media and cultural event.  I argue that 
Cubans were divided over the role that modern sport, with its racial, gendered, and national 
inflections, should play within their rapidly changing society.  Boxing‘s transnational reach and 
the high degree of mobility enjoyed by its practitioners presented Cubans with a problematic 
decision: how would Cubans define themselves amid growing American influence? 
Chapter Three, ―He Carries the Hope of the Race in his Hands,‖ shifts to the ―Golden 
Age‖ of boxing in Mexico, the 1920s.  I illustrate the transnational importance of sport by 
examining several interrelated case studies.  I argue that the 1923 boxing match between the 
Argentine Luis Ángel Firpo and American Jack Dempsey reveals popular conceptions of race 
and nation in Mexico: the lived reality of race beneath the abstractions of theory. The celebration 
of Firpo reveals some of the diverse constructions of race and regional identity in operation in 
contemporary Latin America.  The chapter continues to the 1930s and examines the enormously 
popular lower-class heroes, ―martyrs‖ and archetypes of national virility. 
The last full chapter moves back to Cuba as I examine the racial, gendered, and 
nationalist language deployed to celebrate the rise of Cuban boxers to international prominence 
in the 1920s and 30s.  Central to this process was the creation of lower-class ―heroes‖ who 
represented the nation abroad and were nearly deified at home, even amid the constriction of the 
social spaces available for Afro-Cubans in the public sphere.  I trace how the exotic was 
nationalized and became a part of everyday life and Cuban expressions of lo cubano. 
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 In the final section, I survey the legacy of boxing in its racial, national and gendered 
contexts after the main chronological focus of this study and examine some of the images 
produced during the early years sport in Cuba and Mexico that have been preserved in various 
archives in both countries.  I also argue for some more general conclusions and directions for 
future research relevant to this topic and approach.   
 This study began by seeking to explain individuals and processes that did not fit well into 
the extant historiography and moved to situate them in their historical context: the sons of slaves 
who became world traveling athletes and  masculine role models, Japanese ―professors‖ of 
physical culture and jiu-jitsu who circulated at the highest level of government in many Latin 
American countries, Cubans from the slums of Havana who were constructed as controversial 
national symbols and traded boxing lessons for French classes in fin de siècle Paris, Mexicans 
from Tepito who defended ―national honor‖ in arenas in the United States--all of this forming a 
part of an early straing of what is now referred to as ―globalization.‖  By fleshing out some of the 
concrete manifestations situated at the margins of such abstract ideas as race, nation, and gender, 
I hope to contribute to the understanding of the cultural perceptions and social realities during 
this rapidly changing period. Beneath the upheavals of Revolution and foreign interventions, 
many of the basic factors of how Mexicans and Cubans envisioned and expressed their national 
identities in the modern world took shape.  These changes embedded themselves on the level of 
culture, outlasting political systems and continuing to this day. 
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CHAPTER II  
 
“EL DEPORTE VIRIL AND THE PORFIRIAN MAN: MODERNITY, IDENTITY, 
MASCULINITY AND PUGILISM IN MEXICO 
 
 
 Jim ―Diamante Negro‖ Smith, the polyglot Afro-Dutch boxer from the Caribbean island 
of San Eustatius, made for an unusual sight as he jogged through the Mexico City zócalo (main 
square) alongside his French trainer, the fencer and wrestler Eugene Spinner, in the winter of 
1907.
107
  Smith was born in 1880 and was likely descended from the slaves and free blacks who 
toiled in the small and cosmopolitan Dutch trading post.
108
  He learned what was then referred to 
as the ―science‖ of boxing while living near the Mexican-American border in the early twentieth 
century.  In that zone of cultural confluence and conflict, he was exposed to the illegal 
underworld of prizefighting that generated transnational press coverage and public uproar greater 
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than any other public spectacle of the late nineteenth and early twentieth century.
109
  In April of 
1907, he crossed the border from El Paso, Texas, to Ciudad Juárez, Chihuahua, likely on the 
invitation of the wealthy American mining engineer, inventor, and ―sportman,‖ Andrew Ennis.110  
Like many foreigners, Ennis thrived in Mexico thanks to preferential licensing by the Porfirian 
government, which facilitated massive foreign investment and westernization as a means to 
obtain national ―progress.‖111 Ennis exploited the rich iron and silver deposits in the mining city 
of Guanajuato and staged boxing matches there, becoming Smith‘s early benefactor and 
promoter.
112
  Ennis, as a mechanical engineer and promoter of modern sport is emblematic of the 
multifaceted technological, financial, and cultural impact of Americans resident in Mexico in the 
late Porfiriato.
113
   The Porfirian elite generally applauded the tangible benefits and concrete 
indicators of modernization that followed foreign capital and entrepreneurship.  Modern scholars 
of globalization have argued that the late nineteenth and early twentieth century marked the 
intensification of international trade that increasingly connected the economies, and, I argue, the 
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cultures of Latin America and the United States.
114
  It is on the unstable border between elite and 
popular culture, however, that the importation of American tastes and behaviors clearly visible in 
the growing popularity of modern sport produced a profound ambivalence about these more 
ambiguous symbols of modernity.
115
  
 During the four decades of Jim Smith‘s life in Mexico, the boxer was a well-known and 
highly visible personality in Mexico City and was perhaps the most documented representative 
of an interracial and transnational network of early ―journeymen‖ whose professional and 
cultural pursuits would contribute to the Mexican appropriation of foreign body culture centered 
around symbolic masculinity, national identity, and the Mexicanization of ―modern‖ sport.116 As 
J.A. Mangan has argued, the appropriation of modern sport from its roots in Western Europe and 
the United States took place in Latin America ―willingly…without European coercion and not a 
great deal of persuasion.‖117 While this is undoubtedly true when the importation of body culture 
and sport are compared to the more blatant and purposeful examples of American neo-
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imperialism (economic and diplomatic/military) in Latin America; the process of cultural 
appropriation deserves greater attention.  Individuals like Jim Smith, assisted by growing 
transnational media, changing gender and corporeal norms, and Mexican entrepreneurs and 
athletes dedicated to cultivating the virile national body, established the roots of this process. 
  Arriving in Mexico City by August of 1907, Smith joined Mexican-African-American 
boxer   ―one-quarter black‖) Kid Mitchell, African-American  ―mulatto‖) Kid Levigne, Puerto 
Rican Kid Lavergne, the Turkish bodybuilder and wrestler Rahain, the Italian wrestler Romulus, 
Canadian boxer Jack Connell, the ―Boer‖  South African) Strongman ―Otto,‖ the Japanese jiu-
jitsu professor known as Conde Koma (Mitsuyo Maeda) and dozens of other foreign professors 
of physical culture.
118
 Smith quickly took his place among a growing number of transnational 
athletes who plied their trade in the theaters, clubs, schools, and private homes of the Mexican 
elite.
119
  The skills and culture brought by these marginal journeymen became part of what one 
scholar has called a ―means to modernity,‖ in an increasingly global marketplace for ideas and 
cultural alignments.
120
  While foreign investors like Ennis changed the face of the Mexican 
countryside through the construction of railroads, bridges, mines, and factories, men like Smith, 
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through improvisation and seeking financial opportunity, laid the groundwork for the expanding 
boundaries of lo mexicano. While foreign economic interest often relied on the coercive power 
of American diplomatic backing, individuals like Smith were self-promoters, relying more on 
personal charisma to convince Mexicans of the importance of what they represented.   
 The popularity of these athletes and performers was spurred forward by important 
innovations in the Mexican press that qualitatively and quantitatively changed the consumption 
of local and international news.
 121
  The availability of new technologies of visual reproduction 
allowed for the mass dissemination of risqué images of the semi-nude athlete‘s body in precisely 
the same period when imported blood sport and novel ideas about corporeality saturated the 
public sphere. New clubes dedicated to physical culture occupied central locations in the seat of 
Mexican power and culture, the zócalo. The Mexican profesores of these clubs were identified 
by the government as national examples of masculine attainment and were tapped from the 
private to the public sphere to educate the next generation of Mexican men in new ideas about 
the male body.
122
    
 The shifting nature of representation and advertising in the popular media, embodied 
most clearly in the rise of the newspaper El Imparcial and the weekly illustrated magazine El 
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Mundo Ilustrado, both operated by media innovator and entrepreneur Rafael Reyes Espíndola, 
brought images of crime, athletics, and high and low culture within the reach of even illiterate 
Mexicans.  The first generation of Mexican photojournalists, most salient among them the 
Casasola brothers and later Enrique Díaz, increasingly brought images of athletic masculine 
ideals to a broad audience.
123
   The ubiquity of these images generated for and by popular culture 
resonates today in the boxing and lucha libre publications, televised events, and dedicated 
venues that regularly attract tens of thousands of spectators throughout Mexico and millions 
viewers for nationalist inflected contests that pit Mexicans, wrapped in the flag, against 
foreigners.   
 The seeds of this popular culture phenomenon began during the late Porfiriato.  Mexico 
City on the eve of the centennial and the beginning of the Revolution (1910) was a cosmopolitan 
center of about five hundred thousand people and the showcase for the carefully constructed 
project of Mexican modernity.
124
  Here the order and progress much vaunted by the científicos 
clashed with the informal and improvisational cultures taking root and expanding within civil 
society.
125
  As this chapter will show, the debates around prizefighting and Mexican culture in 
this period centered on issues of social control: Who would be responsible for defining the 
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boundaries of permissibility amid public sphere debate of what was and was not mexican?  How 
would the relationship between the public sphere and government institutions charged with 
regulating mass spectacles take shape amid changing cultural and gender norms?  By the time 
Jim Smith sat for mandatory photographs to complete his file for the registry of foreigners in 
1940, the culture of pugilism had been transformed from a cautious elite‘s sampling of foreign 
culture, to an expression of working class national identity and masculinity.
126
  By the 1920s, the 
suitability of boxing for Mexican culture, once debated in terms of unique Mexican traditions 
under threat from modernization, the rising ―arrogance‖ of the popular classes, and the 
unsuitability of Mexican bodies for violent sport, was largely beyond debate (in the public 
sphere, at least). 
 In the years leading up to the Mexican Revolution, these inter-racial cultural 
intermediaries and their entourages traveled the length and breadth of Mexico. News of their 
―Mexican championships,‖ reached across the border into the United States.127  Their mobile 
―exhibitions,‖ as they were most often advertised  giving them a veneer of legality as 
prizefighting had uncertain legal status), were precursors to the popular fascination with the sport 
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that, by the cessation of the violent phase of the Revolution, filled newly constructed venues with 
tens of thousands of spectators and became a means to represent national virility in a 
transnational context.  Mexicans boxers from urban environments wore peasant garb to the ring 
and literally wrapped themselves in the flag to confront foreigners.
128
   
 As the process of nationalization unfolded, foreign nationals impugned Mexican 
manhood through stylized retos (challenges) published in the Mexican press, challenging 
anyone, of any nationality, to meet them in violent sport in front of curious and judgmental 
spectators.  These challenges took place amid frequent public discourses on race, boxing, and 
United States‘ culture that featured prominently in Mexico City dailies and revistas.129  In 
response, Mexicans from across the class spectrum like Patricio Martínez Arredondo, 
Cuauhtémoc Aguilar, Salvador Esperón, and Enrique Ugartechea:  relojero (watch repair man), 
stage actor, elite scion of a Oaxacan family, and Veracruz born ―strongman,‖ respectively, 
altered established careers to make the Mexican appropriation of the lucrative and novel ―virile 
sport‖ their life‘s work.130 These cultural flows progressed via multiple channels as Mexican 
athletes increasingly ventured north to compete and learn in the gymnasiums and prize rings in 
the United States.  Enrique Ugartechea, for example, traveled to the St. Louis Olympic Games 
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and World Exposition in 1904 as an unofficial representative of Mexico.  Soon after his return 
almost a year later, he opened a well-known gymnasium two blocks from the zócalo where he 
unveiled his newly imported physical culture ―machines‖ and instructed Mexicans on the 
―modern‖ ways to shape and conceptualize the male body.131  Skirting official repression, these 
Mexican and foreign athletes hastened the diffusion of modern sport throughout the country by 
seeking out those towns where no law against prizefighting existed, or where local politicians 
and theater owners were willing to weather the anger of the Porfirian machine in order to collect 
the revenues from these popular entertainments.
132
 
 Modernist writers like José Juan Tablada, Amado Nervo, and Federico Gamboa and the 
Mexican pianist Alberto Villaseñor explored whether the nascent popularity of boxing 
symbolized cultural regression or positivist progress as Tablada engaged physical culture 
through  managing boxing gyms and Mexican and American boxers in the first decade of the 
twentieth century.  Tablada hoped to mold aristocratic young men into cosmopolitan, poetry 
loving masculine ideals.
133
 Nervo and Gamboa rejected the sport as barbaric, futile, and ill-suited 
for Mexican temperament.  For Tablada, who became a lifelong critic of the culture of boxing in 
the United States and Mexico, the appropriation of such cultural forms was also indicative of a 
turn away from elite Francophilia toward an embrace of the brash and ―simplistic‖ cultural 
affinities of the United States.
134
  The use of the moniker ―Kid‖ to denote Mexican athletes 
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figured prominently in a list of other ―Americanizations‖ like the changing format of 
newspapers, the introduction of soft drinks, and other ―nefarious‖ changes in Mexico that 
solidified a turn from France toward the United States.
135
  
 The novel spaces created by modern sport within the public sphere grew in popularity 
and lucrative potential in tandem with urbanization, industrialization, and the development of 
entertainment industries, but Mexican boxing maintained its original association with virile 
action, scandal, and normative cultural change throughout the period under study.
136
  Due to its 
association with the lower-classes, gambling, and ―scandal,‖ boxing was a cultural import that 
represented what Tenorio-Trillo has called the ―urban and even cultural anti-ideals.‖137 A 
divergent line of reasoning that emanated from the public sphere cited pugilism and wrestling as 
eugenic solutions to the decadent forces of urbanization, a way to strengthen fragile male 
constitutions for the Spencerian struggle for life.    
 The most important transformation between the late-Porfirian era and the end of the 
Revolution was the process of nationalization that converted a marginal and exotic practice into 
mainstream Mexican culture where it became a means to express working class national identity, 
transnational Mexican virility, and aspirational means of upward mobility.
138
  The diverse loci of 
dissemination for this novel culture included the transnational media, intrapersonal contacts with 
foreign athletes, enormously popular ―exhibitions‖ and the growing organizational infrastructure 
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of voluntary clubs and associations dedicated to the propagation of modern sport.  These 
organizations and the critical writings of private individuals arguing in the public sphere called 
for a loosening of government prohibitions and an expansion of the boundaries of Mexican 
culture to encompass a wider and more ―modern‖ vision of manliness and civilization.139 
 
Unearthing the Informal: Molding Tastes and Afición between the Private and Public 
Spheres 
 Pablo Piccato‘s recent work channels Habermas on the evolution of the public sphere in 
late-nineteenth century Mexico and encourages a reevaluation of the private/public dichotomy 
and the role of public opinion in understanding the culture of the era.  In his studies on dueling, 
the press, and masculine honor, Piccato stresses that ―we should focus less on stable ideals and 
concepts and more on the practical dimension of historically situated local and personal 
interactions.‖140  He examines representations in the expanding popular press and the use of 
those documents to illustrate the creation of consensus through rational argument that drew upon 
unstable cultural ideas in the late nineteenth century. These malleable and volatile concepts and 
behaviors, particularly the use of the European-import of dueling to settle issues of aristocratic 
personal honor, illustrate the melding of foreign technologies of honor-defense onto local 
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conditions.
141
 This chapter extends the chronological reach of Piccato‘s arguments while 
examining a new avenue for the cultural history of this period.    
 Journalists in the late Porfiriato wielded a high degree of ―cultural capital,‖ and served, 
through their editorial musings, as intermediaries who negotiated the impact of changing norms 
of behavior and cultural alignments in the realm of public opinion.
142
   As Elías José Palti has 
posited, Mexican journalists generally fit into two interrelated models, the ―juridical‖ and the 
―proselytist.‖143  This study engages that model under which journalists made normative 
judgments based on rational arguments concerning the suitability of Mexicans, and by extension 
Mexican culture, to appropriate imported body culture and modern sport. Beyond mere 
descriptions of events, they conveyed to their readers a set of qualitative evaluations that, while 
necessarily idiosyncratic, were intended to speak in the name of public opinion.  The language of 
that engagement was saturated with gendered and nationalist evaluations of the factors that made 
a man ―good at being a man‖ within a cultural milieu in which ―sporting prowess [was 
increasingly] a test for masculinity.‖144    
 The imagination of masculinity and its relationship to national identity are among the 
unstable (and understudied) ideas that were deployed around the Mexican appropriation of 
foreign cultural practices during this period.  Though William Beezeley has characterized what 
he calls the ―Porfirian Persuasion‖ as, in part, the attraction of elite Mexicans to foreign cultural 
practices due to their exoticism and status exhibiting qualities (such as owning and riding a 
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velocipede), the evidence in the form of public debate and private initiative calls this 
generalization into question.
145
 This study seeks to situate the Mexican encounter with 
transnational boxing in its cross-class, interracial, and highly controversial dimensions as more 
than a celebration of novelty for novelty‘s sake.  The melding of diverse cultural inputs into the 
Mexican vernacular often represented a profound and soul searching encounter where Mexicans 
contested and created the fundamental bases of Mexicanidad.
146
 This process defies the 
traditional periodization of Mexican history into pre and post Revolutionary periods.  Individuals 
like Baldomero Romero and José Juan Tablada bridged the Revolutionary era and continued 
their engagement with modern athletics in spite of the massive cultural shifts usually associated 
with that meta-event.   
 Through the idiom of appropriation and rejection, the late nineteenth and early twentieth 
century press sought to define Mexican national identity on the most fundamental level of 
behaviors and tastes. The arguments over boxing as barbaric and foreign drew on ideas of 
morality and knowledge in an attempt to set boundaries of permissiveness. By the end of the 
Porfiriato, however, the moralizing editorials appeared less frequently, giving way to a resigned 
coverage of pugilism. The examination of these sources constitutes a counterpoint to the general 
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patterns of cultural mimesis that inform much of the historiographical understanding of this 
period.
147
  
 Mexican observers dissected the significance of el deporte viril more intimately than 
other imports like baseball and styles of dress precisely because boxing was so controversial in 
its points of origin and in its local manifestations.
148
  The rising popularity of pugilism called 
into question Mexican ideas about barbarity, control of the populacho, race, and the impunity 
and influence of foreigners resident in Mexico.  Pugilism must be understood as a polarizing 
cultural phenomenon in the historical context of this period when it was ridiculed, celebrated, 
and intensely debated; serving as fodder for diverse enunciations of what Mexico was, could and 
should be, and which sectors of society were to define the limits of national inclusion.  As 
illustrated in the introduction, these debates ranged from the highest levels (Porfirio Díaz, 
various governors and public intellectuals) to public sphere engagement in the form of individual 
choices: those who spent scarce pesos on tickets, lessons, and equipment and who were willing 
to risk their safety by taking up the challenge of foreign athletes suggests the attraction of these 
emerging behaviors.   
 As Mauricio Tenorio-Trillo has shown, the Porfirian elite sought to harness foreign and 
positivist cultural influences by both portraying Mexico as a modernizing nation while learning 
from other exemplar ―races‖ during a series of world‘s fairs in the nineteenth and beginning of 
the twentieth centuries.
149
  Controls of the press and the prosecution of individuals who 
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portrayed Mexico in a light deemed unflattering by the government reflected this concern with 
the construction of Mexico as modern.
150
   The Mexican engagement with sport both mirrored 
and diverged from this pattern.  Boxing was undeniably foreign (modern), but it was also 
indicative for many Mexican observers of the detritus of ―Anglo‖ modernity: while both 
aristocrats and the masses avidly followed and engaged in the low culture of boxing, several 
Mexican writers sought to couch the growing popularity of the sport in the positivist language of 
eugenics to soften the blow to deeply imbedded conceptions of propriety.   During the late 
Porfirian era, they transformed the debate on physical culture from one of pointless barbarity into 
a patriotic endeavor that showed Mexican progress and masculine nationhood.
151
 
 Before and during the Mexican Revolution, amid the macro-social upheavals that have 
been the subject of so much Mexican historiography, men like Smith established themselves as 
―professors‖ of the ―virile arts‖ including Japanese jiu-jitsu, boxing, and ―catch-as-catch-can,‖ an 
early form of professional wrestling.  The going rate (not including side bets) for victory in a 
boxing match in 1907 in Mexico City was generally around five hundred dollars or one thousand 
pesos, enabling men like Smith and several young Mexican athletes like the journeyman 
professor of physical culture Enrique Ugartechea to earn roughly five-hundred times the daily 
wage for a skilled worker.
152
  In the early years of the twentieth century, Smith, Ugartechea and 
dozens of other black, white, and mixed-race athletes from around the world lived and worked in 
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virtually every region of Mexico.  These transnational journeys and their divisive and 
contentious reception by Mexicans from a broad range of social classes constitute a novel 
window into the dynamic transformations taking place in Mexican culture as Mexicans looked 
without and within to define themselves. 
 
Figure 1: Jim Smith, circa 1910, Courtesy of the Archivo Casasola 
 
Figure 2: Cuauhtémoc Aguilar and Jim Smith, El Imparcial. 
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 In July of 1910, amid the expanding national crisis that would convert the entire Mexican 
landscape into a revolutionary war zone, the public sphere grappled with the transnational 
implications of modern ―physical culture‖ as sport spectacles became increasingly visible in 
Mexico City and throughout the nation.
153
  Racially charged debates focused on concerted 
attempts to transform nationalized bodies into virile forms that mirrored imported models of 
modern manhood.
154
  Nascent civic-social groups, like the Club Atlético de México, the Club 
Olímpico, Club Ugartechea de Cultura Física, and others, pressed the Mexico City government 
to tolerate and endorse ―spectacles of virile masculinity‖ to be performed in front of a paying 
public.  It became increasingly evident in this period that the extant bureaucratic infrastructure 
that defined the permissibility of public entertainments was ill-suited to contain and direct the 
desire of Mexicans to stage and attend these novel spectacles.   More often than not, these often 
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creative and forcefully argued petitions were denied.  The repetition of these denials, in which 
boxing was singled out amid other similar behaviors as particularly distasteful, impelled 
aficionados like Baldomero Romero to collect hundreds of signatures appended to carefully 
worded and capacious arguments that sought to force the government to reconsider.  While the 
public sphere challenged the government, the Mexican, African-American, Japanese, and Anglo-
American athletes who had set up shop in Mexico City had to make due by offering private 
lessons to the middle and upper classes and traveling to other areas of Mexico beyond the 
immediate reach of the capital‘s bureaucracy.155   
 The growing presence of boxing and other combat sports emerged amid voluminous 
media exposure of the racial tensions resulting from the boxing match of the ―Great White 
Hope‖ (Jim Jefferies) and the ―Bad Nigger‖ (Jack Johnson) in the United States.156  El Imparcial, 
the ―first modern newspaper of Mexico,‖ asked its readers, ―Are there any whites alive who can 
snatch the title away from Johnson?‖157 El Dictámen of Veracruz translated Jack London‘s soul- 
searching ruminations upon the defeat of the White Hope.  London was shocked to admit to an 
international audience, including Mexicans, that Johnson had surprised white observers by not 
showing the ―yellow streak‖ of cowardice that was supposedly the mark of all blacks.158  El 
Diario, a newspaper in which cartoons were uncommon, printed images of a muscular Jefferies 
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standing ready to crush the stereotyped inflated lips of a bewildered Jack Johnson.
159
 La Patria 
reported about hundreds of police officers necessary to keep jubilant negros in check after 
Johnson‘s victory.160 Mexican readers learned of Johnson‘s every move, his beautiful white wife, 
his expensive tastes, and how he enraged white America.  As one Mexican commentator phrased 
it, ―this thing that a pugilist of the Ethiopian race dominates a Caucasian is depressing.‖161  
 Mexicans read that Johnson was more than a simple and brutish athlete; he was a threat to 
white dominance over lesser races, his power directly tied to the medium of his celebrity.  He 
planned to take a victory lap around the world, stopping in such places as British India, China, 
and Japan.  There he would give boxing exhibitions and speeches about race relations.  ―Surely,‖ 
one editorialist mused, the negro pugilist would talk about how the ―yellow‖ and ―black races‖ 
should dominate the white.‖162     Shortly after Johnson‘s victory over the White Hope, the 
Mexican boxer and actor Cuauhtémoc Aguilar set off on a tour of Mexico, starting on the 
Oaxacan coast, with his team of ―mulatto‖ and ―negro‖ boxers, including one crowd pleaser 
named ―Young Jack Johnson.‖163  The public, it seemed, did not share the editorialist‘s fear that 
Johnson represented a threat to racial hierarchy.  In the small coastal town of Salina Cruz 
 Oaxaca), during the enactment of the saint‘s festival celebrated from ―time immemorial,‖ 
families came from all over the region to watch the negro Jack Johnson take on the Mexican 
champion, Aguilar.
164
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 ―El gran Campeónato de box Jefferies-Johnson,‖ El Díario, 7 April 1910. 
160
 ―El Regreso de Johnson a Chicago,‖ La Patria, 8 July 1910; ―Aprehensión de Johnson,‖  El Imparcial, 27 
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 Blurring the high-low cultural divide, Mexicans read boxing commentaries and the 
normative musings of such literary ―geniuses‖ as Enrique Gómez Carrillo, whose accounts of 
European culture were brought to Mexico City readers.
165
  Gómez Carrillo portrayed boxing as 
the most fashionable and well attended of all public spectacles in Paris, outstripping even the 
Paris Opera.  Far from barbaric, boxing was essential for any modern urban man.  Its practice 
was ennobling and it gave men control and security over their corporeal selves in public.
166
  
Stressing that the highly cultured French, along with the English and Americans, were devotees 
of pugilism likely lent Gómez Carrillo‘s assertions greater legitimacy.   
 Amid these racially and nationally inflected commentaries, competition, disciplining of 
one‘s body, and the expenditure of primal energies through spectatorship and participation in 
sport marked Mexican men as modern participants of the cosmopolitan public sphere.  This was, 
at least, how many Mexicans justified and expressed their growing fascination with displays of 
virile masculinity.  These flows of information and the impact of novel ideas that embedded 
national progress in the development of masculine behaviors and physiques saturated dialogue in 
the  press and on the streets of the capital city through advertisements and the transformation of 
theaters, homes, clubs and other venues into arenas for education and combat.
167
   
                                                                                                                                                                                           
through the columns of newspapers like ―Asalto entre C. Aguilar y J. Johnson,‖ El Díario, 5 July 1911; ―Reto al 
Campeón Tijera,‖ El Imparcial, 25 July 1911.  ―Un desaf o a Carlos de la Tijera,‖ El Díario, 26 July 1911. 
165 Enrique Gómez Carrillo,  ntolo        nr qu    m z   rr llo (Guatemala: Artemis Edinter, 2004). 
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 ―El Culto de la Fuerza: Francia ha triunfado en el boxeo,‖ El Imparcial, 12 March 1911.  Gómez Carrillo, born in 
Guatemala City in 1873, was the ―most widely read [Latin American] chronicler of his day.‖  He was the official 
representative of several Latin American countries in various European capitals, published over eighty books and 
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denied) the petitioners had to furnish the advertisements that were posted to walls and lamp posts in the city.  They 
also had to ask permission to advertise the bouts in certain places. 
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 The implications of this controversial process are relatively unexplored in Mexican 
historiography.
168
 The most studied and best understood focal points for the construction of 
national identity in this period were those that exploded across the Mexican psyche as a result of 
the power struggles among Revolutionary caudillos and their armies, but on the level of culture, 
important shifts were taking root that would transcend the tragic martial violence and imbed 
themselves in public sphere constructions of nation, masculinity, and identity for the duration of 
the twentieth century.
169
   
 During the Porfiriato (1876-1910), Mexicans were exposed to images, accounts, and 
debates that compared Mexican civilization to the literature, behaviors and the tastes of European 
and American standards.
170
  Amid the varying formulae for Mexican progress, the semi-nude 
male body in pursuit of athletic achievement was put forth as a paragon of modern 
masculinity.
171
  This celebration of physically demonstrative virility is a counterpoint to Robert 
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 Other Mexican symbols of masculinity that emerged from this period were imbedded in heroes of the Revolution 
like Emiliano Zapata, the Mexican peasant encircled in ammunition belts.  See: Samuel Brunk, The Posthumous 
Career of Emiliano Zapata: Myth, Memory, and Mexico's Twentieth Century (Austin: University of Texas Press, 
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McKee Irwin‘s contention that Porfirian Era male gender norms valued the ―civilized‖ and 
―feminized‖ male figure above earlier versions of ―traditional‖ masculinity.172  This study 
questions McKee Irwin‘s contention that the end of the Porfirian Era marked a decisive shift in 
notions of masculinity from Victorian refinement to traditional machismo.  Before the end of 
Porfiriato, Mexicans were beginning to appropriate modern athletics as a means of performing 
modernity and masculinity.
173
  El Imparcial, for example, among the many newspapers that 
received government subsidies, was at the forefront in publishing risqué pictures of shirtless 
male athletes.
174
  
 While Mexicans struggled on the battlefield for often disparate visions of how to move 
forward as a nation, novel ideas of how to live within that nation never ceased evolving. Even 
amid the chaotic violence of the Decena Trágica in Mexico City, Mexicans filled theaters and 
nascent athletic venues to watch locals compete with a wide array of transnational performers 
including African Americans, Puerto Ricans, Afro-Dutch, Japanese, and Turkish athletes.
175
  
Mexican youths like the ―dashing‖ Carlos de la Tijera became the pupils of Afro-Mexican-
American pugilists like ―Kid Mitchell.‖  Mitchell trained and managed de la Tijera, spending 
weeks at a time with the Mexican youth on ―training haciendas‖ outside Mexico City to prepare 
him to meet the African-American Kid Lavigne in the ring.
176
   
                                                                                                                                                                                           
and chaotic violence of the years preceding it.  For a recent account of the Porfiriato see: Mauricio Tenorio-Trillo 
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 Mexican intellectuals like José Juan Tablada sought to harness sport as a modernizing 
vehicle while simultaneously fearing unregulated violence.  These cultural flows were digested 
and acted upon by a variety of civic social actors, from new clubs organized around athletics and 
body culture, to foreign nationals who became ―professors‖ of physical culture.  Some of these 
men were transients, like the Japanese Jiu-Jitsu instructor known as ―Conde Koma,‖ while others 
like Jim Smith and American Jimmy Dundee would make their homes in Mexico City.
177
  These 
men circulated within both the urban low culture of risqué theater and among the highest levels 
of elite society.  Their instruction and performances drew the attention of such figures as Porfirio 
Díaz and Pancho Villa.
178
 
 By 1910, most literate citizens of Mexico City would likely have been exposed to the 
voluminous press coverage of international dramas like the African-American Jack Johnson‘s 
conquest of the heavyweight title from an enraged white America.  Despite the legal prohibitions 
that prevented boxing from taking root as a daily phenomenon in the bullrings, theaters, and 
private clubs of the capital, any literate consumer of news in Mexico City aware of current 
events likely would have knowledge of the public uproar caused by prizefighting in the United 
States.
179
  By the 1920s, Mexican entrepreneurs regularly imported international boxing 
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celebrities, both Euro and Afro descended, like the American champion Jack Dempsey and Afro-
Canadian Sam Langford.  Dempsey appeared in staged bouts in front of thousands of spectators, 
and was sought after to advertise a range of products produced in Mexico.
180
  The popular 
enactments of racial and nationalist dramas embedded in prizefighting served as a lens through 
which to view the United States and Europe and, increasingly, a means to gauge Mexican (and 
Latin American) attainment of modern cultural forms.  This chapter examines how and why this 
cultural saturation that entailed the broadening of Mexican identities took shape, and how and 
why socially concerned Mexicans argued that the valorization and legalization of novel 
masculine pursuits such as boxing were necessary for the order and progress of the nation.  As 
brothers Ireneo and Baldomero Romero would argue, there was no inconsistency in the 
legalization of prizefighting and the modernizing impulses emanating from the elite.
 181
  The 
sport entailed both profits for entrepreneurs and positive lessons for Mexican youth.  Though the 
terms in which these aspirations were expressed may seem hyperbolic to modern readers, the 
Romero brothers wrote in the common contemporary language of eugenics when they claimed 
that the legalization of prizefighting would contribute to the ―ideal perfection of the race.‖182   
                                                                                                                                                                                           
These accounts appeared in such widely distributed newspapers as: El Díario, El Dictamen, El País , The Mexican 
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 This chapter examines the transnational dynamics of Mexican engagement with pugilism 
from the late nineteenth century to 1910 in three sections.  First, I trace elite debates on 
prizefighting at several points in the nineteenth century and the first publically attended boxing 
matches as they were envisioned at that time: between barbarity and progress.  In the second 
section, I examine the modernist engagement with physical culture in the writings of the polyglot 
intellectual José Juan Tablada and other literary luminaries of the late Porfirian era and the rise 
of foreign and Mexican athletes as minor celebrities in the years before the Mexican Revolution.  
In the final section, I examine the pairing of physical culture with the ideas of positivist eugenics 
that posed the cultivated male body as a building block of progressive nationalism. 
 
Cameos in the Culture: The Roots of Mexican Engagement with Cultura Física and El Box 
in the Nineteenth Century  
 Until the end of the nineteenth century, the visibility of the foreign practice of pugilism 
for Mexican readers was imbedded in press accounts of the exotic and barbaric in England and 
the United States.  The nineteenth century press in Mexico largely focused on normative editorial 
writing through often rambling ruminations that sought to examine cultural practices through 
interpretations that nominally spoke in the name of public opinion.
183
  As waves of European 
immigration saturated the United States, the seat of boxing transferred from England and Ireland 
to the Americas, where it flourished in the often illegal setting of barrooms and isolated rural 
areas, away from the control of the state, and thriving on the public sphere‘s fascination with 
violence, ethnic nationalism(s), and displays of masculinity.
184
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 As early as 1806, Mexican writers cited pugilism and the culture surrounding it as both 
alien to local sensibilities and evidence of peculiar English barbarism.
185
  These critiques, echoed 
throughout the nineteenth century, were often deployed to illustrate the risqu , ―modern‖  yet 
simultaneously barbarous), tastes of Americans and Europeans.
186
  The symbolic discourses on 
pugilism, and the very use of the term ―pugilato,‖ appeared increasingly throughout the 
nineteenth century.  Commentaries on boxing were most often deployed as a defensive rhetorical 
trope that served as short-hand for disdainful characterizations of Anglo culture.  It was a 
mechanism to counter American and European claims that Mexican and Hispanic traditions were 
low and atavistic due to the popularity of bullfighting and cockfighting.
187
  The argument 
commonly ran that foreign observers were patently hypocritical: not only did they flock to 
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bullfights when in Spain and Mexico, but they allowed bloody and disreputable contests between 
two humans.
188
   
 Pantaleón Tovar, the liberal cosmopolitan intellectual and politician tried to diffuse this 
apology by arguing in favor of Mexican laws prohibiting bullfighting.  Speaking in front of 
Congress in 1868, he held forth on both boxing and bullfighting as unequivocally barbarous and 
unworthy of a people who ―march at the head of civilization.‖189  The central issue, Tovar 
stressed, was that though citizens of ―cultured nations,‖ did attend prizefights, they were 
outlawed by their governments who acted according to the better judgment of the civilization as 
whole.  The Mexican government, on the other hand, had long supported the barbarity of the 
bullring.  To those who made this facile argument, Tovar stressed, ―Imitating the relaxation and 
vice of national customs and not the refinement of their civilization would be to retrograde back 
to barbarity.‖190  
 The politician and writer Jesús F. López, writing in the 1880s, spoke for many 
Republican intellectuals who were concerned with the image of Mexico abroad.  He argued that 
Mexico was not alone in allowing barbarous pastimes alongside the ―toleration‖ of pugilism in 
civilized England, he departed from most apologies of bullfighting, echoing Tóvar by arguing 
―Mexico should imitate [foreign] peoples in the refinement of their civilization, not in the 
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relaxation of their social habits.‖191 Mexicans, according to López, should discern for themselves 
between what clearly symbolized cultural advances and that which denoted atavistic and 
unrestrained tastes for blood sport.  
 While the quantity of public discourse on prizefighting (and foreign cultures in general) 
clearly increased in Mexico as the twentieth century approached, it is a difficult to trace the 
growing popularity of the sport during the Porfiriato due to both its illegality and its early 
association with the little documented private lives of foreigners resident in Mexico City.  In 
May of 1887, for instance, the police intervened to prevent a boxing match in the town of 
Huizachal  outside of Mexico City) between ―two foreigners‖ that promised to draw a large 
crowd.
192
  The authorities reasoned that given the tradition of bullfighting, México was already 
saturated with barbarity and was not in need of more.
 193
  The proposed match had been planned 
for Mexico City, then was moved to the neighboring hamlet of Huizachal, a few miles west of 
the city limits, where it also met with police repression.  Matches such as this were thus forced to 
go underground to escape the vigilance of the police or carefully staged in private, members only 
clubs.  Satirizing the event, the liberal oppositionist writer Juvenal (Enrique Chávarri) 
facetiously praised the ―humane, poetic, sensible, and romantic‖ police for stopping the match.  
They did so, Juvenal opined, while still allowing even children to take part in bullfights.
194
  
Francisco González echoed Juvenal, pairing the fascination with boxing and other ―barbarous 
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spectacles‖ that were ―invading all of [their] social classes‖ with the general cultural decadence 
that gave rise to such mass diversions.
195
  The lifestyle that surrounded pugilism also contributed 
to what González identified as ―clandestine prostitution,‖ or sex out of wedlock, which ―steals 
peace from honorable families,‖ takes the most ―precious jewel‖ from women, ―robs men of their 
virility‖ and is the greatest ―cancer‖ on Mexican society.196 
 La Voz de México, a conservative daily, seconded Gonzélez and Chávarria against the 
Mexican appropriation of prizefighting.  In addition to being ―barbaric,‖ ―homicidal,‖ ―bestial,‖ 
and ―grotesque,‖ the Anglo diversion, while suited to their ―robust‖ bodies, would injure 
physically fragile Mexicans who on the whole had ―no robustness.‖197 Tropical climates, the 
author posited, were not suited to this type of sport.  It was inconceivable that the Mexico City 
government would permit such a spectacle to take place. Underground boxing matches and the 
stealth with which they were organized and carried out amazed one columnist writing for El 
Monitor in June of 1892.
198
  The popularity of this new ―genre of diversion‖ was growing despite 
its ―repugnance."  Even though there were few public announcements and no street corner criers 
to advertise these spectacles to the public, the seats in the Teatro de Invierno were filled, mostly 
with members of the ―Colonia norte-americana.‖  The promoters of the match had asked the 
Ayuntamiento (City Government) for permission to hold the bout but were refused.  They staged 
the match anyway, in the Invierno, which was a venue of last resort and known as a low class, 
―wretched‖ place that catered to ―proletarian‖ clientele.  The small, wooden theater was located 
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on Calle San Juan de Díos, bordering the upper class Alameda, and was also known for its risqué 
puppet shows and other guilty pleasures.
199
   
 Combative sport in the media became a focal point for editorials that debated the 
meritorious and/or decadent aspects of these new practices transposed onto Mexican national 
territory.  In 1892, the Daily Anglo-American, published in Mexico City, showed that the still 
relatively small contingent of American and British expatriates in the capital were aware that 
Mexicans viewed these sports as barbaric and atavistic.
 200
  The newspaper quoted an unnamed 
Mexican daily in which it was ironically stated that ―with wrestling matches and probable boxing 
matches and bull-fights, the country is surely becoming more civilized.‖201 
 Despite what approached a uniform editorial disdain for pugilism in the Mexican press 
throughout the nineteenth century, boxing was permitted among the elite in venues that were 
under their control.  On December 1, 1894, a Saturday night, President Díaz, along with his 
Secretary of Government Manuel Romero Rubio, attended an athletic exhibition at the YMCA 
on San Juan Letrán Street.
202
  Both politicians, as was ―well known,‖ were proponents of what 
the were termed ―exercises of muscular force.‖ The exhibition was organized by G.P. Gaston, the 
American director of the association who was one of the foremost proponents of the YMCA 
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movement in Latin America.
203
 The atmosphere surrounding the event was markedly 
cosmopolitan and the decoration purposefully eclectic.  In addition to garlands and Japanese 
parasols, the gymnasium was decorated with French and British flags while the Mexican and 
American colors were displayed interlaced as ―proof of the confraternity that exists‖ between 
M xico and the United States.  An audience of the ―best families,‖ both Mexican and American, 
were presided over by the President of the Republic on a raised platform.
204
 
 After several feats of gymnastics on the parallel and fixed bars, President Díaz gave his 
personal approval for a boxing match between the instructors Emilio Lobato and Ángel 
Escudero.
205
  This last exhibition of the evening was greeted by applause from the crowd.  Elite 
families in the presence of the President did not constitute a risk to national morals or an increase 
in public barbarism as feared by Díaz on other occasions.  The authorities likely lost little sleep 
over the debut of boxing in the highest levels of civil society as combative sports entered into 
even the realm of the most exclusive retreats such as the exclusive Lakeside Club.
206
  By the end 
of the century, the most prestigious preparatory school in the nation, the Escuela Nacional 
Preparatoria, proudly advertised that it offered its students classes in boxing and military 
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exercises, giving ―the greatest guarantee [of success]‖ for fathers who considered enrolling their 
children.
207
 
 The pugilistic exhibitions at the YMCA and the inclusion of boxing in the curriculum of 
the most expensive preparatory schools represented elite Mexicans‘ embrace of novel ideas 
about the body, physicality, and its relation to exhibitions of national virility and Mexican 
aspirations toward the material and behavioral trappings of modernity.  One of the boxers who 
took part in the boxing exhibition approved by Díaz was Emilio Lobato, a proponent of physical 
culture who was used to performing in front of large audiences and who pushed new ideas in the 
imagining of the Mexican body and its development for the good of the Mexican ―race.‖ 
 Porfirio Díaz endorsed the ideas of  Lobato by allowing him both to stage otherwise 
prohibited pugilistic exercises for select audiences and to play an integral role in the preparation 
and indoctrination of the juventud dorada.
208
  Lobato was an astute political operator, and was 
one of the founding members of the strategically named ―Porfirio Díaz Central Circle of 
Mexican Gymnastics‖ in 1890.209  This private aristocratic ―circle‖ was dedicated to ―modern 
teaching‖ of body culture and depended on the patronage of Díaz and his científicos. Lobato 
would later be assigned the post of Professor of Gymnastics at the prestigious Colegio Militar 
located at the seat of national power on the grounds of the Presidential Palace in Chapultepec 
Park.
210
 Professor Lobato wrote about the ―modern science‖ of gymnastics in Lombrosian and 
positivist terms and argued that the new practices of physical culture were fundamentally 
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important to the ―regeneration and enhancement of our [Mexican] race,‖ and that the acceptance 
of these modern norms of behavior would be a boon to the ―the individual, the family, and the 
state.‖211 
 In the early 1890s, Lobato argued that competitive sport was counterproductive in the 
forging of the new Mexican man because it focused asymmetrically on the development of just a 
few bodily movements to the detriment of the body as a whole.  The new generation being 
formed by the novel ideas implanted by the Escuela Nacional Preparatoria, and the Colegio 
Militar, those predestined to continue the Porfirian project, would perform physical culture in 
well ordered classes where they would chant in unison the mantras, ―moral and military,‖ that 
―grew the soul of man‖ and propelled him toward the realization of paramount virtues like 
heroism, charity, and philanthropy.  A novel focus on the integral systems of the body would 
also complete the moral and intellectual education of Mexico‘s future leaders, turning them into 
―mature fruits of virility.‖ 212  Creating harmonious and self controlled bodies was not only 
beneficial for the country and its future leaders, it was an important aspect of the modernizing 
project.  It was another step toward bringing Mexico into line with the most forward thinking 
countries.  Lobato reasoned that: ―We are in an epoch of transition between the routine, ancient 
principles [of bodily development] and modern, clear and irresistible dogmas.  In México, 
pedagogical science is evolving actively to acquire the forms that are presented in the most 
advanced countries.‖ 213  
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 For Lobato, the scientific training of masculine bodies would relieve a number of defects 
that leached the vitality of the Mexican national body:  ―…it will notably reduce the number of 
rachitic and sickly individuals  (raquíticos y enfermos) and also the number of the insane and 
idiots (locos e  idiotas).‖ The excessive urbanization that ―subjugated‖ the brain was to be 
moderated by physical exercise, yielding ―grace and beauty to the two sexes, making them 
strong, at the same time, against all classes of struggle and privations that often the human race 
suffers.‖214 Lobato‘s influence on the teaching of body culture to an entire generation of 
Mexicans cannot be overstated.  Even after the beginning of the Revolution, he continued to 
instruct educators from around Mexico on the teaching of physical culture in primary and 
secondary schools.
215
 
 As the above anecdotes suggest, highly placed Porfirians sought to control the pace of 
dissemination of this imported culture.  Much like legal prohibitions on where and when 
Mexican cyclists were permitted to ride their imported bicycles, the Porfirian elite sought to 
prohibit the diffusion of pugilism in all but the most controlled and officially endorsed 
environments.
216
  For a boxing match to be entirely legal, the direct permission of the President 
was often necessary; those pugilistic spectacles that that took place beyond the reach and 
permission of the law on the outskirts of Mexico City prompted the public sphere to react 
indignantly to these ―attacks on civilization.‖  The Porfirian elite, however, at times acted against 
the General‘s wishes.  Lobato, though early in the 1890s he argued against competitive sport, 
could not resist the temptation to put his theories about corporeal development into action:  he 
became the trainer for the negro americano, the professional boxer and wrestler Billy Clark, in 
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1895.
217
 Clark had begun to advertise his services as a boxing professor in The Mexican 
Sportsman, perhaps the first serial publication dedicated to modern sport in Mexico.  He gave 
lessons starting in 1895 from his Olympic Club of Mexico, located one block from the zócalo on 
Calle de la Palma.  Advertising ―scientific exhibitions‖  no money would change hands), Clark 
was able to avoid having to arrange for permits with the local Ayuntamiento.  More than an 
attempt to gain clients for his gym, Clark was testing the waters for the potential for staging 
prizefights in Mexico.
218
 
 Later in 1895, while American promoters searched for a remote place on the Mexican- 
American border to hold an illegal boxing match for the world heavyweight championship, two 
boxers shocked the Mexican public by holding a prizefight fifty miles north of Mexico City.
219
  
Though Díaz had dispatched troops to prevent the Maher-Fitzsimmons bout from crossing the 
Río Bravo  Grande), another bout, interracial and ―barbaric,‖ took place less than a two-hour 
train ride from the metropolis.  The enraged reactions in the Mexican press illustrated the public 
sphere‘s rejection of the barbaric imposition of foreign pastimes organized outside of official 
(governmental) channels.   
 James F. ―Jimmy‖ Carroll, the Irish former light-heavyweight champion of the world,  
opened a second boxing academy in Mexico City in early 1895 and operated the saloon in the 
famous Hotel Iturbide.
220
  Carroll was an internationally known boxer and promoter and had 
established himself in Mexico in an effort to extend the lucrative trade that had flourished along 
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the Mexican-American border but which had become increasingly difficult due to the crusade of 
Governor Culberson (TX) against prizefighting.  Carroll sought to legalize boxing in Mexico by 
appealing directly to the patriotic and ―virile‖ sentiments of the government.221  In early 1895, he 
petitioned the Mexico City Ayuntamiento to grant permission for boxing exhibitions at any 
theater in the city.
222
  As the manager of the National Athletic Club  ―The only place to attain 
health and strength in Mexico‖ and a competitor for the African American Billy Clark), he 
promised to introduce the Mexican public to ―this essentially manly, useful and hygienic class of 
exercises that contribute to muscular development.‖223  Likely knowing that the odds were 
against him, he offered the members of the city government a private showing to convince them 
of the civilized benefits of his ―science.‖  His attempts to overturn these prohibitions, and to hold 
a ―scientific‖ exhibition, were followed attentively in the conservative press.224 Failing to gain 
the blessing of the Ayuntamiento on the merits of pugilism (and the taxes to be paid on gate 
receipts) Carroll ventured to the state of Hidalgo, north of Mexico City, where he found the 
Governor of Pachuca, General Rafael Craviota, willing to grant the concession.  Likely induced 
by both tax revenue for the fight and hoping to satiate the large foreign mining interests in 
Pachucha, Cravioto also insisted that the bout would teach Mexicans how to settle disputes in a 
civilized manner, without the use of weapons.
225
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 On the morning of November 25, 1895, an express train of the Hidalgo Railroad left 
Mexico City with six special wagons that carried hundreds of spectators from Mexico City to the 
bullring in Pachuca to attend the boxing match between Billy Clark  the ―Colored Champion of 
Central America‖) and the white Englishman Billy Smith  ―Champion of Texas‖).226 For two 
months, the boxing promoter, Irish Jimmy Carroll, had assured the public they would be able to 
see a clean and scientific match in Mexico and it appeared he was finally making good on his 
promise.
227
  
 ―Reporters‖  the English term used to denote a novel type of journalistic coverage) for all 
the major Mexico City dailies, El Nacional, El Siglo Diez y Nueve, El Partido Liberal, El 
Noticioso, El Universal, El Mundo Ilustrado, El Globo, and La Voz de México, and El Montior 
Republicano,  scrambled to attend the bout in Pachuca.
228
 One observer writing for the modernist 
magazine El Mundo Ilustrado was both captivated and astonished by the atmosphere of 
excitement on the train en route to the match.  He waxed philosophical about the changing nature 
of such individual combats throughout history.  Boxing was novel, but it was the descendent of 
medieval tournaments, duels, and even of ―patriotic warfare.‖  However it shared none of the 
virtues of these pursuits.  It sought the sum of two or three thousand pesos instead of the 
exaltation of honor, the saints, family, or country.
229
  Despite these detractions, the crowd on 
board clamored to shake the hands of the fighters.  The atmosphere on the train was filled with 
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neologisms to describe rules, regulations and ―academic‖ boxing.  The extraordinary levels of 
enthusiasm and the drama anticipated for such a bloody and barbaric spectacle both disturbed 
and intrigued the observers.
230
 
 The columnist was also alarmed by what he understood as an unhealthy decline in the 
quality of legitimate public entertainments.  The resulting invigoration of the lower classes that 
this type of match encouraged resulted in periodic chaos.  Conversely, among the preferable, 
traditional, and more ―noble‖ pursuits of comedy, music, work and science there was little 
chance of encountering what the author deemed the ―sensations of the epoch: drinking much, and 
yelling even more with eyes injected with drunkenness and violence, attending the agony of a 
man between the bull‘s horns or under the knees of a fellow rational being; all this being a bit 
less barbarous than the public that applauds its triumph.‖231  Clearly, the drunken, barbarized 
masses freely imbibing of ritualized violence should be feared, that fear should lead to regulation 
and punishment.
232
   
 At stake here was more than perceived erosion in the standards of public entertainments.  
Though the columnist argued that bullfighters had always been celebrated as the glory of ―the 
race,‖ the current celebrity was shameful:  bullfights had become excuses to drink, yell and cause 
public scandals.  More damning than the manner in which violence and barbarity were 
performed was the threat of chaos emanating from the spectators, the populacho.   In a broader 
sense, the author was reacting to what he feared to be a shift in what historians might now call 
the ―cultural consensus‖ within the elite; he bemoaned generational changes in entertainment 
preferences that indicated an alarming symptom of cultural decadence and Americanization.   
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Pugilism, much more than baseball or other foreign athletic imports, retained a hint of 
―tawdriness,‖ danger, and an association with what one author has called ―underworld flavor.‖233 
As Gramsci would argue decades later, this type of tension was indicative of a historical moment 
when ―the old intellectual and moral leaders of society‖ fear the erosion of the culture that they 
have sanctioned and propagated and out of fear ―loudly proclaim the death of all civilization, all 
culture, all morality.‖234 
 As the match in Pachuca transpired, Mexican observers were horrified at the beating el 
negro Clarcke [sic] received that left him unconscious and bloody on the sand of the bullring.  
While the Englishman was carried off on the shoulders of several intoxicated fans, Clark was 
transported to the infirmary where he regained consciousness enough to speak after a half 
hour.
235
 After the bout, the defeated African-American boxer visited the offices of several 
Mexico City newspapers where he alleged that Smith had imbibed illegal substances that gave 
him an edge in the contest and that his ―seconds‖ had intervened in his favor.  A rumor later 
circulated on the streets that Clark had accused Smith to his face and that both men then drew 
pistols in public, having to be separated by those around them.
236
  These ―scandals‖ contributed 
to the outrage in the Mexican press.
237
 
 Porfirio Díaz, angered that the Mayor of Pachuca, Trinidad Vázquez, and the Governor, 
General Cravioto, had not intervened to prohibit the spectacle, wrote a letter in which he berated 
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them for allowing such ―a spectacle that signifies a great attack on civilization.‖238 Editorialists 
for El Globo and La Voz de México lauded this action by the President (the private letter had 
been leaked to the press), stressing that ―we celebrate the clear and energetic attitude with which 
the Executive of the Union is against the unsuitable spectacle of pugilism these days in a country 
that calls itself civilized.‖239   
 Under the title ―This Week‘s Savagery,‖ El Mundo ironically shamed the public with a 
description of what the editorialist deemed to be the combination of  Mexican national vices with 
imported barbaric behavior.  While it had taken decades and even centuries for Mexicans to 
discover basic hygiene and the use of an oven instead of an open fire in the kitchen, Mexicans 
still clamored to see ―the pornographic exhibitions of Lilly Clay, and the imbecilic fight of  
rational versus irrational beings, and of two human entities [fighting each other] in the 
bullring.‖240  The shocked writer continued: ―it seems incredible that in a civilized country such 
repugnant spectacles are permitted.‖241  The author berated his readers for holding ideological 
double standards.  While they fulminated against the practice of lynching ―aplicada a los 
negros,‖ cried out against the savage practices of ―errant tribes,‖ or of whipping petty thieves 
(rateros), they applauded when a bull disemboweled a man, or when ―a macho of our species  
smashes the skull of another of us in the a bullring.‖242   La Voz de México seconded the 
judgment that this inability of the Mexican public to discern what these ―entertainments‖ really 
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were was indicative of a larger ―decadence‖ of Mexican culture.  What was truly at stake here 
was the future of the nation as a civilized and progressive modern country and according to the 
author the press bore some responsibility for the base practices then thriving in México: 
 Now people talk about decadence in literature; what we should be talking about is 
 decadence in our customs.  Let‘s present to our readers an energetic and virile people that 
 protects the weak, that assists in useful works, that feels calm and pure love; that 
 frequents the countryside, the opera, concerts, and you will see how the chronicles, today 
 frivolous and adulating of the newspapers, will not talk about these scandalous matters; 
 but only of palpitating forces, of enthusiasm for the struggle for life, of combat with the 
 elements of nature and not against brothers; of industrial and mercantile contests and not 
 for those wandering women who go in search for customers; of the learned who win 
 prizes and not of geniuses who go to prison; of women who give sons to the patria and 
 not of shameless ones that dishonor it, of scientific inventions and not of robberies, of 
 heroic acts and not of vile murders, of applause for intelligence and not of ovations for 
 brute force.
243
 
 This polemic is indicative of the public sphere reaction of the late-Porfirian press when 
encountering both rapid urbanization and the concomitant democratization of public spaces and 
entertainments that they considered barbaric and destabilizing.  The pageantry of a boxing 
exhibition in front of the President was one thing, but the drunken masses‘ celebration of 
violence was not to be tolerated in a progressive nation.
244
  Those who encouraged such 
disreputable shows by their attendance are not only to be shamed on an individual level within 
their classes, but should be paired with those members of the lower classes whose lack of 
refinement their behaviors and tastes resembled: they showed their qualitative lack of class by 
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their attendance.  These disturbing trends, the author argued, were impelled by irresponsible 
newspaper coverage which lauded an ―apotheosis‖ of brute force over the refined intellect. 245  
 Mexicans, the columnist continued, already enjoyed cockfighting, bullfighting, and duels:  
the characteristic activities of what the author called ―nu str  r z .”  To these cultural markers 
were added baseball, horseracing and other pursuits from the ―saxon race,‖ but Mexican men 
were lacking in knowledge of pugilism, and yet they still blindly ―craved‖ it.  The recent public 
disorders (near riots) in the bullrings worried many, convincing those who controlled public 
discourse that the popular masses were too ―full of themselves.‖ The increasing incidence of 
public disorder and violence, columnists argued, would lead to the end of bullfighting and the 
―exaltation to the throne of popular admiration of ‗box americano.‘‖  The writer insinuated that 
modern sport was better organized and less chaotic than its more traditional, and more 
―Mexican‖ counterpart.  But, the writer stressed, ―It was not possible, in only one country, to 
unite all of the entertainments of the globe.  Our civilización sportica is not up to it, pardon the 
neologism.‖246  The author, clearly enraged, corrected himself, adding a hint of irony.  He 
explained that when commenting on an interracial bout, mentioning a black before a white would 
be a crime according to the ―perverted yankee civilization.‖  He ended by a further broadside 
against those who attended the match in Pachuca: ―Neither the sacrifice of the martyrs and the 
combats of the slaves for the ancients; nor the tournaments of the middle ages, nor duels, nor 
anything, can be comparable to this diversion, according to the elegant youths of today.‖     In 
tandem with a generational shift that entailed a growing affinity for novel physical culture; a 
reaction was peaking against affinities for imported leisure, fast living, and a taste for danger 
among the juventud dorada of México.  This reaction evoked a definition of Mexican identity as 
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caught between a barbaric and backward past (and present) and a barbaric and modern future.  
Scant progress took place in the realm of culture and the youth only traded the backward 
behaviors of the past for more modern forms of barbarity. 
 It causes us shame to have to admit that we are civilized.  We contradict this when in the 
 middle of the day amid a crowed drunk with savage emotions, two men—better yet two 
 beasts—degenerated by their idiocy, two cretins that have no worldliness other than the 
 purely physical and their herculean claws, go forth in the middle of a circus and there, 
 almost naked, trade blows that swell the face, redden their jaws and threaten to destroy, 
 annihilate and turn to ashes those muscles weakened by the fight  and most times covered 
 in the blood that flows from their wounds.
247
 
 
 The indignant writer stresses that such spectacles in Mexico were particularly dangerous 
for public morals because the mass of Mexicans had not reached that cultural level enjoyed by 
Europeans and were apt to lose even ―common sense,‖ in the face of such pagan pursuits that 
mirrored the gladiatorial combat of ancient Rome.
248
  Even more regrettable was that the 
authorities permitted and even encouraged such disorderly displays.  More than simple 
entertainment, the net result of such public savagery was that the standards of Mexican culture 
lay ―in the sand‖ alongside the fallen boxer and the public enthusiasm was proof of Mexican 
inhumanity.  The writer calls upon the federal government to censure the state governor of 
Hidgalo, to imitate the civilized thinkers in the United States, and to avoid shame before cultured 
Europeans that such spectacles were sure to bring.
249
 
 Other Porfiran intellectuals commented on the public uproar caused by the Billy Clark/ 
Billy Smith match.  On December 16, 1895, two weeks after the bout, Federico Gamboa, an 
early Mexican modernist writer, entered in his diary thoughts on the boxing match in Pachuca:  
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 –After having attended—what a shame!—the pugilistic fight which, twenty days  ago 
 reached a horrible end—between a yankee negro, Billy Clark, and a white  Irishman, 
 Billy Smith, I went tonight to the Club Atlético de México, where the very  same Billy 
 Clark gives practice lessons on boxing.  It‘s a ferocious thing, this science  of the fists, 
 and learning it demands that they slap you in the face!  I‘ll probably never  learn it.250 
  
 Gamboa, a diplomat and professor, also wrote some of the earliest Mexican pulp fiction.  
His gritty novels presented the underside of Mexican urban life and his subject matter included 
drunkenness, prostitution, marital infidelity, disease and urban decay.
251
  Despite and perhaps 
because of his broad and cosmopolitan experience, he did not hide a personal aversion to this 
particular foreign cultural product.
252
  Gamboa had traveled widely as both a private citizen and 
Mexican diplomat and was conversant in modern trends and ideas about physical culture and the 
body but was repulsed by boxing on a visceral, personal level. 
Echoing Gamboa, Ireneo Paz, novelist, journalist, politician and grandfather of Octávio 
Paz, editorialized on the front page of his newspaper La Patria against the barbarism and social 
disruptions created both by pugilism and more traditional Mexican popular pastimes.
253
  As 
many social commentators before him, he denigrated the novel and foreign while placing it 
within a context of customary Mexican social practices whose traditional attributes were 
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vulgarized by their modern usages; barbarous cultural atavism was a disgrace to a modernizing 
nation:  
…a bull rolling around in his blood, wounded by a matador‘s rapier and a horse dragging 
its intestines through the sand, like a cock with its jugular cut by a spur.  The same we‘ll 
say about pugilism.  Two men of crude appearance, in whose countenance there is not 
even a hint of intelligence, punch each other for two hours—blows capable of 
demolishing a bull, fall in turn to the ground, covered in blood, face inflamed, eyes 
bursting with the blows they have suffered, with a broken rib, and both retire to spend 
long days in bed, before finding themselves well enough to go back out onto the street to 
receive the ovations that are offered them in the taverns.
254
 
 
Another editorialist who had been present at the Clark/Smith fight, further reacted to the 
importation of prizefight films from the United States into Mexico.  This piece is worth as 
lengthy quotation, as it is exemplary of the debates, on the level of civilization, between 
perceptions of barbarism and cultural tastes that exploded around the seemingly isolated 
prizefight:  
All of the Anglo Saxon race is impassioned by and adept at sport and boxing; and one 
 can measure the distance between two races comparing their favorite diversions.  Bull 
 fighting is elegant, aesthetic, and focuses on the almost intangible movement of the 
 bullfighter, like a dance.  Boxing is no more than a hammer and an anvil.  It is devoid of 
 aesthetics .  The movements of the boxers are inelegant, course, like a ―tango de negros.‖  
 Boxing is barbarous and savage yet insipid and monotonous.  In bullfighting, man fights 
 against savagery [fiera],Latins have not conquered nature (as the Anglo Saxons have) and 
 they struggle against it still; in pugilism the Anglo Saxon struggles with man and tries in 
 the arena, like in politics, to dominate and subjugate man.  In the bullfight, each fighter 
 helps, assists, he protects the rest, and el quite [a movement of the cloak from in front of 
 the charging bull] is a philanthropic manifestation, an act of gentlemanly abnegation, 
 characteristic of the race.  In boxing, none of the fighters have anyone‘s help, no 
 protection, no defense, he has to base himself in his own skill, symbol of the 
 individualism of the Anglo Saxon.  The judge (Juez del campo) represents cold, 
 inexorable, and impassive justice and the law that dominates all in this austere and strong 
 race.  In bullfighting the most important quality is valor, in boxing, resistance, 
 perseverance and indefatigable tenacity, indomitable obstinacy that turns men into 
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 powerful machines, capable of achieving certain ends.  With a ―caretazo‖ a bullfighter 
 goes to the infirmary, the bruised boxer, bathed in blood, with his cheek bones broken, 
 ribs sunk, does not abandon to fight, but already fallen, impotent , half dead, perhaps  
 damaged forever, for action and movements.  Fitzsimmons is old and Corbett is young, 
 the first represents calm, astuteness, the second impetuousness, agility fire.  The first 
 won, it had to be, precisely because the bull is blind and brutal and the calculating 
 bullfighter wins with reflection and cold blood.  Within this is enclosed the secret to 
 colossal success, in science, in industry, in war, in dominating the world which has been 
 the patrimony and will be the future of the Anglo Saxon race.  Each time the Latin race 
 creates a Napoleon full of ambition, drive, and enthusiasm, the Anglo Saxon puts forth a 
 Wellington, obstinate inflexible and each time a Trafalgar is offered, the powerful race 
 finds a Nelson…men like this make the philosophy of boxing. 
 
 As this section has shown, the reaction of the Mexican public sphere to the first inroads 
of physical culture and pugilism in the late-nineteenth century was largely one of repugnance to 
perceptions of cultural barbarity, Anglo brutishness, and the imposition of American cultural 
peculiarities on an unwilling Mexican public sphere.  Reading between the lines of these 
disgusted narratives, however, yields important insights into the growing fascination of the 
populacho with these imported spectacles of marginally modern masculinity.  Beyond a 
refutation of American cultural influence in Mexico, these writers evince a greater concern with 
the Mexican masses whose tastes were increasingly (as the elite perceived so) detached from 
those of their social ―betters.‖ 
 Starting around the turn to the century, Mexicans from across the class spectrum began to 
organize and petition the government to allow the transnational culture of pugilism and physical 
culture to take root on Mexican soil.  Though the presence of foreign athletes would continue to 
be highly influential (until the late 1920s), and several Mexican athletes worked under the 
tutelage of American ―professors,‖ in Mexico and the United States, local initiative sought to 
bring the symbolic practices from the pages of transnational media to nascent public spaces 
dedicated to sport.  This process is examined in the following section. 
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“The Strongest man in Mexico is now a Mexican,” Ugartechea, Esperón, de la Tijera, 
Aguilar, Colín and the Mexicanization of the Masculine Body 
 
 Enrique Ugartechea (1882-1966), the son of a minor Porfirian bureaucrat from Veracruz, 
was arguably the first Mexican to successfully challenge a long stream of foreign athletes and 
strongmen on their own terms - the public display of knowledge and action in the field of 
physical culture.  Over the course of his long career he filled several roles: national and 
transnational emblem of Mexican masculinity, professor of physical culture in private clubs and 
public schools, a founder of Mexican lucha libre, early movie actor, and a writer who sought to 
convince Mexicans that to attain the status of ―modern‖ they must appropriate international 
conceptions of virile masculinity.
255
 
 Ugartechea first garnered public acclaim in 1903, when as twenty-one year old he 
traveled from Veracruz to Mexico City to challenge the famous Sicilian wrestler, ―Romulus,‖ for 
the champeonato [sic] de México.
256
 For weeks he dogged the Italian, who brushed him off and 
insulted his supposed lack of ―reputation‖ via the press. Ugartechea persisted, raising the 
necessary thousand pesos (about five hundred dollars) that the well established Italian demanded 
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to put his title on the line.
257
 ―With all the formalities of a duel,‖ Ugartechea visited newspaper 
offices to show his official permit from the Ayuntamiento of Tacubaya and declared his padrino 
to be the young boxer from Oaxaca, Salvador Esperón, a fellow Mexican practitioner of physical 
culture.
258
 Established forms of public challenge (reto), shifted the reckoning of personal honor 
from dueling to boxing.
259
 
 On Sunday afternoon, the 27
th
 of June, 1903, the much anticipated bout finally took 
place. After a heavy downpour that kept most spectators away from the regularly scheduled 
bullfight in the bullring of Chapultepec Park, the ―curious‖ and ―anxious‖ crowd filled the stands 
to watch the young Mexican in action.
260
  The ―trained monkeys,‖ employees of the bullring, 
spread cloth over the ground where the two men were to fight to keep their feet from slipping in 
the mud.  When the signal was given, both men emerged, stripped to the waist, and exhibited 
their ―herculean‖ musculature.  From the beginning of the bout it was clear to the observer from 
El País that Ugartechea, while a remarkable specimen of manhood, was unpracticed in the art of 
Greco-Roman wrestling.
261
  While the public booed and threw garbage at the Italian victor who 
escaped the ring under an umbrella, the Mexican audience cheered Ugartechea who 
acknowledged the crowd amid a downpour of sombreros.
262
 
 From this debut, and throughout the rest of the year, Ugartechea and his fellow athletes, 
the boxing professors Salvador Esperón and Fernando Colín held a number of similar exhibitions 
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in bullrings (Chapultepec and Mexico), theaters (Tivoli de Eliseo, Renacimiento, Abreu, 
Principal), casinos (Cosmopolitan Club) and  carnivals (Mérida) around Mexico and they were 
hailed as exemplar young Mexican males.
263
 One observer commented that with the poor quality 
of bullfighting in Mexico, the only bright spot in public entertainment was watching the 
advances of the Mexican strongman as the enormous crowds showered him with flowers.
264
  In 
January of 1904, Ugartechea and Esperón traveled from Mexico City to Veracruz by train and 
then by boat to M rida, where they staged a special attraction for that city‘s carnival.265 
 By mid-1904, Ugartechea had made such an impression on the Mexican public as a 
modern athlete that he was contracted to travel with the Mexican delegation to the St. Louis 
World‘s Fair.266 Though little record of this trip to St. Louis remains, one of the prime attractions 
of the exposition was a series of wrestling matches that were advertised around the expansive 
exposition grounds.  The correspondent for El País in St. Louis informed Mexican readers that 
along with a very respectable showing for the Mexican pavilion and much interest in Mexican 
beer and mining, ―our compatriot‖ Ugartechea was scheduled to take on an American wrestler in 
this ―enormously popular‖ sport.267  Alongside Mexico‘s carefully chosen representatives 
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abroad, an athlete figured for the first time as a symbol in the traveling representation of 
Mexican modernity.
268
 
 This was the first of many extended trips that Ugartechea made across the border and 
across the Atlantic to represent Mexican attainment in physical culture and to continue his 
education in that ―science‖.269  After almost a year in the United States, the wrestler returned to 
Mexico City after his ―important athletic work in a center of physical culture in the north.‖270  
While in the United States, Ugartechea had learned from a number of athletes and when he 
returned to Mexico he brought this new knowledge along with exotic body building equipment 
that had never before been seen in Mexico.
271
  
 Throughout the first months of 1905, Ugartechea worked to build a client base for a club 
dedicated to cultivating the Mexican male body toward transnational norms of masculinity that 
he had studied while in the United States and it was then that he first performed feats of ―virility‖ 
in front of Mexican and American audiences in the capital.
272
  He unveiled the new and modern 
equipment that he had imported for that purpose and went to work training his compatriots.  By 
July, he had organized what was likely the first all-Mexican exhibition of strength and physical 
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culture, at the Teatro Renacimiento, between the zócalo and the Alameda.
273
  The Mexico City 
press, particularly El Mundo Ilustrado, aided Ugartechea in his efforts by publishing lengthy 
editorials on the social value of physical culture and several full-page photo spreads illustrating 
the exotic new equipment and muscular bodies that the gymnasium produced.
274
 
 A reporter for El Diario marveled at the quick sell-out of all seats at the theater for those 
fans who wished to witness the novel import and was further impressed by ―the truly frenetic 
enthusiasm, our public not being accustomed to this class of functions, [which] is natural for this 
type of sport viril [sic].‖275  Amid the public excitement, Ugartechea was able to side step the 
law by staging a boxing exhibition by Salvador Esperón, now listed as a ―professor‖ at the club, 
and one López, from the competing Club Olímpico.  Since the first years of the twentieth 
century, sporadic boxing exhibitions including Esperón, Fernando Colín, and others had been 
grudgingly permitted by the Porfirian establishment only if they served some greater good, such 
as charities for earthquake victims or benefits for foreigners residing in Mexico.
276
  Public 
exhibition matches also continued under the watchful eyes of the Porfirian elite in places like 
Escuela Nacional Preparatoria.  Boxing, at least on one occasion, took the place of swords to 
settle a duel between men identified as ―a young boxing professor‖  likely Esperón or Col n) and 
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a ―gentleman‖ listed only by his initials.277  By late 1905, the Club Ugartechea regularly 
―exhibited‖ boxing and wrestling matches between Mexicans and African-Americans in front of 
―enormous‖ Mexican audiences in improvised rings constructed in casinos like the Cosmopolitan 
Club.
278
  By this time, the writer José Juan Tablada had become the manager of the competing 
Olympic Club.
279
  The crowds that attended these matches were composed largely of the younger 
generation for whom this type of novel diversion ―aroused the most excitement.‖280 Ugartechea 
also continued to stage wrestling matches in the bullring of Chapultepec against the African-
American Joe Maljoy (who likely came with Ugartechea from the United States for this purpose) 
to the joy of Mexican observers.  These diverse venues, elite theaters, clubs and bullrings, 
engaged audiences from the both the lower and upper classes.
281
 
 One series of boxing matches that generated multiple responses both in this era and in 
subsequent memoirs included a representative array of individuals and gives a window into the 
liminal legality of the sport in this period. At the Club Ugartechea, on 28 July 1905, Salvador 
Esperón, the Oaxacan born linguist and boxer, took on one López in front of a sold-out crowd. 
Esperón‘s ―seconds‖ were the writer Jos  Juan Tablada and the conservatory trained pianist 
Villaseñor.
282
 As the five-round bout progressed, the women in the crowd, horrified at the 
bloodshed, ―screamed ‗no more! no more!‘ upon seeing the near murder that Salvador Esperón 
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was committing upon Gaspar López.‖283 The efforts of Tablada and others to cultivate physical 
culture, what he called his ―afan de propogar cultura f sica,‖ were sometimes ridiculed in the 
satiric press, which labeled their activities ―running and jumping around like clowns.‖284  
 In the final years of the Porfiriato, the Mexican appropriation of the growing mass 
spectacle of prizefighting and wrestling was spurred forward by the combination of civic social 
activism and changing norms of permissibility in the public sphere.  Nowhere was this process 
more visible than in the newspapers and revistas that increasingly catered to popular tastes: El 
Imparcial and El Mundo Ilustrado.
285
 Combined with these public sphere forces was the 
increasing prestige of Mexican athletes who had successfully challenged foreigners: no longer 
was the brutal culture of prizefighting relegated to foreigners who imposed the refuse of their 
culture onto an unwilling Mexican audience.  Early physical culture científicos- Ugartechea, 
Colín, and Esperón- were also tapped by the military, the Ministry of Public Instruction, and 
private entrepreneurs to guide soldiers, students and the public in the Mexicanization of boxing 
and physical culture.
286
 
 The period immediately before the Revolution marked a shift from the late nineteenth 
century in terms of the existence of Mexican athletes and an expanding infrastructure of clubs 
and associations who held regular exhibitions to sold-out crowds; most of the permits to hold 
these types of public spectacles were still denied.
287
  The Mexico City Ayunatmiento, vacillated 
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in the reasoning for these prohibitions, but the various and often interdepartmental 
communications suggest an unwillingness to take definitive stance on the growing popularity of 
pugilistic entertainments.  While this bureaucratic log jam succeeded in stopping exhibitions on 
several occasions, the tenacity with which club presidents like José Juan Tablada and Baldomero 
Romero pushed the issue resulted in several public and lucrative exhibitions.  One such petition, 
submitted by Baldomero Romero and containing over three hundred signatures, deserves lengthy 
treatment.  It is a disquisition on the envisioned role of boxing for the good of the nation and 
represents the capstone of public sphere intitiative in this period. 
 
The Club Atlético Internacional: Baldomero Romero, José Juan Tablada and the Logic 
Behind Virile Action 
 
 The reluctance of the Porfirian governing elite to cede control of modern physical culture 
to civil social organizations like the Club Atlético Internacional and the Club Olímpico played 
out in repeated petitions by these organizations to reverse the decisions of Mexico City Mayor 
Guillermo de Landa y Escandón that prohibited public boxing matches. At stake, petitioners 
argued, was no less than the future of the Mexican nation as a progressive entity. In the few 
instances when exhibitions were allowed, the municipal government stipulated arbitrary rules, 
defining the length of rounds and that combatants only hit with their fists open.
288
  When 
petitions for boxing matches were denied, and this happened in the overwhelming majority of 
cases, bureaucrats acted under the orders of the mayor, citing simply that there were no laws on 
boxing and that therefore it would be prohibited  ―no hay lugar‖).289  These prohibitions 
vacillated in their reasoning and on at least one occasion, when Luís Sarría was granted 
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permission to open a boxing gym, that permission was revoked before he open the doors.
290
  The 
most common reason given for limiting the freedom of association was that boxing created 
lawlessness and scandal, with exhibitions that ended with public outrage, like the match between 
Jim Smith and Cuauhtémoc Aguilar in the Welton Circus in Mexico City.
291
 Though Mexicans 
were allowed to open clubs dedicated to physical culture, the government sought to limit the 
activities that took place there, denying the petition of the Centro Deportivo de México to serve 
alcoholic beverages at their location next to the zócalo on Calle San Francisco.
292
 
 Proponents of physical culture were angered by what they saw as the atavistic tastes of a 
small elite that governed the behavior of the masses.  The pleas of socially concerned Mexicans 
for permission to stage bouts were penned by the leaders of these novel groupings who 
impugned ―backward‖ thinking public functionaries for their intransience and misunderstanding 
of the goals of these displays of manliness.  The remaining evidence of this movement exists in 
the municipal archives of Mexico City and in the hundreds of pages of newspaper articles written 
by their supporters in the press. The press continued to play an important role for these 
petitioners as a legitimizing agent; they often included glowing press accounts as supporting 
evidence for their claims as virilizing public forces.
293
  As important as the study of surgery and 
medicine, they argued, was the development of healthy and resistant bodies to aid in national 
defense and positive eugenic evolution.  The suspicions and supplications of the conservative 
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Catholic press, holding out in the face of overwhelming public opinion in favor of sport (the 
petitioners singled out the main Catholic daily as the only newspaper that did not praise their 
efforts and whose ―ideas are backward and ancient in these matters‖), paired with the organs of 
political power to suppress the vital energy of Mexican youth.  
For those in favor of sport, this was more than irresponsible, it was a pernicious attempt 
to retard national regeneration.  Brothers Ireneo and Baldomero Romero, for example, scions of 
an aristocratic Mexico City family, wrote and circulated these petitions to the ―sportmen‖ and 
newspapers of the metropolis, pushing the case for boxing as a crucial means of social and 
cultural advancement; a way to narrow the gap between Mexico and the ―most advanced 
countries.‖294  In the process, they collected hundreds of signatures from likeminded urbanites 
who sought to influence public policy.  They were stymied in their efforts to stage regular public 
exhibitions by Japanese, African-American, and Mexican practitioners of modern sport:  
Mexicans had much to learn from these men and could not afford to slip deeper into effeminacy 
and cultural stagnation.  To support their petitions, the members of the Club Atlético, included 
copies of the magazine they had published over the preceding years, Revista de Sport y Cultura 
Física along with newspaper clippings in praise of their ―manly‖ efforts.295 
 The petitioners based their arguments on several interconnected ideas.  First, they 
stressed, Mexico was a late-comer to the modern institutionalization of physical culture; but if 
left alone civil society could lead Mexicans out of this malaise.  Vigorous, physically adept 
athletes were the force behind the well-known ―triumph‖ of Anglo-Saxons over lesser races.  
History, as they interpreted it, clearly demonstrated that the ascendance of national races was tied 
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to their conscious cultivation of manly virtues.  Greeks and Romans, before losing to the more 
vigorous Germanic tribes, made physical education the focal point of childrearing and gave 
worship of the physical almost ―cultlike‖ status.  These lessons of history were clearly visible in 
the recent accomplishments of superior races: ―All the governments in the world, currently, 
allow their men to become sportmen [sic], to make roubust and clear minded individuals, not to 
make effeminate and rachitic men.‖296  
These sportmen interpreted the near mythological charge of Theodore Roosevelt‘s 
―Rough Riders‖ in Cuba as the clearest evidence to prove nations that vaunted primitive 
physicality in the service of national regeneration provided essential examples of how to be 
modern and manly.  The pairing of American cowboys with the Eastern urban elite showed the 
genius of American physical culture.  They cited and quoted Baron Harcourt, paragon of 
European martial nobility, as irrefutable support for these interpretations.
297
  Incorporating the 
ideas of foreign ―experts‖and intellectuals they impugned those Mexicans like Mayor Landa y 
Escandón who sought to stifle the forward thinking elements in civil society who, they stressed, 
prevented Mexican greatness in the competitive struggle of nations.  It was a ―crime of a weak 
country‖ to pretend the ―virile youth‖ should follow in the footsteps of those effeminate elements 
of Mexican society who ―rode in carriages about the country‖ and celebrated bullfighting as the 
only national sport.
298
 Who was the Mayor of Mexico City, the petitioners implied, to question a 
thinker as elevated as Maurice Maeterlinck (who had just won the Nobel Prize): 
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they are ignorant of the precise forms of practice, rules, and severe discipline that 
characterize all ―matches‖ of this virile sport in countries that are without a doubt more 
civilized than Mexico-even though as Mexicans it embarrasses us to say it—like France, 
England, the United States and others who enjoy powerful merit and about which have 
written in favor elevated personages  of the intellectual world, that we won‘t resist the 
desire to transcribe, as the best defense of pugilism, the sage maxim of the celebrated 
poet Maeterlinck which says ―It seems paradoxical; but it is easy to prove that the art of 
pugilism, where it is practiced, becomes a garment of meekness and of peace.
299
 
 
The Japanese, they further argued, were another case in point.  Their defeat of the 
Russian empire in 1905 was due precisely to their cultivation of the virtues of physicality.  Along 
with African-American boxers, Japanese athletes taught the Mexican elite the ―science‖ of iiu-
jitsu other martial arts in which ―small‖ men were able to conquer larger opponents through the 
deployment of the ―science‖ of bodily combat.  In 1909, Mexican men and women attended open 
air exhibitions where they were intrigued by Japanese sumo for the first time.
300
  Dozens of 
Japanese instructors and American pugilists descended on Mexico City, where they gave 
exhibitions in front of the aging Porfirio Díaz, and were incorporated into the training for the 
most elite Mexican youth, the cadets who attended class in on the grounds of the presidential 
palace in Chapultepec park.
301
  The excitement over imported physical culture extended all the 
way to the National Agriculture School, where student appropriated sport into their curriculum in 
imitation of American colleges.
302
 
While self-appointed teachers of Mexican youth like the Romero brothers explicitly 
stated that Mexicans should imitate the physical culture of advanced nations like Japan and the 
United States, conservative commentators raged against the inhumanity of violent sport and the 
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base, mimetic tendency that they identified as central to the implantation of boxing and Japanese 
martial arts in Mexico.  The Catholic daily El País, after first congratulating the rapid increase in 
sporting clubs throughout the Republic, thundered against the perceived betrayal of Mexican 
values that threatened their civilization.  In a front page editorial, conservatives proclaimed, ―We 
will be more humane than our neighbors:‖ 
The American and Americanizing newspapers of this capital, like the injudicious public 
that systematically forgets all their own [customs] in order to inculcate themselves with 
foreign ―vices and virtues‖ in flushed mixtures, cry now for the loss of their favorite 
spectacle, el box [sic], as Yankee as it is savage. 
The reporters crowded around the Señor Governor of the Federal District, don Guillermo 
Landa y Escandón, inquiring why he had frustrated their great satisfaction in seeing two 
men crunch bones, denying them the permit to fight; to which our humanitarian Sr. 
Governor responded ―You can announce, in my name, that boxing has reached its end in 
this District.‖ 
In the name of humanity: Bravo!
303
 
 
Catholic observers, like their sportmen counterparts, looked to the lessons of history and 
current events abroad.  The interracial prizefight between African-American Jack Johnson and 
the ―white hope‖ Jim Jefferies in Reno on July 4, 1910, provided fodder for their excoriations.  
With the victory of negro Jack Johnson, the ―arrogant and savage Yankee‖ had received his 
due.
304
  Not only were the race riots after the fight proof of the danger of boxing for the public, it 
also dealt a blow to the ―haughtiness of the white man of the north, who thinks himself superior 
to all men not born in the land of Linch [sic] and shows his vigor by cruelly abusing the weak 
and killing the unfortunate negros with repugnant impunity.‖305  Pugilism as a vehicle for moral 
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and physical regeneration, as these same writers had proclaimed less than a year before, had 
become of symbol of servile imitation and foreigner worship among sadly mislead Mexicans.
306
 
The celebration or denigration of appropriating foreign cultural forms is central to the 
competing world views of these commentators.  While proponents of physical culture sought to 
circumvent prohibitions on the display of ―virile‖ sport; the mouthpieces of the Catholic church 
raged against the barbarity of arrogant North Americans and the inroads of their culture into 
Mexico.  This was a complicated cultural imperialism; the ideological proponents of foreign 
forms of physical culture were not marginal members of the Mexico City society, but respected 
entrepreneurs who played a vital role in the social life of the city.
307
  The official journalistic 
organs of the Porfirian government added to the complexity of the debate by offering their 
congratulation to the valuable initiatives of the Romero brothers.  Their ―scientific‖ learning 
paired with the instruction of foreign professional like the Afro-Dutch Jim Smith, African 
Americans Kid Lavigne and Kid Mitchell, the Japanese martial artists  Shinzuro, Take, and Yase, 
and the French wrestler Eugenio Spinner to offer Mexican youth the ―undoubtedly beneficial‖ 
effects of physical culture that, in addition to other ameliorative effects, would give their bodies 
―elegance and beauty.‖308  El Diario congratulated the Romero brothers and encouraged their 
letter writing campaign to the governors of all states of the Republic that offered  instruction in 
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combat sport for their citizens.  El Imparcial threw its lot in with the Club Atlético Internacional, 
promising to report and assist in the ―elevation of ‗sport‘ in [their] nation.‖309 
This concerted campaign on the part of highly visible elements of civil society and the 
press extended throughout the country, but focused first on ameliorating the effects of urban life 
in Mexico City.  Not only was cultivating manly bodies essential to Mexico in time of war, but 
boxing and the ethic of physical culture were a panacea for number of other social concerns:   
it can offer to the motherland (madre patria) a contingent of serene and conditioned 
soldiers who in times of danger are not derailed before bloodshed nor before the glint of 
arms and that in peace time are not drained and exhausted working the machines in a 
factory.  Today, now that our people are beginning to scrutinize the word ―SPORT‖ and 
they start to understand its meaning we should help them like one helps a child when it 
takes its first steps, facilitating them by any means possible, leveling any obstacles that 
arise, so that with sure steps they advance to the ideal perfection of the race.
310
   
    
The Eve of Revolution, Boxing at an Impasse on the Margins: Conclusions 
 The above reasoning, that the diffusion of physical culture and boxing would create 
superior soldiers for the motherland, came at a key moment in Mexican history.  Less than a year 
later, the events that would spiral into the Mexican Revolution made the abstract suppositions of 
reformers all the more real.  Cuauhtémoc Aguilar, the patriotically named boxer and would-be 
saloon owner, became one of the millions of casualties of war in 1916.  Amid ―heroic fighting‖ 
in a last-ditch effort to hold the hill of Santa Rosa in Chihuahua against the forces of Pancho 
Villa, Captain Aguilar was ―shot mercilessly,‖ and died on the battlefield.  The long cultivation 
of physical culture and his celebrity on the streets of Mexico City did little to save him amid the 
carnage.
311
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 For men like Aguilar, Santa María, Ugartechea, Colín and others, the opportunity to 
follow a novel avenue of civic social engagement and to earn a living while modernizing 
Mexican ideas about the body and masculinity had presented a challenge.  They sought to 
expand the boundaries of the public sphere to accommodate a diversification of Mexican 
identity.  They did so through rational debate and evinced their differences with the reigning 
Porfirian culture by tenaciously and often illegally engaging in exhibitions that drew enormous 
crowds.  They teamed with foreign professors of physical culture like the Afro-Dutch Jim Smith, 
Mexican American Kid Mitchell, Japanese Conde Koma, and others who negotiated the relative 
political stability of the Porfirian Era to incrementally change what they viewed as outmoded 
cultural norms.  In later years, their efforts would be cited by the well-established boxing 
subculture in Mexico as an outright resistance to the narrow politics of Don Porfirio Díaz.
312
 
 The presence of boxing in Mexico increased with the outbreak of the Revolution.  The 
pressing concerns of unstable governments in the 1910s allowed spaces in which civil society 
enjoyed a relatively broad range of autonomy and foreign athletic celebrities continued to enter 
the country, often skirting war zones and hoping to make a few pesos.  By the 1920s, boxing was 
in Mexico to stay.  The discourse that surrounded the sport, however, had shifted dramatically.  It 
had undergone a process of proto-nationalization in the public sphere, but during the Revolution 
and the years immediately following, it became largely what it is today: an enormously popular 
and symbolic means of working class mobility and celebrity.  This transformation is the subject 
of Chapter Four. 
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CHAPTER III 
 ―WHO WILL SAY WE ARE NOT PROGRESSING?‖ CUBA, ―BLACK REALITY,‖ 
THE ―WHITE HOPE,‖ PORNOGRAPHY AND THE CHALLENGE OF CUBANIZING 
BARBARISM, 1910-1921. 
 
Havana, Cuba and Reno, Nevada, 1910-1915 
As the African-American prizefighter Jack Johnson was finishing his breakfast at the 
posh Hotel Plaza on the corner of Central Park in Havana on 22 February 1915, he was 
approached by the hotel manager.  Though Johnson had arranged for a suite, the manager 
explained, they would be accommodate him in the hotel.  His race was not an issue, the manager 
dissembled, the clerk had made an error and the hotel was full.  On hearing of this affront to an 
African-American celebrity, the Afro-Cuban politician Eligio Madán publically announced that 
Jack Johnson would be staying with his family in Havana.  Though it was dangerous and 
politically unwise to speak in terms of racial identity for Afro-Cubans in 1915, Madán sought to 
rally Afro-Cubans behind Johnson in his defense of the heavyweight title against the Great White 
Hope, Jess Willard,  claiming that the ―white hope‖ was about to come face to face with ―black 
reality.‖  Johnson‘s celebrity, for many Afro-Cubans, was a point a pride and an indicator of 
black accomplishment.  Johnson‘s physical presence in Havana in 1915 was not the first time 
Cubans had confronted the meaning of black celebrity, his impact on transnational race relations, 
and the implications of modern prizefighting for a range of interconnected issues that swirled 
around the meaning of being Cuban. 
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In the weeks surrounding the globally debated 1910 prizefight between Jack Johnson and 
the first ―White Hope‖ Jim Jefferies, Havana‘s readers devoured a daily barrage of localized 
press coverage about the distant racial and gendered drama unfolding in Reno, Nevada.
313
  
Johnson, the notorious bon vivant, actor and boxer, was presented within the Cuban public 
sphere as a symbol of the peculiar cultural and racial ―problems‖ of the United States that, once 
again, proved the barbarity of American racial norms often connected with a neologism 
disseminated widely throughout the Spanish speaking world, the ―ley lynch.‖314  The social critic 
and editorialist Joaquín Aramburu, alarmed by the growing popularity of boxing during the latest 
American intervention (1906-09) and the hype over the Johnson-Jefferies match, made the 
association of boxing and lynching explicit as two uniquely barbaric American customs.  How 
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did the United States pretend to lecture Cubans on civilization when these two examples of 
American culture were the most uncivilized behaviors known to man?
315
 
 Not only was the negro Johnson a practitioner of a frequently illegal profession that 
bridged high and low culture and that had previously been dominated by white ―champions,‖ he 
had unabashedly reveled in the international fame resulting from his conquest of a leading 
symbol of white virility, the heavyweight boxing championship of the world.
316
  Johnson, as one 
of the first globally visible African-American celebrities, violated a number of American cultural 
prohibitions: he mocked white pretensions to physical dominance over blacks and slept with and 
married white, ―blond‖ women.  In the process, he became one of the most hated figures in the 
mainstream American press, a focal point for white fears of black social mobility and sexuality, 
and a lens through which a global audience viewed race in the United States.
317
  After 1912, he 
lived in self-exile in Europe and Latin America for violation of the Mann Act (popularly known 
as the White Slavery Act).
318
  In Cuba, Johnson‘s challenge to American propriety was portrayed 
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in vivid detail to readers of the vibrant press.
319
 As Aline Helg has shown in her examination of 
the Cuban media surrounding the racist massacre of the Partido Independiente de Color in 1912, 
Cuban journalists wielded enormous power to shape and inform public opinion, especially when 
commenting on racial issues.
320
   As Louis Pérez Jr. has demonstrated, Cuban culture in this 
period evolved in close connection to popular culture currents emanating from the United 
States.
321
  Cuban reporters, like the cosmopolitan Abel Linares, reproduced details of the legal 
battles, enormous sums of money, and the attempts by religious and social leaders to prevent the 
bout from taking place in California.
322
  Cubans, reached throughout the island through the pages 
of the most prominent daily newspapers, El Diario de la Marina, La Lucha,  El Triunfo, and El 
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appropriation of baseball as a national pastime.  As in Mexico, the Cuban press was a central point of dissemination 
for the growing transnational visibility of boxing and the cultural narratives surrounding it.  Linares introduced 
many neologisms pertaining to prizefighting to educate Cubans on how to understand the events that were fast 
becoming part of public discourse. See:  Roberto González Echevarr a, The Pride of Havana: A History of Cuban 
Baseball  (New York: Oxford University Press, 1999);  Jerry Kuntz, Baseball Fiends and Flying Machines: The 
Many Lives and Outrageous Times of George and Alfred Lawson (Jefferson, N.C.: McFarland & Co, 2009); 
Lawrence D. Hogan,  Shades of Glory: The Negro Leagues and the Story of African-American Baseball (National 
Geographic Society, 2007). 
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Heraldo de Cuba, were exposed to even the corporeal measurements of the ―terrible boxer‖ Jim 
 
Figure 3: Diario de la Marina, Corporeal Mesurements for the "race war." 
 
Jefferies whose explicit goal was to take back the title for white manhood.
323
   
This imagining of the savior of white masculinity was reinforced by visual culture: before 
the films could be outlawed, Havana theaters showed curious Cuban spectators cinematic 
exhibitions of the boxers in preparation for the bout, deepening the inundation of the Cuban 
public sphere with narratives of the drama.
324
 By 1915, the impact of the image of Jack Johnson 
as an example for men of African descent in Cuba was visible not only in Havana, but in the 
most remote and rural points on the island. The ―mulatto,‖ Evelio Mustelier, remembered 
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 ―Vida Deportiva,‖ Diario de la Marina, 24 October 1909 
324
 La Lucha, 5 July 1910.  Films of the bout, as will be examined in this chapter, represented both a threat to racial 
stability and enormously lucrative new means to profit through the rising cultural phenomenon of athletics.  As an 
entrepreneur, Jack Johnson led the way in attaining distribution rights and, in the case of Cuba after 1915, suing over 
the illegal reproduction of moving pictures of his bouts. One film scholar suggests: ―Fight pictures pricked at the 
fabric of American social order to such an extent that their dissemination was halted by nothing less than an act of 
Congress.‖  Nancy Mowell Mathews, Charles Musser, and Marta Braun, Moving Pictures: American Art and Early 
Film, 1880-1910 (Manchester, VT: Hudson Hills and the Williams College Museum of Art, 2005), p. 111.   For a 
study on the business of boxing through moving pictures in this period see:  Dan Streible, Fight Pictures: A History 
of Boxing and Early Cinema (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2008). 
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standing entranced on a street of the sugar mill town of Banes (eastern Cuba), watching large 
homemade metal marionettes on display outside of the local bodega.
 325
   The marionettes 
represented Jack Johnson in combat with the latest white hope, Jess Willard, and they led the 
young mulatto into a career as a boxer that would take him to three continents and dozens of 
countries in the 1930s and 1940s as the Caballero del Ring (Gentleman of the Ring), Kid Tunero. 
The mulatto Nicolás Guillén, who would become the Cuban poet-laureate after the Revolution, 
cited Johnson as a hero from his boyhood.
326
  In the essays of Franco-Cuban Alejo Carpentier, 
Johnson‘s claims that he had been tricked into losing the 1915 match on purpose by a nefarious 
American government, found a willing defender.  For Carpentier, who remembered the match in 
Havana, Johnson‘s plight was an example of American racial intolerance and the bout served as 
shorthand for the exploitive culture of American capitalism in Cuba.
327
 Mirta Yáñez, a Cuban 
author, brought the Johnson story to a new generation of Cubans, placing the boxer as victim of 
American imperialism and racial hatred, describing him as a ―gentleman‖ in all facets of life.328  
These narratives fit well within the anti-imperialist rhetoric of post-Revolutionary state culture, 
but this construction of historical memory yields a selective and incomplete understanding of the 
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 This narrative will be further explored in Chapter Four, this scene was narrated by Mustelier on a number of 
occasions, most prominently in his autobiography: Evelio Mustelier,   s v  nt    os  n  l r n  (La Habana: 
Impresora Siglo Moderno, 1958).  The book was later reprinted in Spain, where Mustelier lived after the Cuban 
Revolution, when professional sport was outlawed and the aging boxer was unable to make a living as a trainer and 
manager.  Until the Revolution, he lived in Havana where he was one of the closest friends of Ernest Hemingway. 
326
 The phrase that Guill n used in his poem ―Alla Lejos,‖ is ―Johnson, el boxeador, era nuestro modelo de 
campeón.‖  Johnson, the boxer, was our model of a champion).  Guill n argued that Johnson‘s popularity in Cuba 
was a function of American cultural imperialism despite the fact that Cubans also viewed him as a symbol of 
resitance to rigid American racial ideology.  Nicolás Guill n, Roberto Márquez, and David Arthur McMurray. Man-
making words: selected poems of Nicolas Guillen (Boston: University of Massachusetts Press, 2003).  
327
 Carpentier, admitting that he was only ten at the time, claimed to remember the fight vividly.  These memories, 
suspiciously close to the party line, come from his essay ―Deporte es Cultura,‖ in Alejo Carpentier, Mar a Luisa 
Cerrón Puga, and F lix Báez-Jorge, Obras completas 14 Conferencias  M xico: Siglo Veintiuno Ed, 1991), pp. 372-
377.  
328
 This story, ―Yo soy Jack Johnson,‖ appeared in a two volume Cuban collection of writing about boxing including 
such well known Cuban authors as Nicolás Guillén, Alejo Carpentier, and José Martí paired with foreign writers 
such as Jack London, O. Henry, William Inglis and others.  Omelio Ramos Mederos, ed., Cuentos de boxeo [2 vol.] 
(La Habana: Editorial Arte y Literatura, 1981). 
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transnational nuances surrounding early Republican Cuba and the multifaceted impact of 
imported cultural forms upon the newly independent country.   
The timing of Cuban Independence, taking place in an era of rapid mass communication 
and transportation, prohibited the type of isolation that characterized the early years of 
sovereignty that was a blessing and a curse for most other Latin American nations in the early 
nineteenth century.
329
  From Independence onward, ―becoming Cuban,‖ to borrow P rez, Jr.‘s 
phrase, was both an inward and outward oriented process largely defined by and sometimes in 
opposition to foreign gender and racial norms disseminated on a massive scale.
330
  The nascent 
Cuban state, as this chapter will show, regulated novel behaviors, justifying state action in 
positive and negative (oppositional) terms: the early importation of boxing served as a divisive 
point of contention between entrepreneurs and ―sportmen‖ who sought to disseminate imported 
sport and those more conservative commentators in the public sphere who were determined to 
censure and prevent Cuban appropriation of American ―barbarism.‖331 As we will see, in 
response to Cuban prohibitions on fight films, many commentators argued that legislators were 
succumbing to American racial norms and were ignorant of the historical trajectory of relative 
―racial harmony‖ on the island.  Their assimilation of omnipresent American culture in Cuba, 
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 Cuba remained a crown colony of Spain until 1898.  Most other Latin American countries, after Independence in 
the early nineteenth century, turned inward to the often violent and chaotic process of nation building.  The most 
salient battles were between liberals and conservatives as competing visions over the paths forward played out in 
politics.  For the most accessible account of this period see: Thomas E. Skidmore, Peter H. Smith; and James Naylor 
Green, Modern Latin America (New York: Oxford University Press, 2010); Howard J. Wiarda and Harvey F. Kline, 
Latin American Politics and Development (Boulder, CO: Westview Press, 2011); E. Bradford Burns, The Poverty of 
Progress: Latin America in the Nineteenth Century (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1980);  and  Marshall 
C. Eakin, The History of Latin America: Collision of Cultures  (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2007).  
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 Pérez, Jr., On Becoming Cuban. 
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 The construction national consensus in oppositional terms has been developed by a number of scholars:  Eric J. 
Hobsbawm, The Invention of Tradition (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1992) Alvin Ward Gouldner, The 
Future of Intellectuals and the Rise of the New Class (New York: Seabury Press, 1979);  
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largely through the media, had warped their understanding of Cuban reality.  This consumption 
of ―Americanism‖ was compounded by the ease and frequency of travel to the United States.332 
 Through the journalist Linares‘ experience with Negro League baseball and the first 
mixed-race Cuban teams to travel to the United States, he avidly and astutely commented on the 
racial implications of black versus white in the emerging transnational phenomenon of sport.  
These narratives were infused with arguments about ―civilization‖ that coalesced, reminiscent of 
those in Mexico, around the most famous African-American of the era.
333
   Simultaneously, 
boxing was transposed onto Cuban soil and consciousness in the language of national identity, 
honor, and the confrontation with the flows of popular culture emanating from the United States.  
This was not the first moment in which Cubans expounded on the implications for barbarity and 
civilization that boxing posed for Cubans eager to build modern identity by choosing which ideas 
would define the nation.  José Martí, the Cuban poet and martyr of the final War for 
Independence (1895-98), covered boxing matches (1882) while a reporter in exile in the United 
States.
334
  Martí abhorred boxing and viewed it as symbol of the decadent and materialistic 
culture of the United States while simultaneously praising the masculine and exemplar physiques 
of the opponents.  Martí was both fascinated and repulsed, writing that amid the excitement for a 
heavyweight bout ―the whole nation becomes a cock [fighting] ring.‖335   
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 Pérez, On Becoming Cuban. 
333
 See Chapter One for a discussion of Jack Johnson in Mexico. 
334
 Martí had extensive experience in the United States, living in several cities, totaling over a decade in exile.  
Along with Rubén Dario, he is the most well-known Latin American anti-imperialist who presciently argued that a 
rapidly expanding United States was on a collision course with Latin America, not only economically, but culturally. 
Jos  Mart  and Philip Sheldon Foner, Our America: Writings on Latin America and the Struggle for Cuban 
Independence (New York: Monthly Review Press, 1977). On the varying interpretations of Martí as a national 
symbol in Cuba and beyond see:  Lillian Guerra, Myth of José Martí: Conflicting Nationalisms in Early Twentieth-
Century Cuba (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2005).  
335
 Jos  Mart ‘s essay ―Prizefight,‖ was his impressions of a bareknuckle prizefight between the first American 
boxing celebrity John L. Sullivan and Irish Paddy Ryan near New Orleans, in Mississippi City, 1882.  It remains one 
of the most vivid sociological accounts of the culture of boxing in this era and Mart ‘s satirical wit and eye for detail 
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 The voluminous press coverage of the distant 1910 event contributed to the rise to the 
nascent popularity of boxing in Cuba.
336
  Cubans such as Santiago Agramonte challenged upstart 
foreign boxers in order to defend ―the colors of the nation,‖ accepting such challenges in front of 
the public via letters published in the press that drew on the lexicon of dueling and the defense of 
Cuban masculinity against Americans.
337
  Extending access to the bout for even illiterate 
Cubans, a cartoon appeared in La Lucha in which a rendering of Jack Johnson held the Earth on 
his hip while punching with the other hand.  A brittle and weak Uncle Sam (Tío Sam) looked on 
in helpless disgust.
338
  This powerful image portrayed Jack Johnson as masculine, confident, and 
victorious in spite of the dominant racial norms of the United States.
339
 The Cuban experience of 
American military power and economic expansion, embodied in the invasion and occupation of 
the island from 1898-1902 and the second occupation from 1906-09, paired with massive 
American buyouts of lucrative agricultural properties and urban utilities in this period gave 
                                                                                                                                                                                           
portrays a cross-class and illegal engagement of the entirety of civil society:  churchgoers, bankers, politicians, 
gamblers, and low lives come out of the woodwork for the prizefight.  Central in Mart ‘s disdain for the event is the 
exhibition of greed and the omnipresence of gambling.  While Martí largely condemns the entire affair as a barbaric, 
drunken, pointlessly cruel, and animal-like spectacle, that is ―devoid of beauty or nobility,‖ he is obviously 
enthralled by the energy surrounding the bout. This, for Mart , was proof of American barbarism: ―And this is a 
national holiday.  It sets trains and telegraphs in motion and brings business to a halt for hours while workers and 
bankers throng the street.‖  In:  Jos  Mart , Esther Louise Allen, and Roberto González Echevarr a, José Martí: 
Selected Writings (New York, NY: Penguin Books, 2002) pp. 107-15.  
336
 This chapter will examine some of the earliest, sporadic, boxing matches before 1910. 
337
 ―Santiago Agramonte acepta el reto de Ryan,‖ DDM, 28 June 1910. 
338
 The image of ―Tio Sam‖ in Cuba was highly ambiguous in this period.  While visual reproductions in the era 
after Independence reflected  both the Cuban ―debt of gratitude‖ and the anti-imperialism embodied in the writings 
of the Cuban patriot José Martí, this particular rendering shows a feeble and helpless America, cowering from a 
confident, muscular Jack Johnson.  The varying visual images of Tío Sam throughout Latin America after the defeat 
of the Spanish and the occupation of Cuba and Puerto Rico would make for revealing case study in the reactions of 
Latin Americans to expanding U.S. influence in the region.  For discussions on Tio Sam, see: Mauricio Augusto 
Font,  h   u  n   pu l    n   os   rt : Reception and Use of a National Symbol (Lanham, MD: Lexington 
Books, 2006); Phillip Terry, Terry's Guide to Cuba (Boston: Houghton Mifflin company, 1926).  
339
 La Lucha, 10 July 1910. 
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Cubans a firsthand knowledge of the growing power of the ―Colossus of the North.‖340  Boxing 
was one manner in which those emergent cultural norms were disseminated and challenged.
341
 
 Characterizing the immediate impact of the distant event of 1910, a writer for the liberal 
daily El Triunfo, after admitting surprise that the attention of the entire country (Cuba) had been 
―monopolized‖ by ―anxiety‖ over the events in Reno, told readers that  ―more than a pugilistic 
battle, this is a battle of the races.‖342  Public engagement with prizefighting was further fanned 
by the bold statement that ―This transcendental struggle…[that reaches beyond] the natural 
sporting interest is much more, because Jim Jefferies is going to demonstrate the superiority of 
the white race, while Johnson will demonstrate just how far the potency of the black race can 
lead.‖343 
 In Reno, on July 4
th
, while the local band played the popular ―patriotic‖ song ―All Coons 
Look Alike to Me,‖ Jack Johnson humiliated the Great White Hope, taunting him physically and 
verbally throughout the bout.
344
  The evening and next day after the match, in amazement, 
Havana newspapers reported that racial riots had broken out in a number of U.S. cities, with 
dozens of African-Americans killed or injured.  La Lucha portrayed ―insolent Negros,‖ 
celebrating the triumph of the black fighter over the aging white former champion, positing that 
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 The best account of the expansion of American capital in Cuba during this period remains Louis A. Pérez, Jr., 
Cuba Under the Platt Amendment, 1902-1934 (Pittsburgh: University of Pittsburgh Press, 1984.) This phrase, coloso 
del norte, was used by many Latin American writers is this period to characterize the growing expansionist power of 
the United States, particularly its attempts to increase its sphere of influence in Latin America.  See, for example: A. 
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 Pérez, Jr., Cuba Under the Platt Amendment, 1902-1934.  P rez‘s work on the reciprocal cultural influences 
between the two countries gives further context, Pérez, Jr., On Becoming Cuban. 
342
 ―La Lucha Jefferies Johnson,‖ El Triunfo, 4 July 1910 
343
 La Lucha, 4 July 1910.  This article reviewed what had become familiar in the Havana press, that the legal battles 
to prevent prizefighting were unable to stem the enthusiasm for boxing, but that it was likely that this would be the 
last major prizefight to be allowed in the United States.  Presciently, the writer mused that with illegality in the 
north, the only place left to stage such bouts would be in Mexico or Cuba.  
344
 Roberts, Papa Jack, p. 103. 
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they ―seemed to think that Johnson‘s victory extended to them.‖345  This insolence, another 
Cuban reported, had been greater among blacks in the South.   Police had been dispatched to the 
―black areas‖ of cities to prevent further eruptions of violence.346   In this chaotic aftermath, 
readers learned, the enormously valuable film of the bout was banned in the U.S., South Africa, 
and England because of ―the fear that such spectacles promote disorders of a racial character.”347 
South African theater owners, fearing the impact of visual reproductions of an African-
descended individual pummeling a white man, uniformly refused to show the film, due to the 
―offensive attitude‖ taken on by local black South Africans.348 The small stage of Reno became a 
threatening counter-narrative to ―Anglo-Saxon‖ dominance written large in the Cuban public 
sphere.  
On July 9, five days after the bout, the Cuban Secretary of the Interior, López-Leiva, 
likely after having read reports of racial violence in the United States, ordered police to prevent 
the exhibition of moving pictures of the bout in theaters anywhere on the island.
349
  The 
government argued that showing the films would have the same effect on blacks in Cuba that it 
did in the United States and in the interest of ―public order and good feeling between whites and 
blacks the pictures will be excluded, not only in Havana, but in all points of the island.‖ 350  
López-Leiva also reasoned that the film was pornographic, another basis for its exclusion.
351
  
The nascent symbol of Cuban national unity, the ―raceless Republic,‖ was apparently not 
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 La Lucha, 6 July 1910. 
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 This article appeared prominently on the front page: ―Sigan los desordenes,‖ La Lucha, 6 July 1910. 
347
 El Triunfo, 8 July 1910; El Negocio del cine en peligro,‖  La Lucha, 6 July 1910. 
348
 ―Even in South Africa,‖ La Lucha, 7 July 1910. 
349
 El Triunfo, 9 July 1910. 
350
 ―El negocio del cine en peligro: Temese el Enardecimiento del Pueblo.‖ Front page: La Lucha, 6 July 1910.  
Several racially motivated riots erupted in the United States following the announcement of Johnson‘s victory over 
the ―White hope‖ Jim Jefferies.  See: Randy Roberts, Papa Jack.  The rejection of boxing as pornographic will be 
examined later in this chapter. 
351
 La Lucha, 8 July 1910. 
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sufficiently powerful to withstand such transnational images.
352
  José Martí, the Spanish 
descended intellectual and Antonio Maceo, the ―Bronze  colored) Titan,‖ had provided a potent 
example of racial cooperation in waging war against the Spaniards and the importation of 
interracial pugilism, clear in the Cuban press, seemed like retrogression.  In the aftermath of 
Johnson-Jefferies, Afro-Cuban boxers fought each other in local theaters while white 
―mercenary‖ boxers refereed and instructed them; children held impromptu boxing matches in 
the street, running from the police when discovered, this was all very disconcerting for Cubans in 
positions of power.
353
 
 
Five years later, these attempts to censure public entertainments fell apart in the face of 
the most famous boxing match in Cuban history: Jack Johnson lost his title (under suspicious 
circumstances) to a tall and awkward White Hope, Jess Willard, on the outskirts of Havana.
354
  
The opposition press castigated the administration of Conservative President Menocal for 
allowing the bout, in clear violation of Cuban anti-prizefighting laws, and called for charges to 
be brought against several of his underlings.
355
  Boxing was imbedded in politics, issues of race, 
class, and identity.   
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 The idea of the ―raceless Republic‖ was a product of the wars for independence and served as a powerful tool for 
nation building and also a justification for the massacre of the Partido Independiente de Color in 1912.  For an 
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 Johnson later announced, on a subsequent trip to Cuba, that he had thrown the fight in order to come back to the 
United States.  Most boxing historians, and evidence from his Bureau of Investigation file to be examined later, 
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355
 Leon Primelles, Crónica Cubana, 1915-1918 (Habana: Editorial Lex, 1955), p. 102. 
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This chapter examines the process through which boxing entered Cuban society on the 
margins, was the subject of official and systematic prohibitions, became a divisive political issue, 
and was paired with pornography as a challenge to decent Cuban society.   This period, 1910-
1920,  saw a class-based and nationalist appropriation of modern physical culture from the 
United States and Europe, similar to the process in Mexico, that took place both as raffish 
sampling of exoticism and as part of a concerted effort by middle class reformers to control the 
dissemination of new technologies of physicality.   As the previous chapter on Mexico has 
shown, the transnational journeys of boxers and boxing to Latin America were subject to public 
sphere debates that evinced ideas of public decency, barbarism and civilization, and the Latin 
American negotiation of foreign cultural norms into the social mainstream.  The two Latin 
American countries closest to the United States, Cuba and Mexico, had dramatic experiences of 
American military power and culture in this period.  The end of the nineteenth and the early 
years of the twentieth century witnessed the explosion of American influence in Mexico, Central 
America, and the Caribbean.
356
  The flows of culture followed increasingly connected 
economies, communications, and international travel.  The links between individual Cubans and 
Americans from the lower classes forms an understudied aspect of this larger phenomenon.  This 
chapter seeks to redress the imbalance created by a focus on the upper class, on high politics and 
business, to reveal an underlying narrative of cultural change.
357
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 There is a massive body of literature of the military and economic expansion of the United States in Latin 
America during this period that focuses on the dozens of interventions between the 1890s and the advent of the 
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The Cuban case, both in its confrontations with pugilism and in the ways these events 
have been treated in the historiography, however, differed from corresponding patterns in 
Mexico.  After a review of the historiographical treatment of the ―virile‖ sport, this chapter will 
resume the case study that serves as the introduction, and extend to the beginning of the 1920s, 
when boxing was legalized, regularized, and began its meteoric ascent to a controversial and 
symbolic position within transnational Cuban culture, creating real and symbolic avenues of 
advance for Afro-Cubans living on the margins of a supposedly raceless republic. 
 
Obscure Beginnings, Contentious Voices: The Background of “The Fistic Art” in Cuba 
Compared with the academic study of boxing culture in Mexico, even with fewer extant 
historical records, Cuba has received greater and more contentious attention in both popular and 
academic studies.
358
  Popular studies are infused by politicized narratives that divide the Cuban 
exile community and Cuban historians.  For example, the legacy of Eligio Sardiñas is a point of 
heated debate: was he neglected by the Revolutionary government and left to suffer hunger and a 
rat infested dwelling in his old age or was he a celebrated national hero whose story illustrates 
the humanity and legitimacy of the current political regime?
359
 Do boxers like the three-time 
Olympic heavyweight champion Teófilo Stevenson represent the triumph of the amateur ideal 
promoted by the Revolution or was his potentially lucrative career (boxing fans and promoters 
                                                                                                                                                                                           
Writing the Cultural History of U.S.-Latin American Relations (Durham: Duke University Press, 1998); and Pérez 
Jr., On Becoming Cuban. 
358
 Popular histories include: Post-1959, John Duncan, In the Red Corner: A Journey into Cuban Boxing  (London: 
Yellow Jersey, 2001); Enrique Encinosa,   z   r y  ho ol t : historia del boxeo cubano  Colección Cuba y sus 
jueces. Miami, Fla: Ediciones Universal, 2004); Willy Del Pino, Enciclopedia del boxeo cubano: con los 
  ont   m  ntos  ox st  os m s   st    os   s   1910 a 1960  Miami: Tall. Continental Printing, 1988); Elio 
Men ndez and V ctor Joaqu n Ortega, Kid Chocolate, "el boxeo soy yo--" (Ciudad de La Habana: Editorial ORBE, 
1980); Julio Ferreiro Mora, Historia del boxeo cubano (Miami:: Selecta Enterprises, 1983).  
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 This debate is similar to the divide among Cubans and Cuban exiles over the legacy of José Martí, both sides 
claim him as illustrative of the nobility of their respective political ideologies.  See: Guerra, The Myth of José Martí. 
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dreamed of a bout with Muhammad Ali) stifled by the dictates of state control of the public 
sphere?
360
 
The relative scarcity of archival sources has been a central challenge of research for this 
dissertation both in Mexico and Cuba.  For example, while boxing was legalized and 
systematically licensed in both countries in the early 1920s, the detailed documentation 
generated by these Boxing Commissions has disappeared.  An exhaustive search for these 
records in Mexico has turned up scattered and scarce remnants of what, collectively, must have 
been a tremendously rich documentary source.  In Cuba, the corresponding documents were 
likely destroyed immediately after the Revolutionary government outlawed professional sport on 
the island in the early 1960s.
361
 This deliberate destruction of historical records has complicated 
attempts to recreate an important factor in the evolution of Cuban culture during the Republican 
Era (1902-1959).
362
  The early years of the twentieth century and the documentary evidence 
pertinent to pugilism is much better represented in Mexican than in Cuban archives despite the 
evidence that both countries underwent a similar expansion in both the quality and quantity of 
this sector of popular culture in this period.  The above destruction of documents in Cuba, paired 
with the superior organization (in a few cases, digitization) of Mexican archives has created a 
much wider and more accessible documentary base.  In both Cuba and Mexico, the use of 
newspapers and revistas, often the points of dissemination and arbiters of reception, are 
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invaluable.  Again, the preservation of these Mexican periodical documents in Mexican and 
American archives far outstrips the corresponding sources extant for Cuba.
363
 
  Recently, academic historians of Cuba have begun to take up the debates posed by 
amateur historians to use pugilism as a revealing foil against which to examine Cuban debates on 
race, celebrity, and national identity.  Enver Casimir‘s dissertation  2009) on Eligio ―Kid 
Chocolate,‖ Sardiñas, examines the rise of an early Afro-Cuban boxing celebrity in the 1930s, 
and though his insights have been valuable for this study, his chronological and thematic 
parameters are outside those of this dissertation.
364
 Pugilism was already an established fact of 
national life by the advent of the Machado dictatorship and it is that pre-1930s process that 
informs this chapter.  Anju Nandlal Reejhsinghani‘s dissertation on the history of Cuban boxing 
(2009), while also a valuable contribution, spans the entire chronological period of the Cuban 
Republic (1902-1959), giving little attention to the cultural dynamics and debates that 
surrounded the highly symbolic beginnings of the sport and its path into Cubanidad.
365
  I argue 
that while boxing remained a highly symbolic cultural factor following its initial introduction, at 
no time before the Revolution was it more controversial and problematic than in the first decades 
of the twentieth century.  Her work is also a history of boxing as a primary subject matter, a sport 
history.  This study deepens her analysis, questioning a number of her conclusions, while 
viewing this complex narrative through the wider lens of gender, modernity, and national 
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 The largest repository of Cuban periodical documents, the Biblioteca Nacional José Martí, does not allow 
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364 Enver Michael Casimir, ―Champion of the patria: Kid Chocolate, athletic achievement, and the significance of 
race for Cuban National Aspiration‖   Unpublished Dissertation, Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina, 2009). 
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 Anju Nandlal Reejhsinghani, ―For Blood or for Glory: A History of Cuban Boxing, 1898-1962‖  Unpublished 
Dissertation, Austin: University of Texas, 2009). 
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identity.  For example, the introductory vignette, which evinced central and revealing debates 
around what I call a localized transnational event and its impact on Cuban life in the period, is 
absent from her sweeping treatment of the frenetic beginnings of the sport on the island.  In 
addition, while Nandlal Reejhstinghani‘s chapter on the famous Johnson-Jefferies match (1915) 
purports to narrate from the Cuban perspective, almost all documents cited were either written in 
the United States or produced by American writers in Cuba, often working for the American, 
English language newspaper The Havana Post.  This dissertation‘s treatment of the same events 
utilizes Cuban and American sources, while extending  analysis through an examination of 
archival records in Cuba and several Cuban generated media texts.  Semantics are of central 
importance, and the examination of the terms and meanings of debate are indispensible.  For 
example, the social spaces in which boxing first gained public attention were risqué theaters that 
catered to a raffish urban audience. The attempts to move boxing from marginality to middle-
class respectability is suggested by the spatial relocations of early pugilistic exhibitions. Reading 
the subtext of these subtle and not so subtle events provides context and texture to the narrative.  
In addition to these differences, both Casimir and Nandlal Reejhsinghani‘s analysis focus on 
bounded national case studies.  A central argument of this dissertation has been that a 
transnational approach is key to framing the context of physical culture and boxing in Latin 
America in this period.  Without a comparative and transnational perspective, the larger meaning 
of many of these debates becomes de-contextualized.  The points of reference for most actors in 
this dissertation, be they international celebrities or the cultural manifestations of ideas about the 
body and modern masculinity, were almost always viewed and expressed in a comparative 
framework:  Cubans and Mexicans debated foreign practices on their perceived merits based on 
their understanding of how physical culture had developed in the United States and Europe and 
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the role it played in those ―civilized‖ societies  with a few examples of Cubans and Mexicans 
citing each other‘s pugilistic experiences).  The construction of these narratives in the 
internationally oriented press are central to understand how boxing and physical culture were 
localized in Cuba and Mexico. 
In a broader historiographical framework, Louis Pérez, Jr.‘s wide-ranging history of 
Cuban and American cultural relations, On Becoming Cuban (1999), has created the backdrop to 
this and many other recent studies.
366
  The introduction and nationalization of boxing, however, 
runs counter to Pérez, Jr.‘s general framework of cultural mimesis.  For P rez, becoming Cuban 
was intimately tied to knowledge and emulation of American cultural norms, especially after the 
advent of the Republic in 1902.
367
  While sport, baseball especially, was from the late nineteenth 
century a clear point of cultural convergence and a loaded anti-imperialist practice (against 
Spain), boxing was debated as both anti-modern and quintessentially modern, depending on the 
cultural lens of the individual: it was not as clear-cut and innocuous as baseball and 
cubanidad.
368
 
Popular culture and its intersections with race and class in the early Republic have 
received substantial attention in the past two decades.  Robin Moore‘s study on Afro-Cuban 
musical forms and their convoluted path into the middle-class mainstream complements 
Hermano Vianna‘s study on the elite Brazilian appropriation of popular music in the early years 
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 Louis Pérez, Jr., On Becoming Cuban.  A similar process of cultural appropriation is examined by Roberto 
González Echevarr a,  The Pride of Havana: A History of Cuban Baseball; Peter Bjarkman,  A History of Cuban 
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 See: Louis Pérez, Jr., ―Between Baseball and Bullfighting: The Quest for Nationality in Cuba, 1868-1898,‖ 
Journal of American History, 1994, vol. 81, pp. 493-517. 
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of the twentieth century.
369
 Jill Lane and Susan Thomas have examined the representation of race 
through popular theater in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.
370
  Afro-Cuban political 
mobilization and the challenges faced by Afro-descended individuals in the realm of politics and 
social policy have been taken up in ground-breaking studies by Ada Ferrer, Alejandro de la 
Fuente, and Aline Helg.
371
  Alejandra Bronfman has portrayed the impact of social science on 
the conceptualization of race in the early Republic.
372
 
 
The study of masculinity as a process and ongoing construction in Cuba during the 
Republic has received relatively little scholarly attention.  Emilio Bejel, examines 
representations of masculinity in Cuban literature and his work is one few points of reference to 
understand the cultural currents that defined the construction of virility, homosexuality, and 
homophobia in modern Cuba.
373
  Masculinity in Cuba has most often been studied as a staging 
ground for American neo-imperialism and the formulations of virile masculinity surrounding the 
image of the Rough-Riders, San Juan Hill, and ―Muscular Christianity.‖374  As Amy Kaplan has 
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argued, the 1890s saw an increased pairing of images of the virile male body and the rhetoric of 
nation building.
375
  Louis Pérez, Jr., following Kaplan, posits that Cuban masculinity in this 
period was under attack, existing uneasily between the hyper-masculine expansionism of the 
United States and the discredited and defeated gender ideals of the defunct Spanish empire.  As 
Pérez observes, ―…manhood implied masculinity and virility and a relationship between bodily 
strength and physical prowess.‖376  These gender norms ran counter to the cultivated and 
reserved masculine ideals and colonial domination under the Spanish.   Cuban masculinity, then, 
evolved between colonial and neo-colonial regimes with problematic paths forward.
377
  A focus 
on corporeality, particularly the public sphere discussion of increasing the size and ―robustness‖ 
of Cuban male children, was a central trope in newspapers, advertisements for panaceas, and 
public rhetoric at the highest levels.
378
 
                                                                                                                                                                                           
Cass, 2002), pp.  117-138;  and recent study on baseball and its connection to the American imperialist mission: 
Robert Elias, The Empire Strikes Out.  A telling example of this projection of American masculine imagery onto 
Cuba comes from the suggestively titled John J. Ingalls, Am r   ‟s W r  or Hum n ty…   ompl t  H story o  
 u  ‟s Stru  l   or     rty (New York: N.D. Thompson, 1898), p. 136,  in which the imagery of boxing is 
employed when the United States military strikes ―like the mighty fists of some gigantic pugilist against the body of 
his antagonist [the Spanish]. 
375
 Amy Kaplan, The Anarchy of Empire in the Making of U.S. Culture: Convergences: Inventories of the Present. 
(Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 2002).  In particular, her chapter on the Spanish-American-Cuban War, pp. 
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376
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 This chapter builds on the above cited works by utilizing a transnational lens and by 
arguing that race, masculinity, national identity and boxing must be viewed within the context of 
an early strain of globalization.
379
  Ideas of cultural imperialism, of unidirectional cultural 
diffusion from center to periphery, are inherently too limiting when one looks at the vigorous 
debates and the problematic beginnings and nationalization of this cultural phenomenon.  Cubans 
actively sought means toward modernity that, it was hoped, would close the gap between Cuba 
and more ―civilized‖ nations.  This process was imbedded, as in the Mexican case, in the 
language of national regeneration.  Cubans from across the range of classes chose which 
elements of yanqui culture they would valorize.  This purportedly rational process, as we will 
see, was impelled forward by improvisation, as when Jack Johnson was prohibited from holding 
the world championship bout in Mexico in 1915 due to fighting between Revolutionary factions 
under Carranza and Francisco ―Pancho‖ Villa and had to relocate to Havana.380  The 
transnational actors, both in the form of journeymen boxing professors and the Cuban encounter 
with controversial trends from abroad, continued in the next section, illustrate this process.  
 
 
From Reno to La Habana:  The Heavyweight Championship and the Controversy of 
Celebrity 
 Before 1910, there were sporadic boxing matches held in Cuba, with the first instances  
as far back as the mid-nineteenth century and others staged by American soldiers during the 
occupations.
381
  These matches were oddities and received sporadic attention and little public 
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response that has survived in the historical record.  One exception is the scathing commentary by 
Raúl Mareñas, writing for El Mundo in 1906.  Along with Cuban Army General Faustino Guerra, 
he was invited on board the American battleship Louisiana during the first months of the second 
American intervention.
382
  After relaying the ―bone crunching‖ details of American soldiers 
fighting each other for side bets on the deck of the ship, Mareñas mused that those who saw this 
as more elevated than Cuban customs were deluding themselves.
383
  In agreement, Enrique 
Fontanills hoped that when the Americans left, they would take this brutal custom with them.  
Until then however, there was little that could be done in the face of American power and 
influence.
384
 These sporadic matches were technically illegal, but under American military 
occupation they were grudgingly allowed.  Many in the press questioned the continued 
prohibition of cockfighting, a ―national custom,‖ by the provisional government when they 
allowed boxing matches.
385
  By late 1907, however, several theaters, such as the Garden of Eden, 
the Palatino, and the Payret, staged ―simulacrums‖ of ―American boxing.‖386 
 Antonio Prieto, writing the same year that José Martí had reported on the barbarity of 
boxing in the United States (1882), had called for a valorization of baseball and a rejection of 
atavistic ―pagan‖ sports like boxing, bullfighting and cockfighting in Cuba.387  As early as 1886, 
an American boxing instructor offered classes at the Club Gimnástico on Havana‘s most 
fashionable thoroughfare, the Prado, and in 1902 a public boxing match with around five 
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hundred people in attendance was held in the Teatro de Marianao (a new suburb of Havana), 
despite an 1899 order by the Secretary of State and Government that boxing matches not be 
permitted in the provinces.
388
  This prohibition, along with a ban on bullfighting under the 
American occupation, was similar to the Military General Order 54 in Puerto Pico (which also 
covered Cuba), which decreed a prison sentence of one to five years for anyone who would 
―voluntarily engage in a pugilistic encounter between a man and man or a man and a bull or any 
other animal,‖ and was seconded by the newspaper Patria which deplored boxing, pairing it with 
the cultural level of jerking the head off of a duck (corrida de patos), cockfighting, and 
bullfighting, all ―inhumane spectacles.‖389  Americans and Cubans were also made aware, 
starting the year after the invasion, that disreputable American businessmen (gamblers, bar 
owners, and boxers) were seeking to transfer illegal vices such as boxing and gambling to the 
newly ―acquired‖ island of Cuba [See Figure 1].390 In 1903, Cubans read that these underworld 
figures hoped to hold the heavyweight championship match between Jim Corbett and Jim 
Jefferies in Havana, a match that eventually took place in the United States.
391
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 In the years before 1910, underground boxing matches, like duels, engaged elite society 
but were seldom commented upon in the media, aside from one example when the poet and 
social satirist Ignacio Rivero, writing for the conservative Diario de la Marina, mocked the 
pilgrimages to rural areas where Cubans watched the ―prohibited‖ boxing matches like their 
counterparts in the United States.
392
   Though in the aftermath of Johnson-Jefferies, Cuban 
authorities sought once again to prohibit the extension of boxing, these attempts failed for a 
number of reasons. There were ways around this censorship for creative, if disreputable, theater 
impresarios in the capital. 
 
Figure 4:  This Cartoon (from Havana) announces an imagined exodus of boxers, gamblers, and saloon owners (Bat 
Masterson, Wyatt Earp, Doc Holliday, etc, from the United States to Cuba, alongside a cartoon mocking the largely Afro-
Cuban Army).  Reprinted from the St. Paul Globe and the Denver Republican, in The Literary Digest, 14 January 1899, p. 32. 
 
Several Havana showmen, recognizing the lucrative potential of the risqu  ―virile‖ practice 
rushed to hire any Cuban or foreign athletes they could find, offering them positions as 
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performers on their staff and drawing foreign boxers from Mexico City, where the local 
Ayuntamineto had moved to outlaw boxing in 1910.
393
   
   As seen earlier in this chapter, detailed commentary on boxing by Cubans begins with 
José Martí while in exile in the United States, but the first sustained boxing exhibitions in Cuba 
were initiated by an unlikely journeyman boxer and journalist who is emblematic of the 
transnational beginnings of prizefighting across Latin America.  A Chilean, Juan ―John‖ 
Budinich, was the first individual to stage regular boxing attractions in Havana, starting in 
September, 1909.
394
  Budinich ingratiated himself with the Cuban public and in the highest levels 
of society, becoming the boxing instructor for the son of President José Miguel Gómez and 
training the first generation of Cuban boxers, among them the journalist and boxer Bernadino 
San Martín, the Afro-Cuban Anastasio Peñalver, and the Sino-Cuban Victor ―El Chino‖ 
Achán.
395
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 From the date of the first organized bouts, despite the preferences of the government, 
interracial boxing was the norm in Havana.  In September of 1909, Budinich plastered Havana 
columns with posters advertising his exhibitions to any Cuban or foreigner who wished to accept 
his challenge to box in front of audiences at the Teatro Actualidades.  Budinich had fought 
African-descended boxers in Panama and Chile, and refused to draw the color line as so often 
occurred in the United States.  The Actualidades was an apt choice for Budinich to introduce 
novel practices to the Havana public. In 1906, the Acutalidades had been constructed as the first 
purpose built cinema in Havana, seeking to expand the novelty of moving pictures to the Cuban 
public.
396
  By 1909, when Budinich debuted in Havana, the theater was under the direction of 
Pablo Santos and Jesús Artigas, better known as the popular entertainment (cinema, boxing, 
theater, carnival) entrepreneur team Santos y Artigas.  These two cinematic pioneers also 
sponsored the making of early nationalist films such as ―The Mambi Captain:  or the Liberators 
and Guerillas‖  1914) through nation-wide ―patriotic‖ script writing contests.  They had a keen 
business sense that focused on importing and cubanizing new technologies of popular 
entertainment to express Cuban national identity.
397
 It is likely on their initiative and invitation 
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that Budinich made the trip to Cuba with the express purpose of promoting boxing in Havana as 
a money-making venture. 
 As early as 1908, the editorialist Gabriel Camps had called for the implantation of boxing 
in Cuba to be funded by the Ayuntamiento in an effort to modernize and westernize the city.
398
  
Camps explained that boxing, along with cockfighting and bullfighting should not be viewed 
through a moral lens (he did not approve of them on ethical and aesthetic grounds), but as an 
established characteristic of modern nations that Cubans should emulate in order to both become 
modern and to make the island attractive to the growing tourist industry.  Writing ―as if [he] were 
the Mayor,‖ he called for ―new men for new times.‖  Camps did not envision the popularization 
of boxing in theaters, but called for new public venues to be constructed under careful 
government regulation as part of concerted public campaign to modernize the capital.
399
     
 Camps‘ calls to action through the popular press were seconded in the highest levels of 
academia.  In his inaugural address to the Faculty of Letters and Science at the University of 
Havana on 1 October 1908, Dr. Gabriel Caruso, a surgeon, called for an emulation of physical 
and ―corporeal‖ education in the United States. 400  As head of the medical school, he posited 
that, ―Today, we judge the strength of a nation through its desarollo sportivo (sporting 
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development).‖401  The diffusion of boxing and other sports prepared American men for a 
vigorous life that had positive effects, as well, on the American military and the overall fitness 
(in the Spenserian sense) of the nation.  Reciting the call to action, Caruso repeated the Latin 
phrase most often spoken at similar events: mens sano en corpore sano. In his wide-ranging 
speech, he cited several exemplar individuals who promoted physical culture and modern 
manliness, from Theodore Roosevelt to Pope Pius X.  Caruso‘s point was clear, if Cubans did 
not allow and actively promote the virilization of the national body through every means 
available, they would slip further behind in the race for civilization.
402
 Caruso demanded that 
educators incorporate masculine and physical education into the cultivation of students so they 
would be less ―sterile‖ and ―so that the graduates of our University will enter into life as 
disposed to fight with their intellects as they are with their fists.‖403 
 The poet, Joaquín Nicolás Aramburu, disagreed with Camps and Caruso on the benefits 
of the new ―physicality‖ in Cuba.404  The aping of American customs, he argued in 1907, was 
destroying everything that was criolla (native Cuban).  Not only in the cities were Cubans losing 
the fundamentals of their (Spanish derived) culture, but even in the countryside, the guajiro 
 Cuban peasant) was taking to American fashions and modern behaviors: now ―the guajiro also 
dances two-step, rides a bicycle, and puts on boxing shows (hace ensayos de boxeo).‖ The result 
of these transformations, for Aramburu, was devastating, ―There remains nothing criollo in our 
distractions, and nothing Cuban in our feelings.‖405  In the popular press this degradation of 
nascent Cuban nationhood by importing ―barbarous‖ forms of behavior was echoed by several 
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socially concerned writers.  Adding to Caruso‘s list of bicycle riding and two-stepping, a Havana 
editorialist argued that if the government were to allow automobiles on the streets of the capital, 
why not allow ―the implantation of boxing,‖ and all other things that are ―prohibited‖ and 
encourage ―license and gambling.‖406  These novelties should all be permissible if Cubans would 
admit, ―once and for all‖ that they ―are barbarous.‖407  Boxing, the ―savage sport par excellence,‖ 
Enrique Fontanills added, was little more than an exercise in inflated ―manliness and 
brutality.‖408 
 As in Mexico, these debates engaged competing visions of national progress and 
masculinity constructed within the public sphere.
409
  The image of the boxing President 
Roosevelt, counter to the emphatic rejection of what he represented to the Nicaraguan poet 
Rubén Darío, was widely hailed in Latin America as the paradigm of modern manhood, though 
many commentators disagreed over the valence of the American as a symbol worthy of 
emulation.
410 As I have argued previously, there is much work to be done on masculinity in Latin 
America during this period.   As the above images suggest, a future study might look into the 
multiple receptions of Roosevelt in the public sphere across the region.  For example, in Buenos 
Aires, by 1909 there existed a ―Club Roosevelt ,‖ formed by aficionados of ―sport, art, and 
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theater…which delegated to its boxers the mission of [national] regeneration.‖411   Roosevelt was 
the justification for several government and private sphere projects;  I hypothesize that there 
were at least as many initiatives that used his image as a negative justification .  There seems to 
have been few instances when his name and image arose when the commentators remained 
neutral. Despite these often forceful calls, justified in the name of national regeneration and 
using the images of virile transnational symbols, for an elite appropriation of physical culture, 
the earliest boxing matches took place in risqué theaters under private control and the 
globetrotting Budinich was an unlikely yet pivotal figure in this improvisational introduction.
 412
    
 Juan ―John‖ Budinich was born in 1881 near Coquimbo, Chile and learned to box under 
the tutelage of a veteran Irish boxer named McDonald, while a student at the Naval School of 
Valparaiso.
413
 He is credited with being the first Chilean professional boxer and he initiated the 
first matches there in 1902.
414
  He later traveled to Panama where he boxed several times in 
professional matches to earn enough money to continue his travels. He voyaged to the United 
States in 1905 as a ―journalist,‖ ―student,‖ and boxer.415  He enrolled in 1906 at New York‘s 
Columbia University, where he studied modern physical education, and was required to take 
courses on boxing, wrestling, athletics, physical culture, and personal hygiene as part of the 
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general education toward ―Making the College Freshman Strong.‖416  While in San Francisco 
and New York, Budinich was further exposed to the enormously popular interracial practice of 
prizefighting and claimed to have served as a sparring partner and second for the Irish-American 
boxer Joseph Francis Hagen, better known as ―Philadelphia Jack O‘Brien.‖417 Hagen likely 
encouraged Budinich in his idea to open a gym to teach boxing and physical culture, as O‘Brien 
would later run a weight-loss clinic and write didactic books to teach ―reducing‖ classes in New 
York, making a living as a life-coach based on his lessons from boxing.
418
  After his arrival in 
Cuba in 1909, Budinich made for an appealing teacher of boxing and physical culture given his 
international matches, his association with the former light-heavyweight champion, Hagen, and 
his training in physical education at one of the United States‘ most prestigious universities.  
While in Cuba, where he lived from 1909-1915, he also came into contact with the famous 
African-American heavyweight Sam McVea, who later accompanied him back to Chile where 
they staged popular exhibitions in Santiago.
419
       
 Shortly after Bundinich had arrived in Cuba, he published an open letter to the Cuban 
public in which he challenged, for the sum of six-hundred ―American gold pesos,‖ any Cuban 
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who could last six rounds against him.  Given the interest of ―well-known sportmen [sic]‖ to see 
him in action, he promised to give ―scientific‖ exhibitions of the ―Noble Art of Self-Defense‖ in 
the Teatro Acutalidades. 
420
  In order to educate the Cuban public and avoid the scandals 
provoked by an ―unknowing audience,‖ journalists published the Queensbury Rules of boxing, 
which guided ―Anglo-Saxons‖ in determining the victor in legal matches.421  Shortly after these 
first scientific exhibitions, Cuban dockworkers, American and Canadian journeymen, and others 
put up hundreds of dollars for the first public boxing matches in Havana in the afterglow of 
Johnson-Jefferies.   
 Boxing ―fever‖ hit the city, and spectators spilled onto the streets outside of several 
zarzuela venues in an attempt to watch interracial reenactments of the Johnson-Jefferies bout: 
paid actors, supposedly after reading the detailed accounts of the events in Reno, sought to 
imitate, blow by blow, the American racial drama.
422
  Within days, Cubans in blackface played 
the role of Johnson.  One observer summed up the explosive popularity of boxing in the capital 
thus: ―Now everything is boxing, it has thrown theater impresarios on their heads.  Boxing in the 
Molino Rojo, in the Alhambra they are screening a film about boxing and in the Payret, 
Rodríguez Arango offered the raging sensation, the Cuban Jack Johnson, bare fisted.
423
  Suffice 
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it to say this attracts a crowd.  Say what they will, there are people who, if they could, would 
view these [spectacles] every day.‖424   
 Little is known about this ―Cuban Jack Johnson,‖ but he was likely a member of the Club 
Atlético Cuba Fuerte (Athletic Club of a Strong Cuba), whose members were employed as 
stevedores and dockworers in the port of Havana, and which was formed to challenge foreign 
pretentions to physical dominance.  The theater critic Roger de Lauria, writing for El Triunfo, 
while denouncing boxing as barbaric and exotic, praised the physique of the Cuban Jack Johnson 
as ―gigantic, athletic, Phoenician [a not so veiled reference to his race].‖ He hoped that perhaps 
the Afro-Cuban could quiet the boasts of American boxers in Havana.
425
 
 As Susan Thomas has shown in her study on Cuban zarzuela, the above cited theatrical 
venues encapsulated the range of entertainment experiences in Havana, from the raunchy to the 
elevated.
426
  It is clear that boxing first entered the life of the city in somewhat disreputable 
venues such as the Molino Rojo, known as a ―pornographic theater,‖ and paired with the popular 
culture exhibtions of the Santos y Artigas and Rodríguez Arango traveling troupes of actors and 
athletes.  From the first bout, interracial boxing in Cuba was permitted, and would later become 
an avenue through which Cuban commetators argued that this regulated interracial combat was 
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proof of a high level of racial fraternity that was a counterpoint to American claims to cultural 
modernity.
427
 
 The attempt to bring boxing to a more elevated and wealthier audience quickly followed 
the improvisational entertainments that Budnich had pioneered at the Actualidades.  One 
journalist gushed with pride when an Afro-Cuban boxer named Desiderio Llanes, a stevedore, 
outfought the American Jack Ryan at the Molino Rojo.
428
 Ryan had telegraphed months in 
advance to newspapers in Havana that upon arriving in the port he would challenge any Cuban or 
foreign boxer to combat.
429
 Desiderio Llanes was one of a number of dockworkers who wrote a 
publicized letter to newspapers accepting the challenge as members of the aforementioned Club 
Atlético Cuba Fuerte.
430
  This group included several internal Cuban immigrants from various 
points on the island who had come to labor in the port.
431
  Also drawing the attention of the 
Cuban public were improvised films showing similar interracial boxing matches.  The ban on the 
fight films specifically stated that it was illegal to show the Johnson-Jefferies match.  One quick 
thinking theater owner then imported a film of the 1908 Johnson-Burns contest, also interracial, 
and it played to sold out crowds.
432
  Cuban sportswriters, amid these first steps toward a 
permanent presence of boxing among the Havana public, largely left coverage of the growing 
number of bouts between foreigners like the white Canadian Jack Connell and Cuban  boxers del 
patio  literally ―patio boxers, figuratively, ―local Cuban boxers‖), such as Afro-Cuban Cristóbal 
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Arias (Guantánamo), to the more disreputable theater columns.
433
  The Cuban sporting press, 
which normally conflated ―sport‖ with such seemingly unrelated high culture topics as aviation 
and pigeon shoots (tiro de pichón) were unprepared or unwilling to share aristocratic space with 
the low-culture of boxing.  The Molino Rojo, in the theater sections, however, widely advertised 
boxing matches between Afro-Cubans as part of a larger show that included a zarzuela about 
Cuban mulattas.
434
  Some sport editors were willing to dedicate space to publishing challenges 
from foreigners like Jack Connell and American Jack Ryan, who had been entertaining the 
members of the customs house quarantine by training in hopes of being released upon the 
Havana theater scene.
435
  Connell had recently arrived from Mexico, where he formed a part of 
the growing number of transnational boxers then touring the country.  He left Mexico, along with 
his trainer, the French wrestler Fournier, due to the recent prohibitions on boxing enacted by the 
mayor of Mexico City.
436
   
 Sporting editors like Linares, to counter the popularity of professional athletes in the most 
―despicable‖ theaters, celebrated the more mainstream efforts of Cuban men to cultivate the 
virile masculine body through sport, such as when the nascent civic social association, the Club 
Atlético de Cuba, was congratulated on the acquisition of a new building on the most fashionable 
drive in the city, the Prado.
437
  The Club Atlético de Cuba was the first Cuban-organized athletic 
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club dedicated to the cultivation of middle class Cuban bodies for the good of the nation, their 
motto the oft repeated Latin phrase mens sana en corpore sano (echoing the calls made two 
years early at the University of Havana for elite control and dissemination of physical culture).
438
  
The club‘s founding coincided with Budinich‘s first athletic exhibitions, entering into the records 
of the city government as officially registered on 8 November 1909, less than two months after 
Budinich‘s first exhibitions.439  The club‘s manifesto stated its purpose as the ―physical 
development‖ of masculine bodies and to raise the ―sporting spirit‖ of Cubans.440  The founding 
and popularization of such clubs was an attempt by the Cuban middle and upper class to control 
the pace and nature of the diffusion of sport on the island. In the ensuing years, hundreds of 
athletic clubs were formed around social and ethnic groups such the Spanish-Cuban Sociedad de 
Sports  1910) that sought to ―address the lack of care given to such pursuits [sport] currently.‖441  
Even repressed ethnic minorities sought to harness the growing popularity of sport for the 
improvement of its members, such as the Club Atlético Chino, whose stated purpose was to 
―bring the benefits of sport to members of our community.‖442  The tensions between theatrical 
entrepreneurs like Santos y Artigas, who had mastered the presentation of boxing as a picaresque 
and racially charged pursuit on par with zarzuela and other marginal entertainments, and the 
more respectable and purposeful appropriation of physical culture by civic social associations 
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likely pushed the Cuban government to valorize the activities of the Club Atlético de Cuba (by 
officially recognizing it) while banning prizefighting in spaces open to the public.
443
 
 To counter the popularity of pugilism, theaters like the Teatro Martí and the Alhambra 
staged original Cuban comedies that ridiculed the enormous public attention given to such a 
barbaric pursuits, which it labeled ―boxeomania.‖444 In one such performance, called La bomba 
del Tío Sam  Uncle Sam‘s Bomb), the Johnson-Jefferies match was mocked alongside the many 
Cubans who had, with bodies ―like mosquitoes‖ flocked to boxing as an economic 
opportunity.
445
  One Cuban observer evinced shame in the defeat of Teodoro Vives, the Afro-
Cuban self-proclaimed champion of Las Villas (province): ―with ‗champions‘ like these, we 
aren‘t headed for glory.‖446   
 Despite and perhaps because of the embarrassment of Cuban fighters at the hands of 
American boxers, these outsiders served as celebrity spokesmen for Cuban products, becoming 
the first foreign athletes used to pitch products to Cuban consumers.
447
  Advertisers sought to 
catch the eye of Cuban readers by heading their pitches with ―Johnson-Jefferies‖ and then going 
on to explain their products, in one case a chocolate drink, that would aid Johnson in his 
victory.
448
 Another advertisement for a lunch counter, the Salón Bonachea located on the Prado, 
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touted that the best teachers of boxing recommended that to prepare a body for combat one 
needed to eat at their restaurant.
449
 
 In this context of public engagement, moralizing editors like Joaquín Aramburu cast their 
disdain on the hypocritical permissiveness of the United States that was ―infecting‖ Cuba.  While 
comparing boxing to bullfighting, Aramburu argued ―against [that regression], as against all 
regressions toward barbarity,  I protest…‖450  As in Mexico, writers in the public sphere viewed 
the barbaric cultural practices like cockfighting as engrained in Cuba by a ―malevolent colonial 
education,‖ that represented ―retrogression and envilecimiento  degradation).‖  Aramburu 
suggested the founding a ―society for the protection of men‖ to accomplish what the ―civilized 
nation, the United States,‖ was unable to prevent: ―that abominable practice in which a man 
bloodies the face or caves in the chest of another, among the cheers of the stupid crowd.‖451 
Against teaching boxing to Cubans, he concluded, ―progressive nations cannot accept as an 
educative element of human instinct this savage spectacle.‖ 452  Another writer echoed 
Aramburu‘s sentiments the same day, ―If this is civilization, I reject it eternally…time will 
exercise its reflexive action and we will raise a statue to the first authority who raises his voice 
against the barbarity of pugilism.
453
 
 Suggesting the tension between the moralizations of disgusted journalists and the public 
craving for information on the bout, the same newspaper that ridiculed the United States for 
allowing boxing carried several pictures and dozens of narratives from the scene of the bout, 
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most appearing on the front page.
454
 The day after the July 4
th
 bout, Aramburu continued his 
attack on American culture.  Though there were admirable qualities in such a large nation, he 
argued that ―none will deny that boxing, carried to these extremes, is hateful and a stain…on this 
beautiful civilization….without mercy, without gallantry, without beauty, without aesthetics, 
with no elevated end, without fundamental logic, purely primitive, negative, crude.‖455  Boxing, 
despite the American celebration of logic and science, was the lowest element of culture. 
Furthermore, Aramburu chided, ―In the United States, where so much racial prejudice exists, 
where the majority was for the white man, July 4
th
 was a sad day for most Americans…are there 
any more painful humiliations?‖456 Aramburu had become obsessed with the bout, writing about 
it for weeks and citing the nascent Cuban appropriation of boxing as the most frightful event in 
decades:  ―I fear the influence of this contagion in a servile and imitative people like my 
own…And I continue to reject the Americanization of our customs, so absolute and 
photographically as we Cubans are adepts at doing.‖457 
 Despite the near uniform journalistic disdain for prizefighting in the United States, the 
theater critic Enrique Fontanills rejected the Cuban government‘s prohibition of films of the 
bout.  In Cuba, he argued, there had never been the ―question of race‖ so ―latent‖ in the United 
States.  The idea that showing the film would provoke racial disorders in Cuba was only tenable, 
he continued, if the island were to be considered a mere ―appendage‖ of the United States.  
Furthermore, the government had no right to censure businessmen and the thousands of Cubans 
who wished to watch cinematic reproductions of the historic event.
458
 Aramburu seconded 
Fontanills, arguing that those in the government who banned the film were ignorant of the 
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benevolent lack of racism in Cuba, seeing themselves as more American than Cuban: banning 
the films showed lack patriotism.  ―Lynching‖ was American, not Cuban.459  Manuel de Linares 
supported these views, congratulating the society magazine El Figaro, for publishing ―unedited‖ 
pictures of the bout and dedicating a large section to sport, which was ―indispensible‖ for any 
magazine that ―desires to be highly esteemed.‖460 
Amid this public excitement and moralizing contempt over the novel practice of boxing, 
on July 23, 1910, the government banned boxing, in any form, in Cuba.
461
  On July 22, 
Lieutenant Herminio Incháustegui, of the National Police, submitted a formal protest to the 
Secretary of Government, claiming that a  boxing match at the Payret had scandalized women 
and female children and that the boxers, shirtless and in tight pants, were dressed without ―due 
propriety.‖462 Incháustegui was a tireless campaigner against anything that violated his particular 
views on morality and propriety, though rooting out boxing would prove to be a focal point of 
his efforts to make Cubans into puritanical citizens.
463
  Though the bout ―filled the theater to 
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bursting,‖ the conservative Diario de la Marina (as shown above) feared cultural contamination 
and refused to cover it.   Santos y Artigas, theater owners, immediately fired back, ridiculing 
Incháustegui for his prudery as ―inspector of spectacles,‖ and facetiously announcing that they 
would consult with the policeman over wardrobes before every show, to make sure that ―they 
were not attacking good customs or the latest fashions.‖464  
The new law was a direct response to the much publicized July 21 bout between the 
Chilean boxer Juan Budinich, and the American Jack Ryan in the Teatro Payret.
465
  Though 
conservative newspapers censured the theater owner Rodríguez Arango for allowing greed to 
trump good taste, liberal newspapers like La Lucha and El Triunfo printed every detail of the 
bout alongside large shirtless pictures of the boxers.
466
  The winner of the match, these 
newspapers marveled, was to receive the sum of 500 U.S. dollars (the going rate in Mexico as 
well).  Budinich, being the heavier fighter, bet an additional five hundred dollars that Ryan 
would not last six rounds in front of him.
467
 An American observer commented with great 
amusement that Havana was becoming quite the center of boxing.
468
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As the day of the first professional bout in Cuba approached, readers were treated not 
only to images of the fighters, but their biographies and their fight records (to aid in betting). The 
referee was to be the well known fencing instructor from the Commercial Shop Clerk‘s Club 
(Club de Dependientes de Comércio), Pío Alonso, while the owner of the Sevílla Garden Hotel 
was to foot the bill to make a moving picture of the bout for distribution throughout the island.
469
 
Budinich was listed as twenty-eight years old, from Coquimbo, Chile, having forty-one bouts 
with one loss and five ties.  Ryan was twenty-two years old, from Philadelphia and claimed 
forty-three fights with two losses: both boxers were experienced professionals.
470
   
Abel Du breuil, the sportswriter for La Lucha, shadowed the boxers around the city for 
days before the bout, reporting on their every move.  The day of the match, he explained the 
scene to his readers: the Payret, the largest capacity theater in the city, seemed tiny compared to 
the crowds that gathered hours before the bout.
471
  All the sporting associations in the city had 
clamored to buy out the tickets.  The largest buyer was the recently founded middle-class 
association, the Club Atlético de Cuba, which had also hired Jack Ryan to teach boxing to their 
growing list of members.
472
  On the evening of the bout, every seat was filled and spectators 
spilled out into the aisles.  The local police tried to intervene to prevent the bout, but after being 
booed by the crowd they thought better of it and decided to take up ―strategic places‖ around the 
theater.  The boxing ring was constructed on the stage, and the entire lighting configuration was 
reorganized in order not to ―bother‖ the boxers. When the crowd seemed ready to burst, the 
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curtain went up and Budinich, accompanied by the Afro-Cuban boxer from Sagua la Grande, 
Desiderio Llanes, entered the ring. Ryan soon followed. 
The six round bout was fairly even, with the Chilean appearing as a slightly better fighter.  
When, at the end of the sixth round, Ryan had not been knocked-out, he was declared the winner 
as previously stipulated.  Du Breuil congratulated Rodríguez Alonso, owner of the Payret, on the 
nearly three-thousand dollars earned in gate receipts and claimed that the gentlemanly nature of 
the bout proved that boxing only augmented Cuban culture in a positive manner.
473
  This 
endorsement by the well known sportswriter was not sufficient to sway the opinions of the 
government. 
La Lucha and El Diario de la Marina announced that boxing, including the ―fake‖ shows 
given recently in the pornographic Molino Rojo theater, had been outlawed in a circular from the 
Department of the Interior and that the Mayor of Havana had followed with a similar flier.
474
  
The new laws were applauded by theater critic Roger de Lauria, who had berated theater owners, 
particular those of the Payret, for allowing their venues to become ―coliseums‖ of low culture 
that ―tricked‖ the uneducated Havana public in barbarizing their tastes and satisfying their 
craving for blood.   Now that the fight in the Payret had occurred and the government had 
reacted, de Lauria hoped, the ―cultivated public that flees from such things,‖ could take back 
their theaters for good.
475
 He gushed: ―With this [prohibition] art wins, and with art, Cuba, 
Excellent!‖476 
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 From the columns of the same daily, the sportswriter A.E. Amenabar, countered what he 
viewed as the shortsighted and snobbish rants of theater critics.  After viewing the bout, he 
argued that there was no better example of the pairing of masculinity and intelligence than the 
well ordered match that had dominated public attention for days.   As proponents in Mexico 
argued, Amenabar pleaded with the Cuban public to cultivate boxing:    
 Those peoples among which athletic exercise predominates…are prosperous and virile; 
 because sports throw off laziness and imbues in men the habits of work and 
 sociability.  And I wish that in every barrio there would exist ―out of necessity,‖ a 
 [boxing] gym...where children and youths acquire physical development, where they 
 respect and  are respected by their companions, thus constituting an unbreakable 
 bulwark against tuberculosis and other sicknesses that come from the general rule t
 hat among individuals who live a vice filled and sedentary life, their bodies 
 become fertile ground for these evils.
477
 
 
Figure 5: Gran Teatro Payret: Circa 1910, Archivo Nacional de Cuba. 
 As shown in the previous chapter (Mexico), the year 1910 served as a turning point in the 
conceptualization of physical culture as a national project initiated by newspapers, civic –social 
organizations, scholars, and entrepreneurs in the democratic public sphere to ―virilize‖ and 
strengthen the national body.  This project was carried forth in opposition to vehement objections 
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from influential editorialists and politicians who feared the appropriation of boxing as a 
symptom of the negative aspects of Americanization and the degradation of traditional Cuban 
culture.  The founding of social clubs in Havana and throughout the island dedicated to 
cultivating masculine bodies paired with the enormous popularity of boxing as a means to 
Cubanize novel cultural currents and ideas despite these objections.  The government, as shown 
in the prohibitions listed above, tried to resist the challenge of the Cuban public sphere.  As in 
Mexico, this prohibition prompted entrepreneurs and athletes to travel the island in search of 
towns where they could convince local authorities to let them stage public matches, 
disseminating sport in the process.  Though research remains to be done on this diffusion, the 
work of Enrique Encinosa (who has compiled information on nearly 3,000 boxing matches in the 
Republican Era) has given tantalizing glimpses into the travels of early boxers like John 
Budinich, who by 1911 was giving exhibitions in provincial towns like Cienfuegos.
478
  Despite 
these prohibitions, boxing continued and went ―underground‖ in Havana.  Because of its illegal 
status, few records remain of bouts staged at the American Club, such as that between the Sino-
Cuban Víctor ―El Chino‖ Achan and Bernardino San Mart n in 1912.479  One interracial bout, 
which took place at the American Club in Havana in 1912, was relayed by the boxer Tommy 
Smith to acquaint Americans with Cuban ―notions,‖ of how a boxing match should be carried 
out.
480
  The bout featured the ―Anglo‖ Tommy Smith against the ―negro‖ Mr. Brewer.481  While 
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Cubans knew and respected most international rules, they demanded a short speech from the 
boxers between each bout to which they responded with thunderous applause.  The Cuban 
audience then, apparently, showered the boxers with coins.  While Smith‘s telling of this story 
was likely exaggerated, it does show that boxing matches were taking place in Cuba, among 
Cuban spectators, that rarely made their way into Cuban generated texts.  Their underground and 
illegal status accounts for their absence from Cuban documents of the period.
482
 
 In the space of a less than a month in 1910, boxing had moved from vaudevillian 
reenactments to the more respected Teatro Payret, located at the head of Havana‘s high society 
promenade, the Prado. The sums of money spent on tickets, placed in bets, and won by the 
victors suggest that boxing and the rhetoric of masculinity was entering the public sphere in 
Havana.  Furthermore, it was estimated that there had never before been so many people in the 
Payret Theater.
483
  The censorship of public entertainments embodied in the prohibitions on 
boxing films could not long withstand the petitions by entrepreneurs like Santos y Artigas who 
had purchased the rights to show the film in theaters on the island.  In 1911, Official Decree 
1067 was signed by President José Miguel Gómez, rescinding the censorship of boxing films in 
theaters enacted in July of 1910.
484
  With fairly enigmatic phrasing, the new decree stated that 
the causes for the previous action, the maintenance of ―good feeling between the races‖ had 
―disappeared,‖ and that films of boxing would now be permitted in theaters on the island.  The 
timing of supposedly improved race relations was ironic, given that tensions were already 
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mounting between the government and the Partido Independiente de Color which would 
culminate in the massacre of around 5,000 Afro-Cubans in 1912.
485
  The likely cause of this 
change in thinking was not a qualitative shift in ―feeling‖ between the races, but a reorganization 
in the President‘s cabinet.  López-Leyva, the Secretary of Government responsible for the ban 
had been replaced by the pro-U.S. General Gerardo Machado.
486
  Though after 1911 Cubans 
were legally permitted to watch moving picture of boxing, the ban remained in place on ―real 
boxing matches.‖487  Cubans would not have to wait long however, to see a match that few 
would have predicted might take place in Havana,  especially one that garnered such enormous 
levels of national and international attention and gave the Cuban public sphere a salient 
opportunity to further imagine the role of physical culture in the young Republic.  Though events 
like the 1910 and 1915 bouts and legal actions served as points where debate coalesced around 
sport and nation, the project to virilize Cuban men through appropriation of sport continued on 
both popular and intellectual fronts. 
In the early years of the Republic and until his death in 1916, José Sixto de Sola, essayist 
for the magazine Cuba Contemporanea, was one of the most prolific proponents for the 
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development of athletics in Cuba.
488
  While paying homage to the importance placed on sport in 
those countries ―that today march at the head of civilization,‖ he argued that the roots of such 
practices in Cuba were tied to the emergence of Cuban national identity.
489
  Cuban nationalists 
from the end of the colonial era like de Saco, Luz y Caballero, and Varona argued in the Revista 
Cubana that the introduction of baseball in the mid-1860s had spurred the development of Cuban 
―national sentiment,‖ and had directly contributed to the nationalist atmosphere that led to the 
Wars for Independence.  If sport was a factor that made Cubans self-aware of their freedom and 
helped them obtain it, the expansion of athletics should serve to dignify that liberty achieved.
490
 
In a 1914 article titled ―Sport as a Patriotic and Sociological Factor,‖ Sixto de Sola 
argued that those who viewed the intellectual engagement of sport in Cuba as out of place in a 
review that was normally dedicated to art and politics were ignorant of the central importance of 
sport in modern societies. The practice of athletics and the increased ―social integration‖ that 
resulted were of paramount importance for the continued vitality of Cuban nationalism.  He cited 
a British eugenicist and an American sociologist in tandem with his personal observations on the 
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ameliorative effects of sport in Cuban society.
491
  He further contended that organizations that 
developed around a common interest in sport brought together segments of Cuban society that 
would otherwise be in opposition.  At baseball games, Liberals and Conservatives put aside their 
politics, rich and poor comingled.
492
  Cubans who witnessed the triumph of other Cubans, 
regardless of race and class, were invariably proud.  Even though they might not have any direct 
part in the victory, the atmosphere of  Cuban excellence, especially over a foreign team, was near 
euphoric.  He asked, ―What is it that produces enthusiasm so intense, so delirious, so unanimous? 
Ah!  It is national sentiment.  All are Cubans and they feel Cuban.‖493  Amid this project of 
national regeneration and cohesion, Jack Johnson and the shadow of race war once again 
captivated public discourse on the island. 
 
The “Bad Nigger” in Havana: The Transnational Spectacle of Race and Boxing 
On April 5, 1915, Jack Johnson stepped into the new boxing ring constructed on the 
racetrack of the American-owned Oriental Park in a suburb of Havana.  Enrique Díaz Quesada, 
the early producer of patriotic Cuban films, stood ready at his camera on a platform above the 
audience, filming the bout for distribution in Cuba and beyond.  He had agreed to go into 
business with Johnson and share the profits from the film. 
494
  Afro-Cubans, called to action by a 
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local black politician, Eligio Madán, waited in anxiety to hear news of what heights Johnson 
could bring ―black reality.‖  Twenty-six rounds later, the seven year international search for the 
Great White Hope was over.  Jess Willard, a tall and awkward ―cowboy‖ from Kansas had upset 
the thirty-seven year old champion.  White Americans and many white Cubans glorified in the 
victory, which produced one of the most famous pictures of early twentieth century sport [see 
Figure 4].  Before the bout started, many Cubans in the crowd waived white flags to show their 
support for the white challenger.
495
 
 
Figure 6: Johnson-Willard, 5 April 1915, Archivo Nacional de Cuba.  This photograph, with Johnson shielding his eyes from the 
sun, later became fodder for Johnson’s claims that he had thrown the fight in order to receive safe passage back to the 
United States.  He argued that the action of raising his arms proved that he was not unconscious. 
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 The Johnson-Willard bout of 1915 has received its due amount of historiographical 
attention from historians of the United States.
496
  It would not be a stretch to argue that this event 
and the convoluted career of Jack Johnson serves as an epoch defining moment in American 
racial and cultural history.  As shown earlier in this chapter, Cuban commentators, from short 
story writers, journalists, poets, and boxers from distant points on the island also focused on the 
bout as an emblematic moment in Cuban-American relations.  This section breaks new ground 
not by recounting the well known career of Jack Johnson, but in gauging his reception in 
Havana, especially for Afro-Cubans, based on the previously explained events of 1910, when 
Cuban attitudes toward cultural novelty were placed in sharp relief by the first professional 
boxing matches on the island.  In that context, Cuban journalists spoke to fellow Cubans in the 
public sphere about events unfolding in distant Reno (and immediately afterwards in Havana).  
In 1915, Cubans were aware that the eyes of the world, especially the United States, focused on 
the capital city as backdrop for foreign racial drama.  In order to understand the events of April, 
1915, tracing the journey and reception of Jack Johnson and his entourage from Europe to 
Argentina to Cuba gives important insights into the forces behind the transnational movement of 
boxing culture in Latin America during this period.  A basic understanding of the biography of 
Jack Johnson aids in interpreting the events of 1915; but this section eschews the often short-
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sighted biographical treatments of Johnson in an attempt to see these events through Cuban eyes.  
Johnson the vaudevillian entertainer was often given to exaggeration, but these exaggerations 
formed the basis for the public‘s understanding and engagement of the image created by the 
press and by Johnson.  The focus of the remaining pages will be on the immediate impact of the 
1915 bout in Havana: the construction of new boxing venues, the attempts by American 
entrepreneurs to foment Cuban engagement with boxing, Johnson‘s interaction with Afro-
Cubans and the working class, and the how Cubans attempted to situate these frenetic attempts 
within Cuban national identity and relations with the United States. 
On December 14, 1914, Jack Johnson disembarked from the Dutch steamer Lusitania in 
the port city of Santos, Brazil, after a two week‘s voyage across the Atlantic.497  Though he did 
not know it at the time, his eventual destination would be Havana, Cuba.   Over the previous two 
years in self-exile, he had boxed or performed on stage in several countries in Europe and Czarist 
Russia.
498
  Johnson‘s world travels had begun in 1908 when he became the first African-
American to win the heavyweight boxing championship title from Tommy Burns in Sydney, 
Australia.
499
   Since that time, the black champion had been the focus of an often frantic search 
for a white man who would be capable of taking back the title of white supremacy in the ring.  
With no successful opponents on the horizon, the Bureau of Investigation was ordered to find 
anything for which Johnson could be imprisoned.  In late 1912, the Federal government trumped 
up charges that Johnson had transported a white woman across state lines for ―immoral 
purposes,‖ and sentenced him to a year in prison.  Though he later married the same woman, he 
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was found guilty of promoting her for prostitution.
500
  The Bureau of Investigation would 
continue to shadow Johnson for nearly a decade in exile.
501
 
Johnson skipped bail disguised as a Negro League baseball player and fled a one-year 
sentence for violation of the Mann Act, popularly known as the ―White Slave Traffic Act.‖  In 
prewar Europe, Johnson found a ready audience for his boxing exhibitions and vaudeville acts 
and, for a time, his stage career provided him with a comfortable living.  A combination of the 
outbreak of World War I, increasingly unpleasant brushes with European authorities, and an 
offer from promoter Jack Curley for a lucrative defense of his heavyweight title in Mexico, led 
him to leave Europe in search of more stable and lucrative venues.
502
  With increasingly bad 
prospects in Europe, Johnson and the dozens of other boxers who made a living as performers, 
fighters, and ―boxing professors‖ had to look for work in the safer confines of the western 
hemisphere.  On November 20
th 
1914, in London, Johnson signed to fight Jess Willard 
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somewhere in Latin America.
503
  Willard, the ―Pottawatomie County Kansas Giant,‖ was the 
most promising of the ―Great White Hopes;‖ but few gave him much of chance as long as 
Johnson was even a shadow of his former self.  
The would-be location of the proposed bout was necessarily uncertain:  the promoters 
had to find a locale where a large enough fan-base would make the fight profitable and in a 
country where Johnson would be granted entry.  Before the match was to take place in February 
or March of 1915, Johnson would make a theatrical and boxing tour of South America to test the 
waters for the future of prizefighting in the region.  Johnson intended to travel north from 
Buenos Aires with his wife, cousin, and a few hangers-on he met along the way.  He did his 
research ahead of time and made sure that the countries where he landed had to extradition 
treaties with the United States that would apply to his fugitive status and violation of the Mann 
Act.  The tour was to end with a defense of his title in Juárez, Mexico, just across the U.S. border 
from El Paso, from where he hoped to return to France and, it imagined in the public 
imagination, become a farmer.  In Mexico, the fight promoters hoped, a large enough crowd 
from the United States would cross the border to watch Johnson, the fugitive, take on Jess 
Willard who would train in El Paso and Juárez in preparation. 
Johnson, always in search of opportunities to fund his extravagant tastes, had also agreed 
with New York promoter Billy Gibson to meet another African-American heavyweight, Sam 
McVea in Havana, Cuba in March.
504
   Accordingly, he left a Europe on the verge of world war 
to entertain, travel, and, vague rumors had it, become a permanent resident in one of the many 
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rapidly modernizing cities of Latin America.
505
   In late November, he bought passage from 
London to Buenos Aires aboard the Dutch steamship Zeelandia.  While the months between his 
leaving Europe and the match in Havana warrant further study, a few anecdotes from his 
reception in Buenos Aires illustrate similar reactions to what Johnson would later experience in 
other parts of Latin America. 
The excitement that the arrival of Johnson aroused in Argentina generated satirical 
responses from social critics who bemoaned the celebration of brute force over calm reflection.  
Boxing (black boxers in particular), and the ―extreme emotions‖ that went along with it and them 
were a danger to what one writer deemed the ―peaceful environment‖ of the port city.  A drawing 
of Jack Johnson‘s face, smiling to emphasize his golden teeth, was superimposed above a 
warning in La Critica: ―At least we hope that feverous enthusiasm for the sport that Johnson 
cultivates will not carry us to the deplorable extremes of the descendents of Linch [sic].‖ 506  
Johnson, the ―glory of his black race,‖ carried the stigma of racial violence that threatened to 
convert Argentines into their violent counterparts in the United States.
507 
 
Much of the coverage on Johnson in Buenos Aires went beyond the details of where and 
when he appeared on stage.  Journalist commented on incidents that had little to do with 
boxing.
508
  During his short stay in Buenos Aires, Johnson‘s celebrity furnished opportunity for 
political satire.  In the night after his press interview at the Casino Theater, Johnson nearly 
frightened to death an elderly Argentine Minister from the provinces.  It happened that Johnson 
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was lodged in the same hotel and when the elderly minister emerged from his room to use the 
bathroom late in the evening he encountered Johnson returning from a night at the bar in the dim 
gas light of the hallway.  The minister was threatened by the large black figure with shining teeth 
and screamed loud enough to wake the guests and staff of the hotel.  Johnson, one reporter 
posited, must have been mistaken for a ―Mandinga,‖ or a ―devil.‖509  The minister, referred to as 
―el viejito Ortiz (the little old man Ortiz)‖ was chided as hopelessly old fashioned and out of 
touch with modern life.  Not only did he prefer life in the country and was uncomfortable in the 
city, he didn‘t even know who Jack Johnson was.  
On the 26
th
 of December, Johnson made his Buenos Aires debut at the Casino Theater. 
510
 
His performance in front of the ―numerous boxing fans‖ consisted of exercises with a medicine 
ball, shadow boxing, and a demonstration of different punches with a partner.  Due to legal 
prohibitions on boxing enacted by the municipal government of Buenos Aires and the lack of a 
suitable opponent, the show was limited to these rather tame enactments.  One fan, disappointed 
by what he saw as the third rate performance of Johnson wrote an open letter to the boxer.  In it 
he explained how he had followed Johnson‘s career in the U.S. and Europe through the cables 
and had watched films of his matches.  The author envied the champion for his luck, his 
achievements, and his money.  When the boxer appeared at the Casino Theater this fan 
applauded him, further admiring his musculature and physical presence.
511
  In one the mainstays 
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of his performance and the climax of his act, Johnson hit an inflated bag with enough force to 
sever the chord and send it flying into the crowd.  Despite the excitement stirred by his finale and 
the ovation of the two thousand Argentines in attendance, the author of the letter felt cheated.
512
  
It was a question of respect.  Johnson, the letter-writer contended, treated Argentines as an 
inferior audience and, by extension, an inferior people.  His voyage to and presence in Buenos 
Aires, after European audiences were ―tired of being happy about having the terrible negro,‖ 
among them, was like a charitable offering.
513
  The image of Johnson created by the press and 
moving pictures was far from reality as experienced at the Casino Theater.  Giving vent to his 
dissatisfaction with seething satire, the author ended by informing Johnson that he had proved 
himself to be ―just like a negro.‖514  
  A subsection of the porteño press used the opportunity of his stay in the capital to hold 
forth on the dangers of what Johnson, the man, and boxing in general represented.  These themes 
were laid-out in the familiar terms of barbarity versus civilization and culture that pervaded the 
Latin American public response to boxing in the period.
515
   The socialist daily La Vanguardia 
dedicated space on the front page to ask if such disreputable entertainments had a place in a 
modern city that represented the ―times of culture and progress.‖ 516  In an article titled ―The 
Boom Times for Barbarism‖ the author impugned those who attended boxing matches, asserting 
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that the crowd in attendance proved itself more ―atavistic‖ than the boxers.   The enthusiasm for 
shows of ―muscular force,‖ was more debasing than the behavior of those who profited by it.   
For some time, Argentines had had to countenance those muscular gangsters (patoteros de buen 
tono) who exalted the cult of physical force over reflection; the popularity of boxing though, was 
cause for alarm.   The author ended by bemoaning the damage to Argentine culture: ―Today we 
will debase ourselves and the culture of our great city under official auspices [the Ayuntamiento 
had granted Johnson an unusual license to stage boxing matches], and seat ourselves before the 
disastrous precedent of glorifying barbarity.‖517   
Johnson, as he had many times before, served as a mirror for the construction of local 
identities, and was represented as a cultural contagion in Argentina.  As he arrived in Cuba, 
much of this discourse, under the pressure of international attention, was subsumed by the 
immediacy and the excitement of having so many foreigners and international celebrities in the 
city at once.  Journalists likely slept little as they hurried to cover every detail, leaving little time 
to reflect about the impact on Cuban civilization that had been such a clear impulse in the years 
before. 
 
Havana as an Unlikely Stage: Improvisation, Betrayal, and Race War 
Hundreds and later thousands of journeymen pugilists, American and Cuban socialites, 
gamblers, and fight fans packed the hotels, cafes, and bars of Havana in March of 1915.  The 
nascent Havana sporting press scrambled for opinions, took offense, and gloated over how far 
Cuba had come in the eyes of international public opinion.  President Menocal attended the 
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training camps of both Johnson and Willard, bet on the victory of the black champion, and 
declared the day of the fight a public holiday so that Cubans could ―see the scientific exchange 
between the challenger Willard and the Colossus Johnson.‖518  Congress shut down, public 
transport was rerouted to the suburb of Marianao, and Menocal cancelled his plans so that he 
could attend the fight, sitting with his entire cabinet in a specially constructed box.
519
  Special 
―Panama Suits‖ were advertised on Obispo Street to keep spectators cool and fresh during the 
match.
520
  Amazed at the size of Jess Willard (he stood six feet six inches), as he strode the 
streets of Havana, ―causing little earthquakes,‖ the press headlined his biography by quoting 
him: ―I‘ve come to Havana to destroy that negro.‖521  
Amid the general excitement, however, many commentators lamented that such a 
depraved show was being allowed to take place.  It was an example of Cuba‘s moral and 
―intellectual backwardness‖ that would stigmatize them in the eyes of more civilized nations.  
Boxing, along with bullfighting, belonged to a more primitive age.
522
  Both boxers, the black and 
the white, were equally barbarous. The United States, which had shared with Cuba so much of 
the ―light of civilization,‖ was now sending to Cuba, in the form of boxing, the refuse of its 
culture.
523
 
Amid this media uproar, American entrepreneurs paired with Cuban ―sportmen‖ to 
transform some of the most visible public spaces into venues for prizefighting.  The Jewish-
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American financier and editor of The Havana Post, George M. Bradt, constructed a boxing arena 
on the grounds of the Parque Maine at the entrance to the wealthy suburb of Vedado. The park 
that served as the monument to American soldiers who had died at the beginning of the Spanish-
American war, Bradt hoped, would become the venue to popularize boxing on the island.  It 
would also serve as a site where Americans would reenact some of the most blatantly racist 
entertainments that had fallen out of favor in the United States.
524
 
 Just two miles away on the border between Old and Central Havana, John Robinson, an 
American and head of publicity for Johnson-Willard, partnered with Abel Du Breuil, the sports 
editor of liberal daily La Lucha to open the Colón Arena.
525
  This outdoor boxing arena and café 
was located on the same lot as the Teatro Martí, on the corner of Zulueta y Dragones, where in 
1910 Cuban playwrights had presented original plays that mocked the ―boxeomania,‖ then 
prevalent in Havana.  This new venue also promised to popularize the sport and to host a 
championship among the many amateur athletic clubs, including the Club Atlético de Cuba and 
the Vedado Tennis Clubs that had taken root across the city in the past few years.
526
 The Colón‘s 
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easy accessibility, near Central Park and the confluence of all streetcar lines made its location 
ideal.  From the beginning, it promised to be more attuned to Cuban sensitivities than the 
Stadium.  Not only would it hold professional matches for the ―popular prices‖ of fifty cents, it 
would also serve the community by organizing an amateur championship for the local sport 
clubs.
527
 
 The most visible new construction that resulted from the boom of boxing and physical 
culture in Havana was the 15,000 seat ―Estadio de Havana‖  Stadium), funded by George M. 
Bradt and built the grounds of the Maine Park.
528
  Located on the malecón (sea front drive) at the 
entrance to the wealthy Havana suburb of El Vedado, Cuba‘s first venue dedicated to boxing 
soon attracted curious observers in the thousands.  Bradt was not the most principled person to 
introduce the Havana public to interracial boxing. He was, according to the NAACP, a force for 
evil in the fight for equal rights for African-Americans. 
529
 He was a ―wild animal‖ sent abroad 
by the government of the United States to represent them.  From the pages of his newspaper, 
Bradt fulminated against the members of the Afro-Cuban Ateneo who had the audacity to 
compare Toussaint L'Ouverture  with George Washington.  L'Ouverture,  Bradt seethed, ―was 
just a bad nigger who ran amok in Haiti.‖  He was a ―born slave‖ who showed his ―slavish 
streak‖ by betraying his French masters.  The general was no better than Evaristo Esténoz (a 
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leader of the Partido Independiente de Color), and others ―happily dead in Cuba.‖530  Bradt, the 
NAACP worried, ―[spoke] for America‖ in Cuba.531 
Bradt was a central player in the development of the tourist industry in Havana and had 
obtained, over the previous years, a monopoly on sport entertainment in the city.  He had 
received lucrative grants from the Havana City Council to advertise and entice American tourists 
to vacation and spend money in Havana.
532
  Given the restrictive laws in most of the United 
States on boxing, and Havana‘s year-round sunshine, Bradt and the city council envisioned the 
city as a modern sporting attraction.  With Mexico in the turmoil of Revolution, Havana, they 
hoped, would enjoy a healthy income from the north.
533
 
 Cuban ―sportmen,‖ like Budinich‘s student Bernardino San Mart n, were angered by 
what they saw as foreign interlopers who with the collusion of their government and the 
advantage of ready capital were stealing the impetus to develop sport on the island.
534
  Boxing in 
Cuba, since 1910, had been illegal.  Several times matches had been stopped or reported to the 
police on the grounds of indecency (shirtless boxers in tight trunks).  In agreeing to allow a 
foreigner to stage lucrative matches in the elite neighborhood of Vedado, the authorities were 
willfully stifling local initiative.
535
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Figure 7: Advertisment for bout between Afro-Cuban Anastasio Penalver and African-Amiercan John Lester Johnson, and a 
Battle Royal which Johnson and Willard will attend.  El Mundo, 31 March 1915. 
When news broke that the boxing match between Willard and Johnson might be held in 
Havana, George Bradt saw a business opportunity.  He dusted off one of his many concessions 
from the City Council and built the first Cuban locale dedicated to the staging of boxing 
matches.  He was spurred on by arrival Billy Gibson, a fight promoter from the Bronx, New 
York, who planned to build venues to accommodate the growing popularity of prizefighting.
536
  
In February, Bradt constructed a stadium that would hold 15,000 spectators at a cost of $25,000.  
Boxing in Cuba, it was posited by the New York Times, would finally allow championship 
matches ―to a finish,‖ a feature that was not permitted in the United States.537  The Havana City 
Council voted to award Bradt permission to build the stadium, first in Maceo Park, closer to 
                                                                                                                                                                                           
disreputable businessmen who sometimes staged illegal matches that ―tricked‖ the paying public by ―fixing‖ fights.  
San Martin portrays himself as a heroic defender of Cuban boxing who in the face of legal prohibition carried out 
matches clandestinely in the courtyard of the newspaper Cuba.  He further characterized the Havana Stadium as a 
Castillo de Naipes (House of Cards), to associate it with the degraded practice of professional sport (as opposed to 
amateur contests) and gambling.  Bernadino San Martin, El Arte de los Puños (Havana: 1922). 
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downtown, before revoking that concession out of respect for the Afro-Cuban war hero.
538
 To 
soften the blow to Cuban prohibitions on prizefighting, Bradt was to hold to benefits, one for the 
local Orphans‘ Home  Casa de Benefícia) and another in which the gate receipts would be 
donated to the Mayor to dispose with as he saw fit.
539
  Together with an improvised array of 
vaudevillian acts including a trained monkey, a transvestite singer, and burlesque performances, 
Bradt presented ―Battle Royals.‖540 In these spectacles, once common in the U.S. South, 6-8 
members of the ―colored race‖ fought until one remained standing.  This was violence without 
pretense of skill or rules.  The fighters, often with little or no training, mounted the blood-
spattered ring and were blindfolded. On the sound of the bell, the half inebriated crowd cheered 
them on to strike, grapple, and kick the other men until they could no longer lift themselves from 
the canvas.  This was hailed as ―the greatest amusement in all of Havana.‖ Battle Royals took 
root in the Cuban capital and seldom failed to elicit laughter from the audience.  In the evenings, 
after the horse races in Marianao, Americans in their finest attire joined Cubans to see and be 
seen in the sea air and the electric lights and to watch Afro-Cubans and African-Americans beat 
each other into submission.  These shows were more frequent in the weeks leading up to the 
Johnson-Willard bout, and represented an opportunity to exploit the curiosity of the Cuban and 
American public.  Boxing and other such spectacles, in an era of mass advertising, was big 
business.   
 In the months leading up to the Johnson-Willard match on April 5
th
, the impresarios of 
the Stadium invested enormous amounts of capital (which they made a point of explaining to the 
Havana public) to attract first-rate boxers.  They also tried to rearrange the leisure schedules of 
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Havana‘s citizens by declaring Saturday night to be the ―noche deportivo,‖ attempting to change 
from Sunday the traditional day of leisure and entertainment for Cubans.
541
 This reorganization 
of temporal space was already underway with the almost daily horse races conducted in the 
Hippodrome in the posh suburb of Marianao, also under American ownership.  Social clubs, 
growing in popularity in Havana with the high visibility of the Vedado Tennis Club and the Club 
Atlético de Cuba, contributed to reorganization of social spaces dedicated to physical culture 
around the date of the bout. 
 These examples of wealthy and exclusive clubs notwithstanding, the vast majority of the 
thousands of organizations charged only nominal monthly dues and were formed by members 
from almost all social classes.
542
  One of the largest and most visible, with its enormous building 
on the Prado was the Asociación de Dependientes de Comercio, composed of members of the 
lower-middle class who worked as store clerks.
543
  Though their profession gave them only the 
slightest claim to middle class respectability, en masse they could afford to build their opulent 
clubhouse that boasted a swimming pool, gymnasium, billiards room, a library and other 
amenities.
544
  Through this and other associations sport entered Havana in a more sustained 
manner than unique events like the Johnson-Willard bout. 
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 It was by default and mere chance that the bout took place in Havana in the first place.  
Johnson, Curley, and Willard had all planned to hold the bout in Juárez, Mexico just across the 
border from El Paso.  As Johnson was waiting in Havana, he received word that negotiations 
with both Carranza and Pancho Villa had fallen through.  The exact details of this aborted 
transaction appear vague and a clear understanding is yet more difficult given the inflated stories 
of intrigue that saturated the American press.  What is clear is that while Villa was still in favor 
of holding the match and taking his cut, Carranza, normally no friend to the U.S., had threatened 
to have Johnson turned over to Pinkertons in Mexico if he landed there.
545
 
On the day of the much anticipated bout, three squadrons of the Cuban Army, armed with 
machetes, guarded the ring to keep the crowd back from the fighters.
546
   The spectators waved 
white flags to show their racial preference.  In the over one hundred degree heat, Jess Willard 
knocked out Jack Johnson in the 26
th
 round, regaining the heavyweight title for the white race.  
Shortly thereafter, Willard announced that he would draw the color line, refusing to fight other 
black boxers.
547After the match, while white America celebrated and toasted Willard‘s health, 
Cuban journalists tried to explain to their audience the ―ethnic intransigence of the country of 
lynching.‖548  Willard had regained the title for the ―racists among the Yankees.‖549   
Years after the match, when Johnson tried to regain the limelight by claiming that he had 
been deceived into willfully losing in Havana, many Cubans were all too eager to believe him.  
He had been swindled by greedy American promoters with the promise that he would be allowed 
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to again enter the United States if he lost to a white man.  These same promoters had even 
refused to pay the carpenter who had constructed the ring for the fight.
550
   
It was this intensity of feeling and purpose that pervaded the popular reception of the 
dozens of boxers who arrived in Havana in 1915.  Cubans were new to boxing, but most 
commentators saw the championship match as both the moment for Cuba to make itself known 
on the world stage and to learn from the presence of so many professionals in the city.  Writing 
under the pseudonym ―Frangiopane,‖ Victor Muñoz asked his readers:  ―We have Jack Johnson 
in Havana: it is said that there might happen in our city a fight for the championship of the 
world…there are daily horse races…a Stadium where there are weekly boxing matches, in the 
exterior circus of the new Colón theater they will effect other competitions of this nature…who 
s ys w   r  not pro r ss n ?”551 
The manner in which the people of Havana were behaving under the pressure of being a 
focal point of world attention encouraged the journalists who covered the social scenes 
emanating from this novelty.  The intensity and discernment with which thousands of Cubans 
followed the developing plans for the fight, even buying tickets ahead of time (this was, they 
argued very un-Cuban) was proof of these observers saw ―how our character is changing and 
how we are learning good things from other peoples.‖552 
Beyond the simple festishization of masculine strength or admiration of a well-muscled 
body, the Havana press saw in modern athletes important values whose increasing deployment 
was a goal for all Cubans.   These values were displayed by athletes from a number of countries 
and were not necessarily tied to one national culture.  As professionals, these men pursued 
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wealth through the deployment of skill, intelligence, and strength.  Few if any of these 
individuals were born into a wealth or the leisure classes.  Central to their success was 
dedication, ―science‖ and hard work.  The boxer, as an archetype of masculinity, abstained from 
smoking, drinking and drugs and displayed ―good customs [buenas costumbres].‖ 
When Jack Johnson and Jess Willard arrived by train and steamship in the Havana harbor 
on separate days they were both greeted by thousands of curiosity seekers and fans.  The nascent 
sporting press alongside front pages  had published dozens of pictures, brief biographies, and a 
dizzying catalogue of the ephemera of their daily lives—from the food they ate and the cars they 
drove to legal arguments surrounding Jack Johnson‘s many brushes with the law.553  Willard, as 
portrayed to the Cuban public, was a good natured rancher, a giant of man with simple habits 
who sought to win back the title for the white race.  Johnson‘s character was far more intriguing; 
he made for good copy and Cubans were fascinated with him. 
 As the Afro-Cuban poet Nicolás Guillén would remember years later, Jack Johnson was 
―our model of a champion.‖554  Just off the train from Cienfuegos in late February, Johnson 
addressed the Cuban people, encouraging women and children to watch him train and to meet 
with him.
555
  He portrayed himself as both educator and entertainer, directing himself to Cuban 
youth who he would show, by example, how to lead a healthier life.  He spoke to Cuban women, 
careful to put such forwardness is a cosmopolitan context, inviting them to come and watch him 
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train as had other women in Australia, France, England, and Canada.
556
  Just a few years earlier, 
police had stopped matches in Havana where men like Johnson had appeared in similar attire, 
shirtless, for fear of scandalizing the women and children of the city. 
 Johnson also sought to fill the role as a champion of working class men.  He agreed to 
appear in a benefit for the Comite Central de Torcedores de la Habana (Central Committee of 
Cigar Makers of Havana) at the Payret Theater off Central Park.
557
   Given the war in Europe 
and the decreased demand for Cuban cigars, the majority of cigar rollers in the many factories in 
Havana were out of work.  The Comite was formed as a mutual aid society and collective 
bargaining organization to negotiate and disperse charity from the Cuban government and the 
Catholic Church for the thousands of those out of work.  Johnson had appeared in hundreds such 
variety shows and afterwards the Comite published a formal thank you letter.
558
 
Johnson, the consummate businessman, wasted no time in negotiating endorsement deals 
with expensive tailors who sought to use his notoriety to attract clients.
559
  He also ingratiated 
himself with the working classes by refusing to charge admission for the thousands of onlookers 
who gathered daily to watch him train for the match in the Havana Stadium.  Johnson appeared 
in dozens of shows in theatrical venues, was introduced in theaters, racetracks and other public 
places, and generally drew a crowd wherever he went in Havana.   
 Accounts of his risqué lifestyle, one journalist commented, had given him enormous 
popularity in Havana.
560
  On February 23, the announcement that the Willard-Johnson fight 
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would be held there received greater headlines than the death of famous Independence era leader 
Gonzalo de Quesada.
561
 
Despite the relatively benign response from the press upon his arrival, Johnson would run 
into problems in Havana that for him were all too common.  Amid reports of and pictures of an 
Afro-Cuban couple accused of stealing white children for use in African rituals, newspapers 
announced that Jack Johnson had been refused a room in all the ―best‖ hotels in Havana.562 He 
was surprised to see the ―color line,‖ drawn against him yet again.  After alighting from the train 
from Cienfuegos where he had arrived on a schooner from Barbados he made for the ―most 
American‖ hotel in Havana, the Plaza. 563 After securing a stay in the most expensive suite for he 
and his ―languid French, ‖ ―white wife,‖ he sat for breakfast in the hotel‘s restaurant.564  While 
eating, the manager of the hotel approached him and informed that Johnson would not be 
allowed to stay.  After showing anger and ―boastfulness‖ he reclaimed his bags and set out to 
look for another place to stay while en route to Mexico. 
  On hearing that Johnson had been repeatedly refused lodging at all the best hotels in the 
city (Inglaterra, Plaza, and Pasaje), an Afro-Cuban member of the Ayuntamiento de la Habana, 
Eligio Madán, publicly announced that he would offer his home to the boxer.
 565
   Madán 
published a letter in the leading dailies, outraged at the attempts by American owned hotels to 
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transpose their odious racism to Havana:  ―It is impossible that a famous man of my race will not 
find, here in Cuba, a stay worthy of him.‖ The next day, the Heraldo de Cuba carried a picture of 
Johnson at a reception party held in his honor at Madán‘s home.  Johnson appears in the center 
of a group of several Afro-Cuban men.  He stands out due to his size and among dark suited elite 
Afro-Cubans he is dressed in a white suit.  His white wife sits next to him and is erroneously 
identified as being French.
566
  This picture, reproduced in the tens of thousands on the front 
pages of the largest and most widely disseminated newspaper in Cuba,  unnerved Cubans not 
used to publicizing interracial relationships.
567
  I have found no other images that paired Afro-
Cuban men with white women from this period.  Further commentary by Madán, who served as 
the unofficial link between the Afro-Cuban community and Jack Johnson, continued in the 
weeks leading up the fight.  For the politician the implications of the bout for Afro-Cubans were 
clear:  ―Yes my race brothers…anticipate this!  Soon we will see the white hope against black 
reality!‖ 568 Johnson, son of former slaves from Galveston, Texas,  was a transnational symbol of  
black reality in Cuba. 
Though little is known about Eligio Madán, subsequent commentary suggests that he was 
secretly a ―bablawo,‖ [sic] a religious leader in the Afro-Cuban tradition of Santería that was 
officially repressed by the same government he served in this period.
569
  As a local political and 
religious leader with roots in autonomous Afro-Cuban associations, Madán‘s outrage was more 
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than understandable.  Though no Afro-Cuban publications from 1915 have survived (they had 
become increasingly untenable after the massacre of the Partido Independiente in 1912) Madán‘s 
call for racial solidarity and his offering of his home to his ―race brother‖ was a brave act of 
resistance in an extraordinarily intense racial environment with fresh memories of race war. 
Though there are few extant sources to gauge the response of Afro-Cubans to Johnson, 
impressionist evidence comes from one American reporter, who relayed to his readers that 
―hundreds of negroes, the best sports on the island, are anxious to attend the fight‖ but could not 
afford it, and were ―scraping together pennies‖ to attend.570 
Other local politicians, among them V. Morales, Gonzalo Pérez, and Fernández Guevara 
y Alberdi, clashed with Madán and renewed their objections over both boxing and Jack Johnson, 
presenting a petition before the Ayuntamiento to strengthen the now unenforceable ban on 
boxing.
571
  Their petition was seconded by the prestigious National Association of Veterans of 
the Wars for Independence, of which President Menocal was a member.
572
  The Association 
wrote the President beseeching him, in the name of the sacrifices made by so many veterans to 
―regenenerate the country,‖ that he not allow boxing in Cuba.  Letters from abroad also crossed 
the President‘s desk.  Albert Doogan, the President of the University of Michigan, feared that 
with the popularity of boxing, bullfighting would soon be re-legalized and he pressed the 
President not to allow it.
573
  The Association of Baptist Churches of Eastern Cuba, claiming over 
two-thousand members, also made clear their opposition to these brutalizing customs.
574
  The 
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enormous amounts of money to be made during a prizefight of this magnitude, paired with 
Menocal‘s embrace of boxing in Cuba, made these attempts to stem the events underway 
powerless.
575
 
Cuban women, argued on journalist, also had a role to play in approving of boxing. 
Muñoz, writing for El Mundo argued that women should be allowed to attend boxing matches, 
especially those staged with such international attention as the one to take place in the suburb of 
Marianao.  To convince the Cuban public of the propriety of women as observers at this type of 
sporting events, the editor of El Mundo had hired one of the first female sportswriters, the British 
vaudeville singer Miss Cecilia Wright.  In her first articles, she astutely predicted the outcome of 
the match and argued that Cuban women should be encouraged to attend so that they could best 
understand how to educate the future generation of men.
576
   
Three days after the Johnson-Jefferies bout the films produced by Santos y Artigas taken 
illegally at the match debuted in Havana.  This was despite Johnson‘s desperate attempts to sue 
the entertainers for the ridiculous sum of 500,000 pesos and appealing to the secret police to aid 
him.
577
  George Bradt‘s newspaper, The Havana Post, used the opportunity to mock Cubans and 
Jack Johnson, stating that the boxer was too ignorant to understand the silly custom of Cuban 
―mañana‖ and that he would not be able to get an injunction (if Cubans even knew what that 
meant) to stop the bout.
578
  Johnson had shown himself to be ridiculous yet again in trying to 
fraudulently obtain an American passport after the bout.  He was able to convince an embassy 
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worker to grant him one, but when the head of legation was made aware he had it immediately 
revoked.
579
  Cuban readers also learned that after the bout, groups of white vigilantes had gone to 
the ―black belt‖ of Chicago to mock negros and Jack Johnson‘s mother.  That same day, the 
lawyer and Senator from Oriente, a proponent of American missionary work in Cuba, Erasmo 
Regueiferos, presented his approval of a law to ban boxing in Cuba once and for all.
580
  The law 
was drafted by fellow Senator Antonio Gonzalo P rez, and after ―prolonged study‖ Regueiferos 
endorsed the proposal.  The disgust evident in the wording of the law was compounded by the 
actions of Americans in Cuba.  As they hurriedly fled the island, the fight‘s American organizers 
had left behind a slew of unpaid debts ranging from hotel bills to the daily wages of the 
carpenters who had built the ring.
581
  The legislators moved ―to stop the acclimatization of 
boxing in Cuba , which was a custom so improper for the generous and elevated 
sentiments…that characterizes the Cuban people.‖  The proposed law continued, that even in the 
United States, ―the country that marches at the head of civilization‖ boxing was reputed by the 
vast majority of people and this is why it had landed in Cuba.  Boxing had been illegal under the 
Spanish, illegal under both American occupations, and had been illegal since 1910.  Those 
politicians who had allowed the recent bouts had done possibly irreparable harm to the 
―civilization and humanity in Cuba.‖  This law did everything but mention President Menocal by 
name, but it did state in one of the articles that any public functionary who approved a boxing 
match would be subject to a fine and would be unable to hold office for a year.  Greater 
penalties, in line with the American prohibition of boxing during the first military intervention, 
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were levied on managers and promoters: a fine of up to 5,000 pesos and year in prison.
582
  The 
law was a success, and boxing disappeared, for a while from Havana. 
At the root of this law was a reaction, mirrored in the events of 1910,  that feared the 
barbarization of the Cuban public and the rising ambitions of Cubans from the working classes 
who both flocked to these types of ―diversions‖ and saw within them an avenue of social 
advance.  The Cuban Jack Johnson had trained to become a boxer with the African-American 
journeyman John Lester Johnson and their match in March had generated hope among Cubans 
that a ―Cuban Champion‖ was not far in the offing.  Jack Johnson, perhaps the most hated man in 
America, had aligned himself with Afro-Cubans and out of work laborers, furthering his 
opposition to the racial and social norms that the above politicians represented.   Far from mere 
entertainment, boxing culture entered Cuba as a representative means of advance for the 
thousands of working class men who gathered daily to watch Johnson train on the malecón, 
ninety miles from the United States. 
The unique American relationship with Cuba, founded on the basis of military 
domination and an economic stranglehold over the sugar monoculture, was also mirrored in the 
events of 1915.  American businessmen enjoyed free-reign in Havana, abridged national 
sovereignty at will by violating laws with impunity, and treated the island as little more than a 
staging ground in their quest for profit.  Boxing was vehicle for many levels of inequality.  The 
sport, after a brief period of illegality and the first ring death of  Cuban in 1919 would return to 
the national psyche in the early 1920s.  That is the focus of Chapter Four.  Before resuming that 
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narrative, however, Chapter Three examines a similar phenomenon in Mexico, where the 
Revolution ―Handed out gloves to everyone.‖ 
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CHAPTER IV 
  FROM THE EXOTIC TO THE EVERYDAY: ―THE REVOLUTION PASSED OUT BOXING 
GLOVES TO EVERYBODY‖ 
Mexico City, Paco Sotelo, 1936 
With fifteen seconds remaining in the tenth and final round, Chucho Nájera delivered a 
straight right hand to face of seventeen year old Francisco ―Paco‖ Sotelo in front of thousands of 
working-class Mexicans in the Arena Nacional.  On the count of five, Sotelo tried to raise 
himself but fell face-first to the canvas.
583
  The ―half-drunk‖ crowd taunted him and screamed 
that he was a ―coward‖ and the fight was ―fixed.‖  The ringside doctor, Bolaños Cacho, stepped 
sideways between the ropes as Sotelo‘s manager carried the unconscious young fighter to his 
corner.
584
  As Nájera exited the ring on the shoulders of his fans, the doctor gave Sotelo two 
adrenaline injections, trying to revive him.  When the fighter‘s pupils failed to contract in 
reaction to the doctor‘s pocket flashlight, he immediately called for an ambulance and Sotelo‘s 
limp body was taken to the Puesto Central de Socorros in downtown Mexico City. It was around 
midnight on June 7
th
, 1936. 
Alejandro Aguilar Reyes (1902-1961), better known by his pen name ―Fray Nano,‖ 
reported these details on the front page of his newspaper, Afición.  With daily print runs in the 
tens of thousands, the newspaper was dedicated to boxing and had enough subscribers from 
Mexico and Latin America to fund ten pages covering local and transnational pugilism.  The 
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magazine would continue to promote boxing and transnational sport for over thirty years.
585
 
Afición employed a ―small army‖ of photographers and caricaturists who captured the 
personalities of local boxing celebrities and brought visual accounts of  local and foreign boxing 
culture to even illiterate Mexicans.  In the process, they created a valuable graphic and narrative 
record of this subculture.  Drawings of Sotelo and Nájera‘s faces graced the front page for days 
leading up to the bout. The day after being knocked unconscious, Afición reported that Sótelo 
had never awoken from his coma and died ―in the arms‖ of his manager at around four in the 
morning.  No legal charges were filed against Nájera. His fight with Sotelo was legal, and under 
the jurisdiction of the nascent and controversial Mexican Boxing Commission.
586
   
 Over 20,000 people, a cross-section of Mexican society, filed by his coffin at the upscale 
Agencia Gayosso funeral home on Hidgalgo Street, a few blocks from the Mexico City zócalo.
587
 
Sotelo‘s working-class parents could not pay for such a sumptuous wake., Wealthier Mexican 
boxing fans like General Gustavo Arévalo Vera, a member of the Boxing Commission, and the 
Mexican-American and Puerto Rican impresarios of the Arena Nacional, Jimmie Fitten and 
Carlos Lavergne, paid the expenses.
588
  Fitten tried to hold an interview but he had not slept and 
remained, ―sobbing‖ by the side of the boxer as the doctors had worked feverously to revive 
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him.
589
  Fitten, originally from San Francisco, had come to Mexico in 1926 and had presided 
over the increasing popularity of boxing as a promoter, matchmaker, and importer of American 
boxing talent.
590
   During the funeral, fellow boxers and other athletes and managers covered the 
cost of the police service that was necessary to maintain order among the massive crowd.
 591
  The 
procession stopped at the Nacional. Fray Nano gave a short and stirring oration that centered on 
bravery, youth, and heaven: this first ring death in Mexico, he lamented, would hopefully be the 
last.   Guilt ridden and feint, Nájera was relieved of his post on the honor guard for fear that he 
would collapse and was taken home, ―broken by emotion.‖  Sotelo‘s father, speaking to reporters 
in the rain, said that he didn‘t blame anyone for the death of his son, that he was ―resigned to 
it.‖592 Taxi drivers offered their services for free and wealthier individuals gave rides in private 
cars to those who could not walk.  
 The long procession led from the Nacional to the gravesite in Sotelo‘s home 
neighborhood.  The youth was a ―favorite son‖ of the small town formerly known San Ángel, 
which had recently been rechristened after the former Revolutionary General and President, as 
Villa Obregón.  An ―enormous multitude…contrite and somber began the long march to the 
cemetery.  Among them were ―people from all ages and social classes…aristocrats, 
professionals, laborers, students, shoe-shiners, paper boys, youngsters—all passed in front of his 
coffin and accompanied him to the distant cemetery (panteón).‖593 After an hour‘s march they 
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arrived in San Ángel.  All the shops were closed and public offices shut.  Thousands more people 
joined the procession.  At graveside a member of the staff opened the coffin so Sotelo‘s mother 
could have a last look at her son.  Through the glass the attendees saw that his eyes were half 
open.The only mark on his face was a small bruise below his right eye.
594
 When the first shovel-
full of dirt hit the coffin, the chronicler for Afición waxed philosophical: ―that sound touches the 
deepest recess of the soul and reminds us that, some sooner, some later, we all end there.‖ 595 
 More than a human interest story, this lengthy introductory narrative has a point.  Afición 
and all the major dailies in Mexico City carried news of Sotelo‘s death and the dramatic funeral. 
None of them questioned the manner in which he died.  Boxing had become an established fact 
of national life and an important form of entertainment for the hundreds of thousands of 
Mexicans who attended popular matches.  Attendance at boxing matches, it was widely 
surmised, now outstripped bullfighting as the most attended blood sport in Mexico.
 596
  The 
world famous matador from Guanajuato, Rodolfo Gaona, voiced his fear that the popularity of 
boxing among Mexican audiences was killing the centuries-old tradition of bullfighting.  The 
only remedy was to ―keep prizefighters out of Mexico.‖597  Gaona had debuted in Mexico City in 
1905, while boxing was a marginal and exotic practice limited to elite spaces.  In the ensuing 
twenty years Gaona had witnessed the process of cultural appropriation in which an elite 
sampling of foreign culture had been subsumed into the heart of Mexican popular culture.  This 
process is strikingly absent from the extant historiography of modern Mexico.
598
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 The account of the fatal match and the details of the massive funeral were also relayed, 
years later, by Raúl Talán.  The former Olympic boxer and sport journalist wrote two popular 
memoirs on his experience of Mexican boxing in the twenties and thirties.
599
 He dedicated them 
to the men and one woman he deemed the ―forgotten idols‖ and ―national heroes,‖of Mexico: the 
early practitioners of the ―manly‖ sport of boxing.  His first effort was En el 3er Round  (In the 
3
rd
 Round); and he immerses the reader in popular memory where English neologisms (ring, 
round, nocaut [knockout], battler, straight) introduced over the course of the twentieth century 
are imbedded within the lexicon of Mexican identity and  drawn upon as central symbols of 
Mexican popular culture.  The book sold over 10,000 copies in the first year alone.
600
  The title 
refers to that time in a boxing match when the combatants are sufficiently warmed-up and have 
gauged their opponent.  The phrase becomes an extended metaphor to show that Mexicans, first 
through a fusion of ―natural‖ bravery and ―perseverance‖ that were fundamental characteristics 
of ―the race‖ and later through skill and education had mastered the modern, controversial, and 
sometimes tragic sport of boxing.
601
  From a cultural import into symbol of Mexican modernity 
and cultural attainment, the highly charged transnational culture of boxing had taken root in 
Mexico.  Pugilism, formerly the preserve of elite, cosmopolitan Mexicans and expatriates 
resident in Mexico City, had become shorthand and parable for modern, hardscrabble, life in the 
metropolis.
602
   
Before Sotelo‘s untimely death, boxing had spread through the country by means of radio 
and newspaper coverage, specialized sport magazines, and the wide travels of transnational 
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boxers who held exhibitions in virtually every part of Mexican territory.
603
 The cultural 
nationalization of modern sport took place amid constant interpretations of international 
pugilistic events which, Mexican commentators argued, had worldwide and local resonance.
604
 
Mexicans took on the names of foreign sport celebrities. Before international television 
broadcasts thousands of fans attended reenactments of distant bouts that were charged with racial 
and ethnic significance.
605
 Images of boxers and boxing saturated the experience of urban life in 
Mexico.  Twenty-feet tall signs for boxing gyms, advertisements for a vast array of products 
from cigarettes to panacea tonics, movies, and serialized images formed part of the backdrop in 
front of which modern Mexican culture evolved.  Renowned photojournalists like Gustavo 
Casasola, Enrique Díaz, and avant garde photographers like Manuel Álvarez Bravo documented 
the popularization of boxing as simultaneously exotic and embedded in the experience of 
mexicanidad.
606
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Figure 8: Detail of Manuel Alvarez Bravo, "The Boxer" c. 1930 
 
Figure 9: Detail of Front Page, Death of Sotelo, Afición, 8 June 1936. 
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As demonstrated in Chapter One, since the early nineteenth century, pugilism as a 
cultural signifier had entered popular consciousness through Mexican newspapers, revistas, and 
broadsheets.  The first mentions of the sport were as a way to critique and counter British and 
American ―barbarism.‖ The deployment of boxing narratives later became a cultural 
phenomenon to entertain and inform new consumers of transnational popular culture.
607
 Within 
twentieth century urban Mexico, boxing became both a cultural expression that included all 
social classes and a manner in which broader ideas of Mexican masculinity and national identity 
versus foreigners, especially Americans, were portrayed in popular public narratives.
608
  For 
example, popular newspapers like Afición published nationalist accounts of Mexican boxers in 
the United States, arguing that it was impossible for a Mexican to win a decision due to the racist 
and parochial attitudes of American judges who viewed Mexicans as ―negros.‖ Americans, 
Mexican observes posited, feared that if a Mexican were to become champion that local 
Chicanos would be insolent and ―unbearable.‖609  The newspaper also served a forum for 
Mexicans to express national pride achieved through the medium of boxing, publishing hundreds 
of letters that spoke in nationalist terms.
610
  International sport was a means to know the outside 
world and to participate, through the consumption of popular narratives, in a transnational 
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culture with its own language, rules, and symbols.
611
  The irony often cited was that in a 
quintessentially meritocratic medium, Mexicans were still unable to compete based on skill 
alone. The rapid extension of media coverage of sport culture was initiated and consumed by 
Mexicans whose affinities ranged beyond the confines of the traditional and the local: their 
interests and allegiances as aficionados created cultural spaces in which the exotic became the 
everyday.
612
 Mexicans were aware of the cultural stereotypes about Mexican boxers generated in 
the United States.  Bob Edgren, the most widely published American boxing commentator of the 
1920s and 30s, argued that the ―Aztec race,‖ had put forth many ―physically superior‖ boxers 
who had lucrative capabilities.  Their fatal flaw was being headstrong, given to drunkenness, 
and, in general, ―mentally inferior.‖  Fray Nano, reprinting the article for the readers of Afición, 
agreed ―unfortunately‖ that Edgren was correct.  Given their lack of education and the sudden 
wealth, Mexican boxers from the popular classes like Luis Villanueva imbibed the patriotic 
rhetoric of their ―paisanos‖ who dreamed of a ―champion of their race,‖ and failed to care for 
themselves.
613
 
Within these expanding boundaries of lo mexicano, Talán‘s vignettes, cinematic 
portrayals and popular literature, are composed of boxers, hustlers, businessmen, doctors, wives, 
drunks, travelers, African-Americans, ―blonds,‖ and mestizos.   The antagonists are greedy 
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businessmen, Mexican-Americans who are not quite Mexican, but not quite American, and 
dishonest and materialistic yanquis  who exploit Mexican talent.  The protagonists are often self-
sufficient Mexican workers turned athletes who from the arrabales (poor neighborhoods) of 
Mexico City rise to fame and (all too often) temporary wealth.
614
  Boxers in this new media are 
portrayed as dramatic actors and symbols of masculine behavior who are repositories of positive 
and negative Mexican stereotypes.
615
  For example, the Mexico City newspapers Excelsior and 
Universal covered the death of Paco Sotelo and the benefit match held in his honor at the Arena 
Nacional.  The match was to raise funds for an elaborate monument for Sotelo‘s grave.  The 
―best boxers of Mexico‖ had agreed to fight to raise money for the deceased boxer‘s family, but 
Sotelo senior, a man ―who followed the bible and lived by the sweat of his brow‖ refused to 
accept charity.
616
 In the space of weeks, the seventeen year old boxer and his family bacame  
representative of the ―bravest Mexicans of all time,‖ who proved that ―A brave death is the most 
notable act a human can accomplish.  All brave acts disappear in the face of a single cowardly 
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moment.  Bravery is for men, what virginity is for women.‖617 Sotelo, father and son, were 
representative Mexican men. 
Rodolfo ―Chango‖ Casanova, the ―popular idol‖ and former ice cream salesman from 
Tepito become champion boxer, offered to box for free to raise money for Sotelo‘s family.618  A 
long list of pugilists from around Mexico had likewise agreed to waive their normal fee.  
Excelsior juxtaposed this as common decency, a very Mexican trait (un rasgo muy nuestro), to 
another boxer, Kid Azteca‘s  Luis Villanueva) refusal to appear for free.619 The observer implied 
that Azteca was acting un-Mexican and assailed the boxer as a parvenu, mocking him for being 
defeated by the more popular and lighter boxer, Chango Casanova.
620
  Not only was Casanova a 
better boxer and more generous with his talent within the community, he was humble and 
honored his working-class roots after his rise to fame. The reporter then drew on popular 
Mexican stereotypes of those who put on airs by disdaining even Mexican culinary nationalism: 
instead of tortillas, Azteca was one of those ―boys who eats bread every day.‖621  Though Kid 
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Azteca would go on to hold international boxing titles and represent Mexican virility abroad, he 
showed his lack of Mexicanidad by ―asking for a god-like salary‖ when he ―should have felt 
obligated to help his fellow professional‘s family.‖622 
As Anne Rubenstein has shown, these types of portrayals (in this case nonfiction) served 
as didactic lessons to Mexican readers about the roles and responsibilities of  Mexicans who had 
successfully manipulated the few opportunities open to them in a rapidly modernizing and 
urbanizing period.
623
  Similar to books on etiquette, these narratives showed Mexicans the 
dangers of success and the permissible public behaviors required of socially mobile members of 
the marginal classes.  Through the dissemination of mass culture, the creation of athletes in 
Mexican iconography helped to enshrine the bootstrapping boxer as a tragic embodiment of 
changing mexicanidad.   Athletic contests as merit-based, universally rule driven, and (ideally) 
governed by fair-play, gave working-class Mexicans a perceived avenue of personal 
advancement both within and beyond the country.  This advancement, however, was to be 
governed by certain cultural rules of behavior if successful individuals were to maintain public 
approval.
624
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Civil Society versus Government: Boxing and Popular Culture 
Boxing as blood sport, despite and perhaps because of its popularity, was disdained by 
the Mexican government as an anti-social behavior to be replaced by team sports like basketball 
and baseball.  As Mary Kay Vaughan has shown, the Revolutionary Mexican state used 
educational literature and radio programs to dissuade rural Mexicans from engaging in 
cockfighting, bullfighting and boxing.
 625
  Preferable pastimes like baseball and basketball were 
encouraged in attempts to lead the masses away from the brutalizing effects of more violent 
sports and to instill the values of ―health and sobriety.‖626  Despite these attempts by the Mexican 
state, civil society clearly operated with greater autonomy than strict government control over 
cultural preferences would indicate.  Modern Mexicans, in mass, spent their earnings to view 
such blood sports and evinced preferences that resisted legislation and state centered educational 
objectives.  The mass media brought them daily news of sport, the more dramatic the better.
627
  
As early as 1910, Mexican newspapers following their counterparts in the United States and 
                                                                                                                                                                                           
situated in between the two poles of constructivism and essentialism.  Larrain calls this in between area ―historical 
structural.‖  Boxing, and modern sport in general, were features of Western European and American modernity and 
their importation into Latin America challenged extant formulations of popular culture, masculinity, and identity.  
They transformed these features, rather than created them anew.   Negotiation is an overused but useful term to 
describe this process whereby the new is grafted and digested into the extant.  See: Guillermo Bonfil Batalla, México 
profundo (Mexico City: Secretaría de Educación Pública, 1987); Luis González y González, Invitación a la 
microhistoria  Mexico City: Secretar a de Educación P blica, 1973);  Alan Knight, ―Revolutionary Project, 
Recalcitrant People: 1910-1940,‖ in  The Revolutionary Process in Mexico, ed. Jaimie Rodríguez O.  (Berkeley: 
University of California Press, 1990); and Jorge Larrain, Identity and Modernity in Latin America (Oxford: 
Blackwell Publishers. 2000), pp. 34-42. 
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English-language newspapers published in Mexico, like The Mexican Herald, dedicated ―Sport‖ 
sections where increasingly voluminous coverage of international trends and athletic events 
informed the public of distant and seemingly detached events.
628
  Hybrid publications, like Arte y 
Sport (1919) were among the first Mexican media to engage the newly emergent demand for 
transnational information of sport culture.  Sport was a paired with poetry, musical compositions 
and essays on high culture.  By the end of the 1920s, however, sport fans in Mexico had their 
own dedicated newspapers and magazines like Afición (1930) and Ring (1936).   Such novel 
publications styled themselves as bettering agents for Mexican society as a whole.  Their pages 
carried such lofty statements as ―In the practice of sport lies the salvation of the race.‖629 Weekly 
magazines, responding to both increased demand and the frequent enactment of sporting contests 
in Mexico, shifted from weekly to daily issues, covering both ―Toros y Deportes.‖630 
 These novel manifestations of civil society both complimented and ran counter to 
official government projects to inculcate sport as component of modern Mexican identity.  Keith 
Brewster, in his essay on the post-Revolutionary governments‘ attempts to incorporate amateur 
sport into the comprehensive narrative of progressive mexicandiad and popular culture, gives 
clear evidence of state initiatives to educate and civilize rural Mexicans by encouraging the 
celebration of national holidays though the secular practice of sport.  Athletics figured into local 
political struggles as villagers communicated directly with President Lázaro Cardenas to plea for 
the creation and preservation of sport fields for the purpose of ―patriotic activities.‖  Brewster 
reproduces a choreographed script for Revolution Day in the early 1940s to show the theatrical 
and highly symbolic use of organized amateur sport as a panacea for number of perceived social 
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ills in rural Mexico.  When tennis is introduced into an inebriated and violent rural milieu via the 
white-clad teachers of sport, all social disorder is quelled due to cooperative community 
engagement in the game.
631
  Out of the confusion emerges a robust, white-clad couple who 
represent the end product of collective practice of modern sport. 
Central to these attempts are state control and initiative to educate what is represented 
through official state channel as dangerous and backward behaviors that form Mexican national 
culture. While this explanation of elite attempts to reform behaviors that supposedly threaten 
order has a considerable historiographical tradition, this study looks to those spaces in which 
state policy had little discernable impact.  The subculture of boxing was a relatively autonomous 
component of Mexican national identity that rejected or ignored official state rhetoric and, as 
Carlos Monsivais has argued, ―[made] possible and extended that minimal democratic space that 
the rest of us inhabit,‖ civil society and the public sphere.632  
In the early 1920s, the checkered legality of boxing was replaced by the first substantial 
attempts at state intervention and regulation.
633
  The Mexican government founded the Comisión 
de Box (Boxing Commission) to regulate and profit through taxation and licensing fees on the 
sport.  By 1930, over five hundred licenses for professional boxers had been granted, signifying 
for many the final end to the popularity of bullfighting.
634
 The Ayuntamiento turned to journalists 
as those most knowledgeable about the international norms that governed boxing and asked for 
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sports writers‘ assistance in drafting legislation to cover the ―enormously popular‖ sport.635  
Conservative social critics like the intellectual Fernando Gamboa, acting in his capacity as 
director of the Cultural and Artistic Advisory Board of Mexico City (a censorship board) pressed 
the government to ban boxing, or at least to regulate the malas artes employed by controversial 
boxers like Patricio Martínez Arredondo in the early 1920s.
636
  Gamboa inveighed against the 
Ayuntamiento for granting a license for two children, whose fighting names were Baby Dempsey 
and Baby Carpentier (after the American and French boxers then making headlines) to box for 
profit.
637
  He argued his case by admitting that the state needed legislation to cover boxing; but 
that in extreme cases, such as this, the rules of Public Diversions against the exploitation of 
children should be sufficient to prohibit future ―shames‖ of this sort.638  The licensing office 
weakly justified its actions by citing the poverty of the two children involved. 
The early 1920s witnessed a qualitative change in the rhetoric surrounding boxing in 
Mexico.  While nationalist intellectuals like Gamboa still felt that boxing was barbaric, the 
nature of their protests did not question the presence of boxing in public life.  This change was 
reinforced by police presence and incipient regulation at all licensed matches.  In 1923, an irate 
Police Inspector, Pedro Gómez, complained to the Ayuntamiento that the crowds at boxing 
matches were getting out of control and that he would be unwilling to risk the safety of the 
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officers under his command by continuing to require them to work boxing matches.
639
  These 
public ―spectacles‖ attracted a distasteful element of the population who were easily angered, to 
the point of violence, when they felt that the quality of the boxers performing in front them did 
not merit the price paid for tickets.  Gómez did not ask that boxing matches be stopped, though 
he found them distasteful, but that the government step up its regulation to provide the public 
with ―better quality boxers.‖640  With the daily press coverage and tens of thousands of Mexicans 
flocking to see local and foreign boxers, the city government sought to tame the crowd, not to 
remove the reason for its excitement.  Much had changed since 1910. 
This suggests that the Mexican state had come to terms with the once illegal behavior and 
that changing cultural practices once associated with the United States had become 
commonplace.  These regulatory actions were also the result of a transnational pattern:  boxing 
had become legal in most of the United States, and Cuba, Argentina, Chile, Peru, had moved to 
establish internationally recognized rules that governed the sport as their own.
641
  This chapter 
examines representations and the interrelation of popular culture, national and transnational 
identities, and memory embodied in the mediated images of boxers and boxing.  I first explore 
the public rhetoric in three widely distributed newspapers from Mexico City surrounding the 
challenges to racial superiority and Mexican modernity in the context of the transnational events 
of September 14, 1923.  That evening, the Argentine Luis Ángel Firpo, the ―Wild Bull of the 
Pampas,‖ represented Latin American ―virility‖ versus the American champion Jack 
Dempsey.
642
  Though Firpo was not Mexican, the vast majority of the reportedly hundreds of 
thousands of Mexican readers and listeners who followed the event adopted him as a symbol of 
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their regional and national characteristics:  the ―faith,‖ placed in Firpo bordered on the irrational, 
as Mexican gamblers ignored widespread reports on his odds of victory, even the advice of 
American peritos  experts). The Mexican public was presented with the image of the ―raza 
latina‖ in combat with one of the foremost symbols of American manhood, the ―Manassas 
Mauler,‖ Jack Dempsey.643  Firpo became a folk hero throughout Latin America as a result of his 
unsuccessful challenge to American dominance.
644
  Mexican cultural commentators used the 
1923 title bout as an opportunity to compare their ―national character,‖ and racial identity to 
other Latin Americans and Americans by internalizing a transnational moment in popular culture 
to portray the attainments of Mexican modernity.  Not only was the knowledge necessary to 
understand modern sport a much commented upon sign of cultural progress, the technological 
means through which almost instantaneous news of the outside world entered into Mexican 
society created new social challenges.  During these events, the Mexican state was conspicuously 
absent; I argue that the transnational media played an integral role in constructing popular culture 
in this period, sometimes despite the efforts of the centralizing state.   
The second series of case studies, introduced above, examines Raúl Talán‘s two popular 
memoirs written about boxing in 1920s-30s Mexico City and is followed by a brief examination 
of two widely distributed hagiographic movies about Mexican boxers, Rodolfo ―Chango‖ 
Casanova and Luis ―Kid Azteca‖ Villanueva.645  Along with radio, film and popular literature 
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were focal points for the public dissemination of Mexican national identity.
646
 These two films 
were intended to both entertain and inform a popular audience by drawing on the images of 
national ―heroes‖ as they confronted adversity in the form of American culture and their own 
impoverished backgrounds.  They are parables of Mexican success in a competitive, 
transnational environment.     
Through these popular representations of mexicanidad, I argue that the advent of mass 
consumer culture in Mexico and the creation of nationally identifiable masculine symbols 
combined with the affective power of constant imagery of transnational athletes and celebrities 
created the process through which prizefighting became a symbolic site for the interpretation and 
dissemination of modern Mexican popular culture.  Boxing as an import was nationalized 
through language and imagery that often appealed to traditional values and gender roles.  It was 
simultaneously used as a vehicle to teach the preferable manners in which to be modern 
consumers of culture and how to be a modern man.  Essayists wrote in eugenic terms and 
pleaded with the Mexican public to understand that urbanization and modernization demanded 
that men train their bodies like those in other ―civilized nations.‖647 Unlike other ―authentic‖ 
Mexican phenomenon like lucha libre, pugilism was simultaneously local and transnational:  
readers learned of Sotelo‘s funereal games alongside cartoon images of the African-American 
boxer Joe Louis and his 1936 match with the German boxer Max Schmeling.  International racial 
dramas like this prizefight between the boxing idol of Nazi Germany and an African-American, 
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mediated into popular culture, distilled complex processes through the popular medium of 
competitive sport.
648
   
 
“Firpo Carries the Hopes of the Race in his Hands:”  How a Boxing Match in New 
York  Was Used to Gauge Mexican Identity.
649
 
 
Our temperament, always conditioned to follow whatever is fashionable, influences 
progress in the intensification of pugilism in Mexico, and so we have seen that in schools, 
in shops, in factories, in the home, boxing predominates, and even the newspaper criers 
in the street, thinking themselves diminutive Firpos and Dempseys, fight their world-wide 
m t h s   r  knu kl  …. ox n , l k  bullfighting, will always live in Mexico.650 
 
On the evening of September 14, 1923, a Friday, a former miner and hobo from Colorado 
met a one-time pharmacy bathroom attendant and stevedore from Buenos Aires at the Polo 
Grounds in New York City to compete for the racial supremacy of Latin America versus North 
America.
651
  These were the terms of engagement that were daily news across the world in the 
weeks leading up the boxing match between Jack Dempsey and Luis Ángel Firpo, tellingly 
nicknamed the ―Wild Bull of the Pampas.‖  Nowhere did this global event have more resonance 
than in Latin America.   Biographical details, pictures, and illustrations of both men:  their blood 
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lineages, their musculature, and their faces crowded news of earthquakes, shootings, and politics 
in the international press.  In Mexico, the distant prizefight was made present and relevant 
through the intensity of local emotional engagement that was commented upon by the Mexico 
City press.  The match was a moment in which cultural mediators gauged Mexican identity, 
masculinity and progress toward appropriating and deploying the symbols of modern urban 
society. 
652
 
Given the international importance placed on the bout in the lead-up and aftermath, its 
actuation was most remarkable for its brevity, less than four minutes, and the enormous amount 
of revenue it created.  Firpo was knocked out within the first minute of the second round after 
having been battered to the canvas ten times in the space of less than four minutes.  By all 
accounts it was a tenacious yet futile showing for the lightly skilled Argentine versus the 
American world champion.
653
  Gate receipts alone from the roughly 90,000 spectators totaled 
over a million dollars, a sum that amazed or disgusted most Latin American commentators. 
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From New York, Tex Rickard the legendary boxing promoter had pitched the match as a 
highly theatrical event  in the American and international press and manipulated worldwide 
attention: he even succeeded in influencing self-representations in some of the most masculine 
and working class venues in Mexico:  pulquerías.
654
  Carlton Beals, the radical American 
journalist, along with others resident in Mexico City at the time, remarked that some pulquerías 
changed their names to celebrate the legacy of Firpo as a masculine symbol and a challenger to 
American dominance in the prize ring.  
― When Firpo fought Dempsey the first reports gave the Argentinian [sic] bruiser the 
victory.  The local crowds were delirious with enthusiasm.  At the time, I was teaching in 
a little school in the poverty-stricken Colonia Vallejo.  The owner of the pulque shop 
there had hastened to repaint the name of his establishment, even before the final returns 
came in: ‗Firpo Won,‘ and so it remained defiantly for years.‖655   
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How and why did two men, paid well to pummel each other in front of a crowd of 90,000 
aficionados in New York City, hold the attention of Mexicans who had only recently been 
exposed to the ―virile sport?‖  International commercial athletics, and boxing in particular, had 
since the turn of the century occupied an increasingly visible niche in Mexican constructions of 
the outside world.  Successful incorporation of sport into national culture was seen as a 
constituent factor of modern nations and advanced cultures.
656
   The 1923 match marked a water-
shed not only in the popular consumption of cosmopolitan news, but in the technologies which 
disseminated global events into the popular imagination.
657
 Newspapers reacted to public 
enthusiasm and demand for the bout, publishing over 1,100 column inches dedicated to boxing 
and the views of dozens of Mexican, American, and Argentine commentators on possible 
outcomes for the events to take place in the Polo Grounds in New York.
658
  
In Mexico City, the cigarette company El Buen Tono issued the first commercial radio 
broadcast in Mexican history, relaying to the ―hundreds of thousands‖ of ―anxious‖ Mexicans the 
round-by-round details of the drama.
659
  The technological novelty of broadcast news competed 
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with the more traditional telegraph services used by major local newspapers like Excelsiór, El 
Demócrata, and El Universal, all of which openly competed to bring the fastest news of the bout.   
Ringside announcers spoke directly to Mexicans who hustled to spread the news of Firpo‘s 
second round defeat, buying ―extras‖ of  newspapers that within minutes went to press with the 
disenchanting news of the Latin American‘s defeat.  Mexicans from the peripheral areas around 
the metropolis who had come to the city to celebrate the one hundred and thirteenth anniversary 
of the Grito de Dolores gathered on street corners, stopping traffic, to watch the radiograms of 
the bout projected onto improvised screens.
660
  A reporter assigned to cover the manifestations of 
this seemingly distant and detached event in Mexico wrote that ―the streets were full of people, 
in all parts, in theaters, cinemas, cafes, restaurants, cantinas, billiard halls, stores and meeting 
places, the point most debated and the topic of conversation was about boxing.‖ 661  An 
illustrator filled nearly the entire front page of El Demócrata with imaginative renderings of 
nearly-naked Dempsey and Firpo in various pugilistic poses, ending with Firpo laying on his 
back, the referee standing over him for the final count.
662
  These portraits were stylized creations 
that depicted muscular men in action, reminiscent of American pugilistic paintings by George 
Bellows, as Latin Americans in the new age of mass media consumed dramatic narratives from 
the margins of American culture.
663
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The popular fascination with this theatrical event taking place over 2,000 miles away was 
an opportunity for Mexican cultural mediators to look outward as a means of looking inward: to 
apply their interpretations of the significance of modern physical culture and the cultivation of 
the Mexican male body.  It was a focal point in which malleable ideas of race, the United States, 
and Mexican identity were interrogated through vivid narratives, cultural commentaries, and 
debates about the preferable content and representation of Mexican and ―Latin‖ culture and 
progress.  Detached from the rhetoric of social engineers like José Vasconcelos and Manuel 
Peralta,  journalists and editorialists gleaned details of the lead up, actuation, and outcome of the 
bout and in the process negotiated a wide range of ideological, nationalistic, and cultural issues.  
Central in their interpretations of this event was the language and ideas of positive eugenics.  
Journalists as cultural mediators appropriated the idea that the human body in the modern city 
was subject to the weakening and enervating tendencies of urban industrial life.  They touted 
masculine role models like Firpo and Dempsey as exemplars of physical development and 
through the portrayal of public spectacles deployed didactic commentary that transferred the 
ideas of eugenic ―science‖ to the popular arena where they had concrete and often alarming 
ramifications.
664
 
  The Latin American press and large segments of the population had been elated at this 
rare opportunity for a ―racial‖ and ―cultural‖ ―brother‖ to compete on equal terms with a 
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representative of the United States.  Opposing writers, sometimes published in the same 
newspaper issues simultaneously denigrated the entire enterprise of professional imported sport 
as grotesquely foreign and detrimental to public order while others praised the appropriation of 
boxing culture by Mexican youth as an opportunity to mold the Mexican bodies into more 
vigorous, productive and modern beings.
665
   While Mexican readers consumed daily reports 
about the temperament, eating habits, and even the clothes worn by Firpo and Dempsey, they 
went in the thousands to watch African-American journeyman fighters perform at El Toreo in the 
affluent colonia  La Condesa.
666
 Members of the ―beautiful sex,‖ if accompanied by a man, were 
to be given free tickets.  Amateur boxers from athletic clubs and workers‘ unions staged public 
bouts to show their mastery of modern sport and impresarios colluded with the Mexican 
government to lower ticket prices so that Mexican youths, both civilian and military, could 
witness professional boxers to learn the finer points of the ―art.‖667 
More than simple entertainment, these local and transnational events were embedded in 
widespread fears that the Mexican ―race‖ was a late-comer to the modern imperative to create 
competitive and self-sufficient bodies through the mastery of sport and physical education.  
Boxing had long been viewed by Latin American observers as a quintessential medium of 
American cultural modernity and the ―devastating‖ loss of Firpo was a catalyst for commentaries 
on American treachery and unfairness.
668
  What should have been a means to compete on the 
sole basis of skill and achievement, sport, was manipulated to sustain American dominance in 
the face of a powerful Latin American.  In the weeks after the bout, as details became available 
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and then the film of the match played in dozens of theaters in Mexico City, Mexicans debated the 
validity of sport as fair play. 
Modern sport, it was widely concluded, was not the culprit and Mexican attempts to 
nationalize boxing continued in terms of the great benefits such discipline embodied for the 
progress of the nation.  The portrayal of this and similar events both undermined and 
complemented the Mexican Revolutionary government‘s educational prerogatives to discipline 
and civilize the national body through implementation of sport programs in even the most remote 
areas of the country.
669
   Immediately after the bout, the Mexico City government agreed to 
lower the taxes charged on ―that class of spectacles,‖ in order to promote the diffusion of boxing 
as a necessary form of knowledge and cultural attainment for citizens of Mexico City.  El 
Demócrata reported the attendance of the governor of the state of Mexico and the head of the 
Military College of San Jacinto who worked in collusion with the company of the Mexican 
promotor Baldomero Romero to popularize boxing in the capital: 
The sport of boxing, which has been taken up with so much enthusiasm in Mexico, has 
had in the company that presents this spectacle a great element of encouragement, the 
great bouts have been so frequent in which true boxers have fought [that it is]developing 
a labor of physical culture that has been appreciated by the municipal and educational 
authorities such to give, due to its merit and effects, a lowering of the taxes that this type 
of shows must pay without any other reason than taking into account its cultural character 
in favor of the bettering of the race.
670
 
 
  This direct impact on politics and daily life in the form of taxation also extended to new 
vocabularies through with Mexicans understood themselves and their lives. ―Dempsey‖ became 
synonymous with cheating as far away as Oaxaca, where boxing matches were held to celebrate 
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Mexican Independence Day.
671
  Mexico City however, remained the center of engagement and 
experimentation with modern commercial athletics. 
Though most historiography on the use of sport as self-representation focuses on 
Mexico‘s hosting of the Olympic Games in 1968, I argue that the cultural debates that informed 
these attempts to portray Mexico as a participant in the modern cosmopolitan world  had their 
roots even before the Mexican Revolution and that this engagement intensified in the 1920s.
672
    
Modern sport as a popular phenomenon cannot be disentangled from broader social and cultural 
processes that were salient at this moment.  Dempsey and Firpo, like John L. Sullivan and Jack 
Johnson before them, were transnational exemplars of enviable human development, whose 
physicality was to be treated as equally important to the education of the intellect.     
Simultaneously, they represented problematic cultural traits and became screens onto which 
cultural mediators projected a range of issues.
673
  Editorialists argued that modern 
responsibilities of educators were ―to develop in youth the same in physical strength as in 
intellect in order to invigorate the race, which in the current epoch has so many tendencies that 
make it more and more feeble.‖674 
Mexicans, in the thousands, consumed written, visual, and aural accounts of the ―fight of 
the century,‖ and cultural critics appropriated the transnational drama as a context for salient 
public debates on race, modernity, and masculinity; they used modern sporting contests like this 
one to look both outward and inward and to gauge their progress, deficiencies, and hopes for the 
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future of ―the race.‖   The fight and its symbolism was a means to argue  what, at the core, it 
meant to be and behave as a Mexican.  It exposed explicit tensions between conservative thinkers 
who saw Mexican identity as expressed by fealty to traditional Mexican culture embodied in 
celebrations like charro festivals and those who saw Mexican potential in a simultaneously 
cosmopolitan and nationalistic adoption of foreign culture, like boxing.  In the most basic terms, 
Mexicans argued that these global events did matter, and that the future of Mexico partly 
depended on how well modern Mexicans would manage and appropriate these foreign 
influences. 
In his study on Mexican participation in nineteenth and twentieth century world‘s fairs, 
Mauricio Tenorio-Trillo recognized the tensions between constructing nationalism and identity 
simultaneously between the exaltation (and idealization) of the characteristics of the nation 
within the context ―cosmopolitan nationalism.‖  He further argues:   
―..cultural, economic, and political nationalism was at odds with both cultural and 
political cosmopolitanism.  Cosmopolitanism was a model of modernity that 
simultaneously required the homogenization of all human characteristics and desires and 
recognized and appreciated the exotic and the bizarre.  That was an insurmountable 
existential irony: an organized model of the world, and a fascination with what was not 
part of the model but which ought to be part of the picture of the modern world.  In 
addition, the very national need to be cosmopolitan seemed to be in conflict with the 
requirement of being culturally and racially unique and, presumably, superior.‖675   
 
The relationship between looking outward and looking inward was constantly in flux and 
Mexican consumption and deployment of international sport was emblematic of this tension.  
Cultural critics in the Mexican media engaged this ―existential irony‖ by appropriating the image 
of Luis Ángel Firpo as their own, identifying him as a standard bearer for a greater, though ill-
defined, pan-Latin American and Mexican identity.   As Tenorio-Trillo identified, sporting 
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events in the age of the ―massive appropriation of popular taste and consciousness,‖ became one 
of a series of symbolic displays used to express one‘s place in the world and to register the forms 
of national progress is a cosmopolitan medium.  By the early 1920s, international events like this 
boxing match had a clear impact on the construction of Mexican identity via the perceived 
standards of the outside world.   These technological and cultural appropriations coincided with a 
―looseness of authority‖ in the 1920s that created opportunities for cultural creativity that would 
narrow with the advent of the nationalistic policies that began in the 1930s.
676
  
The immediacy of this global event generated almost instantaneous reactions from the 
social class that, I argue, saw themselves as ―wizards of progress. ―677  Precisely in this period, 
newspapers ceased to be the only means of rapid mass communication.  The radio initiated an 
era in communication that served to condense time and distance as Mexicans received news of 
far away events broadcast into their homes and traditional social centers.  Mexican broadcast 
companies were exuberant over their successful appropriation of this new technology and 
congratulated themselves on the ability to better and more rapidly inform and entertain the 
masses in even the distant pueblos of Mexico.  Receiving news of the outside world was 
advertised as a masculine pursuit that took place in hyper-masculine spaces like cantinas.  The 
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Firpo-Dempsey bout was communicated to the Mexican audience as an important moment in 
history, a crisis, with substantial quantities of racial pride riding on the outcome. 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 11: Jack Dempsey, publicity shot for Radio Cigarettes, Mexico City, circa 1925.  Courtesy of the Archivo General de la 
Nación, Fondo Enrique Díaz. 
Figure 10:  El Demócrata, 23 August 1923. 
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As Friedman has argued, in the presence of any crisis, real or perceived, the tools 
engaged to understand and manage a given circumstance are dependent on the ideas that are 
―laying around.‖678  This case study examines the ideas that were ―laying around‖ in the public 
sphere in Mexico after the tumultuous events of the Revolution.  I argue that international 
sporting events were and are fabricated crises that create myths around archetypal characters that 
become cultural shorthand for salient social anxieties.  Unlike most histories of this era, the 
Revolutionary state is de-centered from its usually dominant role as cultural mediator.  The 
transnational events that elicited such wide-ranging commentary, in this case, were neither a 
product of the eagle or the virgin: the state or traditional Mexican culture.  The engagement of 
worldwide phenomenon of sport is a little recognized means to examine the dissemination of 
cosmopolitan relationships that increasingly formed the daily lives of Mexicans in this era. 
 
José Juan Tablada: A Decades Long Engagement with the Virile Sport 
The day after the Firpo-Dempsey bout, José Juan Tablada, the cosmopolitan modernist 
poet, wrote his philosophical impressions of the global event as a foreign correspondent in New 
York.  Tablada, as shown in Chapter One, gained notoriety toward the end of the Porfiriato as a 
cultural commentator, poet, and representative of Mexican cultural attainment abroad.
679
  In the 
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early twentieth century, his fascination with modern physical culture had led to an engagement 
with the transnational world of modern sport and he had boxed and served as a trainer for several 
disreputable Mexico City bouts.  As a young writer he had challenged official prohibitions of 
prizefighting and emergent physical culture, arguing in favor of their introduction and 
dissemination among the juventud dorada as a bettering factor for the nation as a whole.  
Tablada‘s career had spanned the era in which increasingly rapid international communication 
had transformed the dissemination and consumption of knowledge of the outside world and he 
was uncomfortable with the notoriety and wealth attained by popular heroes like Jack Dempsey 
who he viewed as unintelligent and undeserving. 
Tablada, writing from New York for the Mexico City newspaper Excelsior, relayed to 
Mexican readers his disdain for what he saw as the brutalizing commercial exploitation of the 
blood-thirsty masses.
680
  Observing the emergence of mass culture in New York, he feared the 
spread of such spectacles to Mexico.  He used Firpo‘s loss as an opportunity to engage the low-
high culture divide and to chastise American and Latin American society in general and those in 
particular who succumbed to the temptation to see racial superiority as a driving force in such 
instances of low culture.  He summed up his reaction to the bout in the title of his editorial 
―Dempsey, the most brutal man in the world.‖681  Though in Tablada‘s mind, Dempsey and the 
boxing promoter Tex Rickard shared guilt for the cultural debasement, it was the ignorant and 
brutal masses, willing to spend their scarce incomes on such barbarous displays of brute force, 
which should most be viewed with the greatest suspicion. 
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Fundamental to this attitude was an appraisal of modern commercialized sport as an 
unskilled and ―troglodyte‖ pursuit that was a blemish on an otherwise praiseworthy American 
culture.  Though he argued that the terms of racial superiority used to advertise the bout were a 
trap used to ensnare thoughtless observers, he succumbed to the this very temptation to describe 
why Americans were adept at the practice; ―It is because boxing is a sport that is absolutely 
Saxon, suitable for the qualities of the cold, prudent and calculating race.‖682  American society, 
he argued, contained a number of qualities that were worthy of imitation;  but ―Neither have the 
triumphs of Dempsey made me admire this nation that I do admire and envy for the libraries, the 
museums, certain civic and social virtues and some of its poets who were much less popular than 
Dempsey…‖683  The low culture of boxing was clearly a hereditary vice of the Saxon races that 
should be criticized by discerning observers. 
Tablada, in keeping with his cosmopolitan orientation, compared boxing to other similar 
pursuits he had witnessed in the course of his extensive travels and residence abroad.  Coming of 
age toward the end of the Porfiriato, Tablada had imbibed the positivist impulses of the Mexican 
elite and had occupied minor positions in the Porfirian and Huerta governments.
684
  Tablada 
chose the loosing side in the Mexican Revolution, backing Huerta as ―warrior of the ages,‖ and 
was forced into exile in New York.
685
   Always looking outward to define and critique Mexican 
order and progress, his writing represents an intellectual‘s attempt to reconcile Mexico with the 
outside world.  For Tablada, ―Intelligence‖ was the key issue when critiquing any human 
activity, including modern sport, which he found dangerously close to the brutality of the Roman 
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Circus.  His comparisons were explicit: ―There is not in this sport any intelligence as there is in 
Latin fencing or in Japanese jiu-jitsu.‖686 The preferences of the masses for spectacles like 
boxing, he argued, was an impediment to positive cultural change and he lamented the 
representation of this match as a ―cosmic catastrophe‖ similar in scale to the recent earthquakes 
in Japan.
687
  ―I detest the troglodytic and gregarious spirit because of which the cultural spirit, the 
true, the artistic and free, fights desperately to improve and be recognized as a social end, and in 
contrast, the uncivilized and stolid pugilist is acclaimed and idolized to fanaticism, 
ignominiously.‖  As an avid consumer of popular media, Tablada was exposed to voluminous 
dissemination of pugilistic journalism that was the most written about and discussed form of 
modern sport coverage in the 1920s press.
688
  The celebration of the brutal in place of the 
elevated was noxious for human progress. 
Tablada exempted himself from the unruly New York masses that he compared to those 
―degenerates‖  villamelones) who went to Mexican bullfights hoping only to witness a goring.  
Though he had attended the Firpo-Dempsey match, he did so only out of professional ―duty‖ and 
journalistic curiosity.  In order to rescue his bona fides as a discerning intellectual he explained 
that only hours before the bout he had attended a local ―cultural center‖ where he had conversed 
with Ruth St. Denis, the ―cinemagraphic artist.‖689  He contrasts this calm intellectual 
engagement with the tumult he experienced hours later.  It was only in venues like Orientalia 
where worthwhile engagement with high culture was possible.  His commentary on the 
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divergence of American and Latin American culture was more nuanced than most of the 
voluminous commentary being written and consumed in Mexico City.  Tablada was a long time 
cultural critic and was clearly uncomfortable with the emergence of mass forms of culture and 
what he saw as the detrimental effects it had within modern urban society.  At stake in an act as 
seemingly insignificant as a boxing match were the philosophical struggles of humans as 
intellectual beings.  As an admirer of American high culture, he positioned himself as a mediator 
of ideas to choose those aspects of American society that were worthy of emulation and 
adoption.  Despite this forceful rejection of the very basis of this mass cultural spectacle, Tablada 
simultaneously argued that the bout was fundamentally unjust given Firpo‘s inexperience and 
lack of knowledge.  Americans like Tex Rickard had taken advantage of the unsuspecting 
Argentine and Firpo‘s pitiful showing he likened to ―taking candy from a baby,‖ and ―robbing a 
drunk.‖ 
José Juan Tablada reacted to the unprecedented amount of international attention 
dedicated to the match in the days leading up to the September 14
th
 event.  Mexican journalists 
resident in New York and those in Mexico City gleaned even the most seemingly insignificant 
details of the boxers‘ preparation for the match.  Both boxers held their camps outside of New 
York and in full view of the public.  Daily dispatches from the Associated Press greeted Mexican 
consumers of transnational information.  The fever pitch of journalistic coverage and interest in 
the event was mirrored in Mexico City by a demonstrable increase in pugilistic events and 
massive attendance of interracial boxing matches where black and white Americans were pitted 
against local boxers.  Writing for Excelsior one journalist commented:  
It is undeniable that the fashionable sport is boxing and more undeniable that it is 
developing each day more and more and that the adepts in Mexico are uncountable.  
Proof that pugilism has been naturalized among us is that there is not a Saturday and 
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Sunday in which all the tents in the city and the diverse neighborhood theaters have fights 
with their preliminaries, their special events and their semifinals.
690
   
The international impact of the Dempsey-Firpo bout was mirrored by the increase in 
pugilistic shows taking place in Mexico City.  African American boxers Tiger Flowers, Cyclone 
Turner, and Battling Norfolk among others fought weekly in El Toreo in front of enthusiastic 
crowds.
691
  They were joined by veteran journeymen fighters like ―Fireman‖ Jim Flynn and the 
Canadian Rough House Burns.  These men, the Mexico City press assured its readers, were 
legitimate ―artists‖ because they had proven themselves in the ring in the United States and 
because the American press found them to be praiseworthy.  Mexican journalist regularly cited 
the American press to legitimize their claims.  Looking to the United States for support and 
legitimacy in matters concerning modern sport continued a pattern that Mexican boxers like 
Patricio Martínez Arredondo had initiated by traveling to the north to prove and improve 
themselves as practitioners of the manly art. 
Tablada‘s negative opinion of the popular culture prizefighting was disputed by other 
Mexican cultural critics who touted local engagement with pugilism as proof of Mexican 
potential for progress.  Don Gaspar, the sportswriter for the El Demócrata, argued that the 
―stable‖ of American boxers brought to Mexico by the Mexican-American impresario Julio 
Montes had much to teach Mexican youth.
692
  Not only did the nature of the sport suit Mexican 
temperament, it had already taken root as a wildly popular practice:  
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……boxing has preeminence among all sports: at least it is one of the most liked and 
attended practices [in Mexico City].  And this is natural, our people is made for 
spectacles and diversions of this nature.  Boxing, like bullfighting, will always live in 
Mexico.  Now, we say, beginning next Sunday, boxing will enter into a new epoch, its 
modern development, in a period of plain progress of yanqui pugilism, which is what is 
practiced in Mexico.  And it is just to say, these movements toward advance, or better 
said this dawn, is due to the pugilists who just arrived and from whom Mexcian boys will 
learn a lot, [there are] those who are already have clotted [i.e. have experience as fighters]  
and that are beautiful hopes that sport will gain the prestige that other [Mexican] sports 
once had, that are now aged and unremarkable (anodino).‖693 
 
Don Gaspar extended his analysis of the benefits of sport, and boxing especially, to basic 
problems in urban Mexican society.  In imitation of the United States, where Gaspar argued that 
pugilistic training was a fundamental component of the educational process, Mexicans should 
learn and disseminate the knowledge of how to defend themselves through mastery of the 
“beautiful and virile sport.‖  In an imagined Mexican future, the widespread adoption of the 
―chivalrous‖ culture of pugilism would create a less violent and increasingly stable urban 
society.  ―Ruffians,‖ and ―louts,‖ who were a drain on the social body would be elevated by the 
discipline required to practice such a noble pursuit.  Disciplining the bodies of these men would 
also give them a licit way to make a living and in the process would reduce the use of pistols and 
knives to settle disputes.  The cumulative effect of this cultural shift would depopulate prisons 
and hospitals, saving government expenditures and giving the lower classes a ―way to live 
honorably.‖  In Gaspar‘s idealized future, Mexico would join in the community of advanced 
nations to produce ―pugilistic seeds.‖694 
Looking for foreign solutions to solve domestic problems, writers like Don Gaspar 
argued in favor of hybrid cultural and eugenic approaches to modernize the nation.  The embrace 
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of pugilism as a modern science would lead to an improved, disciplined, and competitive social 
body that would no longer be a threat to public order.  It would make the lower classes useful 
and self-sufficient while ameliorating those factors, laziness and lack of useful skills, that 
supposedly made them dangerous.  This panacea engaged one of the most salient public debates 
in this period, as historian Pablo Picatto demonstrates, concerning the real and perceived 
prevalence of crime in Mexico City.
695
  Picatto argues that Mexican elites imagined a lurid 
underworld of violent crime that served to undermine the long term civilizing process of both the 
Porfirian and Revolutionary governments and to characterize the Mexican underclass as 
hopelessly backwards and biologically predisposed to delinquency.  Newspapers and popular 
broadsheets like those containing illustrations produced by José Guadalupe Posada were the 
primary means of dissemination for the sensationalized narratives of violence and intrigue in the 
margins of Mexico City society.
696
  Though these ominous reports occupied highly visible spaces 
in public discourse, they shared room with self-help pieces that purported to relay positive 
messages to readers.  The appropriation of foreign cultural elements, like those embodied in the 
self-discipline inherent in modern sport in general and boxing in particular, would serve the 
patriotic ends of socially concerned Mexicans.  The creation of ―diminutive Firpos and 
Dempseys,‖ would aid Mexico to obtain the qualities of a modern nation. 
As Mauricio Tenorio-Trillo has argued, the intellectual foundations of public sphere 
debates like the one above were embedded in a world view that transcend traditional 
periodizations of Mexican history into general pre and post Revolutionary watershed.  In his 
examination of the rhetoric of José Vasconcelos, Tenorio shows that many of the ideas credited 
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to the ―Mexican Ulysses‖ were little changed from mainstream Porfirian intellectual conceptions 
of race and nation.  Don Gaspar‘s creative imagining of a Mexican future mediated and molded 
by influences imported from abroad mirrored the modernizing project of pre-Revolutionary 
científicos who built railroads, courted foreign investment, and sought to regulate even the 
traditional clothing and drinking habits of Mexican peasants.
697
  These changes in the form and 
content of the Mexican nation were, elite Porfirians hoped, to be complemented by cultural shifts 
and appropriations that brought in line with modern nations like France, England, and the United 
States.   This process of cultural sampling under the Porfiriato had been oriented toward the 
attainments of high French culture, but by the 1920s the advent of the mass media of cinema and 
radio had saturated Mexico City with American cultural symbols.
698
   
This encouragement of emulation was mirrored in Mexican advertising.  Sport as a 
cultural practice to be imitated and appropriated furnished masculine role models who had, these 
advertisements showed, successfully countered to enervating effects of modern urban life.  The 
male body was often shown in athletic poses, running races, or boxing to illustrate the preferable 
forms of vigorous modern masculinity. Shirtless boxers furnished some of the only semi-nude 
images of the male body for public consumption and admiration.   Jack Dempsey, much to the 
chagrin of José Juan Tablada, spoke directly to Mexican men via advertisements for products 
that were touted to increase virility and prepare the male body for the daily competition and 
uncertainties of modern life.  In the early 1920s, for example, a product called Hierro Nuxado, 
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advertised to men all over Latin America, Mexico included, in the form of a sketched rendering 
of Dempsey in boxing stance and admonishing men to cultivate their virility with the utmost 
care.  The enfeebling culprit that Hierro Nuxado identified was iron deficiency: ―lack of iron in 
the blood makes a man a physical and mental nonentity, but it leaches his virile force, mental 
vivacity, and will power etc, possessions of incalculable importance in all spheres of life.‖   To 
show the positive effects of Hierro Nuxado, Dempsey explained how he had taken it before his 
most difficult bouts, citing the names of his opponents without explaining who they were and in 
the process drawing on the extant reservoir of Mexican knowledge about the outside world and 
transnational popular culture.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Half-page images of Jack Dempsey and Luis Ángel Firpo stared out at the readers with 
confident smiles under such headlines as ―The Cultivation of Muscle.‖699   Within civil society, 
middle and lower class Mexicans emulated these masculine symbols as proof of their cultural 
attainment. The Sociedad de Chauffeurs (Taxi Drivers Society), for example, held public boxing 
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matches among its members in the rooms above the Teatro Ideal in the center of Mexico City. 
The taxi drivers were touted in the media for their advances in attaining knowledge of the virile 
sport. Their mastery of these skills, cultural commentators argued, increased their masculinity 
and proved their cosmopolitan outlook on life and self-improvement.
700
  They held charity 
matches to benefit earthquake victims a world away in Japan, entertaining the public while 
raising money for the victims of a natural disaster.  They attended boxing matches between 
globetrotting African-American prizefighters like Battling Duce, Cyclone Turner, Battling 
Norfolk and young Mexican boxers like Carlos Pavón, Miguel ―Mike‖ Febles, ―Jimmie‖ 
Drieguez, and the Mazatlan-born son of Scottish immigrants Tommy White.
701
  Many of these 
fighters, African-Americans in particular, found greater possibilities for self-advancement in 
their professions in Latin America where interracial matches did not stir such public controversy 
as in the United States.
702
  These and other events created transnational sites where Mexicans and 
Americans competed and cultivated skills that constituted engagement with cultural novelty and 
formed transnational rivalries.  These events were constantly described in terms of a transfer of 
knowledge. 
This public sphere engagement with modern sport was communicated in terms of 
positivistic and cosmopolitan world views.  Mexican cultural mediators looked not only to the 
United States, but to other Latin American nations like Cuba and Argentina to find examples of 
the beneficial role of physical culture for the social body.  In Cuba, for example, Representative 
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Ramón Zaydin introduced legislation that would funnel state revenue into the construction of 
sporting facilities and make matricula deportiva a mandatory part of the educational process.  El 
Demócrata reprinted Zaydin‘s proposal in full, including its forceful and nationalistic language 
that placed responsibility for the cultivation of ―vigorous youths,‖ in the hands of the state as, he 
argued, was the case in the United States.
703
  The use of these transnational lenses to gauge 
Mexican progress in virilizing the national body increased around events like Firpo-Dempsey. 
El Universal recreated the lead up to the bout in New York City.  As usual, boxing was 
associated with a criminal underworld that sought to benefit through the public‘s willingness to 
part with hard earned income to witness the spectacle.  A police raid had broken up a 
counterfeiting ring that was in possession of over $60,000 worth of bogus fight tickets that 
closely resembled those legitimately printed for the more expensive seats at the Polo Grounds.  
In Mexico City, one commentator wrote, little else was spoken of in public places and the 
Mexican allegiance to Luis Ángel Firpo had not been changed even in after the printing of 
voluminous commentary by American and Mexican connoisseurs that Firpo had little chance of 
victory against the American champion.
704
  
Boxing was juxtaposed with extant forms of entertainment in Mexico that offered a 
means to understand the theatrical yet utilitarian staging of violence.  One anonymous 
commentator cited the public‘s ignorance of the customs associated with pugilistic events to 
account for the problems arising from disorder during matches at El Toreo. 
705
 The fundamental 
debate concerned the preferable nature of boxing to bullfighting viewed through the didactic lens 
of how new knowledge could enhance the individual‘s ability to function in uncertain modern 
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times.  The terms of debate were, once again, Mexican customs, and the writer posed a rhetorical 
question to his readers:  ― Can one believe that a people with our traditions is impassioned  by 
and maintains enthusiasm for such a cruel and trivial  spectacle?‖  Those who preferred 
bullfighting argued that there was less cruelty than in the ―beautiful and bloody‖ art and that 
boxing was even more ―inflaming and savage‖ than the ancient tradition of man versus bull.  
Boxing fans, the ostensibly neutral journalist relayed, argued that knowing how to defend oneself 
against other humans represented practical  and therefore superior knowledge: ―that there is 
manly necessity and gallantry in knowing how to give violence and avoid with dexterity the 
punch that could come from around any corner or from any discussion.‖706  A modern urban 
Mexican, these  partidarios insisted, was a more complete man if he knew how to defend himself 
against those anonymous attackers that populated the city.  These opposing sides found a focal 
point in the bullring in the days leading up the Dempsey-Firpo bout. 
On September 9
th, 1923, the boxing season was inaugurated in Mexico City with a ―star 
bout‖ between two African-Americans, Cyclone Turner and Battling Norfolk, with an undercard 
of lighter (weight class) Mexicans and Americans.
707
  The journalist covering the event for El 
Demócrata  explained the ―scandal‖ caused by angry fans overrunning the ring by citing their 
impassioned ignorance of the intricacies of prizefighting.  In the sixth round of the Turner-
Norfolk bout, the crowd threatened to overrun the ring because they thought that they two 
heavyweights were sand-bagging, not fighting hard enough to give the crowd their money‘s 
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worth.  The ringside police had to intervene and convinced the boxers to continue fighting.  After 
a few more moments, the police themselves mounted the ring to take the boxers to jail for 
defrauding the public.  The boxing fans in El Toreo had changed their minds about the efforts of 
the boxers and prevented the police from arresting them.  Turner was unable to continue due to 
injuries sustained when he tried to pick up the pace and ferocity of the bout to satiate the 
threatening crowd.  After the bout, Turner was taken to the Cruz Verde Hospital where doctors 
Osorio and Sola pronounced him to be too injured to have continued the bout.  The reporter 
suggested that the public take this ―legal faith‖ endorsed by the Ayuntamiento, that the fight had 
not been a ―fake.‖708 
Local boxing shows, composed of Mexicans and journeymen American fighters 
competed for public attention with the preparations for the New York bout.  Alejandro Aguilar 
Reyes published biometric data for Firpo and Dempsey, using the greater size of the former to 
hope and predict that he might have a chance against the American.  El Universal declared that 
there had never before been such excitement in Mexico as that generated by the upcoming bout.  
The betting was in favor of Firpo, even though the científicos argued that the Argentine has little 
chance against the superior knowledge of Dempsey.
709
 
Public engagement with the bout was mirrored by diplomatic recognition of Firpo‘s 
embodiment of Hispanic advances in sport.  Consular agents and representatives of the ―21 
Spanish speaking nations,‖ held a banquet in Firpo‘s honor at the Unión Benéfica Española in 
New York.   The boxer was presented with a gold medal and a pair of gilded boxing gloves that 
were purchased with funds collected from the Latin community in New York.
710
  John Barrey, 
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the former director of the Pan American Union, called upon the American public to treat Firpo 
with dignity and fairness in the name of good hemispheric relations.  He feared that New 
Yorkers and the myriad other Americans who had traveled to witness the bout in the Polo 
Grounds would let their love of Dempsey get the better of their good manners and hospitality for 
the representative of the ―sister‖ Republic to the south.711 
Don Gaspar, writing for El Demócrata the day of the bout, distilled what he viewed as 
the most salient aspirations that Mexicans and other Latin Americans placed on the performance 
of the Argentine pugilist.  The world‘s attention was focused on the Polo Grounds for the 
performance of the ―two opposing races.‖712  A South American, as Gaspar explained, went ―to 
the New York stage to demonstrate the potency of the race.‖713  In perhaps hyperbolic prose, the 
columnist explain that from the banks of the Rio Bravo to the wilds of Patagonia, Firpo would 
enter the ring with ―the infinite hopes that all Latin Americans have placed on him.‖  The events 
in New York both united and helped to define Latin American identity.  Firpo respresented 
Mexico, as he did ―all the nations that by ideological communion, by religious identity, and 
through linguistic equality are the same.‖  Mexicans, Gaspar argued, lived the moment in 
solidarity with Argentines and all speakers of the Spanish language as one of their own was 
―exalted‖ to throne of athletic excellence.  There mere status of Firpo as a challenger had struck a 
blow to American snobbery in the field of physical culture.  The outcome of the bout was 
immaterial; the fact that Firpo stood first among challengers was indicative of the regeneration of 
the entire race and the creation of formidable men.  The inhabitants of the ―Indo-American‖ 
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continent were now capable of furnishing ―enemies‖ where once only Europeans and Americans 
held dominance.  
This hyberbolic rhetoric was indicative of a cultural climate in which Latin Americans 
sought a means of competing with ―superior‖ cultures by engaging them on their own terms.  
Like Vasconcelos, public sphere intellectuals like Don Gaspar and Aguilar Reyes appropriated 
the language and symbolism of prizefighting to reject American dominance in what had, by this 
point, become a universal proving ground for national achievement.  Masculine, modern, and 
transnational, sport was adopted by Mexicans to reject that rhetoric that had, for so long, placed 
Latin Americans among inferior races.  By the end of the decade, as illustrated in the 
introduction to this chapter, Mexicans seldom debated the status of boxing as symbolic 
embodiement of Mexican popular culture.  Contributing to and perhaps shaping this nationalist 
appropriation, mass media and popular culture in the form of cinema, pamphlets and popular 
histories enshrined Mexican boxers as paradigmatic of Mexicanidad. 
 
Finding “Heroes” in the Slums: Making Memories of Urban Mexico in the 1930s and 
1940s. 
The 1930s and 1940s were a particularly prolific era for the production and dissemination 
of mass culture via the cinema, radio, and the popular press in Mexico.  This period has been so 
often cited as the ―Golden Age,‖ of Mexican mass culture that this designation is now virtually 
unchallenged.
714
 Cultural icons from the marginal neighborhoods of the capital became national 
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and international celebrities through mass media coverage and the literary and cinematic 
dramatization of their paths to fame.  This examination of popular culture via the problematic 
culture of boxing yields a previously understudied vantage point for issues of class antagonism, 
Mexican-American relations, and changing gender norms in rapidly modernizing Mexico City.   
By the 1920s, pugilism had moved from the aristocratic and middle-class social clubs 
examined in Chapter One.  As Stephen Niblo argues in his influential study on Mexico in the 
1940s, boxing and wrestling had become ―genuinely popular sports.‖715  Spectatorship of boxing 
was no longer relegated to the elite as it had been during the Porfiriato.  In those exclusive 
spaces, American and French expats along with elite Mexicans watched and reacted to the 
cultural novelty embodied by the first generation of cross-class Mexican boxers who engaged 
journeymen black and white Americans and other foreigners in social clubs, theaters, and 
bullrings.  Modern professional sport, and boxing in particular, created rifts within the elite 
classes between those who eagerly assimilated cultural imports and those who saw in such 
physicality and popular culture a threat to traditional Mexican values and elite control of social 
behaviors. By the mid 1920s, boxing had become an emblem of mexicanidad.  Before Paco 
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Sotelo‘s death in 1936, Mexican boxing fans, sounding their gritos de ranchero, regularly 
packed spaces like ―El Toreo‖ with over 30,000 fanáticos.716     
 Boxing was also a point of convergence between Mexican popular and elite cultures.  
Though boxing shows were one of the most attended public spectacles of the era and the 
popularly celebrated athletes were predominantly from the working class, elite Mexicans through 
their business interests and preferences in personal entertainment continued to play a role within 
the sport.
717
  As shown in the introductory vignette, the funeral of the young boxer Paco Sotelo 
illustrates the cross-class participation and engagement with boxing: a wealthy General (―hero‖ 
of the Mexican Revolution) and a doctor from one of the most aristocratic families in Mexico 
(Bolaños Cacho), joined with the masses in the boxer‘s funeral march, helping to pay expenses 
for the elaborate service.  This examination of popular culture and mass media traces an 
important moment in the creation of modern Mexican identity through the popularization of 
collective Mexican memory of the recent past. In these clear instances of heroic posturing, the 
consumer of mass culture glimpses social conflict and insecurity as well as the dogged optimism 
of working-class Mexicans.  Many of these documents are didactic manuals on how act like men 
in the modern Mexican city.  
Raúl Talán, the author of En el 3er Round and Y…Fu ron  dolos (And…They Were 
Idols!) was a transnational proponent of Mexican popular culture.  He first gained public 
attention as a local boxer in Mexico City in the mid-1920s and was one of four representatives of 
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Mexico as an amateur pugilist, along with Alfredo Gaona, in the 1928 Amsterdam Olympics.
718
  
Though he never enjoyed great success as a boxer, he earned enough money in professional 
bouts to travel throughout Mexico, the United States, and even as far away as Japan.
719
 He boxed 
professionally until the mid-1930s when he took up acting and appeared in several movies, the 
most well-known was the suggestively titled Todo un Hombre (A Man in Full) by the Cuban-
born director of Mexican films, Ramón Peón.
720
  
En el 3er Round, along with Raúl Talán‘s later book Y fueron idolos! is part popular 
memoir, part plea to collective memory. The firsthand accounts of the culture of boxing and 
boxers serve several connected purposes.  In his first book, Talán travels the breadth of Mexico 
City to locate individuals whose careers he witnessed from the 1920s to the late 1940s as a boxer 
and later as a sports journalist for the revista Mañana.  He portrays the veteran boxers inhabiting 
the entire range of social classes, from destitute drunks to successful businessmen, and 
comments extensively on the minutiae of their family lives, their memories and aspirations, and 
situates them firmly as heroes of popular culture and mexicanidad. As Talán describes them, 
these men fill the role of masculine exemplars, not just the stereotyped Mexican boxers as hyper-
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aggressive alcoholic womanizers and dandies, but as dedicated fathers and husbands, and 
inhabitants of the complex urban milieu of modern Mexico City.
721
 
Talán‘s memoirs were produced and consumed within the context of what Armando 
Bartra has termed ―the first tumultuous moments of mass literacy in post-Revolutionary 
Mexico.‖722  The increased number of literate Mexicans (and massive population growth in 
general) in the 1930s and 1940s created conditions for an explosion of accessible reading 
material in the form of popular novels, comic books, movies and historietas.  The efforts of post-
Revolutionary educational programs of the Mexican government in both rural and urban areas 
were not limited to reading and writing, but sought to create cultural consumers, who through  
newspapers, revistas, radio, murals, and film were presented with the dramatization of Mexican 
popular memory.
723
  
Though Bartra surveys a broad array of these popular cultural products produced by the  
Mexicans of the 1930s and 40s, he poses sport as an embedded and established facet of Mexican 
culture.  During his overview of these mass productions he identifies Mexican affinity for 
athletic contests as ―the Mexican‘s proverbial affection for the vicarious enjoyment of sports.‖724  
His explanation is a universalizing attempt to pose sport as ―Manichean‖ entertainment whose 
valence is tied to the very fact that it is simple and dualistic.  He continues:  
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If literary serials, comics, movies and radio dramas capture their readers, spectators and 
listeners through conflict and dramatic tension, commercial sports also resort to suspense, 
except that the drama unfolding before our eyes is not a representation but an actual 
confrontation.  Sporting events, therefore, resemble the narrative genres found in popular 
culture.  And the sports spectacle—collective catharsis and the rite (or cry) of national 
identity—provides invaluable material for other media.725 
 
It is no stretch to add that sport, manifested both in live performance and mediated  
further into popular culture through radio, literature, and film constitutes one of the best, yet 
understudied, vantage points from which to examine the dramatization of Mexican parables that 
relayed the everyday struggles toward modernity.  What is lacking in most accounts that take 
Mexicans‘ ―proverbial affection,‖ for sport as such, is an explanation of the conditions in which 
sport became a cultural mainstay. 
One possible explanation is the enormous reach of popular novels and historietas like the 
García Valseca media conglomerate, which began as a producer of pocket comic books known 
as pepines, and later expanded into one of the largest publishing interests in the world.  Some of 
their most popular productions were representations of ―fields, mats, and rings, populated by 
countless heroes.‖726  Sport and the ―modern‖ culture that surrounded it was a popular means 
through which to show the daily struggle of working class Mexicans confronted with an often 
hostile environment in which to seek out a better life.
727
  The use of sport as parable presupposed 
a familiarity with the language, spaces, rules, and types that such narratives drew upon to 
entertain and inform.  
In one example, the character ―Luis,‖ in the comic book series El Viejo Nido (The Old 
Nest), becomes a boxer as a means to make money and court a local girl, Consuelo.  He is 
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constantly surrounded by signifiers of modernity in the boxing ring:  bright lights and the wires 
associated with radio transmissions that contrast with the poverty of his home life in a small 
village.  Luis is the hero of the series; without the advantages of formal education or a wealthy 
family, he rises through natural talent to obtain middle-class status.  He eventually travels to the 
United States where he wins a championship bout, enabling him to buy back his family home, 
the ―old nest,‖ which had been foreclosed on by a villainous banker.  Luis is able to compete 
successfully amid the problems of modern life through his traits of determination and skill 
funneled into professional sport.  As Rubenstein argues, ― ‗El Viejo Nido‘ was as close to typical 
as any of the hundreds of serialized narratives published in the daily comic books between 1934 
and 1950…it reached out for an audience across age, class and sex.‖728  Talán‘s memoirs expand 
on the themes portrayed in this popular series. 
 Raúl Talán‘s popular histories of Mexican boxing are an example of what Bartra deemed 
―other media.‖  Though extensively illustrated with stylized pictures of boxers and written in 
accessible and dramatic prose, they fit uneasily into the genre of comic books and pepines.   
They are hybrid documents directed at a middle and working-class urban audience to inform 
them of the degraded status of many of the individuals who entertained them in the previous 
decades when boxing became symbolic of Mexican national identity.  Talán places these men 
and their accomplishments in the realm of popular memory, often starting a description with ―as 
you will all remember..‖  Such invocations refer to dramatic moments when a Mexican boxer 
confronts a foreigner in the ring or wins against seemingly insurmountable odds.  These are 
generally triumphant moments when nostalgia for a bygone era serves as a cohesive element for 
the readers.  This appeal to collective memory is repeatedly followed by admonitions and soft 
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recriminations:  it is now a national responsibility, Talán implies, to take care of these men 
whose past exploits provide nostalgia and a point of cohesion for memory.   
These appeals to collective identity and social cohesion, as Jesus Martín Barbero argues, 
occur when popular memory is appropriated and portrayed by mass culture.
729
  It is an element, 
to borrow Louis Pérez, Jr.‘s phrase, of the slow and continuous process of ―becoming‖ Mexican 
through the repetition of commonly understood symbols.
730
 Martín Barbero argues that these 
types of mass cultural productions are ―the development of certain potentialities already within 
the popular itself.‖ 731 They are not impositions, nefarious or otherwise, of a cultural industry 
detached from consumers. 
In his interview with Fidel Ortiz, a boxer who represented Mexico in four Olympic 
games, Talán explains: ―Not only in war have we had heroes, also in other civilian fields and 
occasions have heroes given great prestige to the patria; one of them is Fidel Ortiz who boxed 
with no other interest than winning cups, medals, and prestige for our country.‖732  Boxers are 
also portrayed as foundational Mexican figures in the transnational drama of dynamic Mexican 
underclass culture versus the encroachment of the United States.  Boxing is a means to express 
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virility and skill appropriated by Mexican men in competition with other Mexicans and 
especially with representative of other countries. 
Throughout the book, Talán encourages readers to support the several veteran athletes 
through direct handouts or by patronizing their small businesses (of which he publishes their 
street addresses).  These mostly lower class men were the protagonists in what Talán often calls 
―the Golden Age of Mexican Boxing,‖ and it pains him to see what has become of most of them.  
Talán‘s interviewees who have achieved middle-class status, conversely, are defined by what 
they are able to consume, not by the morbid details of their decline.  In the late 1930s and 
throughout the 1940s, Mexicans experienced a rapid increase in consumer culture that paralleled 
the growth of Mexico City and the advent of modern industrial capitalism.
733
  The author‘s 
travels in the capital create a map of class in 1940s Mexico City.  As he visits the several men 
and women in their homes, the reader is given a critical description of each neighborhood in 
addition to the condition of the homes, the quality  in terms of ―modern‖ or ―American‖) of the 
furnishings, and the degrees of filial piety in evidence.  Talán lauds both the respect given to 
these men by their children and the sacrifices the prizefighters made to support their own elderly 
parents. 
En el 3er Round also engages Mexican critiques of American culture and racial prejudice 
as the readers accompany these popular heroes on reluctant journeys into the United States, as 
travel  and success in el norte become both a badge of honor and an affirmation of traditional 
Mexican values among Talán‘s informants.  This confrontation with foreigners in general, but 
American culture in particular, will form a substantial part of the examination of boxers in film 
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later in this chapter.  For now, Talán‘s first-hand account of events and the words of his 
informants create a popular interpretation of Mexico City, boxing, and Mexican identity.   
Patricio Martínez Arredondo was the ―first boxing idol of Mexico,‖ and began his boxing 
career in 1911 at the end of the Porfiriato.  When he was interviewed in the late 1940s he ran a 
one-man watch repair shop on Calle Honduras, north of the zócalo.  His father had been a watch 
repairman and Martínez Arredondo had started in that business before he took up prizefighting.  
Hearing of money to be made in volunteering to fight in preliminary bouts, he joined a group of  
―bootblacks and paper boys,‖ who congregated outside of the aristocratic Academia 
Metropolitana whenever a bout was announced, hoping to be chosen by the Academia‘s 
impresario.  After his first few bouts be came under the tutelage of the Mexican ―boxing 
professor,‖ Salvador Esperón, who taught pugilism and physical culture to the Mexican upper 
class.
734
 
Martínez Arredondo emerges as a lower class Mexican fighter of natural ability which 
when paired with the training he received from the ―boxing professor,‖ earned him enough 
money in the ring, ―up to 1,000 pesos per fight,‖ to temporarily enjoy the lifestyle of upper class 
men.  In addition to his prowess in the ring  he ―never backed down to anyone,‖) he proved his 
virility by citing escapades with expensive prostitutes.  In those days, he recalls, there was no 
lack of women in his life, especially those who would take him for rides in the ―carretelas de 
bandera azul.‖  These carriages, which disappeared with the advent of automobiles in Mexico 
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City, were remembered by the Mexican poet Lopez Velarde as being occupied by ―cortesanas‖ 
(luxury prostitutes) and charged the high rate of 1.50 pesos per hour.
735
  He recalls one prostitute 
from Merida who promised to marry him and then made off with another man. 
His career took him to distant Mexican states like Yucatán where his Chinese corner man 
taught him the ―American‖ trick of bandaging his hands with hard tape in order to defeat a 
―glingo‖ [sic] opponent who had triumphed over him on two previous occasions through that 
method of cheating.
736
  He sarcastically recalls that he knocked an opponent, Mike Febles, out of 
the ring but that Jack Dempsey, the American heavyweight champion the 1920s, got all the 
credit for that move because Martínez Arredondo was only a ―little champion of Mexico.‖   
Martínez Arredondo was a seminal figure in the popularization of prizefighting in 
Mexico.  He was one of the first boxers of the working class who successfully challenge foreign 
boxers in Mexico like the Afro-Dutch Jim Smith, who had made a successful living by defeating 
all Mexican comers and training locals.
737
  A 1919 article on Arredondo appeared in El Heraldo 
de Mexico.  It pictured a muscular athlete in boxing stance.  The young boxer, writes the 
reporter, challenged the negro Jim Smith, who despite being a foreigner, was then Champion of 
Mexico.
738
  Mexicans should be proud of him, the writer implies, because he is an ―able, 
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studious, and dedicated‖ boxer.739  In 1919, journalists still referred to boxing as the ―saxon 
sport,‖ which Mexicans were slowly starting to master.  Evidence of this was the previous match 
between Arredondo and Smith, in which the Mexican  ―our countryman‖) demonstrated his 
―bravery and knowledge,‖ by taking the offensive during twenty rounds of boxing.  The writer 
extols the skill, talent, and ability of the Mexican boxer that is evident precisely because he is the 
first to be able to go the distance with the foreigner and not be completely destroyed by the 
effort.
740
 
One Mexican social commentator identified the young boxer as a standard bearer for 
Mexican youth.  Despite his general disgust with professional boxing as little more than glorified 
street fighting, the critic Rodolfo Álvarez dedicated an article in the weekly magazine Arte y 
Sport to the championship bout between Mike Febles and Martínez Arredondo.
741
  He writes of 
the crowd in attendance in fearful terms; the ―profane ones,‖ a euphemism for the boisterous 
fight fans, threaten disorder and must have the rules of the match explained to them by the 
referee lest they disrupt the proceedings.
742
  Despite this unease with his surroundings, Alvarez 
praises the Mexican figther as ―valiant and herculean,‖ and a ―true marvel.‖  When Arredondo 
wins the bout, Alvarez wishes him luck in his travels to the United States where he will ―improve 
and perfect‖ his skills as a boxer.  This journey to the United States as prerequisite to mastering 
the imported art would become a leitmotiv for Mexican boxers in the years to come. 
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By 1919, spaces like the Club Ugartechea were insufficient to contain the unruly masses 
who wanted to attend boxing matches.
743
  One reporter for Excelsior recounted the scene at the 
gym during an Arredondo versus Jim ―Black Diamond‖ Smith as ―full of lovers of the virile and 
daring sport.‖  The reporter admonished the impresarios of the bout for not separating seats for 
the press: he had to stand on top of a chair in the back of the gym and still was unable to get a 
decent view of the match.
744
 
The following year on March 12, a grudge rematch between the young Mexican and 
negro Jim Smith caused ―scandal‖ and near bloodbath outside of the ring.745  Toward the end of 
the match, held at the Frónton Nacional on Iturbide Street near the Alameda (the elite 
promenade), Arredondo was disqualified by the referee for repeated low-blows.
746
  Though the 
observer argued that the Mexican was leading in the match, the Queensbury Rules stipulated that 
the victory go to Jim Smith.
747
  Upon this decision, Arredondo immediately assaulted the referee, 
who happened to be the veteran boxer Fernando Colín.  When Colín fought back, the police 
guard at ringside immediately sprang into action on the command of the police chief, who was a 
spectator at the match.
748
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Arredondo called the crowd to come to his defense and prevent his arrest.  The spectators 
threw chairs into the ring and threatened the police.  Thankfully, the reporter wrote, the 
spectators had been forced to give up their weapons before entering the Frontón and a possible 
―tragedy‖ was averted.  Despite these security precautions, however, several pistols were still 
revoked from members of the crowd who were in the process of mounting the ring to free 
Arredondo.  The writer for Excelsior used the opportunity to comment on the shamefulness of 
boxing in general and to imply that it did not suit ―Latin,‖ temperament.  He called the readers‘ 
attention to same situation that had occurred recently in Spain.  How could so many propose that 
a brutal sport like boxing, with its inherent disorder, replace the national pastime of bullfighting?  
That the match took place in an arena dedicated to the practice of a Hispanic derived sport 
heightened the incongruity of the match. 
A week later, Arredondo sent a letter of apology to the editor of Excelsior.
749
  In it he 
agrees with the above assessment; he blamed his actions in hitting the referee on his ―Latin 
temperament,‖ that had ―blinded him with courage.‖ He begs forgiveness from the public, the 
authorities, and above all the referee, against whom he claims no rancor.  He adds that he is 
shortly to leave for the United States, where he will perfect his boxing skills and will ―put on 
high the banner (pabellón) of [his] dear p tr  .”750  On his return, he hopes to make up for his 
transgression by showing ―the advances obtained‖ from the north.751       
The media record of Martínez Arredondo‘s career complemented by the testimony 
recorded by the chronicler Raúl Talán portray the boxer as an ambiguous symbol of Mexican 
national pride. He was a transitional figure between elite acceptance and engagement of sport 
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and the popularization of prizefighting.
752
  He fought and trained in locales like the Club 
Ugartechea, a gymnasium founded in the early twentieth century to build the muscles of the 
capital‘s gentry.  He also fought in theaters and jai-alai courts, before the massive constructions 
of the late 1920s and early 30s capitalized on the Mexican fascination with combat sport. 
753
  He 
was born into a lower middle class family and competed for employment with bootblacks and 
paperboys before earning temporary wealth and elite status only to return to the profession of his 
father.  He traveled Revolutionary Mexico in the company of Jim Smith, the Afro-Jamaican 
journeyman fighter with whom he maintained a rivalry for over forty years.
754
  Newspaper 
readers in Mexico encountered news of his travels and triumphs alongside explanations of 
Pancho Villa‘s latest campaigns; as Talán alluded to above, Mexican civil society was slowly 
introduced to a new kind of ―idol.‖755 
Miguel ―Mike‖ Febles was a contemporary and opponent of Martínez Arredondo.  He 
was a circus performer turned prizefighter who fought under the pseudonym ―The Veracruz 
Lion.‖  Before taking up boxing, Febles was a naval cadet in Veracruz and stationed in Mexico 
City at the beginning of the twentieth century, he began work in the entertainment industry, 
performing and drawing crowds with such feats as hanging by his teeth from a wire between the 
city‘s two tallest buildings.  He was an actor/performer for the famous Orrin Circus, which was 
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known for it‘s sometimes risqu  shows and was a highly visible cultural phenomenon in late-
Porfirian Mexico.
756
 
Febles, like Arredondo, lead a peripatetic career that took him all over Mexico, the 
Caribbean, and the United States.
757
  In a given week, his promoters might have him box in 
Puebla, Pachuca, Guadalajara and Mexico City.  In his interview with Talán, he claims to have 
been a captain in Obregón‘s cavalry during the Revolution and to later have been a boxing 
instructor for government officials in the National Palace.  Also like Arredondo, he is portrayed 
by Talán as a forgotten and forlorn character who in his later years made a meager salary as a 
masseuse and ―professor of physical education.‖758  Like so many of the ―forgotten idols,‖ 
encountered by Talán, Febles is portrayed as a foundational figure in a hybrid Mexican culture, 
representative of an era when modern professional sport was enacted as a novel attraction and 
foreign import that was of uncertain appeal to Mexican culture.  He was a transnational 
proponent of modern sport and with his anglicized first name and wide travel is an example of 
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the transnational world inhabited by entertainers and athletes in early twentieth century Latin 
America.
759
  
As archetypal figures in Talán‘s pantheon of early Mexican athletes, Febles and 
Arredondo, who both live in impoverished conditions in the narrative, call out for more elevated 
positions in Mexican popular memory.
760
 Febles is mocked even by taxi drivers, and when Talán 
finds him the writer is taken by ―a great sadness in finding another fallen idol.‖  He continues: 
―Febles, the long ago glorious pugilist whom even the chorus girls fought over and had a 
harmonious and athletic body is now a washed-up man (un hombre acabado), with clothes not 
exactly fresh from the laundry…‖761 Febles, who had boxed in front of sold-out crowds into the 
1920s to prove against foreign pugilists like the Italian American Jimmie Dundee that ― in 
Mexico there [were] good fighting cocks (en México hay buenos gallos), now a precarious life in 
a marginal neighborhood of the capital.
762
  Despite Febles‘ poverty, he emerges as a ―cultured‖ 
and adventurous man who, famous in his time, was an ―idol‖ before mass spectatorship created 
the enormous wealth and celebrity of athletes in the era when Talán wrote his account.  They are 
embedded in a transitional period in modern Mexican history when formerly exclusive sites of 
elite, cosmopolitan culture were subsumed into sites for the enactment of popular culture.     
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Fight Films: The Dramatization of Mexicanness Through Boxing in Golden Age 
Cinema 
―…the vast increase in channels of communication which flow across cultural boundaries has the effect of 
 dismantling old forms of marginalization and domination and making new forms of democratization and 
 cultural multiplicity possible.‖763 
Of the several boxing films made in Mexico during the ―Golden Age,‖ one in particular 
enjoyed wide distribution and elicited salient commentary. It illustrates the centrality of boxing 
in popular representations of urban Mexicanidad that followed the period in which the sport was 
popularized in the 1920s and 1930s.  Alejandro Galindo‘s, Campeón Sin Corona (1946) 
[Champion Without a Crown] starring the matinee idol David Silva is a thinly veiled biopic 
treatment of the life of the most popular Mexican boxer of the 1930s, Rodolfo Casanova.
764
  
Silva‘s character is the poor ice cream salesman who becomes the champion boxer, Kid 
Terranova.  Campeón Sin Corona debuted in 1945 to rave reviews that cited the film as a 
nationalist triumph of artistic movie making that was the cañonazo del año (Cannonade of the 
Year) and continued to be shown in theaters all over the country for over a year.
765
  The role of 
Kid Terranova had enthroned David Silva as the Mexican cinematic symbol of ―virility.‖766  The 
magazine El Redondel, citing the several reviews and ―elogies‖ to the film, counseled its readers:   
―you will see this Mexican film and intensely live this simple and human story, taken 
 from the lives of men of the barrios of Mexico, of those beings who, tired of fighting 
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 against adversity, give themselves up to vice and misery….Alejandro Galindo knows 
 how to impress [into the film] all the soul of the barrios of Mexico.
767
  
Other reviews further developed this evaluation, citing the picture as ―the most Mexican 
film..the most Mexican labor‖ and calling on Mexicans to ―celebrate Mexican Independence Day 
(las fiestas pátrias) by seeing the most Mexican of films.
768
  One reviewer in Guadalajára viewed 
the character of Kid Terranova as a mirror of a well known type: ―the Mexican athlete, invincible 
sometimes, enervated and decadent others, victim of female wiles, like all heroes who come 
from the dirt (barro).
769
 The story was also an accurate slice of life from Mexico City.   For his 
role in the film, Silva won the Ariel award for the best male lead in Latin American cinema.  
Although this fairly complex and symbolic story that warrants extended treatment, a brief 
overview of the plot gives insights into how boxing was presented as a double-edged sword for 
poor, ubran Mexicans.   
Kid Terranova, in the beginning of the film, is a laborer in an ice cream parlor on a busy 
street in Mexico City.  He has boxed a few times for small purses in rowdy venues where the 
crowd is drunken and vicious.  One day on the street, while standing up for a defenseless 
individual, Terranova is discovered by a local Mexican boxing promoter.  Over the course of the 
next several months, Terranova rises through the ranks in several bouts.  His long-suffering 
mother worries over the violence of the ring and the boxer‘s newfound wealth that has begun to 
change his personality.  He has now donned the zoot suit, a symbol of raffish Mexican identity 
that has received its due amount of historiographical treatment.
770
 As the melodrama unfolds, the 
boxer turns his back on his previous life. His first love interest, who has long dark braids and 
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works in a local taquería, is replaced by a wealthy Mexican blond who uses the boxer sexually 
and as a symbol of her elite pastime of slumming. She speaks English with her friends and uses 
language to embarrass the boxer while getting him hooked on alcohol.  Meanwhile, the working-
class girl in the taquería turns her back on Terranova due to his newfound arrogance and flashy 
displays of wealth.   
Language continues to figure prominently in the film as a signifier of class and a point of 
shame for Terranova who is literally rendered motionless by fear when a Chicano boxer, Joe 
Ronda (a thinly veiled reference to the Scottish-Mexican Joe Conde) speaks English to him in 
the ring.
771
  The hero is confused and terrified, unable to react.  Another scene in the offices of 
the Boxing Commission finds the boxer angered when English is spoken in front of him and 
refuses to smoke ―American‖ cigarettes like the Joe Ronda and his elite entourage.  Though 
Terranova is eager to be accepted by the wealthy set, his inability to speak English, his 
―inferiority complex‖ and his sentimental ideas of romance make him the ―mascota‖  pet), of the 
promiscuous blond.
772
  As the boxer begins to self-destruct he is ultimately rescued by his 
renewed esteem for his working class identity.  He returns to the fold, leaving the wealthy blond, 
returning to his previous working-class wardrobe and realizing that the dignity of his class and 
the importance of his family are his sources of stability and identity.  The only way that 
Terranova is able to make sense of the dizzying urban world around him is in a return to 
Mexicanidad.  While boxing is an established fact of national life, it represents in Galindo‘s 
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films what film historian Ernesto Acevedo Muñoz has called a ―modernization dilemma‖ in that 
it represents both local Mexican culture and the decadent influences of urban life.
773
 
The choice of boxing as the medium to express working class Mexican identity and the 
transnational challenges to tradition in this era was an apt one.  The movie, based on the life of 
the well-known boxer Rodolfo Casanova, drew on personalities and ideas that were hailed as 
exemplar of Mexican life in the period.  The characters and situations were accessible to popular 
audiences.  Boxing had moved, in the period of a few decades, from elite spaces and exotic 
foreign culture into a trope for the Mexican engagement with modernity.
774
  As Charles Ramiréz 
Berg has demonstrated, the Mexican genre of boxing films poses the question ―of whether a poor 
urban youth can rise above poverty and hold on to his birthright of mexicanidad.”775 Boxing, in 
this genre of popular culture, is the urban Mexican symbol of national identity. 
As this chapter has demonstrated, the Mexican appropriation of boxing after the 
Revolution became a means to express working class identity, masculinity, and the 
Mexicanization of a transnational cultural medium.  As I argued in Chapter One, boxing entered 
Mexican society as a means to imitate the eugenic trends surrounding physical culture as a way 
to raise the ―cultural level‖ of elite Mexicans.  Following the Revolution, this process continued 
and was taken up by poor, urban Mexicans who used boxing as a means to upward mobility, a 
way to leave the barrio.  By 1930, boxing moved into the cultural space once occupied by 
bullfighting and was expressed as a threat to Mexican traditions.  Though both boxing and 
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bullfighting continued to exert influence on Mexican culture, I argue that the culture of boxing 
more accurately mirrors the hybrid, transnational culture of urban Mexican identity.  In the final 
section, I offer a few observations of that culture, alive and well in Mexico City, and 
paradoxically, bringing boxing back to the United States. 
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CHAPTER V  
―MARCHING AT THE HEAD OF CIVILIZATION:  CUBAN BODIES, 
TRANSNATIONAL LENSES, THE PUBLIC SPHERE‖ 
 
When the nineteen year-old Afro-Cuban, Eligio ―Kid Chocolate‖ Sardiñas, arrived on a 
hydroplane in the Havana harbor from New York in September of 1929 he was treated to a 
hero‘s welcome.  Members of the city government and thousands of habaneros thronged the 
docks and the sea front drive (malecón) to escort him to the temporary City Hall, where he was 
awarded a medal as a national treasure.
776
 He had defeated the Jewish-American Al Singer in 
front of 45,000 boxing fans at the Polo Grounds in New York and in the process was hailed by 
the Cuban (and American) press as a shining example of national accomplishment abroad in a 
highly symbolic medium that for centuries had been dominated by Americans and Europeans, 
but which by the mid-1920s had become a highly visible feature of urban and Afro-Cuban 
culture.
777
  Though this was not the first public sphere celebration of foreign and national athletes 
as paragons of ―racial‖ excellence  be they of the ―Latin,‖ Afro-Cuban, Mexican, or Argentine 
―races‖), but the enormous amount of international press coverage and the popularity resulting 
from Kid Chocolate‘s dominance in the ―modern‖ competitive world of sport made him the most 
celebrated Afro-Cuban since War of Independence General Antonio Maceo.
778
 The image of 
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Maceo, the ―Bronze Titan,‖ had been widely espoused in Republican Cuba as a symbol of Afro-
Cuban participation in the thirty year struggle for Cuban Independence from Spain (1868-98).  
His image had undergone a ―whitening process,‖ through which Cuban scientists and politicians 
claimed that his heroics (and martyrdom) on the battlefield were due to the salience of his 
African heritage evident in his superior physique and durability and his white  ―Parisian‖) cranial 
capacity.  Put simply, his physicality was African, his brain was European.  His valorization in 
the pantheon of Cuban heroes was, therefore, explicitly tied to the favorable mix of genetics, a 
mix in which the Cuban elite located the possibility of national and racial progress.  Kid 
Chocolate was explicitly and favorably compared to that lionized symbol of Afro-Cuban bravery 
and selfless cubanidad.
779
 His success was also linked in the public sphere to the brain-power of 
his white manager.  
Despite attempts by legislators and influential sectors of civil society like the National 
Association of Veterans of the Wars for Independence to prevent the implantation of the ―yankee 
passion,‖ Cubans had appropriated the transnational practice that for many defined modern 
cosmopolitan masculinity.
780
  Not only was news of the triumph of ―El Kid,‖ daily fodder for the 
Cuban press, he was mythologized by poets and playwrights, posed for nude photographs by 
avant garde artists in Havana and sculptors in the United States, and was featured in dozens of 
advertisements for products ranging from upscale men‘s clothing to alcoholic beverages.  He 
received ―hundreds of letters daily from adoring fans.‖ 781 His life was dramatized in artistic, 
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intellectual, and popular mediums.  The rise of Chocolate is only the most visible part of the 
process that began with Cubans looking outward to define their competitive national identity.
782
   
Surveying the city of Havana in the early 1930s, the physician and writer Mariano 
Aramburu lauded the visible changes in the very bodies of his fellow citizens that the mania for 
―physical culture‖ had shaped over the preceding years: 
Today one no longer sees in Havana that lamentable specimen of weak flaccid 
homunculus, standing ridiculously small, nervous, and gesticulating, that the Spanish left 
us…like the silly bird in our backlands.  The habanero has gained much in size, in 
amplitude of chest, in biceps and in muscular fortitude.
783
 
  
Cubans were no longer the backward and effeminate men that their Spanish heritage had 
supposedly molded them into.  Their had transformed their bodies into modern and masculine 
forms, even to the point that the writer was alarmed at the importance placed on developing 
robust physiques at the expense of a cultured intellect.
784
  In the space of a generation, Cubans 
had trained themselves into new and improved forms that were proof of their manliness and 
cultural attainment. 
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Whether this quantitative and qualitative appraisal of the changes in Cuban men‘s bodies 
was accurate or not, Aramburo was reacting to the expansive changes in Cuban body culture of 
the 1920s that centered around the fascination with athletics, and boxing in particular, and the 
perception that national greatness was connected to the cultivation of imported ideas about 
physicality.
785
  Many influential Cubans rejected what they perceived as the backward and 
effeminate colonial legacy for the much vaunted morphologies emanating from the United States 
with its mass cultures of sport.
786
  The American opinion of Cuban men as ―like a woman…weak 
and vacillating, flaccid and without fiber…wanting in appreciation for manliness for its own 
sake,‖ and characterized by an ―effeminate spirit‖ had long pedigree in American views on 
Cuban men.
787
  The concern with the relationship between ―effeminate‖ men and the health of 
society in general was not new in Cuba and Latin America (or elsewhere for that matter); but the 
use of ―physical culture‖ as a curative agent was a distinctly modern means to address 
longstanding negative perceptions.
788
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 The process that Aramburu cited took place in the hectic racial climate of the 1920s, 
when the avenues of social advancement for Afro-Cubans were markedly decreasing amid the 
economic downturn resulting from falling sugar prices and the advent of world-wide 
depression.
789
   The idolization of rare Afro-Cuban celebrities like Kid Chocolate as masculine 
role models served as a pressure release for mounting social tensions that increasingly brought 
into question the promise of a ―raceless‖ Cuban nationalism that celebrated the bloodshed of the 
cross-racial alliance during the Wars for Independence.
790
  If a poor Afro-Cuban from a shanty-
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town of Havana could excel by international standards of masculinity to gain prominence and 
wealth, wasn‘t this type of bootstrapping available to all?  The answer, clearly, was no; but the 
print media, theater, and radio had long waged a campaign to sanctify the images of talented 
athletes as a point of cross-racial cohesion and national solidarity.
791
 
This chapter analyzes how print media, political and civic-social groups, and 
pamphleteers interpreted and enshrined the novel practice of physical culture and pugilism in the 
1920s as a harbinger of national progress and virility and as a focal point for Cuban prestige.  
This controversial international movement in popular culture was nationalized through the 
concerted efforts of editorialists, political figures, and civic society to forge Cuban national 
identity through the appropriation of a once foreign and marginal practice into mainstream 
enunciations of cubanidad.  This clear impulse in Cuban public sphere melded cosmopolitan 
admiration for foreign athlete-celebrities with a didactic language of national regeneration and 
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the desire to emulate international symbols of modern masculinity such as celebrity athletes Jack 
Dempsey, Babe Ruth, George Carpentier, and Luis Ángel Firpo.
792
   
The expansion of the national pantheon of heroic individuals to include Afro-Cuban 
athletes at the end of the 1920s was only possible after the success of this project.  The most 
salient example of public sphere efforts to appropriate physical culture was the 1922 publication 
of El Arte de los Puños.  This propagandistic ―history,‖ examined in-depth in this chapter, 
explicitly linked the growing Cuban encounter of sport with positive and outward-looking 
currents in Cuban body culture.  The language of this appropriation posed virile, masculine, and 
worldly men  alongside the consumption of sport as a eugenic solution to a variety of perceived 
social ills.  Ironically, the unintended consequences of the emergent Cuban boxing tradition were 
most visible in Afro-Cuban boxers who challenged racial norms while becoming the accidental 
faces of Cuba abroad.  As this dissertation has shown, these trends were not unique to Cuba, but 
formed part of the increasingly global cultural industries that had become an integral part of 
Latin American culture by this period. 
As Alejandro de la Fuente has argued, the official rhetoric of Cuban racelessness did 
open many (if not all) social spaces to Afro-Cubans that were denied African-Americans, sport 
was one of these.
793
    To build more broadly on  these claims and to explore a novel sector of 
public sphere dialogue, I examine three related case studies from the 1920s:  the concerted 
efforts of the press and civil society for the legalization of prizefighting that culminated in the 
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publication of the 1922 pamphlet El Arte de los Puños, the editorials, letters to the editor,  and  
radio interpretations of transnational events like the 1923 racially constructed boxing match 
between Argentine Luis Ángel Firpo and American Jack Dempsey; and the late 1920s rise of Kid 
Chocolate and Eladio ―Black Bill‖ Vald s as controversial symbols of Afro-Cuban participation 
in the imagination of a more inclusive nation. These case studies focus on transnational events 
and their significance as interpreted by journalist, Cubans from around the island, amateur and 
professional poets, and politicians as they strove to implant in the Cuban public the conviction 
that modern manliness lay in the pursuit of vigorous sport.  Through these three events, Cuban 
social critics further constructed physical culture and the broader ideas it called upon as an 
essentially and necessarily Cuban and ―Latin‖ pursuit that would grant entrance into competitive 
modernity.
794
 
In the1920s, Cuban racial nationalism and masculinity were increasingly mediated 
through the novel public appropriation of transnational modern sport.
795
  Carteles, the popular 
weekly magazine, along with other newspapers and pamphlets, regularly expressed this idea in 
direct and didactic language and exhorted its readers to buy the flags of the patria along with the 
                                                          
794
 I use the term ―competitive modernity‖ to characterize the individualistic pursuit of merit in the public sphere that 
became increasingly evident in this period.  I argue that it marks a shift from social hierarchies based on inherited 
status and other older means to express and maintain social prestige.  For other uses of this concept applied to a 
range of topics see:  Lawrence E. Cahoone, Cultural Revolutions: Reason Versus Culture in Philosophy, Politics, 
and Jihad (University Park: Pennsylvania State University Press, 2005); Deborah James, Evelyn Mary Plaice, and 
Christina Toren, Culture Wars: Context, Models and Anthropologists' Accounts (New York: Berghahn Books, 
2010).   To date, this concept has not been applied in the study of Latin America. 
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 Aside from hagiographical histories of Cuban boxers like Azúcar and chocolate, and Kid Chocolate,  El boxeo 
soy yo, the only scholarly treatment of sport in twentieth century Cuba, Paula J. Pettavino, and Geralyn Pye, Sport in 
Cuba: The Diamond in the Rough, (Pittsburgh: University of Pittsburgh Press, 1994)., has little analysis of the 
central role of Cuban sport in the public sphere in the 1920s.  Major publications like the popular Havana revista 
Carteles regularly advertized clothing, equipment, and other articles to be embroidered with the sporting monikers 
of one‘s team or athlete of choice.  See for example: ―Compre la bandera de su patria o de su club,‖ Carteles, 
December, 1921, p. 16. 
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flags of their athletic clubs.
796
  This point of convergence between civic social groups, 
omnipresent in the public life of Havana, and nationalist ideas hardened in this period.   
As a range of scholars such as Rosalie Schwartz, Frank Guridy, and Louis A. Pérez, Jr. 
have shown, nationalist Afro-Cuban intellectuals such as Gustavo Urrutia and Nicolás Guillén 
forged transnational ties with such African-American thinkers such as Langston Hughes and the 
Afro-Puerto Rican Arthur Schomberg in an attempt to broaden the scope of Afro-Cuban political 
and social engagement with African-American struggles for social equality.
797
 Though most of 
the scholarship on these deepening intercultural relationships of communication and mutual 
concern for Americans and Cubans of African descent focuses on discriminatory practices that 
prevented the collective betterment of their people, both groups of intellectuals were intensely 
interested in the celebration and encouragement of Afro-Cuban and African-American 
achievements in a broad array of pursuits, including the ―democratic‖ and potent public sphere 
created by sport. This study of Afro-Cuban celebrity and nationalization of foreign cultures 
complicates our understanding of how race, identity, and masculinity functioned in the interstices 
between institutional practices of racism and the lived experience of race.  I de-center the state in 
order to focus on the efforts of civil society to foment cultural appropriation and change, often in 
open conflict with government policies.
798
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eroticization of Cubans of color in: Vera M. Kutzinski, Sugar's Secrets: Race and the Erotics of Cuban Nationalism 
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In addition to their critiques of structural racism in Cuba and the United States, Guillén 
and Uruttía argued that the athletic accomplishments of Afro-Cubans should be used as tools to 
increase race consciousness and give weight to calls for social equality.  The nearly universal 
acclaim for Cuban athletes in the black and white press, they argued, was an opportunity to 
collaborate with white Cubans on the common ground of national pride.
799
  For these Afro-
Cuban activists, transnational athletes became vaunted representatives of Afro-Cuban and Cuban 
achievements within and beyond Cuba.
800
  More importantly, their notoriety was a focal point for 
broader debates about the Cuban-ness of Afro-Cubans.  As we will see later in the chapter, these 
writers debated the divergent strategies of how to use the triumphs of Kid Chocolate to further 
their golas of racial integration and social equality.  
As in the United States, race played a central and problematic role in the popular cultures 
surrounding sport in general and boxing in particular.
801
 Cuban appropriation of imported 
cultural practices, from musical forms to foreign cinema to athletics, increased the array of Afro-
Cuban cultural contributions to Cuban national identity and molded public discussions on the 
nature of Cuban modernity.  Through the concerted efforts of reformers aided by improvisation 
                                                                                                                                                                                           
(Charlottesville: University Press of Virginia, 1993). Another important study, examining similar issues of popular 
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John Charles Chasteen (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1999). 
799
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800
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and epoch defining changes in the speed and availability of both written and aural information, 
Cubans experienced the dramatic personalities and encounters of modern sport as representatives 
of the broadening of cubanidad.
802
   
These public displays of ―virility,‖ as they were often labeled, were experienced through 
both the attainment of ―sporting‖ knowledge and through acting the part, playing the games: 
sport as a transnational medium and the cross-class engagement of Cubans with boxing revealed 
aspirations to excel on an international stage where individual prestige was attainable through 
democratic access to sport.  The success of Cuban ―sportmen‖ in the implantation of boxing as a 
gauge of masculine behavior was proclaimed as a measuring stick of Cuban modernity and 
cultural attainment in an era when daily comparisons with international counterparts increasingly 
formed a basis for rapidly evolving cultural composites.   
The saturation of 1920s Cuba with foreign standards for masculine behavior illustrates 
both the conscious and improvisational emulation of lo extranjero that forms key aspects of 
modern Cuban identity.
803
 Sport was new forum in which to show how Cubans were able to 
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learn, train their bodies, and manage the complexities of celebrity; the result was an expansion of 
the public sphere.
804
   
Across the class-spectrum, Cuban men reveled in self-applying the honorific title of 
―sportman,‖ and sought to cultivate the values self-reliance, fairness, and excellence through the 
training of bodies and knowledge of the world through sport. Knowing the American boxer Jack 
Dempsey through reading his biometrics and his biography and emulating his appearance was a 
way to show one‘s own manliness and dedication to a transnational world view. Cuban 
entrepreneurs, politicians, and public intellectuals alike prescribed and encouraged the conditions 
in which lower-class Cuban athletes could pursue international titles for the explicit construction 
of national prestige.  In the process, they assured themselves that Cuba was free of racial 
prejudice, democratic, and above all, modern.    
The practice of sport had, since the late nineteenth century, been identified and 
recommended by Cuban social critics as means to teach masculine values that, among other 
boons to the social body, would help to stem effeminacy and homosexuality.
805
  The image and 
culture of the modern, robust male athlete was praised by these social commentators as both a 
eugenic solution to perceived social ills and a contrast between ―backward‖ Hispanic cultural 
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traditions and the development of ―modern‖ cultural forms.806  The qualitative changes and 
quantitative increase of new media, from the stand-alone sports page and dedicated sports 
magazines to radio broadcasts of boxing matches, facilitated Cuban engagement with sport.  
Following the Cuban Wars for Independence, athletics became arguably the most salient public 
venue for Cuban men to display their masculine knowledge and behavior.
807
  
Cubans, the state and the media stressed, were athletes on par with international idols like 
the Americans Jack Dempsey and Jack Johnson, the Argentine Luis Ángel Firpo, and the French 
Georges Carpentier.  Cubans were not, proponents of sport argued, the effeminate and decadent 
victims of backward Spanish colonialism that foreigners often portrayed them to be. From Paris 
to Buenos Aires to New York, Cuban athletes represented the patria as a masculine and modern 
player in an increasingly global culture.
808
 
Looking beyond what was traditionally ―Cuban‖ to enliven and enrich domestic life was 
also a problematic solution to perceived Cuban insularity and backwardness; the Cuban 
―tendency‖ toward emulation was often cited to detract from the process of modernization 
through sport. Social critics like Jorge Mañach mocked those who touted such ridiculous foreign 
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 The counterpoint to this argument, which failed to stem the Cuban appropriation of boxing, was voiced by 
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innovations as a panacea for Cuban social ills.  He spoke for many observers when he defined 
the outwardly looking sport fan as a servile copier of foreign forms who displayed novel 
behaviors and fashions in a comical attempt to display masculinity and status.  Sportmen 
―showed their biceps‖ and preferred American cigarettes, they were braggarts and tools of 
American economic and cultural imperialism.
809
  Other observers, like journalists and authors 
Vicente Cubillas and Bernardino San Martín, wrote extensively on Cuban physical culture to 
counter those who sought to repress further engagement with transnational sport. 
This process of selective appropriation was furthered in the early twentieth-century 
largely through the efforts of cosmopolitan oriented journalists who viewed the attainment of 
specialized knowledge and mastery of sport as a gauge of Cuban national progress expressed in 
the language of positive eugenics.
810
  They used the high-circulation press to express their 
particular views on preferable behaviors for Cuban men.  Journalists and social activists argued 
that American, Northern European, and increasingly, Cuban athletes, were paragons of virile 
behavior, and interpreted transnational media events as focal points for didactic lessons from and 
for mass culture.  Proponents of sport divided modern Cuban masculinity from the more sedate 
and purely cerebral standard of behavior that, they argued, was parasitical to the national body.  
The development of physically powerful masculine bodies, reformers argued, was necessary to 
create moral and intellectually superior individuals and nations.
811
  José Sixto de Sola, one of the 
most important public intellectuals of the era, posed the issue in no uncertain terms:    
In this century [20
th]…those nations marching at the head of civilization pay ever 
more attention to every class of sport, as much as to intelligence..and their 
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publications, even the most cerebral and serious, dedicate [to sport] a preferential 
space, and their educators, sociologists and governors earnestly study the 
considerable social forces that sport develops…along with other social factors, 
toward collective betterment.
812
 
 
Intellectuals such as Sixto de Sola praised and acted on these ideas by founding gyms, 
importing foreign athletes, and funding Cubans who showed promise in sport.  Sixto de Sola, for 
example, became President of the middle-class Club Atlético de Cuba.
 813
  Embodying the 
characteristics of a ―sportman‖ was a sought after informal social title that signified 
cosmopolitanism, male camaraderie, and mastery of new forms of knowledge.  Women, in their 
assigned role as the domestic molders of men, were encouraged to expose their male children to 
boxing to teach them the most essential characteristics of manliness. 
In the first decades of the twentieth century, modern sport was inextricably tied to 
―national‖ attributes and racial proclivities and was often portrayed as an integral part of 
European-derived cultural traditions.  Cubans, Mexicans, Argentines, Panamanians, Puerto 
Ricans, and other Latin Americans discerned within sport a novel and positive force for social 
change that could be detached from its origins and implanted in rapidly growing urban areas.  In 
Cuba, more so than in other Latin American nations, this process of cultural appropriation was 
accelerated by the presence of foreign athletes and entrepreneurs who trained, taught, and 
performed in front of curious Cuban spectators.
814
 Sport was depicted as an ideal democratic 
space where class mobility, especially tied to the lucrative possibilities of professional athletics, 
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was possible based solely on individual merit detached from class and previous social status.
815
    
As historians Louis Pérez, Jr. and Robin Moore have shown, the formation of modern Cuban 
cultural identity took place in this highly mediated environment where foreign, especially 
American, cultural forms saturated representations of modernity and progress, material culture, 
and social status.  Sport, even in the form of two men (and sometimes women) pummeling each 
other in a boxing ring, constituted a sampling of international culture rich with symbolism.
816
   
As Nancy Stepan and Alejandra Bronfman have suggested, the pseudo-science of 
eugenics enjoyed widespread intellectual dissemination and problematic acceptance among the 
Latin American elite during this period.  Latin American social engineers like José Vasconcelos 
in Mexico, molded these relatively static ideas of racial hierarchies and social progress to the 
diverse ethnic and racial mixtures that characterized Latin American nations. He argued that the 
future of humanity lay in the melding of distinct peoples and the refining of positive 
characteristics belonging to the constituent parts.  In the public realm, these ―scientific‖ ideas 
were reflected and disseminated by journalists who translated these macro-social prescriptions 
into the public sphere.
817
   Despite these intellectual abstractions, the lived perceptions of race 
constantly undermined the proscriptive admonitions on racial superiority espoused by Spencerian 
influenced social scientists.
818
 If sport was not just brute force, as influential Latin American 
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cultural mediators argued, how were the  supposed genetically inferior and culturally backward 
Afro-Cubans able to appropriate the forms of knowledge and skill that made them successful 
athletes?  How were they the most salient examples of the Cuban appropriation of a body culture 
whose transnational idols were not only white Americans African-Americans and Africans like 
Harry Wills and Amadou M‘Barick Fall  a.k.a Battling Siki)?819    
Even marginal politico-ideological groups (like the Communist Youth) reproduced 
imagery of the Afro-Cuban male body in the pursuit of honorific and lucrative titles (i.e. 
Heavyweight ―throne‖ or ―champion‖).  This imagery and the accompanying rhetoric were self-
examinations that celebrated the accomplishments of mostly lower-class athletes in their 
competition against foreign professionals.  Having little basis in the long tradition of the Cuban 
media, such representation of Afro-Cuban celebrity was subject to high degrees of improvisation 
as Cuban newspapers and revistas both reacted to and molded the public perceptions of a cross-
racial group of international celebrities.  The images of African-American, Afro-Cuban, and 
European athletes and their fellow travelers saturated the visual experience of life in Havana and 
entered into popular memory through consumption of images and narratives associated with 
transnational masculine symbols.
820
  By 1923, even illiterate Cubans gathered to hear, via the 
new technology of radio broadcasts, the blow by blow racial dramas of boxing matches between 
Latin Americans, Americans, Africans, and Europeans.   
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By the late 1920s, the few public venues for the expression of Afro-Cuban identity 
celebrated athletes like Kid Chocolate and Black Bill as evidence of Cuban accomplishment and 
racial pride.  From the weekly column Ideales de una Raza, a number of Afro-Cubans and 
African Americans praised athletes as paradigmatic embodiments of cubanidad.
821
 That these 
narratives were highly manipulated to increase the earning potential of such spectacles was 
largely beside the point; it was the oft enunciated perceptions of these events and their impact on 
the Cuban public sphere in this period that form the narrative of the present chapter. 
 
El Arte de los Puños (The Fistic Art) and the Search for the New Cuban Man 
The 1920s boom in the popularity of the physical culture in Cuba corresponded to 
widespread international legalization of prizefighting, the efforts of promoters and politicians, 
and the growing celebrity of rags to riches foreign fighters like Jack Dempsey, Jack Johnson, the 
―elegant‖ French war hero Georges Carpentier, and the Argentine ―Wild Bull of the Pampas,‖ 
Luis Ángel Firpo.
822
  This public sphere appropriation was couched in eugenic language that 
sought to instill masculine values based on imported ideas about the body and methods of 
national regeneration.  The 1923 match between Dempsey and Firpo was a focal point for the 
enunciation of these ideas and will be examined later in the next section.  First, I examine an 
explicit attempt by writers and activists to nationalize pugilism in Cuba through constructing 
traditions that placed participation and specialized knowledge of international sport as 
fundamental aspects of public sphere masculinity.  They sought to change the terms of debate 
over violent pastimes from that of foreign racial conundrum to an enunciation of Cuban progress.  
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Daily coverage of virile foreign celebrities was not enough; two journalists published a lengthy 
pamphlet as a plea to the Cuban public and government to support their efforts. 
  In the first lines of their promotional history of boxing in Cuba, El Arte de los Puños 
(1922)  (The Fistic Art),  Cuban authors Bernardino San Martín and Vicente Cubillas propose to 
create culture: to ―make the nation.‖823  Both authors claimed over a decade‘s experience in the 
(often-illegal) promotion of Cuban boxing and had organized illicit prizefights behind closed 
doors in the patio of the building that housed the newspaper Cuba in Old Havana and distant 
from the capital in even the smallest towns on the island.
824
  The authors praised the owner and 
director of the newspaper, the elderly, Spanish-born political agitator José Maria Villaverde, for 
allowing them to hold the clandestine matches on his property.  There they hid from the police in 
a ring located on the inner patio of the building.   
 
First (interracial) match in offices of Cuba, Boxer on the left is the Afro-Cuban Armenteros, the tailor. On the right is 
Louis Smith, Bernardino San Martín serves as referee. 1918.  El arte de los puños. 
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 For example, they recount a trip to the town of Aguacate (a Hershey sugar mill town in Havana Province), where 
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and San Martín implied, was proof of their backwardness and quaint small town insularity.  The baseball players, 
they mocked, wore their uniforms in public twenty-four hours before the game and the imagine they ―even slept in 
them.‖  See: Allen Ray Kahn and Le Roy Samuel Weatherby,  Sugar; A Simple Treatise on Beet Sugar Manufacture 
(Los Ángeles: U.S. Sugar Publications Co, 1921), p. 70; and El Arte de los Puños, pp. 218-19.  There are few extant 
copies of this daily newspaper, too few to gain more than an impressionistic picture of the public discourse it created 
or sought to mold. 
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The above picture shows the interracial and informal nature of early, illegal, and Cuban-
organized boxing matches held in the patio of the building housing the newspaper Cuba.
825
  
These matches took place on Sundays and judging by the dress of most of the adult spectators 
they were fairly prominent events.  The first fights took place without the construction of a 
boxing ring, which would follow as these matches became more popular. 
Cubillas and San Martín lauded the recent legalization of prize fighting under the newly 
elected mayor of Havana.  Boxing had been outlawed (once again) since 1919, following the ring 
death of an Afro-Cuban sailor in the National Navy, Jos  ―Joe‖ Marroqu n, in the Recreo de 
Belascoín stadium on the outskirts of Central Havana.  The authors pass over this tragic event, 
citing medical findings, and creatively arguing that his death had not been due to any trauma 
suffered during the bout, but because he had eaten moments before entering the ring.  There was 
no harm in boxing, they explained, and the benefits for Cuban virility were so numerous that the 
exclusion of the sport was an anti-patriotic act.
826
 A review of the major newspapers published 
during the time of Marroqu n‘s death shows them to be conspicuously lacking in coverage of that 
tragic event.
827
  Given the connections of major newspaper figures to the movement to 
popularize and legalize prizefighting, this lack of coverage suggests that this information was 
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 ―Cuban-organized‖ is key here because Cubillas and San Mart n railed against foreigners and their allies in the 
Cuban government who had been able to hold boxing matches, sometimes lucrative ones, throughout the 1910s.  
The authors self-promoted as a purely Cuban enterprise. 
826
 The death of José Marroquín is a telling case study in race, sport, and the media in Republican Cuba.  In the days 
following the fatal bout, newspapers in the capital carried almost no news or explanation of the event, even though 
the Mayor of Havana wrote a scathing denunciation of the boxing as a social danger.  This same year, the death of a 
white Cuban youth during a basketball game generated an enormous amount of media coverage, including a public 
funeral procession and numerous elegies.  I argue that members of the sporting press like Cubillas and San Martín, 
likely downplayed the ring death in an attempt to shield boxing from negative attention.  Also, the fact that the youth 
who died during a basketball game was a white member of the aristocratic Vedado Tennis Club, likely fueled public 
expressions of grief. 
827
El Díario de la Marina, El Mundo, El Día, have no mention of Marroqu n‘s death. 
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suppressed or at least downplayed by the Havana press.  In comparison, the death during a 
basketball game of one of the cities elite youth in this period received wide press coverage.
828
  
Despite these attempts to downplay the tragic death of Marroquín, Havana Mayor Varona 
Suárez, raged against the promoters of boxing in a letter to the authors:  
 
Boxing is savage, it is barbarous.  Don‘t imagine that you will receive a single permit to 
 celebrate these sordid fiestas. While I‘m mayor of Havana, and while I can deny permits 
 for this barbarous sport, I will do so.  Don‘t encourage Cubans to box; this is for 
 foreigners, for North Americans, they are ‗made‘ for such things.829 
 
Cubillas and San Martín, despite the push back from the Havana government, posit that 
the cultivation of boxing as a ―manly and beautiful‖ sport will stimulate a variety of social goods 
and stem the ―hateful‖ use of revolvers and cutting weapons  armas blancas) that have for so 
long reigned among ―the People‖ and that till then had terrorized the public sphere.830  Though it 
may seem anachronistic, the implantation of modern sport as a ―noble‖ and ―patriotic‖ act was 
widely hailed in Latin America as a civilizing pursuit, on par with building railroads, extending 
electric service and modernizing the backward behaviors of the lower classes.
831
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 Andrés Diago y Guell was a young basketball player and member of the aristocratic Vedado Tennis Club (VTC).  
He died after an accident on the court and was treated to a public funeral and procession where his remains were 
carried on the shoulders of representatives of the VTC, the Club de Dependientes, and the Club Atlético de Cuba.  
He was buried wrapped in the flag of the VTC.  Carteles, December 1921, p. 6.  See also the account in León 
Primelles,  r n     u  n , 1919-1922: Menocal y la Liga Nacional (Habana: Editorial Lex, 1957).  As in Mexico 
in the same period, sports like basketball and baseball were largely beyond reproach, they shared few of the sordid 
characteristics of boxing. 
829
 Varona Suarez was a progressive politician who sponsored such projects as public libraries and discount public 
cafeterias.  He vacillated in his position on the suitability of boxing for the Cuban temperament.  While he outlawed 
boxing in Havana during his term in office, he later supported and even sponsored local boxing tournaments (as will 
be shown later in the chapter). Unión Panamericana,  ol t n, Vol. 44 (1917), p. 247; and  León Primelles,  r n    
 u  n , 191 -1918: l  r  l     n     no  l y l    volu   n    1917; la danza de los millones; la primera Guerra 
Mundial (Habana: Editorial Lex, 1955).  
830
 Vicente Cubillas and Bernardino San Martín, El Arte de los Puños.  
831 On violent sport and modernity see: Amalio Blanco Abarca, Elisa Larrañaga Rubio, and Santiago Yubero Jim , 
Convivir con la violencia (Navarra: Universidad P blica de Navarra, 2007).  
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San Martín and Cubillas promoted their public image as the foremost proponents of this 
modernizing process.
832
  Both authors were journalists whose daily coverage of international 
sport embedded them in a comparative framework in which they judged Cuban society as 
lacking in the ―manliness‖ and will-power that constituted prime symbols of healthy, forward 
thinking nations.
833
 These social conundrums had a solution: if only the government would allow 
the incipient process of cultural change associated with the learning and dissemination of athletic 
practice, Cubans could forge ahead as a progressive and increasingly virile people.  Civil society, 
they implied, had outpaced the government in its progressive appropriation of modern behaviors.  
The intransience of powerful members of the political class was impediment to healthy 
change.
834
   
   Modern physical culture as a moral system was a powerful tool capable of stemming the 
atavistic criminal impulses that respected social critics and scientists like Fernando Ortiz and 
Israel Castellanos saw as endemic in the unique Cuban mixture of races and ethnicities.
835
  As 
Alejandra Bronfman has shown, elite Cubans worried that the ―accident‖ of progress had placed 
―delinquent‖ races, Afro-Cubans in particular, in an untenable position.836  Unable to navigate 
the rapidly changing modern urban milieu, Afro-Cubans were thought to be prone to acts of 
violence and witchcraft.  Though it is difficult to gauge the diffusion of these ideas portrayed in 
―scientific‖ texts like those produced by Fernando Ortiz  i.e. Los negros brujos), the evidence 
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 There are no studies on violence or perceptions of violence in Cuba during this period.  Impressionistic evidence 
suggests, however, that public violence was a prevalent fear in Havana during this period, with countless examples 
of stabbings and shootings making headlines in newspapers.  Bernardino San Martín had been trained as a boxer by 
the Chilean boxer Juan ―John‖ Budinich, starting in 1910.  He had several boxing matches, his last in 1915 against 
the Sino-Cuban boxer Victor Achán; afterwards dedicating himself to promoting matches and journalism. 
833
 Ibid. 
834
 Ibid. 
835
 See Ortiz, Los negros brujos and Israel Castellanos,  ontr  u   n  l  stu  o  r n om tr  o   l hom r  n  ro 
delincuente (Habana: [s.n.], 1916);  Castellanos,      ru  r   y  l      u smo  n  u  ,   s    l punto    v st  
m    o-legal (Habana: Lloredo, 1916).  
836
Bronfman, Measures of Equality. 
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through popular media representations and works like El Arte de los Puños suggests that by the 
early 1920s Cubans involved in transnational sport had come to reject the idea of fixed 
moral/racial constitutions among Afro-Cubans.  The education and training that were key 
elements of modern sport were capable of creating moral beings, even among the supposedly 
atavistic Afro-Cubans.  Their public visibility and celebration of in sport during the first half of 
the Republic is an understudied counterpoint to what have been portrayed as the dominant 
representations of race in this period.  
While contemporary studies by Ortiz and Castellanos focused on establishing racial 
divisions (determined by phrenology, biometrics, and craniology) to account for the relative 
backwardness of Cuban culture, Cubillas and San Martín portrayed a cross-racial class of Cubans 
who were equally endowed with the intelligence, dedication, and physical traits that yielded 
successful practitioners of transnational physical culture.  Their portrayal of a racially mixed 
sector of Cuban society is a counterpoint to contemporary scientific ideas of racial determinism 
that have yielded much of the historiographical understanding of race in this period.
837
 A survey 
of newspapers (among them El Diario de la Marina, El Heraldo de Cuba, El Mundo, and the 
Havana Post), revistas, and other media of public discourse suggests that the most common 
visual and written portrayals of Afro-Cuban men were as criminals, servants, and as otherwise 
socially marginalized members of Cuban society.
838
  The increasing notoriety of Afro-Cuban and 
Sino-Cuban (among them Víctor Achán and Chau Aranguren) athletes paired with the laudatory 
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 While acknowledging the omnipresent legacy of racial divisions during the Republican period as explored by 
Aline Helg, Alejandra de la Fuente, Tomás Fernández Robaina, this study seeks to complicate the historical 
understanding of lived racial identities during the period.  While most Afro-Cubans were forced to live subaltern 
lives, athletes constituted a highly visible exception to this rule.  Modern athletics created a new social space in 
which the contributions of Afro-Cubans to national pride were explicitly and often unequivocally recognized. 
838
 A study to quantify and qualify these ubiquitous visual representations of Afro-Cubans as a comically rendered 
servant class remains to be done. 
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reproductions of pictures and drawings of their semi-nude bodies in triumphant poses was a 
striking divergence from the negative portrayals of non-white Cubans so common in this period. 
     
 
Participants and spectators in early bouts in Old Havana, El Arte de los Puños. 
 
Organized and regulated violence in the public sphere was preferable to the social 
problems associated with the chaotic and deadly use of force to settle everyday disputes and in 
the early 1920s and Cubans hailed a ―rebirth‖ of boxing as positive step toward the masculine 
regulation of impulse and modernity.
839
 Writers spoke of the ―seed of boxing‖ that had 
―germinated‖ in Cuba and praised the ―fearlessness‖ of those Cubans who took up the 
challenge.
840
   At issue, these writers hoped, was the civilized channeling of aggression and 
conflict into a productive, masculine, and modern behavioral form: the problem was not an 
inability to resolve mundane conflicts, but to do so in a modern and constructive manner.  
Cubans proudly published commentaries by foreigners, especially Americans, that lauded their 
                                                          
839―El Renacimiento del Boxeo,‖ Carteles, November, 1921. 
840Jasón ―Algo de boxeo y de nuestros boxeadores,‖ Carteles, December 1921, p. 24. 
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―advances‖ in the realm of sport as proof that ―other nations should take note.‖841 San Martín and 
Cubillas, reacting to the prevalence of armed violence, present themselves and a long list of 
similarly inclined thinkers not just as lovers of sport, but as modernizers and social engineers 
whose motivation for the popularization and diffusion of athletics in general and pugilism in 
particular is intended to facilitate the "sporting betterment that will be realized within [their] 
young and glorious republic.‖842   
Imported sport, especially baseball, was not new in Havana.  By the early 1920s, physical 
culture clubs were one of the most visible social units of the city and they served several 
interconnected purposes as points of socialization, symbols of social prestige, and a means to 
regulated competition.
843
  As integral elements of civil society, they often reflected the social 
divisions prevalent in Cuban culture, but also served to undermine them.  In addition to 
interracial groups like those who held boxing ―fiestas‖ in old Havana, other clubs organized 
around racial, ethnic and historical themes.  Such suggestive names include:  Agrupación 
Hombres de Mañana, Aponte Sport Club, All American Baseball Club, Boxer Club de Cuba, 
Antillano Sport, Bohemia Sport Club, Asociación Cubana Clean and Jerk, Asociación Deportista 
Cubana Indian, Asociación de la Raza Trigueña y Mestiza (Sporting), Asturias Sporting Club, 
Canarias Sport Club, the Cerro Atlético Club, the Cuba Base Ball Club de Personas de Color, 
the Lindbergh Sport Cluba, and the Amigos de Maceo (Sporting).
844
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 Dr. C.H. Mac Donald, ―Cuba se esta hacienda una nación de atl tica‖ Carteles, November 1921.  As mentioned 
above, Cubans were well aware of the negative stereotypes held by Americans about the effeminacy of Cubans. 
842
 Cubillas and San Martín, El Arte de los Puños. 
843
 In 1918, The Rotary Club, recently founded Havana, claimed that it had little explaining to do because Havana‘s 
social organization was accustomed to club activity, indeed, it was ―Habana—The Greatest Club City of the World.‖  
See:  The Rotarian, September 1918.  There are well over one thousand social and athletic clubs whose charters are 
preserved in the Cuban National Archives, among them  
844
 The thousands of clubs dedicated to physical culture constitute an unstudied sector of the Cuban public sphere.  
Their records are housed in the ANC, Registro Asociaciones.  For example, there are over 30 clubs listed alone 
whose title starts with ―Deportista,‖  
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Before independence, and increasingly after the advent of the Cuban Republic, sport 
became a focal point of social engagement, a means to ―know‖ the outside world, and above all a 
modus operandi.  Knowledge of these cosmopolitan practices and the attitudes associated with 
being an aficionado de deporte were a designator of social distinction; being a ―Sportman‖  the 
English term almost universally used) went hand in hand with being modern, masculine, and 
cultured.  Public figures like Commandante Augusto York, ex-Mayor Varona Suárez and 
brothers Gonzalo y Eduaro López de la Torre organized competitions and ―to develop to the best 
of their abilities the sport of boxing in the youth of our sporting societies, the National University, and 
High Schools of Havana.‖845 
Professional boxing and baseball were cited by Cuban social critics as examples of 
democratic spaces that, at least in part, proved that Cubans enjoyed a greater degree of racial 
equality than their counterparts in the United States.  Conservative House of Representatives 
candidate and fiscal attorney Dr. Manuel Castellanos Mena reasoned the practice of boxing in 
Cuba was proof of racial and social equality: 
In Cuba, lucky for us, no other differences have existed than those which are imparted by 
the different weight [classes]. In this field [boxing], we have given conclusive proof that 
our sentiments are more democratic and more liberal than those of the great American 
people, who disallowed the exhibition of the film of the fight between Johnson and 
Willard, and who desire that [Jack] Dempsey not dispute his championship with Harry 
Wills.
846
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 These functions likely served the dual purpose of promoting sport to a broad range of Cubans and to identify 
potentially lucrative professionals in the making.  The victors were awarded belts with the Cuban flag emblazoned 
on them.  The efforts were given the imprimatur of the highest society in Cuba, including the ―distinguished 
sportsmen General Pablo Mendiete, Doctor Manuel Varona Suarez, Coronel Rosendo Collazo, Dr. Estrada Mora, y 
Dr. Emilio de Marmol.‖  Oscar Massaguer, ―De interes para los amantes de boxeo,‖ Carteles, August 1921. 
846
 Harry Wills, known by his fighting name, The Black Panther, was an African-American heavyweight challenger 
who was the number one contender for the title over his twenty year career (1911-1932).  After Jack Johnson‘s 
defeat by Jess Willard in 1915, African-Americans were prevented by the ―color line‖ from challenging for the 
heavyweight title.  See:  Patrick Miller and David Wiggins, Sport and the Color Line (New York: Routledge Press, 
2004). 
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Jack Dempsey, as interpreted for Cuban readers by Cubillas and San Martín, and other 
writers in the public sphere, was the ideal modern man.  Writers described Dempsey‘s body as a 
―perfect and marvelous machine,‖ in ―the flower of life‖ with an ―excellent physical and 
scientific preparation.‖847   In four years, Cuban readers learned, he had risen from the social 
status of a ―vagabond‖ to the heights of celebrity.  The American world champion came from the 
working (often unemployed) margins of yanqui society, and ascended the social latter through 
dedication, individual talent, and an unwillingness to remain within the boundaries of a class-
based society.  He was also a paragon of complex American (in the hemispheric sense) racial 
identity: he refused to risk his title to the African-American contender Harry Wills, yet Dempsey 
admitted that he was of mixed racial heritage; ―in his veins [ran] mixed together Scottish and 
Indian blood.‖848 This unwillingness to face an African-American challenger was cited by 
Cubans as a stain on his otherwise superhuman image.
849
 Cuban writers further commented 
negatively on his character, labeling him deficient in patriotic values for avoiding military 
service in the World War.
850
 
In the 1920s, narratives of transnational athletes like Jack Dempsey and the famed French 
war-hero turned boxer, George Carpentier, filled the pages of Cuban newspapers and high-
culture reviews.  They were symbols which lower-class Cubans sought to imitate, using their 
names as pseudonyms in the ring, purchasing serialized images, and pursuing athletics as a 
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 ―Cronica de Mexico: Es Dempsey el Campeón del Mundo?‖ Carteles, October, 1921. 
848
 Whether or not Dempsey was part Native American, and there exists some doubt among his biographers, is 
largely beside the point.  Dempsey prided himself on his supposed mixed racial heritage, arguing that it made him a 
more authentic America.  Latin Americas were quick to acknowledge Dempsey‘s self-representation.  See:  Randy 
Roberts, Jack Dempsey, the Manassa Mauler (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 2003), p. 118, 268.. 
849
 Ibid. ―Cronica de Mexico: Es Dempsey el Campeón del Mundo?;‖ and Jos  Albuerne, ―Babe Ruth, el famoso 
beisbolista, es un Superhombre.‖ Carteles, November 1921. 
850
 Ibid. 
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means of personal betterment and class mobility.
851
  For example, an Afro-Cuban boxer from 
Matanzas fought under the name of ―Black Dempsey‖ in the early 1920s alongside other Afro-
Cubans like ―Cuban Jack Johnson.‖  Books, magazines, and newspapers printed and reprinted 
their biometrics, their photographic images, and laudatory drawings of their faces and bodies.  
Cuban tobacco companies published images and brief biographies of Cuban and American 
athletes on boxing cards that were included in cigarette packs as incentives to buy their brands 
(See Figure 3).
852
   
 
Figure 13:  “Black Dempsey. Born in Matanzas [Cuba], 1899.  Gift from Romeo y Julieta cigarettes, # 49,” circa 1923, private 
collection.  
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 This pairing of professional athletics with the upward mobility came in several forms including popular silent 
films.  For example, Calderilla, which played in Havana in 1921 portrayed filial piety in action: a young boxer 
pursues a career in boxing to earn enough money to take care of his sick mother.  See Carteles, December 1921. 
852
 Cuban tobacco companies, such as Susini  and Bock Ovalados Co., Romeo y Julietta, and La Estrella, included 
portraits of American and Cuban popular culture and athletic icons in the packaging.  These serialized cards were 
among the first mass produced photographic images for popular consumption produced in Cuba.  They were 
designed for collection in albums that were available for purchase from the respective companies.  As early as 1915, 
coinciding with the Jack Johnson vs. Jess Willard match in Havana, the Susini Album could contain up to 1,300 
images with subjects ranging from boxers and baseball players to Charles Darwin, Rembrandt, and Shakespeare.   
These Cuban sport cards are today highly sought after collectors items. 
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In this manner, Afro-Cubans who had previously been employed in cutting sugar cane, as 
stevedores, tailors, or soldiers entered Cuban popular consciousness as minor celebrities, worthy 
of admiration and imitation.  Increasingly, Cuban athletes were represented as both elegant and 
masculine: their accomplishments in the ring admired alongside the expensive clothing and 
chivalrous behavior that characterized their highly public lives outside of sport.
853
   They were 
the embodiment of ―sportmen.‖  The erotics of desire for masculine symbols such as these were 
ubiquitous on the streets of Havana.  Images of their sculpted bodies greeted passersby in 
advertisements pasted to walls and arcades.  The spectacles that took place in the public sphere 
in Havana on a regular basis taught lessons to Cuban men on how to be men: 
The man who boxes is ennobled.  Can you imagine a more noble action that demonstrates 
more pure thoughts than those that we see in the ring everyday when a defeated and 
sometimes bloodied man stretches out his hand without rancor or mental reserve to he 
who just produced that damage to his person and who is his defeater?
854
 
 
―Sportmen,‖ paired interest and participation in physical culture with other honorific 
titles and associated themselves with men of the lower classes who  entered the ring in pursuit of 
a better life.  Though by the 1920s boxers in Cuba were almost uniformly drawn from the 
working class, an association with their professional culture was emblematic for young Cuban 
men from the middle and upper classes.
855
  These cosmopolitan professionals were self-
proclaimed ―harbingers‖ of modern Cuban national identity as a composite of local and 
transnational ideas.   Mena, for example, justified and advertised his political candidacy partly on 
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 The most salient representative of this type of celbrity was Eligio Sardiñas Montalvo, ―Kid Chocolate.‖  The 
boxer toured Havana in expensive cars, reputedly had a different suit for every day of the week, and kept a 
scrapbook of pictures of his white female ―conquests.‖ See: Elio Men ndez and V ctor Joaqu n Ortega, Kid 
Chocolate, "el boxeo soy yo--" (Ciudad de La Habana: Editorial ORBE, 1980).  
854
 Mena, El Arte de los Puños. 
855
 Though there are no statistical figures on the races of the hundreds of Cuban boxers in this period, those that 
gained international prominence were uniformly of Afro-Cuban or even Sino-Cuban descent.  This association of 
sport with Afro-Cuban participation remains today.  See: Petalvino, A Diamond in the Rough.  Though before the 
Revolution most aristocratic sporting clubs were, de facto, closed to Afro-Cubans, they excelled nonetheless in the 
most visible forms of physical culture on the island. 
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his decade‘s long engagement with Cuban athletics.  He joined other lawyers and doctors, along 
with newspaper publishers like José María Villaverde, who were often at odds with the Cuban 
government over social policy.
856
   Mena had distinguished himself as a baseball player in 1909, 
and had since worked alongside Cubillas and San Martín for the legalization and diffusion of 
boxing on the island.  He was an ―assiduous devotee‖ of physical culture and his efforts to 
engage Cubans with sport purportedly made him worthy of Cuban votes in the upcoming 
elections for House of Representatives.
857
 His aficiones, established him as a proponent of new 
Cuban manhood, engaged with international sporting trends, an athlete himself, and one who 
encouraged the vigorous enactment of masculine virtue.  The knowledge of this history of 
boxing, embodied in El Arte de los Puños and other popular culture sources became essential for 
a man who wanted be fashionable and modern: a ―sportman.‖858 
For Castellanos Mena, sport in general and boxing in particular were the most modern 
example of democratic and gender inclusive spaces and practices, reaching across race and class.  
―Modern‖ women, he reasoned, were attracted to athletics and in the United States female boxers 
appeared in public matches; he hoped Cuban women would soon follow suit.  That even women 
loved boxing was proof of its universal appeal.  They saw elegant fighters like George Carpentier 
as he received thunderous applause ―greater than kings and emperors,‖ as symbols of sexual 
powers so prodigious that even Carpentier‘s wife could not fault other women who threw 
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 José María Villaverde, the publisher and editor of the newspaper Cuba, allowed a group of Cuban sportmen to 
build one of the first boxing rings in the patio of the newspapers headquarters in 1918.  Villaverde had been 
deported to Spain for political agitation in 1911 and had a somewhat checkered legal record.  New York Times, 21, 
22 August 1911. 
857
 Mena won this election and had a lengthy career in Cuban politics where he was known as a social progressive.  
He was variously known as the ―leader of Cuban women,‖ and ―defender of the workers.‖  See: Partido 
Conservador:  ―Plataforma Electoral para las elecciones de 1932,‖ in Biblioteca Nacional Jos  Mart , Colección 
Cubana, 1932.  Cited in Mirta Rosell, Luchas obreras contra Machado (La Habana: Editorial  Ciencias Sociales, 
1973)p. 205. 
858
 See for example: Jacques Montane, ―Sport in the World By Way of Great Boxing Championship: The First Days 
of Boxing,‖ Carteles, December, 1921. 
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themselves at him: ―wherever he disembarks the most beautiful women…they have fought over 
him…for a kiss of that man…even chaste ones, by which they meant only sympathies and 
admiration for the boxer; even Carpentier‘s own wife did not feel by those kisses the dart of 
jealousy nailed into her heart.‖859 
The powerful and yet cultured masculinity of men like Carpentier, if properly imitated, 
would make the man knowledgeable and proficient in sport irresistible to women.  This was an 
explicit connection of sport as a metaphor for masculinity to another central signifier of 
masculine identity: sexual conquest.
860
  Mastery of boxing, in addition to making one a sexual 
dynamo would also eradicate ―shame before foreigners,‖ another boon to masculine self-
confidence,  as Cubans would increasingly control and discipline their own bodies, change their 
national customs, and put away lethal weapons as ―cowardly‖ impediments to the demonstration 
of virile manhood.  Appropriation of modern physical culture, embodied in transnational hero-
athletes, would extinguish pernicious social types in Cuba:  ―it will disappear from our political 
scene that repugnant type characterized by the fearsome revolver and the pretentious bogeyman 
bigwig (cursi coco-macaco).‖861  Effeminate men were untrained in the deployment of their own 
physical potential; they relied on weapons to settle disputes, and in the process continued the 
―hateful‖ backwardness of Cuban society.  The hopeful note, Mena argued, was that Cuban 
athletes, regardless of their race, boosted national prestige in a competitive transnational 
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 Ibid, El Arte de los Puños. 
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 Looking to the Caribbean as a whole, sociologist Linden Lewis has argued that the cultures of sport, especially 
violent pursuits, are intimately connected with concepts of masculinity and sexual power.  See: Linden Lewis, The 
Culture of Gender and Sexuality in the Caribbean (Gainesville: Univ. Press of Florida, 2003).  This current study 
supports Lewis‘ findings, but explores the genesis of these associations in the early twentieth century. 
861
 Ibid., El Arte de los Puños.  Historians of Cuba have not explored small scale political violence, which 
surfaces often in the popular press of the period.  The use of weapons, often ―revolvers‖ to settle disputes over 
honor in the public sphere would make an interesting case study in political cultures of violence.  Most work on 
violence in politics in Cuba in this period has focused on more organized forms of resistance, like those which 
culminated in the overthrow of president Machado in the early 1930s.  See:  Hugh Thomas, Cuba, or, The Pursuit 
of Freedom. (New York: Da Capo Press, 1998) and Will Fowler and Peter Lambert,  Political Violence and the 
Construction of National Identity in Latin America (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2006).  
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environment and hence added to the masculinity and confidence of the nation.  The adversaries 
of this process are represented as effete Cubans who due to ignorance, fear, or adherence to 
outmoded forms of masculinity disdained the ―noble‖ labor of Cuban sport promoters.  Boxers, 
especially Afro-Cubans, were the owners of ―admirable physiques,‖ they were ―crafty and 
intelligent,‖ never ―lost poise‖ and they were going a long way to ―conquer fame,‖ for Cuba.862 
Mena and his ilk wrapped these masculine bodies, literally and figuratively, in the flag. 
Cubillas and San Martín claim no literary pretensions, for theirs is a labor of 
―manliness,‖ varonil) ―relating truths like the Gospel.‖  They are also concerned with enhancing 
the social status of their readers:  ―in times like these, it is good for you to know the details 
herein, so they don‘t think you ignorant in the ways of the ring.‖  The ―they,‖ in this case are 
one‘s social peers, or those with which the reader supposedly would wish to associate.  
Knowledge of the history of efforts to popularize physical culture in Cuba then, gives one access 
to an enviable social position.   This knowledge was necessary to avoid social embarrassment 
through an education on important aspects of Cuban and transnational culture and guides the 
reader in the proper ways to show knowledge associated with the omnipresent Havana sporting 
scene of the 1920s.  Like Raúl Talán‘s histories of the Mexican prize ring, El Arte de los Puños, 
is a manual on how to be men in a society where certain types of knowledge can make or break 
one‘s status as a masculine figure.863  
 
Cubillas and San Martín seek to convince their readers that over the previous decade the 
politicization of physical culture had been an impediment to the progressive strengthening of 
civil society. The hypocritical and selective granting of licenses to foreign entrepreneurs to hold 
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 Ibid. ―Algo de Boxeo y de Nuestros Boxeadores‖ 
863
 See Chapter Three on Raúl Talán. 
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boxing matches, like the 1915 Jack Johnson bout, and horse races and the prohibitions on Cuban-
run sport enterprises had retarded the natural growth of modern sport amid the Cuban 
populace.
864
   Journalists argued that via their daily consumption of news and trends from outside 
the island they were uniquely situated to teach Cubans the most modern and effective lessons 
gleaned from the paradigmatic practices of advanced countries like Great Britain and the United 
States.  The inertia of the state, guided by outmoded ideas, questionable masculinity, and disdain 
for the capability of native initiative, was an impediment to social evolution.
865
 
A defensive tone is taken from the outset:  ―this book is not to be admired, but to be read 
and understood.‖  Echoing the forceful language deployed by Cuban intellectuals like José Sixto 
de Sola, they posit that Cubans who refuse to accept that physical culture is a positive social 
force and disdain boxing are close-minded, ―short of intelligence and willfully blind.‖866  The 
preface is directed to the ―Distinguished Sportsmen‖ of the recently established National Boxing 
Commission, an influential group of aristocratic Cubans whose continued favor San Martín and 
Cubillas needed to succeed in the business of boxing.  They simultaneously call for the 
benevolence of the commission while stating that both they and the authors have a common goal: 
―the regeneration of the manly art of the Marquee of Queensbury in our Republic.‖  Their 
arguments are emblematic of Cuban society in transition: while it purports to be a ―history,‖ it is 
simultaneously a call for the further inclusion and appropriation of these cultural practices into 
mainstream Cuban society.  
The legislative action that led to the foundation of the first regulatory body for boxing 
and wrestling, the Comisión Nacional de Boxeo, was the result of constant pressure emanating 
                                                          
864
 For further information on selective licensing for American entrepreneurs see Schwarz, Pleasure Island. 
865
 As I‘ve argued previously, this ―democratic‖ sphere of civil society struggled for existence beyond the political 
realm.  As explicit comparison were made to raceless practices in Cuba not associated with government policy 
compared to the civil and legislative prohibitions in the United States. 
866
 Ibid. El Arte de los Puños. 
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from Cuban civil society.
867
  Legislators moved to legalize and regulate the popular practice that, 
despite attempts condemn it, had become an autonomous space in the Cuban public sphere.  The 
government moved to take control and tax it heavily.  The new legislation required enormous 
sums from sport clubs and promoters  5,000 pesos), referees  500),  and ―managers‖  300) that, 
the legislation suggested, could be obtained from certain finance companies.  It also required up 
to three hundred pesos to issue licenses in the form of cards (carnets) to be carried by anyone 
involved in a boxing match, from timekeepers and club owners, to ―seconds‖ and announcers.  In 
keeping with the idea that boxing was path to social advancement, boxers were only required to 
pay ten pesos and to prove their ―moral condition,‖ before the Commission.868 These cards were 
to carry their fingerprints, biometrics, biographical information and photographs.
869
  The 
Commision went on to regulate every aspect of the public spectacle, from the pay given to 
referees and timekeepers, the amount of free tickets that could be distributed to the press (two 
per hundred capacity of the arena), how often a boxer could fight, where and when he could fight 
and the minimum age of a professional boxer: eighteen.
870
 
Though the government had yielded in its attempts to outlaw the questionable practice 
and sought to impose its rule over civil society through blanket regulations, it had no control 
over the growing public sphere celebration of boxing, as shown by the transnational phenomenon 
of the Dempsey-Firpo ―race war‖ of 1923. 
 
                                                          
867
 ANC: Reglamento de la Comisión Nacional de Boxeo, Gaceta Oficial, 19 July 1922, p. 1587. (Hereafter referred 
to as G.O.) 
868
 Ibid. 
869
 Unfortunately, none of these records remain.  They would have been a rich source and social profile for the 
perhaps thousands of Cubans who registered as professional boxers before the Revolution. 
870
 This regulation of the ages of combatants would be revisited, and lowered, by subsequent decree.  This 
legislation was not the last word of the Cuban government on protecting minors from engaging in or even viewing 
boxing matches.  Subsequent legislation was passed that set the minimum age to view a prizefight at fifteen years 
old.   G.O. de 25 de Julio de 1923, p 13997; See ―Legislación social de Cuba‖ por Jos  R. Garc a Pedroso  1936) 
tomo I  p. 406. 
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The “Virile and Energetic Reality of our Race”:  How Luis Ángel Firpo Embodied the 
Transnational “Manly Ideal” in Cuba 
 
In the months leading up to the September 1923 heavyweight boxing championship 
between Argentine Luis Ángel Firpo and American Jack Dempsey, Cubans writers published 
thousands of words of prose and poetry, pictures and illustrations, predictions and prayers to 
construct for their readers the importance of the international racial drama unfolding  a thousand 
miles away in New York.
871
  Cubans from around the island wrote to newspapers expressing 
their racial solidarity with the Argentine, some choosing poetry to best express their emotions 
and citing this as a ―historic‖ moment in the Latin American encounter with global culture.  The 
public sphere, where opinions were voiced and debated sprang into life in the months before the 
storied bout. 
  On the evening of September 14, 1923, one newspaper writer estimated that 50,000 
Cubans in Havana alone gathered on street corners and in parks to hear the radio broadcast of the 
bout.
872
  Advertisements for patent medicines seized the popularity of boxing to extol the effects 
of their product:  to make vigorous men capable of surviving in the allegoric struggle for national 
and racial supremacy.  They also promised to remedy the effects of the ―mal del siglo‖: 
neurasthenia.
873
  Racial struggle, the enervating effects of modern life, and the ways to become 
―virile,‖ were entangled with this distant and highly theatrical ―crisis.‖  In Argentina, thousands 
more miles away, the rise of Firpo fomented congressional debates on how best to incorporate 
boxing into Argentine culture to close the gap between Argentine masculinity and ―Anglo 
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 See Chapter 3, account of bout in Mexico. 
872
 El Mundo, 15 September 1923. 
873
 See image from El Mundo for ―Globetol‖ 
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Saxon,‖ martial prowess.874  These same ideas, circulating in Cuba, came to a head as thousands 
gathered in hope that Firpo, and ―Latins‖ in general, would show their masculine prowess in the 
New York ring. 
Cuban writers, broadcasters, and theater/cinema owners mirrored and enhanced the 
popular acclaim created by the match by stressing regional identity as the crux in the growing 
―racial‖ solidarity with the Argentine boxer not only across Latin America, but with ―Latin‖ 
countries of Europe.  Firpo, Cuban readers learned, was an innocent and powerful exemplar of 
Latin manhood, a practitioner of the Yankee pastime, and yet possessed a keen business acumen 
that allowed him to strategically turn his financial windfall into further business opportunities 
for himself and the Argentine public.  In 1923, for example, Firpo, with limited English, 
negotiated the distributorship for Stutz automobiles for all of Argentina and Uruguay.
875
  His 
lack of language skills in English, usually cited as a pre-requisite for success in el Norte, were 
overcome by the force of his personality and the notoriety of his profession.  Educated and 
upper-class Latin Americans were no longer the only ones who could compete on the world 
stage.   Firpo, the boxer, was presented as simultaneously salvaje (savage) and refined, 
successfully wielding both violence and commerce as aids in his self-advancement: the Latin 
self-made man.  Around these men and events, Cubans deployed their understanding of the 
desirable attributes of men in the modern world. 
The more dramatic among Cuban commentators petitioned god to assist Firpo in 
defeating the famous American and his shadowy supporters.   Despite laudatory coverage of his 
                                                          
874
 Diario de sesiones de la Cámara de Diputados (Buenos Aires: Argentina. Congreso de la Nación. Cámara de 
Diputados de la Nación, Issues 129-205,  1922) p. 271. 
875
 El Mundo and El Díario de la Marina published pictures of Firpo with the luxurious Stutz automobiles.  After his 
defeat by Dempsey, Firpo returned to Buenos Aires where he displayed two Stutz automobiles at the 6
th
 Annual 
Automotive Convention in Buenos Aires.  La Nación (Buenos Aires), 11 November 1923; El Mundo, 11 September 
1923. 
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opponent, Jack Dempsey, and the daily reproductions of the images of both athletes as  
masculine role models and symbols of desire, Cuban sympathies, journalists argued, lay with 
the Argentine as a ―racial brother‖ and a symbol of ―Latin‖ virility in combat with the 
hegemonic power to the north.
876
   September 1923 marked the first time that a Latin American 
challenged a representative of the United States for the designation of ―World Heavyweight 
Champion.‖  These constructions of Firpo and Dempsey were focal points in the ongoing Cuban 
imagination of race, identity, and masculinity.  The boxers served as archetypal characters, 
shorthand for larger emergent identities, which represented the aspirations of Cuban writers, 
and, they argued, large segments of the public, to vicariously excel at the purely modern game 
of regulated and highly theatrical violence.
877
  The Cuban poets Manuel Giz and José F. de la 
Peña summed up the significance of the distant event and the sentiments of many writers in 
their two odes to the Argentine boxer on the eve of the bout: 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                          
876
 As I will argue later in this chapter, the use of images of Firpo and Desmpsey in advertising constitutes what 
Jackson Lears identified in post WWI United States as the increasing use of celebrities to ―rouse the inert masses 
into disciplined enthusiasm‖ and this periodization holds true for emergent types of desire in the Cuban public.  
Though there is almost no work on the evolution of advertising as a cultural phenomenon in this era in Latin 
America; I draw similar conclusions to those of American historians William Leach and Jackson Lears, that the use 
of sport celebrity figures to sell a range of products designated the‖ living [of] life on multiple planes of meaning,‖ 
where ―self and world were melded.‖  Jackson Lears, Fables of Abundance: A Cultural History of Advertising in 
America (New York, N.Y.: Basic Books, 1994), p. 151.  See also: William Leach, Land of Desire: Merchants, 
Power, and the Rise of a New American Culture (New York: Vintage Books, 1994). 
877
 Boxers, especially, in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries were presented to the public not solely as 
athletes, but often as theatrical figures, earning a great portion of their enormous incomes by appearing on stage.  
Jack Johnson, James ―Jim‖ Corbett, and John L. Sullivan all traveled extensively with vaudeville troupes.  Jack 
Johnson, by the latter part of his career, identified himself in official documents as an actor or ―artist.‖  See: Kasia 
Body, A Cultural History of Boxing; ―Jack Johnson‖ file at the National Museum of Immigration (Buenos Aires, 
Argentina).  The rise of Latin American boxers, particularly in Mexico, Cuba, and Argentina; was concurrent with 
the extension of film production to Latin American.  Boxers such as Luis Ángel Firpo, Luis Villanueva (Kid Azteca, 
Mexico), Kid Gavilán (Gerardo González, Cuba) appeared in numerous films from the 1920s-1950s.  For details of 
these films see the Internet Movie Data Base www.imd.com (accessed 12 November 2010). 
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―To Luis Ángel Firpo‖ 
 
The ideal laurels of smiling  
august victory will crown your head…. 
demonstrating in the contest that you are  
a descendent of this race of invincibles and immortals. 
  
Raise your imperturbable right hand, challenge, 
struggling you will win, this is your destiny; 
On you is pinned our Latin honor,  
most perfect and formidable athlete. 
 
Continue your wrathful , triumphant career. 
Hercules, Hispano-American Goliath; 
you come from the most warrior-like lineage 
 
That here was able to found a fraternal people. 
Thus  Cuba, joyful and elevated,  
offers her arm, and squeezes your hand.
878
 
 
―The Victor‖ 
 
Shining star on which a Race fixes 
Its honor and hope: 
Inspired by faith in his strength. 
Without concern for whom destiny may chose! 
………. 
 
Remember that this is the ―chance‖ of your life 
to acquire unimaginable glory 
Offering to your race what it loves.
879
 
 
 
Far from professional writers, Manuel Giz, José de la Peña, and other amateur poets 
wrote these lines to express their solidarity with a man they had never met but who they felt 
furthered the standing of their race in the eyes of the world.  Cubans, in the poem, are 
characterized as part of a regionally and racially defined group that appropriates Firpo as one of 
their own.  Race, according to Giz and De la Peña, should be experienced in this historical 
                                                          
878Manuel Giz, ―To Luis Ángel Firpo,‖ in Diario de la Marina, 1 September 1923 
879Jos  F. de la Peña, ―The Victor,‖ in El Mundo, 28 August 1923. 
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context as a pan-Latin American constant formed by common Spanish racial heritage and history 
(excluding indigenous or Afro-descended Latin Americans).  Firpo served as a transitional figure 
in the contemporary Cuban imagination of race and sport.  Imagined as a racially pure Argentine 
of European stock, he was the first Latin American in long line of increasingly darker-skinned 
athletic idols that came to represent regional and national celebrations of vigorous manhood.  
Many editorials published in the weeks leading up to the bout focused on Firpo‘s mixed, yet 
completely ―Latin‖ Italian and Spanish heritage.880  Others claimed that he was born of an 
Argentine woman (of Spanish heritage) and an Italian immigrant father.  Amid these different 
formulations of Firpo‘s race, the honor of Latin America manhood as a whole is ―pinned‖ on the 
boxer as a ―perfect‖ athlete and representative of the variously defined ―Hispanic-American,‖ 
―Indo-American,‖ or ―Latin American‖ race.  Racial combat, by proxy, is embedded in the 
voluminous linguistic constructions of the bout.  
Firpo‘s  ancestry, traced by some contemporary commentators to the mountains of Spain, 
by others to the medieval castles of Italy, is of secondary importance compared to the manner in 
which his race was conceived by those who attached their own high hopes to his ascent in the 
field of competitive, transnational athletics.  In defining Firpo, the deployment of racial ideas is 
sometimes confused and confusing, often fluid and contingent upon context and motive.   
Official representatives of the Argentine, Italian, and Spanish governments voiced their support 
of him and appropriated his image as emblematic of the most masculine and modern 
characteristics of their respective peoples.  His popularity even stimulated Latin Americans in the 
United States to show their solidarity with the boxer through popular subscription toward the 
purchase of an honorific medal and ceremonial pair of boxing gloves that were awarded him in a 
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public ceremony.
881
  Hundreds of Cubans traveled to New York to witness the bout, investing 
weeks and sometimes hundreds of dollars in bets, travel fare and lodging fees.
882
   
Though the American Jack Dempsey refused to risk his title to deserving boxers of 
African-American descent; he gladly accepted the Argentine, though a foreigner, as less of a risk 
to the white races‘ maintenance of the title.883  Cubans were keenly aware of the racial injustice 
perpetrated by American athletes who refused to give African-Americans their due chance; but 
they reveled in the knowledge that a ―Latin,‖ might become champion. 
Though  Firpo as a racial representative was imagined by a number of different 
commentators across Latin America, an intellectual counterpoint disdained the location of Latin 
honor in such a disreputable and barbaric (and ultimately unsuccessful) pursuit;  these divergent 
opinions will be addressed shortly.   Giz‘s poem, in its celebration of pan-Latin identity, 
however, is reminiscent of the Nicaraguan poet Rub n Dar o‘s well known poetic confrontation 
of American hemispheric hegemony ―To Roosevelt  1904),‖ in which ―Spanish America‖ is 
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 See Chapter 4 for an account of this meeting of the Spanish Beneficent Society of New York in which Luis 
Ángel Firpo was awarded these tokens of admiration. El Mundo, 11 September 1923. 
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 El Mundo, 12 and 17 September 1923. 
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 Social reformers in the United States, were not so accepting of Firpo as ―white.‖  Along with the African-
American boxer Jack Johnson, he was brought up on charges for violating the Mann Act, which prohibited the 
transport of white women across state lines for immoral purposes.  This law was designed specifically with men like 
Jack Johnson in mind and its application to white men was extremely rare.  Paradoxically, charges were brought in 
federal court by the former President of the New York Civic League, Canon William Sheafe Chase, against Firpo 
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Wills.  The attempt was quashed by federal court judge William Runyan, citing the misuse of federal statutes in an 
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Denied as Artifice,‖  New York Times, 12 September 1924; ―Reformers Now Seek Mann Act Warrant for Wayward 
Firpo,‖ Chicago Daily Tribune, 11 September 1924.   Paul Sann, The Lawless Decade; A Pictorial History of a 
Great American Transition: from the World War I Armistice and Prohibition to Repeal and the New Deal (New 
York: Crown Publishers, 1957);  Sheafe Chase was a vociferous moralist and foe of most any manifestation of 
popular culture that he deemed immoral.  For example, see: Donald Crafton and Charles Harpole, The Talkies: 
American Cinema's Transition to Sound, 1926 – 1931 (Berkeley: Univ. of California Press, 1999). 
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characterized as ―cubs of the Spanish Lion‖ in competition with the expansionist aims of an alien 
and incompatible culture
884
  Firpo, Giz argued, was that Latin American identity incarnate.     
 
Figure 14: Luis Ángel Firpo at the Argentine Embassy, Washington D.C. (Library of Congress) 
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 For a discussion of Dar o‘s pan-Latin Americanism and anti-Americanism see:  Alberto Acereda  and Rigoberto 
Guevara, o  rn sm,  u  n   r o, and the Poetics of Despair (Lanham, MD: University Press of America, 2004).  
In this celebrated work, Dar o locates the United States‘ character and imperialist aims in Theodore Roosevelt as 
―the future invader of Latin America.‖  In opposition to Anglo-Saxon North Americans, Darío posits a Pan-Latin 
American identity based on Hispanic racial inheritance and the history of Spain as an imperial counterweight to 
Rooseveltian expansionism. 
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Figure 15: “Firpo Prepares for the World Championship,” El Mundo, 31 August 1923 
         
By the time of the Dempsey-Firpo match in 1923, the relationship between race, sport, 
and wider identities were public sphere topics in Cuba.
 885
  It is clear, that as in the United States, 
many Latin American observers subscribed to the idea that success in competitive sport was a 
badge of achievement that indicated the vigorous masculinity espoused by many proponents of 
manliness in the United States, most famous among them Theodore Roosevelt.
886
  Various 
                                                          
885―El Verdadero Valor de los boxeadores de color‖  Carteles, May 1922.   As early as 1908, Cuban writers had 
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886
 For Roosevelt‘s arguments of the value of ―strenuous‖ living see:, Theodore Roosevelt, The Strenuous Life: 
Essays and Addresses (New York: Century, 1904).  There is an enormous historiography on the early-twentieth 
century associations with sport, masculinity, and civilization; particularly in the context of preventing percieved 
effeminancy and countering the effects of stifling urban decadence.  This impulse towards the cultivation of violent, 
vigorous, and ostentatious masculinity has been argued by many historians as a prime factor in American imperialist 
aims toward the beginning of the twentieth-century.  See:  Gail Bederman, Manliness & Civilization (Chicago: 
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American gender historians, among them Gail Bederman and Kristin Hoganson, have argued that 
the importance placed by middle and upper class Americans on displaying manhood through 
athletics in this period was largely due to fears of the decadent forces of inertia and effeminacy 
that were a constant danger to the vitality and power of American men and, by extension, the 
nation as a whole.
887
   This study helps uncover the implementation of these transnational ideas 
in Cuba through the elevation of boxing and the public emphasis placed on the development of 
―physical culture‖ that raised it to the status of patriotic endeavor.  Beyond the success of 
individual racial and national groups in combating the dangers of urban life, victory in boxing 
was portrayed as a border crossing ―democratic‖ field where individual and racial merit were 
decided both fairly and dramatically. Cuban commentators presented transnational athletic 
events to their readers in these terms, strikingly similar to those used in the United States, and 
made explicit comparisons of events in distant New York with the rapid development of the 
cultural system in which boxing flourished on the island.
888
 
 Imbedded in the language and symbolism of boxing, Cuban unease with ―evil of the 
century,‖ ―neurasthenia‖ was expressed in terms of solutions to the enervating effects of modern 
urban life. Neurasthenia was a condition of weakness, effeminacy, and lack of decisiveness 
                                                                                                                                                                                           
University of Chicago Press, 1995);  Kristin L. Hoganson,   Fighting for American Manhood: How Gender Politics 
Provoked the Spanish-American and Philippine-American Wars (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2000).  David 
A. Gerstner, Manly Arts: Masculinity and Nation in Early American Cinema (Durham: Duke Univ. Pr, 2006).  There 
is virtually no historiographical treatment of the connections between American and Latin American conceptions of 
masculinity in this period.  This study, I hope, begins to close this gap in understanding the transnational flow of 
ideas and their implementations in Latin America. 
887
 Roosevelt, for example, took boxing lessons in the White House and cited boxing as an ―ideal‖ means to recover 
lost or endangered masculinity attributed to city life. See:  H. W. Brands The Reckless Decade: America in the 
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culture and racial came early in the period.  For one example see: Mariano Ben tez Veguillas,  u    nt  l  h stor   
y  l s nt  o  om n (Habana: Imprenta "El Figaro", 1897).  
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thatwas attributed to the loss of primal energies associated with healthy, rural living.
889
 Cuban 
intellectuals imported this idea to apply it to the Cuban condition that, they feared, was 
increasingly common and detrimental to the national body.
890
  These same ideas appeared, with 
increasing frequency, into the 1920‘s.891  One locus for the transfer of these intellectual ideas 
into public life was through newspapers and the advertisements for products to reverse this 
dreaded condition.  Transnational advertisements for patent medicines, some appearing in 
newspapers all over Latin America, promised regeneration and strengthening of the primal 
instincts of man through a combination of medication and affinity for virile sports like boxing 
(See Figure 4 in this Chapter and Figure 3 in Chapter 4). 
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 For an account of the widespread fears embodied in the condition of neurasthenia in the United States in this 
same period see: Jackson Lears, Rebirth of a Nation: The Making of Modern America, 1877-1920 (New York: 
Harper Perennial, 2010). 
890
 Cuban observers celebrated the reorientation of public education toward physical culture, in which ―especially 
the boys‖ were showing modern tastes by their interest in ―muscular exercises‖ like baseball and other sports.  These 
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escuelas‖ in  La instrucción primaria: Revista quincenal, Volumen 4 (1906) (Cuba. Secretaría de Instrucción 
Pública y Bellas Artes), pp. 385-88.   
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 Among many examples, see:  Alejandro Andrade Coello, ―El Ecuador Intelectual‖ in  Cuba Contemporanea 
(Vol. 12, 1916), pp. 179-191.  In the municipio of Remedios, outside of Havana, neurasthenia was blamed even as a 
cause of death by renowned physician Dr. Carlos Finlay:  Cuba.  n orm , m nsu l s n t r o y   mo r    o    l  
  p  l        u  . 1903.  
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 Advertisement for “Globéol,” El Mundo, 21 September 1923. 
Indeed, boxing had taken root quickly in Cuba and writers looked abroad, claiming 
intimate knowledge of the world of sport outside of Cuba to settle contentious domestic 
debates.
892
  For example, on the same day as the publication of Giz‘s ode, Cubans learned that a 
local boxer, Eladio ―Black Bill‖ Vald s, had returned to Havana from Key West, Florida to hold 
a boxing match.  The motive for this change in the location of the bout was reportedly because 
the authorities in that southern island town had moved to prevent Black Bill from engaging in a 
bout with the white Kid Shakey [sic] because interracial matches were prohibited by local 
decree.
893
  No such law existed in Cuba.  Simultaneously, Cuban writers reported that the gifted 
African-American heavyweight, the ―candidate of the colored race,‖ would never be allowed to 
fight for Jack Dempsey‘s title.894   Young Sam McVea, an African-American boxer from New 
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 In a letter published in El Mundo, 28 August 1923, journalist and promoter Samuel ―Sam‖ Tolón rebukes Joe 
Massaguer and the American owner of the Havana Hotel ―Royal Palm‖  where many foreign boxers visiting Havana 
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 Diario de la Marina, 1 September 1923. 
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Wills Dice Que El Argentino No Ataja a Nadie,‖  El Mundo, 24 September 1923. 
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Orleans arrived after a barnstorming tour of Jamaica and Panama bearing newspaper clippings to 
prove his success in the ring and his bona fides as a challenger.  He praised Cuban racial 
tolerance where ―boxers of the colored race can fight with white fighters and win the money they 
deserve.‖895 Cubans journalists reproduced detailed accounts of the legal battles of the African-
American boxer Harry Wills for a chance to meet the Champion Jack Dempsey  in the ring.  
Race alone, Cuban readers were informed over and again, was the only factor that prevented 
Wills the fruits of his long career.
896
  Once again, Cubans celebrated the civic nationalism that, 
social commentators stressed, was more democratic than that of the United States and decried 
racial segregation that limited the upward mobility for Cubans of African descent.
897
 The great 
American champion, in risking his title to a member of the Latin race, would continue to deny 
his African-American countryman a shot at the heavyweight crown.  
In the weeks leading up to Dempsey-Firpo, habaneros attended a variety of boxing 
matches in virtually all parts of the city.  In the beach suburb of Marianao, entrepreneurs held 
―Battle Royale‖ boxing matches in conjunction with social outings to the beach where Cubans 
were invited to take part in such traditional games ―played by [their] ancestors‖ as catching a 
greased duck.
898
  These entertainments were augmented by prize fights in a ring erected on the 
beach where ―all those who feel themselves to be manly‖ were encouraged to mount the ring 
where no limits on ―weight, age, or [skin] color‖ were established to segregate Cubans in the 
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 El Mundo, 22 and 23 August 1923. 
896―El Manager de Harry Wills Trata de Impedir la Pelea Desmpey-Firpo,‖6 September 1923, El Mundo,―Dempsey 
Dice que Jamas le Dara un Chance a H. Wills,‖ El Mundo, 7 September 1923. 
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 Ibid.   
898
 ―Battle Royale‘s‖ were introduced as a form of entertainment by American promoters in 1915.  As an American 
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introduction of Battle Royales.  El Mundo, 29 August 1923, 31 August 1923;  El Díario de la Marina, 29 August 
1923. 
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manner that was common practice in the rings of the north.
899
  The promoters of these events 
portrayed this type of entertainment as a quintessentially Cuban form of recreation and 
relaxation:  ―you will have an agreeable day in the open air, swimming, listening to music, 
dancing, watching boxing [matches], walking on the beach…..it will take away your bad mood 
and the worries of business.‖900  Watching men pummel each other in the ring was as Cuban as 
dancing and walking on the beach.  The social seat of aristocratic habanero society, the Cuba 
Lawn Tennis club, opened its facilities for the amateur boxing championship where a cross-racial 
group of dozens of young men from the Y.M.C.A., Regla, Police, Customs Agent‘s, Sporting, 
Clerk‘s, and La Salle athletic club competing for honorary titles .901 
In the suburbs and in the working class heart of the city Cubans attended, bet scarce 
pesos on, and were entertained by prizefighting.  In the professional and amateur stadiums of 
Central Havana boxers from the furthest reaches of the island fought in front of crowds of Cuban 
sportsmen.  Afro-Cuban professionals from Cienfuegos (Gustavo Galo ―Sparring‖ Caballero) 
Cárdenas (Kid Cárdenas), and Sagua la Grande  Ramón ―Releaux Saguero‖ Cabrera) joined 
white Cubans like Enrique ―The Topaz of Cienfuegos‖ Ponce de León and other Latin 
Americans like the Uruguayan Juan Carlos Casala to compete for increasingly lucrative purses.  
They engaged in highly publicized grudge matches, published defaming letters in the press, and 
engaged in theatrical behavior to boost revenues.
902
  Local businesses backed fighters like 
Antonio Valdes ―the Creole marvel‖ and ―Pride of the Harris Brothers.‖903  Juan Garzón squared 
off against the ―Cuban [George] Carpentier.‖  A police escort led Ponce de Leon to the ring, not 
                                                          
899
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902Massaguer, ―Topicos de El Día,‖ El Mundo, 28 August 1923. 
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under arrest but to pay homage to him as the boxing trainer for the Third Police Station gym.  
Customs agent Alberto Dumois represented his fellow workers in a match held in the Stadium of 
the Marina.  An amateur tournament took place ―to foment the sport of boxing in Cuba as one of 
the means of physical and moral betterment for Cuban youths.‖ 904  All of these events took place 
in the first weeks of September in 1923. 
These local matches were juxtaposed to the transnational event of the prizefight between 
Firpo and Dempsey.  Accounts of the bout dominated the presentation of news from abroad in 
Havana newspapers for weeks surrounding the match and men were challenged ―to show their 
manliness‖ by taking part in boxing matches.905  ―Experts,‖ both Cuban and foreign, predicted 
the outcome of the racialized battle between north and south in lengthy diatribes in the Havana 
press.  Former champions Jim Corbett and Jess Willard and the African-American heavyweight 
Harry Will‘s opinions‘ were published in lengthy articles translated into Spanish for Cuban 
readers.
906
  When the day of the fight finally arrived, it had been dissected, predicted, argued, 
and justified in public discourse by dozens of individuals from countries on every inhabited 
continent. 
  A Havana law student, José Luis Sandoval, boarded a steamship bound for New York in 
order to witness the match between ―the colossus of the Anglo Saxon race and that of the Latin.‖ 
Presented as the paragon of Cuban youth, Sandoval had proven his worth by having a thorough 
                                                          
904―Convocation of the Amateur Boxing Championship of Cuba,‖Diario de la Marina, 2 September 1923.  This 
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grasp on prizefighting.
907
 Hundreds of Cubans, El Mundo reported, had ―invaded New York,‖ 
traveling on trains and steamships to witness the bout, among them the son in law of the 
President and the son-in-law of the President, Celso Cuellar del Rio and his family.
908
  Joe 
Massaguer, writing an account of one such voyage on the Governor Cobb steamship, suggested 
they rename the ship the ―Dempsey-Firpo Special,‖ as ninety percent of the passengers were 
headed to New York to witness the bout.
909
  To represent the ―Firpista Party,‖ one Sr. Mart n 
took it upon himself to purchase a ringside seat and travel to New York.
910
  Guillermo Pi, writing 
for El Diario de la Marina, informed his readers of the daily events taking place in the training 
camps of the two boxers, calling on Cubans to imagine urban and rural scenes in the United 
States where preparations were taking place.  Even the training camps, Jos  ―Joe‖ Massaguer 
explained to his readers, were cosmopolitan sites; in Firpo‘s alone one could hear conversations 
in Italian, Spanish, German, English, and French.
911
  Italian and Argentine laborers, one Cuban 
wrote, avoided work in New York City in order to watch Firpo hit the punching bag and skip 
rope.
912
  The Cuban Boxing Commission, juxtaposing itself to the New York Boxing 
Commission (a regulatory committee that set rules, managed bouts and established the eligibility 
of fighters and managers), published its weekly proceedings for public consumption and 
transparency.  Boxers, promoters, trainers, ring doctors, and seconds were listed by name and 
their assigned license number; reasons were given for denying certain fighters eligibility to enter 
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the ring.   One boxer, Ponce de León, was prevented from engaging in a bout because the Cuban 
Boxing Commission‘s doctors, after a thorough examination,  deemed him physically unfit to 
fight.  This type of bureaucratic ostentation mirrored that of the sister Commission in the United 
States.
913
 
Firpo, to the joy of Cuban observers, received foreign dignitaries in his training camp 
outside of New York, such as the Italian consul who presented him with a coat of arms from his 
mother‘s Italian-descended family, assuring him that his ancestors were warriors and conquerors, 
―soldiers of Christ,‖ and that the ―race was admirably incarnated in him.‖ 914  Firpo carried great 
responsibility on his shoulders:  ―A tree that has these roots-- that has been fed from generation 
to generation with such powerful sap, can only continue the tradition.  He is obligated to do 
it.‖915   He was, a Cuban journalist proclaimed ―the Latin hope  la esperanza latina).‖916 
José ―Joe‖ Massaguer, the cosmopolitan sports editor for the Havana newspaper EL 
Mundo,  reacted to the voluminous mail he received about the bout from even the smallest towns 
on the island.  He opened a section of the newspaper to publish these letters that expressed the 
hopes that Cuban placed in the victory of the Argentine.
917
  One Antolín Gómez, from Cárdenas, 
wrote that his ―heart [was] with Firpo.  Gómez proclaimed that he was a ―100% boxing fan‖ and 
that he devoured the daily press about the sport that he received in his provincial town.  Firpo, he 
reasoned, was in ―perfect physical condition‖ and embodied the ―Greatest of Latin Hopes.‖  His 
intellect told him, however, that Dempsey stood a better chance to win.
918
 Rolando Casas, 
writing from Matanzas, expressed his hopes in messianic terms: Firpo, for Casas was ―a figure 
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who will defeat the Saxon race once and for all, a figure to represent the Latin Race, [who] will 
know how to carry proudly the paladin of Championship of the World.‖919  Furthermore, he 
flattered the editor, Massaguer, for his genius in giving common Cubans a platform from which 
to express their racial solidarity.
920
 
Several Cubans agreed with Casas, that the fight was to decide more than just supremacy 
in the boxing ring.  Trying to avoid the ―latin passion‖ of other writers, Ricardo de la Torre wrote 
that he believed that brute force always wins, and since Firpo was brutishness incarnate, he 
would certainly prevail.
921
   One writer, who identified himself only as S.Q, differed from most:  
He reasoned that thousands of people awaited with true anxiety the result of the fight…what 
some have called a ―Pelea de Raza,‖ not for the discussion of supremacy in boxing, but the 
supremacy of the Saxon race over the Latin, or vice versa.   
―It is an absurd danger to see in Firpo or Dempsey the representative of a race, races 
 should never be represented by brute force, but in how advanced they are in Art, Science, 
 Industry, etc. In our century, the force of intellect is more important, and Desmpesy and 
 Firpo have little of that….We, as Latins, should hope for the triumph of Firpo, but, we 
 should not blind ourselves and hope for the defeat of the world champion.‖ 922   
It was true that the Argentine had a good ―chance,‖ but ―Dempsey [had] better science 
though, and Firpo was already morally defeated because he wanted more time to learn before the 
fight.‖   
Aurelio Baldoz, writing from Havana, appointed himself to speak for many on the 
pettiness of Americans in regard to fair competition: ―We all know that the Americans cannot 
tolerate a Latin besting them in anything, much less will they look kindly upon the world‘s 
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crown passing to the Latin race…‖923 Arroyo Ruz, also writing from Havana, deprecated those 
Cubans who he saw as traitors to national identity.  Those who hoped Dempsey would win did so 
because they had ―spent their month‖ in the United States and because of this experience fancied 
themselves ―Franks‖ instead of ―Franciscos.‖  They deluded themselves into thinking that they 
had a connection with the American champion.
924
  R.G. Tilla concurred, but also impugned 
Cubans for talking out of turn about an ―art‖ that they knew little about.  It made Cubans look 
ridiculous, as would an American who pretended knowledge that was not a product of his 
culture:   
The immense majority of those of us who speak about Firpo and Dempsey are not 
authorized to do so…Either we don‘t know the first word on boxing, or because we don‘t 
know the current conditions of the boxers.  Some of us think that because we have seen  
ten or twelve bad local fights we know what boxing is, and the truth is that whichever 
authentic Frank or Peter, not these false ones that Senor Arroyo alluded to, know possibly 
more than whichever or us about the art that currently enriches Firpo, the powerful 
Argentine, and the reason is very simple, perhaps presenting the opposite would be more 
clear: ‗Can you all imagine the ridiculous role Mr. Runyan, the great North American 
chronicler would play, writing about a cock fight?‘925 
 J. Martínez shared the admiration that many felt for Dempsey as an emblematic physical 
specimen, dozens of Cuban men voiced similar opinions: ―Dempsey is one of the most perfect 
human examples that exists, all of his body is in proper proportion…‖ Despite this, Firpo was 
still the best Latin hope.
926
  Ramos Izquierdo writing from an unknown location in Cuba, called 
upon his experience living in the United States immediately after Cuban Independence and his 
―Twenty Years‖ as an assiduous boxing fan to reason that Firpo, without doubt, would win.927  It 
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was not a question of races for Izquierdo, but Firpo being hungry and the champion being worn 
out.
928
 
 Rafael Román from his home in remote rural town of San José de los Ramos (pop. 8,000) 
supported his idea that Dempsey would win through ―reading the opinions of sport critics the 
world over.‖929 Even in farming communities, the distant events in New York fascinated readers 
who felt themselves integral parts of a battle for racial supremacy on the small stage.  From 
Guanajay, in Havana province, one J.R.H. worked out mathematical equations contingent on his 
measurement of the comparative endurance, strength, and ―chins,‖ of Firpo and Dempsey, to 
conclude with ―scientific certainty,‖ that Firpo would triumph.930 On the day of the bout, amid a 
flurry of letters stating carefully reasoned predictions and bold hopes, one man expressed his 
determination to ―pawn‖ his underwear, pants, and even his wife in order to bet on Firpo‘s 
victory.
931
 
 The widespread engagement of public opinion, as expressed in these dozens of letters, 
reveals the importance of vicarious identification and the power of received ideas about 
manhood and identity, even in the remotest corners of Cuba.  The sometimes bizarre arguments 
may strike some modern readers as false consciousness or as naïve attachment to a novel and 
manipulative transnational money making machine; but it is obvious that heartfelt emotion and 
racial pride and were at stake for these Cubans.  Knowledge, the consumption of transnational 
information, was the key factor in most of these letters as they explained their bona fides as arm-
chair critics and sportmen.  Given the recent history of American military and economic 
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domination of Cuba as explained in Chapter Two, this fervent admiration and hope placed in 
Firpo as a representative Latin and Cuban and as a challenger to American cultural dominance is 
understandable. 
 In the city of Havana, owning a radio in these early days of broadcasting was a symbol of 
social status and wealth.
932
  The evening of the bout, however, individuals, soap factories, 
mattress companies, theaters and ―radio clubs,‖ shared their prized possessions with the masses 
of Cubans who gathered in parks, on street corners, and in front of hotels to hear the live 
broadcast of the fight.
933
  For many Cubans, this was probably the first radio transmission they 
had ever heard.  Afro-Cubans, Euro-Cubans, men, women, and children gathered to listen to the 
bout: an estimated 50,000 men and women in the city of Havana alone.  Little else in this period 
had such a powerful hold over the public imagination.  For one radio enthusiast, such excitement 
showed ―the culture of our people.‖934 
 Dempsey‘s second round knockout of Firpo was taken in stride by most Cuban writers in 
the immediate aftermath of the fight.  They took pride away from Firpo‘s courageous attempt 
and called it a ―moral victory‖ for Latin America.935 There were a number of people to blame, 
but the Wild Bull of the Pampas was not one of them.  Most newspapers in the United States 
fulminated against the victor, Jack Dempsey, for repeatedly fouling Firpo while the referee stood 
by and did nothing.  The hundreds of Latin Americans that attended the fight increased their 
dedication to the Argentine and held high hopes for his future. 
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Figure 16: ―Firpo Through the Ropes” Luis Ángel Firpo knocks Jack Dempsey through the ropes. George 
Bellows. (Library of Congress) 
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Figure 17: Advertisement for “Greco” Vermouth, Diario de la Marina, 6 September 1923 
 
 Cubans reveled in the new technologies and aficiones that marked them as a cultured, 
virile, and modern people.  They utilized the public sphere, where they wrote passionate defenses 
of their ―racial‖ preferences in a far away bout that, in actuality, determined little about their 
daily lives.  Nowhere was the public sphere more highly visible than in the Cuban appropriation 
of transnational sport to express themselves and their place amid transnational cultures.  Before 
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the close of the decade, Cuban boxers had reached those heights of celebrity that before had been 
reserved for foreigners. 
 
Kid Chocolate, The Communists, and the Rise of An Afro-Cuban Celebrity 
In August of 1929, the Afro-Cuban boxer Kid Chocolate defeated the Jewish-American 
Al Singer in front of 50,000 fans at the Polo Grounds in New York.
936
  In Havana, the Cuban 
public gathered in the streets, in front of newspaper offices, in cafes, and in bars to listen to the 
blow-by-blow radio broadcast of the bout.  Amateur radio stations set up their receivers on street 
corners to cater to the enormous public excitement over the match.  Chocolate, as he was 
affectionately if belittlingly known, was transformed into a popular culture hero in Cuba, 
particularly for Afro-Cubans.  He was sought after to appear in advertisements for local 
champagne and beer companies being paraded by white factory owners, his autograph published 
alongside their ads as they tried to benefit from his enormous, cross-class popularity.
937
  In the 
months following his return, he toured the island with his entourage and the film of his bout in 
tow to show in local theaters. In Camaguey, the mayor celebrated a special session of the town 
council to publically celebrate the boxer as among those patriots who had ―put the Cuban flag on 
high.‖938   In Havana, clothing stores in the most elite shopping center, the Manzana de Gómez 
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located on Central Park, passed out handbills with the ―Kid‘s‖ picture to advertise their 
expensive suits.
939
   
El Diario de la Marina‘s special correspondent, who traveled with the boxer and sent 
almost daily cables to apprise the Cuban public of his every move, attributed the victory to the 
union of white Cuban intelligence in the form of manager Luis ―Pincho‖ Guti rrez, and Afro-
Cuban athletic ability in the body of Kid Chocolate.
940
  The white manager‘s strategy, the 
correspondent argued, had proven to be the decisive factor in the fighter‘s victory; a Cuban 
manager had out-thought the American experts.  Cuba, in the form of the 125 lb. Afro-Cuban 
boxer had defeated the hero of Jewish America.
941
  In this case, the triumph over the North, was 
dramatic and complete.  Intelligence and wit on the part of Gutiérrez had guided his Afro-Cuban 
―Bon Bon‖ to victory.942  
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Figure 18: Kid Chocolate, 7 September 1929 
 
Figure 19: Kid Chocolate advertises “Champan Sport” 
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The boxer‘s triumphant return to Havana a week later was one of the most anticipated 
public events in recent memory.
943
  After a tumultuous reception by the Cuban consul and 
enormous crowds of Cuban-Americans and African-Americans in Miami, Chocolate and his 
manager ―Pincho‖ landed in Havana harbor on September 8th, on a special hydroplane, to the 
music of the municipal band, thousands of fanaticos lining the shores, and nearly every boat in 
the harbor packed with people waiting for a glimpse of the small dark-skinned boxer from the 
shanty-town of Cerro, on the margins of Havana.
944
  Reporters gushed over Chocolate‘s fame:  
the negrito in addition to being a ―perfect‖ boxer, had a friendly smile and was an ―ebony statue, 
perfectly symmetrical and exquisitely modeled.‖945  He was hailed as the ―chosen son‖ of 
Cuba.
946
 
From the lighthouse tower of the sixteenth century fort El Morro, constructed by slave 
labor, the signal to close the Havana harbor was given as the hydroplane approached from the 
north.  The thousands of spectators stumbled over themselves, causing numerous injuries and 
nearly sinking one of the harbor‘s docks.947   The entire malecón was filled with people as the 
special car sent by the mayor‘s office drove the boxer and his manager to the town hall, where 
Kid Chocolate‘s mother and girlfriend waited with the mayor.  Several individuals spoke in 
dramatic nationalist terms about the valor, patriotism, and national honor that were all now 
intricately connected with the boxer‘s triumph in New York.  Comandante Enrique Recio 
compared Chocolate, the ―Bronze Hero,‖ with General Antonio Maceo, the ―Bronze Titan‖ 
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martyred in 1896 during the Cuban Wars for Independence. While Recio spoke in the patio of 
the colonial era prison on the Prado (temporarily housing the Ayuntamiento), the crowd grew 
impatient and the boxer and the government functionaries took the balcony overlooking the 
crowd.  Pincho and the Kid received medals from the government to the thunderous applause of 
the gathered public.
948
 
In anticipation of the Kid‘s return, in early September of 1929, Havana mayor Miguel 
Mariano Gómez along with representatives from the most elite Afro-Cuban social club, the Club 
Atenas, celebrated a special session of the Ayuntamiento to pay homage to the ascendant career 
of Eligio Sardiñas Montalvo, the ―beloved Kid Chocolate‖ upon his victorious return from the 
United States.
949
  Afro-Cuban civil society, even the less elite fraternal organizations like the 
Unión Fraternal, the Club Jóvenes del Vals and the Magnetic Club along with the aristocratic 
scions of white, elite Cubans (Mayor Gómez was the son of former President José Miguel 
Gómez) voted to award the boxer and his white ―irreplaceable‖ manager Luis ―Pincho‖ Guti rrez 
medals as heroes of the nation.  Florentino Pedroso, the director of the Afro-Cuban revista 
Renacimiento and an ―enthusiastic admirer‖ of the boxer, served as the director of the 
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commission to receive him and obtained the services of the municipal band to greet the boxer 
and his manager upon their arrival in Havana harbor.
950
 
 As Robin Moore has shown, the Club Atenas was highly selective in its valorization of 
the cultural manifestations of Afro-Cubans.  Into the 1950s, popular Afro-Cuban music and 
dance traditions such as son and mambo were repressed by the public representatives of black 
Cubans in favor of more European, ―smooth‖ forms of expression.  While upper-class whites in 
the 1920s and 30s encouraged and emulated Afro-Cuban popular culture and appropriated music 
and dance as emblematic of Cuban national identity, many elite Afro-Cubans disdained them as 
remnants of lower-class, even atavistic black Cuban culture.
951
  The  lu   t n s‟ official 
support and admiration for the class ascendant Cuban boxer suggests the ambiguity of certain 
cultural practices as symbols of high cultural attainment among Afro-Cubans whose purported 
goal was to integrate and educate their fellow black Cubans into mainstream ideas of propriety 
and sociability.  Fame, it seems, was enough to impel members of Club Atenas to put their stamp 
of approval on the athletic endeavors of the former shoe shiner and newspaper crier.
952
 
 Though Kid Chocolate was almost universally praised by Afro-Cubans and white Cubans 
from across the political spectrum as symbol of national pride and achievement in the 
competitive arenas of the north, Afro-Cubans debated the form and semantics of this 
valorization.  From Havana, to Camaguey, to Santiago de Cuba, Afro-Cuban writers wrestled 
with the significance of Kid Chocolate‘s rise to fame and the example it provided for Cuban 
youth.  For Nemesio Lavié, an author and journalist from Oriente, Afro-Cuban 
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acknowledgement of the Cuban athlete as an Afro-Cuban was a self-defeating symbol of racial 
inferiority.
953
  He argued that the language used in the praise lavished on Chocolate in the 
weekly newspaper section Ideales de Una Raza increased the racial divisions between Cubans by 
acknowledging that the boxer was of African descent and therefore not entirely and primarily 
Cuban.  Though Kid Chocolate had risen to ―the plane of consecration‖ and deserved public 
acknowledgment of his achievements, to list him as an Afro-Cuban, according to Lavié, implied 
an inherent sense of surprise at the success of those with black skin.  Lavié used the opportunity 
provided by the voluminous and near euphoric editorializing on Kid Chocolate to impugn the 
entire Afro-Cuban intellectual team that published the weekly Afro-Cuban perspective column in 
the conservative newspaper El Diario de la Marina. 
954
  
 The young writer and poet Nicolás Guillén, who closely followed Cuban boxing and 
elegized Kid Chocolate in his 1929 poem ―Pequeña Oda a un Negro Boxeador‖ reacted with 
surprise and indignation to Lavi ‘s chastisement.  He defended the main target of these attacks, 
the section‘s bilingual editor Gustavo Urutia, against the accusation that he sowed racial division 
by maintaining the inferiority of black Cubans through the very existence of Ideales de Una 
Raza.  For Guillén, Lavié misunderstood the mission of the team of writers that collaborated on 
the weekly examination of Afro-Cuban society.  Lavi  was ―blind‖ to the fact that these 
intellectuals and poets enjoyed the esteem of their white colleagues in their attempts to unify the 
races through a critical examination of the numerous ―exes on the chalkboard,‖ placed against 
the advancement of Afro-Cubans.  To gloss over these realities in pretending that key differences 
did not exist only exacerbated the problems.  The social barriers experienced by  Afro-Cubans 
would be overcome by honestly examining the issues and pointing out hypocrisy, learning from 
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foreign examples of race relations, and celebrating the achievements of those black Cubans who 
excelled in any field, be it art or athletics. Furthermore, with the understanding and support of 
white Cuban intellectuals and journalists, Ideales de Una Raza sought to bridge the racial divides 
inherent in modern Cuba by celebrating Afro-Cubans as Cubans.  They sought contributions 
from African-Americans in an attempt to forge transnational intellectual ties that would widen 
cultural engagement and raise the level of discourse among Afro-Cubans and African-
Americans.  Kid Chocolate served as a conduit for Afro-Cuban-African American discourse. 
The end product, Guillen argued, was to celebrate cubanidad in the form of Kid 
Chocolate as a whole through the valorization of one of its representatives.  Lavié, and those like 
him who had ―already arrived‖ at elite status were part of the problem that prevented a 
straightforward acknowledgement of racially divided Cuba.  Guillen further argued that to solve 
these national issues, one must speak both in the ―language of Cuba‖ and ―in the Negro 
language, which is the language of justice.‖  Boxing, and Kid Chocolate, were fodder for 
divisive ideas on how Afro-Cubans should seek advancement within a racially charged 
society.
955
 
 In a less critical and vehemently positive vein, one writer from Camaguey expressed in 
nearly euphoric tone the national sentiment evidenced by the enormous public affection and 
codified by the governmental decree of congratulation to Kid Chocolate:    
Eligio Sardiñas y Montalvo, a nineteen year old negrito, who was born in a miserable 
house in the shanty town of Cerro, in the capital of the Republic, has become a great 
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citizen in this historic moment, admired and revered by all of his compatriots and is 
surrounded by the aura of an authentic national hero.
956
   
 
In hyperbolic prose, the editorialist argued that Kid Chocolate was the greatest boxer of 
all time and that his celebrity rivaled that of aviator Charles Lindbergh.  The boxer was even 
more worthy of admiration because he was the son of a nobody, claimed no exalted lineage, and 
yet through his dedication and natural ability had risen to the heights of fame.   He had ―made a 
magnificent affirmation of the sporting capacity of Cubans for great undertakings and placed the 
name of the patria at an immeasurable height.‖  Kid Chocolate, the hyperbole continued, was the 
paragon of a modern, democratic Cuba, where all, regardless of race or class, had the same 
opportunities for greatness.  He was comparable to Alexander the Great, but unlike him had 
earned fame through his honestly and individually attained merits, not through inheritance.  
Perhaps most importantly, ―Kid Chocolate represents a most beautiful, edifying, educative, 
transcendent example for all of his compatriots and especially for his kind, the negro Cubans!‖957 
It was thanks to democracy, the same forces that transformed Abraham Lincoln from 
―woodcutter to statesman,‖ that allowed the boxer to rise ―from an unhappy and needy child into 
an idol of his people and the glory of world sport.‖ 
 Though the language of these elegies borders on the absurd, they capture the national 
sentiment surrounding the most well-known Afro-Cuban of his generation.  As political and 
social tensions mounted and the nation was on the brink of civil war to end the dictatorship of 
Gerardo Machado, the celebration of Kid Chocolate as hero-athlete was universally accepted as a 
point of cohesion within Cuban national identity.  Like José Martí, the young black athlete was 
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transformed into an image used by opposing sides of the political spectrum.  From black 
nationalists, to the white conservative social and economic elite, to the activists in the League of 
Communist Youth, a Cuban champion was celebrated and raised as a symbol of national 
achievement and fair play.  The public celebration of Kid Chocolate‘s success was expressed in 
the language of both civic and racial nationalism: for Afro-Cubans, the boxer was the foremost 
example of black Cuban success; for others his rise was proof of the opportunities for 
advancement that were a product of Cuban democracy.  
The dramatic language and symbolism of sport and the popular appraisal of Cuban 
athletes as ―bulwarks‖ of lower class masculinity in domestic and international competitions 
were appropriated by seemingly unlikely sources.  Though Cuban sport idols, boxers in 
particular, had achieved enormous public notoriety and rapid financial success, they were 
portrayed by some political activists as victims of transnational capitalism and domestic class 
injustice.   An undated pamphlet, from the late 1920s or early 1930s, published by the 
Communist Youth League of Havana, celebrated Kid Chocolate as a class hero worthy of 
emulation by poor Cuban youth in their struggle against the ―traps‖ set for them by the 
international capitalist system in Cuba.
958
  While labeling the Cuban boxer as a ‗negrito,‘ a racist 
term of paternalistic endearment often assigned to Afro-Cubans and a stock character played in 
black-face by white Cubans in popular theater, the Communist Youth repeatedly called for 
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popular emulation of the athlete due to his representation of  Cuban ―manliness,‖ and  ―self-
discipline,‖ as a ―sublime example,‖ of the perseverance of the Cuban poor.959  Though Kid 
Chocolate was a much vaunted example of the possibilities of lower class Cubans, he was still 
unable to transcend the mocking and racist portrayals of even those who celebrated his success.  
Race and class remained separate. 
Despite losing some important matches in the United States and having his talent and 
potential leached by shadowy capitalist figures who sought to destroy his ―crown and prestige,‖ 
for the Communist Youth Chocolate represented the ―prestige of [their] country.‖  The Afro-
Cuban boxer had been pushed, the League argued, into a ―corrupt and disordered,‖ lifestyle by 
the malevolent representatives of capitalist society that used lower classed Cuban talent for its 
own ends before closing the door on upward mobility.  Chocolate, the League implied, was 
further handicapped by his child-like intelligence: the credulity of the ―negrito.‖  While living in 
Harlem, Kid Chocolate had imbibed the Bohemian atmosphere of the late 1920s and, many 
writers observed, had damaged his career potential by leading a dissolute lifestyle.  The Kid, 
according to the propagandists, had fought through this adversity and risen to ―definitive and 
grandiose‖ triumph by taking control of his life to lift himself out of the ―quagmire‖ or the class 
system.     
The pamphleteers insist on the worthiness of the Kid for the imitation of all Cuban youth 
and rhetorically ask their readers:  
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How many youths don‘t dream of becoming a Kid in other sports and in other activities?  
How many don‘t dream of honors and laurels from his people?  But their dreams are 
truncated when they crash against sad reality: a regime of pain and injustices that closes 
the doors of the future; that destroys all of their dreams and pushes them each day toward 
dishonor and obscurity.  The Cuban youth suffers the same as Chocolate, the same 
disgraces of a youth who are shut out from all possibility of greatness, success and 
triumph.
960
  
Without entering too deeply into the political debates surrounding the rise and fall of 
Machado regime, Kid Chocolate was a problematic representative of Communist aspirations for 
a more just and equitable society.  Though he had risen through boxing to become perhaps the 
most well-known Afro-Cuban of his era, he embodied the extremes of capitalist consumption.  
He was popularly known to own over three hundred suits, one for each day of the year, drove 
new and expensive cars, and purchased a home in the all-white suburb of Marianao.  The 
importance of his portrayal by the Communist Youth for this study is that it indicates the 
appropriation of his image as shorthand for larger economic and cultural issues, yet remained 
firmly embedded in traditional stereotypes of black Cubans.  The pamphleteers draw on recent 
popular memory of the Kid, self-assured that their readers will all be aware of the events that 
led to the athletes defeat and interpreting them as symbolic, indeed the foremost symbol, of the 
plight of the Cuban poor. 
As a professional athlete, Kid Chocolate utilized one of the few venues open to lower 
class Afro-Cubans in their successful challenge of the ―traps‖ laid for them by the socio-
economic system.  The medium of his celebrity is central to the argument of his representative 
cubanidad.  Sport as a quintessential democratic space contingent on little more than individual 
merit and not upon race or class had become a tool of first resort for class mobility and the 
showcase of Afro-Cuban achievement in an emblematically modern endeavor.   
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Conclusion 
By the end of the 1920s, amidst growing popular discontent that would culminate with 
the overthrow of the Machado dictatorship a few years later, the public sphere in Cuba operated 
tangentially and often time at odds with the larger political discourses.  Civil society continued 
to evince a fascination with modern forms of masculine display that opened new spaces and 
forms of social organization.  In a broader sense, these cultural shifts survived and intensified 
amid or even despite the tumultuous political shifts that have accounted for much of the 
historiographical understanding of this period. 
This novel orientation of the public sphere, taking place simultaneously in many Latin 
American nations, has proven to be more long-lasting than even the many political systems that 
have come and gone in the ensuing decades.  Cuba, in particular, is a prime case study in the 
tenacity with which culture hangs on even amid the most dramatic changes and attempts at 
cultural reorientation.  While the Castro government disdained professional athletics as the 
product of capitalist cultural decadence, the underlying ideas about manhood, the body, and the 
competitive engagement of modernity have remained as strong as ever.  Kid Chocolate‘s face 
still stares out with a confident smile, greeting impoverished Cubans on the sidewalk in front of 
the massive Capitolio building in the most central area of Havana.  Félix Savón, the three time 
Olympic boxing champion, advertises the local Havana television station, where he is portrayed 
as the most masculine of Cuban patriots. 
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CHAPTER VI 
CONCLUSIONS: FROM FOREIGN BARBARISM TO NATIONAL PRIDE 
 In this dissertation, I have examined pugilism from its controversial beginnings until its 
popularization in Mexico and Cuba and argued that this process of appropriation took place 
between the 1890s and the 1930s.  I have portrayed boxing as a means to show processes that are 
connected to, but go far beyond sport history-- as a way to narrate and expose wider ideas of 
cultural change and the Mexican and Cuban engagement with modern transnational cultures of 
masculinity, national identity, and race.  The terms used to describe this process whereby 
something once exotic becomes nationalized to the extent that it is a mainstay of local popular 
culture, a point of pride across the class spectrum, and an important signifier of national identity 
and masculinity, are many.  Whether this process is called negotiation, syncretism, imagination, 
or appropriation, the ever evolving outcome is highly visible today.  Modern sport is one of the 
few, at least perceived, legal means of upward mobility in Mexico and among economically 
disadvantaged Chicanos and Cubanos in the United States.
961
  
 From the 1890s to the 1930s, the popularization of physical culture and boxing paralleled 
what I call a broadening of the boundaries of lo cubano and lo mexicano.  In the first period, I 
have shown that elite commentators in the public sphere were split over the meanings of this 
cultural import.  For most, the highly symbolic practice of boxing was paired with such 
degrading American cultural features as lynching. Taken together, boxing, lynching, and racial 
discrimination  were posed as a mirror and counter-narrative to widespread ideas of the racial 
and cultural superiority of those most often referred to as Anglo-Saxon peoples.  The science of 
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eugenics and the diffusion of Spencerian ideas of cultural and racial hierarchies caused many 
observers across the region to search for methods through which Latin Americans could literally 
change national bodies and other attributes deemed central to the positive evolution of their 
cultures.   
 As North American influence in the form of capital, politics, and popular culture 
extended through Latin America in the early twentieth century, lower-class black, white, and 
Asian practitioners of the ―science‖ of self-defense traveled and worked throughout the region.  
As members of the marginal classes in the United States, these boxers and wrestlers and their 
culture enjoyed a highly visible presence and broad influence in Mexico and Cuba.  Their de 
facto representation of American popular culture often ran counter to the refined ways in which 
the more established and conservative ―American colonies‖ sought to present themselves. 
   The American victory over the Spanish in 1898 and the Japanese defeat of the Russians 
in 1905 gave ―physical cultures‖  boxing, jiu-jitsu, bodybuilding, and even sumo wrestling) from 
these two emergent powers the force of revealed truth: nations that cultivated and celebrated 
―manly arts‖ ascended to the apex of the Social Darwinist hierarchy.  No longer tied to Victorian 
ideals of masculinity that celebrated refinement, reflection and a sedate version of manhood, 
Latin Americans from across the class spectrum increasingly celebrated vigorous and muscular 
―virility.‖  Sports like boxing became a salient feature of civic social organization and cultural 
engagement outside of traditional means of masculine self-representation.  Where once the 
military or dueling provided proving grounds for aristocratic honor, sport now provided a novel 
cross-class pursuit where once-marginal Cubans and Mexicans became national symbols of 
excellence.  
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 The newly popular practice of imported blood sport challenged government regulation of 
public entertainments. With no regulatory infrastructure for combat sport in place, the police and 
government officials played a game of catch-up to the evolving tastes of the populace.  The 
vacillating and decades-long process that culminated in the legalization of prizefighting across 
Latin America by the early 1920s showed political and cultural resistance and later 
accommodation to what was from the early nineteenth century deemed ―Anglo-Saxon 
barbarism.‖  Cultural critics, mainly in the growing press, argued in the early years of the 
twentieth century that the appropriation of modern sport would have regenerative effects for the 
masculine nation as a whole.  Among other factors, the cultural diffusion of virile masculinity 
would make good soldiers and brace Cubans and Mexicans for the challenges of modern, urban 
life.  These justifications often appeared as apologia, seeking to elevate popular passions to the 
level of national honor. 
 The often theoretical and decades long debate among the elite was largely overridden by 
the more immediate and widespread celebration of local boxers del patio (local boys) who rose 
to fame and wealth in the 1920s.  The cultural elite, men like Federico Gamboa and, had he 
lived, José Martí had or would have had to stomach a grudging acceptance of imported blood 
sport as a feature of working-class culture.   This expansion of Mexican and Cuban culture was a 
thoroughly transnational process and the sites where these dramatic narratives were dispersed 
were largely made possible by new media, especially radio.  The availability of cheap written 
sources like El Imparcial in Mexico and El Mundo in Cuba reacted to and helped to constitute 
the lucrative market of new consumers of athletic news from abroad, guided governments in the 
first tentative steps toward making new regulations, and fueled public engagement with local and 
international events and celebrities: often citing men like Luis Ángel Firpo (Argentina), Rodolfo 
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Casanova (Mexico), Eladio Valdéz (Cuba), Jack Johnson, Jack Dempsey and Georges Carpentier 
as paragons of modern manhood worthy of imitation. 
 This study de-centered government and showed it to be an actor of secondary importance 
when studying the transmission and appropriation of certain features of popular culture.  
Attempts to prohibit the implantation of boxing failed as practitioners and fans took boxing 
underground or to areas of uncertain jurisdiction.  This was followed by temporary legalizations 
and the first steps toward regulation. By the end of the period, government facilited the culture of 
boxing as a site where national heroes were created first in the public sphere and only later 
valorized by official recognition.  Sport became one of the few avenues through which members 
of the lower classes—Afro-Cuban laborers and newspaper criers—Mexican shop-workers and 
miners—came to symbolize Mexicanidad and Cubanidad in the transnational public sphere.  
Ideally, at least, Mexicans and Cubans challenged cultural and physical dominance of Americans 
and other foreigners on the leveling plane of a meritocratic, rule driven, and popular pursuit. 
 Central in this evolution from foreign barbarism into local culture was the broadening of 
social spaces for participation embodied in new social clubs and qualitative shifts in media 
coverage that privileged commentary on foreign and local transnational cultures. Where in the 
1890s thousands of Mexicans voted with their feet, boarding trains to view a prizefight between 
foreigners in a neighboring state where it was tenuously legal, by the 1920s tens of thousands 
spent hard earned pesos to attend bouts where Mexicans, literally wrapped in the flag, challenged 
foreign boxers who had claimed the title ―Champion of Mexico.‖   Boxing was controversial and 
loaded with gendered, nationalistic and racial overtones in the United States and in Cuba and 
Mexico.  In Cuba, one of the only examples of Afro-Cuban greatness that commentators could 
draw upon was the example of Antonio Maceo, the hero of the Wars for Independence and they 
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paired him with Afro-Cuban boxers who became ―champions de la patria.‖  In Mexico, lower 
class boxers were among the first working-class individuals to be touted as evidence of Mexican 
accomplishment abroad in a medium dominated by foreigners.  Today, 2011, most champion 
boxers at work in the United States claim Latin American heritage.  This is a vastly different 
picture than one would have painted in 1920. 
 In both Cuba and Mexico during this period, the complexity and depth of civil society 
were extended first through changes in popular tastes for entertainment and only later codified 
into national life by legislators.  By the late 1920s, Cubans and Mexicans from around the 
national territories expressed themselves as members of transnational public, aficionados, or the 
―fancy‖ that consumed highly theatrical images of virile masculinity.  The rise of Mexican and 
Cuban boxers in this period served as a mechanism through which these aficionados were further 
drawn into international events often expressing their allegiances in forceful language that 
evoked racial solidarity and regional and national identities.  New publications such as Nocaut in 
Cuba and Aficion in Mexico catered to the enormous popularity of what once had been an exotic 
and raffish sampling of lower class American culture.  These specialized media sources provided 
outlets for the expression of what had become ―national passions.‖ 
 Beyond a colorful collection of anecdotes, I hope this study contributes to the field in 
several ways.  By de-centering the state and working in the interstices between elite and popular 
cultures, this narrative fleshes out untold stories that complicate our understanding of how 
Mexican and Cuban cultures evolved against the backdrop of the upheavals of the early twentieth 
century.  The popular cultures of sport have been both deployed by and have outlasted political 
regimes; functioning as a point of political legitimacy in the case of Cuba.  I also sought to tap 
into the growing enthusiasm for transnational history by tracing the movement of both 
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individuals and ideas that crossed borders with varying degrees of difficulty and that have 
received scant attention.  While the state remains a unit of analysis, it is secondary to both local 
and transnational ideological currents and tastes.  For a sugar-cane cutter from the rural interior 
of Cuba to name himself ―Black Dempsey‖ and take up a marginal sport as a means of self-
advancement illustrates an early strain of globalization absent from most historiography of Latin 
America during this period. 
 I also hoped to challenge generalizations of Cuban and Mexican culture in this period that 
focus on the mimetic engagement of transnational ideas.  By showing resistance, debate, and 
transformations that took place on ideological and even corporeal levels, I hope I have 
demonstrated the need to reevaluate the metrics that have been used to determine such 
abstractions as tradition and authenticity.  The diversity of cultural factors that constituted lo 
Cubano and lo mexicano in the public sphere looked very different in 1930 than they had in 
1890.   The affective power of celebrity, the cult of virile masculinity and ideas about the 
racialized body and sport, as Hobsbawm has argued, constituted one of the most important new 
social factors at the end of the nineteenth century.  I argue that it is now impossible to approach 
Latin American culture in general without understanding the cross-class, interracial, and 
transnational importance of sport as rallying point for national identities across the region. 
 This study started in an attempt to explain and understand individuals and processes that 
clashed with the extant historiography.  I hope that I have chosen amid the hundreds of anecdotes 
from this period a collection of compelling stories that, together, constitute a fresh and engagning  
way to looking at culture and ideas in this period of enormous and often tragic upheaval. 
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